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Preface 

This book contains the written contributions of speakers invited to the 41st Annual 
Meeting of the Society of General Physiologists, held in Woods Hole, Massachusetts, 
during September 9-12, 1987. Abstracts for the 95 contributed poster presentations at 
the meeting are published in the December 1987 issue of The Journal of General 
Physiology. 

As organizers of this symposium on Cell Physiology of Blood we had to make a 
difficult judgement: would it be better to have the presentations cover a subject in 
depth, or should we convene scientists with a wide range of interests who happen to 
work on blood cells? It would not have been difficult, for example, to fill the entire 
program with talks exclusively about membrane transport, or cytoskeletal proteins, or 
intracellular signaling, or growth and differentiation. Each of these fields is moving 
rapidly; each would have commanded a devoted audience. We opted for diversity. 
Blood cells are the subject of such a variety of research that we thought it would be 
constructive to bring together the leading investigators in a number of areas, gambling 
that they would find subjects of mutual interest to discuss. In addition, we both felt 
that as members of the transport workers' union we needed a broadening experience. 
We were not disappointed. 

Many people contributed to the success of the meeting. We would like especially 
to acknowledge the session chairmen, to whom we delegated the invitation of speakers: 
David Nathan and Arthur Nienhuis for the session on hematopoiesis, Peter Agre for 
the membrane skeletal program, Jeffrey Freedman for the workshop on dyes that 
measure membrane potential, Michael Cahalan for the section on ion channels, and 
Clive Palfrey for the presentations on intracellular signaling. Joseph Hoffman in his 
introduction of the keynote speaker gave a historical account of blood cell research at 
the Marine Biological Laboratories, mentioning M. H. Jacobs, A. K. Parpart, and 
F. R. Hunter. Daniel Tosteson wound up the proceedings with a summary and 
reflections. To these individuals, to the invited speakers and the contributors of 
abstracts, to Maureen Bodo of The Rockefeller University Press, Jane Leighton of the 
Society of General Physiologists, and to the officers of the society we extend our 
thanks. 

Robert B. Gunn 
John C. Parker 
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Introduction 
During the last decade, there have been very substantial advances in our understanding 
of both the structure and the mechanism of the sodium pump, though we are still a long 
way from fully understanding either. Curiously, despite the advances on both fronts, 
there is as yet little interaction between them. Those who study structure and those 
who study function are aware of each other's work and happy that it should be going 
on, but they have not yet received much insight from each other's experiments. The 
situation is one which, I believe, the child psychologists call "parallel play." 

The Structure of the Na,K-ATPase 
Let me say something about structure first. It is not an area in which I have been 
directly involved, so I can be presumed to have fewer prejudices. 

It is now clear that the Na,K-ATPase molecule contains two kinds of subunit, an 
a chain of molecular weight -100,000, and a {3 chain, which is a glycopolypeptide 
whose protein portion has a molecular weight of -40,000. The two kinds of chain exist 
in equal numbers, but there has been a good deal of controversy about whether the 
Na,K-ATPase molecule in situ consists of one a and one (3 chain, which it probably 
does, or two a-(3 protomers. Two years ago, two groups of workers, Shull et al. ( 1985) in 
Cincinnati and Kawakami eta!. (1985) in Kyoto, succeeded in cloning and sequencing 
DNA complementary to the messenger RNA coding the a subunit. This was the a 
subunit from sheep kidney in the American work, and from Torpedo electric organ in 
the Japanese work. The deduced amino acid sequences were in very good agreement 
with each other and with what was already known from direct analysis of proteolytic 
digestion products, and they showed strong homologies with the sequences found in the 
calcium-transporting ATPase of sarcoplasmic reticulum and in the H,K-ATPase 
responsible for acid secretion in the gastric mucosa. There are also striking homologies 
with the H-transporting ATPase of yeasts and the K-transporting ATPase of Escheri
chia coli. More recently, the sequence of the {3 subunit of the Na,K-ATPase has also 
been determined (Shull eta!., 1986). 

By looking at the relative hydrophobicity or hydrophilicity of the amino acid side 
chains as one moves along the sequence, it is possible to derive so-called hydropathy 
plots (Kyte and Doolittle, 1982). (Hydropathy is derived from Greek roots meaning 
"feeling for water.") For the a chain, the plots show six to eight regions made up 
mainly of amino acids with hydrophobic side chains, and these regions are separated by 
more hydrophilic regions. This arrangement suggests that the a chain crosses the lipid 
membrane at least six and probably eight times. In contrast, hydropathy plots for the (3 
unit suggest only a single crossing. The sugars are attached to the portion of the (3 chain 
projecting into the extracellular medium. 

Interpretation of hydropathy plots is not entirely foolproof, since hydrophobic 
regions are not necessarily confined to the parts of the polypeptide crossing the lipid 
bilayer. However, there is independent evidence that the a chain crosses the lipid 
bilayer at least six times. Under defined conditions, trypsin and chymotrypsin cut the a 

chain at three particular sites, all of which are accessible only from the intracellular 
surface. It is therefore possible to divide the chain into four regions and to know that 
the junctions between these regions are exposed at the intracellular surface. If the 
intact chain in situ is labeled with reagents that act solely from the extracellular 
surface or solely from the intracellular surface, then the position of the labels will 
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identify the regions of the chain that project outwards or inwards. Lipid-soluble labels 
can also be used to identify the transmembrane portions. By building up the jigsaw 
puzzle in this way, it is possible to derive a rough picture of the polypeptide chain as it 
winds backwards and forwards through the lipid bilayer (for references, see Glynn, 
1985). This picture fits moderately well with the picture derived from hydropathy plots 
{though there are some contradictions), and it also shows the approximate positions of 
the A TP-binding and phosphorylation sites at the intracellular surface, and of the 
region or regions adjacent to the ouabain-binding site at the extracellular surface. 

A more direct approach to structure is, of course, to use the electron microscope. 
The most successful procedure has been to study Na,K-ATPase-rich membranes that 
have been exposed to vanadate or to orthophosphate for several weeks. The enzyme has 

Figure 1. Electron micrographs, diffraction patterns, and calculated protein-density contour 
maps for three preparations of two-dimensional Na,K-ATPase crystals. Preparations A and B 
had been exposed to vanadate, preparation C to phosphate. (Reproduced with permission from 
Hebert eta!., 1982.) 

some lateral mobility in the plane of the membrane, and under these conditions the 
individual enzyme molecules come together, first as linear arrays and eventually as 
confluent areas of two-dimensional crystal. These crystalline areas can then be 
investigated using the standard techniques of negative staining, thin sectioning, and 
freeze-fracture, and the repetitive images can be studied using sophisticated tech
niques of image analysis. 

Fig. I, from Hebert et al. (1982), shows electron micrographs, diffraction 
patterns, and calculated protein density contour maps for three preparations. The first 
two had been prepared with vanadate, and there is one a-~ protomer per unit cell. The 
right-hand preparation had been exposed to phosphate, and the unit cell corresponds to 
the a2~2 dimer. By studying negatively stained dimeric two-dimensional crystals at a 
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whole series of tilt angles, and then subjecting each projection to Fourier analysis, 
Hebert and his colleagues were able to produce a three-dimensional model of 
Na,K-ATPase in dimeric form. Each unit cell contained two rod-like protein regions 
corresponding to cx-{3 protomers. The units protruded -40 A on the cytoplasmic side of 
the bilayer and -20 A on the extracellular side. Unfortunately, the resolution in the 
plane of the membrane was only -20-25 A, so detailed structural analysis was not 
possible. 

The Nature of the Pump Cycle 
In the normal working of the pump, three sodium ions are transported outwards and 
two potassium ions are transported inwards for each molecule of ATP hydrolyzed. We 
are therefore dealing with an enzyme that has four substrates (ATP, water, intracellu
lar sodium, and extracellular potassium) and four products (ADP, inorganic phos
phate, extracellular sodium, and intracellular potassium). In considering an enzymic 
reaction involving this number of reactants and products, one has to ask the question: 
do all the reactants combine with the enzyme before any of the products are released, 
or do some combine only after some of the products have been released? If the latter is 
true, the enzyme is known as a "ping-pong" enzyme (Cleland, 1963) because it must 

Sequential reaction mechanism 

A 8 P Q 

t t t t 

Ping-pong reaction mechanism 

A P 8 Q 

Ping j__j_Pong l_l_ Ping 

Figure 2. Multisubstrate enzymic 
reaction mechanisms classified ac
cording to Cleland (1963). A and B 
are substrates; P and Q are products. 

exist in at least two stable states: a "ping" state that combines with the first set of 
reactants and releases the first set of products, and a "pong" state that combines with 
the second set of reactants and releases the second set of products (see Fig. 2). 

It turns out that the sodium pump is a ping-pong enzyme (Fig. 3). Combination 
with ATP and intracellular sodium is followed by phosphorylation, release of ADP to 
the cell interior, and, after a conformational change, release of the sodium at the 
outside surface of the cell. The enzyme is now in the pong state. Combination with 
extracellular potassium is followed by hydrolysis of the phosphoenzyme, release of the 
inorganic phosphate to the cell interior, and, after a change in conformation of the 
dephosphoenzyme, release of the potassium at the intracellular surface of the 
membrane. The enzyme is now back again in the ping state. 

What is the evidence for this story? Instead of giving a strictly historical account, 
I propose to take a walk, or rather a series of walks, around the enzyme cycle, 
attempting to justify its various features on the way. And though I shall discuss in some 
detail the kinds of evidence that support the scheme, I shall not show any experimental 
results. This is partly because this address was originally given after dinner at the end 
of a busy day, and partly because I wanted my listeners then-and I want my readers 
now-to appreciate the woods and not be overconcerned with the trees. 

First, let us look at the right-hand side of the cycle, the part involving sodium ions. 
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In 1965, Post et al. showed that Na,K-ATPase from guinea pig kidney was phosphory
lated by A TP in the presence of magnesium and sodium ions, and that the phosphoen
zyme was hydrolyzed in the presence of potassium ions. The phosphorylated group was 
later shown to be a {j-aspartyl carboxylic group (Post and Kume, 1973), which we now 
know to be residue 376 in the a chain. Although these experiments told one nothing 
about the movements of the catalyzing ions, it was economical to suppose that the 
phosphorylation was associated with an outward movement of sodium and the 
hydrolysis was associated with an inward movement of potassium. In other words, it 
looked as though the Na,K-ATPase might be a ping-pong enzyme, in which the ping 
state was unphosphorylated and reacted with ATP and intracellular sodium and the 
pong state was phosphorylated and reacted with water and extracellular potassium. 

Cation-loading sites are 
accessible from the exterior 
and prefer K+ to Na+ 

2K+ 3Na6 

• ,.//~ 
0 

1 ~ E P 3N E P·2K ~ 7 E2P ;..>" 2 · a 

-~' ~,~"~--------- -! 
P; ..-"" I I 

I ~ 

Cation -loading sites E2·( 2KJ E, P·(3Na) 

are occluded ~ 1: !~ /~ 
ATP~ ~r ADP 

~ .. :.~,.:.: .,:. ~ .. -- _,,~,f~, ~·- --~.,-..~- --- ".!'~irP·(~a:_ 
accessible from the interior, I :or. I I 
and prefer Na+ to K+ : 1 ~ 

E,-2K·ATP "~, -E1·ATP YTE1·3Na·ATP 

2Kt 3Na~ 

Figure 3. The normal Na,K-ATPase cycle. The brackets in E1P(3Na) and E2P(2K) denote that 
the ions are occluded. For simplicity, (a) magnesium ions have been ignored, (b) the slow 
conversion of E2(2K) to E1 • 2K that occurs when ATP is not bound to the enzyme has been 
omitted, (c) the binding by E1 of sodium ions and ATP in that order has been omitted. (Modified 
from Karlish eta!., 1978.) 

The need to postulate the existence of two different forms of the phosphoenzyme 
came about in this way.lt was shown early on that the incorporated phospho group was 
an acyl phosphate. An acyl phosphate would be expected to react with ADP to form 
ATP, but Albers and his colleagues (Fahn et al., 1966a, b) found that the phosphoen
zyme would do this only if the enzyme had been pretreated in certain ways: with 
N-ethylmaleimide, for example, or, as it later turned out, with oligomycin (Siegel and 
Albers, 1967), or with a-chymotrypsin (J~rgensen et al., 1982). They therefore 
suggested that there were two forms of phosphoenzyme: E1P, which was formed first, 
and which could react with ADP; and E2P, which was formed spontaneously from E1P 
and which did not react with ADP but was rapidly hydrolyzed in the presence of 
potassium ions. If the enzyme had not been treated with N-ethylmaleimide (or 
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oligomycin or a-chymotrypsin), the phosphoenzyme was mostly E2P; if it had, the 
spontaneous conversion of E1P to E2P was blocked and the enzyme was mostly E1P. 
The difference between E1P and E2P is thought to be simply a difference in 
conformation, since Post et al. (1969) could detect no difference between the 
electrophoretic behavior of the proteolytic digestion products of the two forms of 
phosphoenzyme. Very recently, it has been shown that there is probably also an 
intermediate form, E•P (for references and discussion, see Glynn, 1988), but that is a 
complication we shall not go into here. 

Now let us look at the left-hand side of the cycle, the part that is involved with 
potassium. The notion that there were two different dephospho forms came about in 
this way. Although the sodium pump is rather specific for sodium (only hydrogen ions 
and lithium ions can substitute for sodium ions, and they do so poorly), it is much less 
specific for potassium. Lithium, rubidium, cesium, ammonium, and thallous ions can 
all substitute for potassium ions. In 1972, Post et al. reported experiments in which 
they measured the rate of rephosphorylation by ATP of enzyme that had just been 
dephosphorylated. They found that the rate of rephosphorylation differed depending 
on whether lithium or rubidium ions had been present during the hydrolysis, and that 
this was true even when the experiments were done in such a way that the conditions 
during the rephosphorylation were identical. In other words, the enzyme appeared to 
remember which ions had catalyzed the hydrolysis. Post et al. suggested that this was 
because the catalyzing ions became occluded within the enzyme at the moment of 
hydrolysis and were released only later after a slow conformational change. Further
more, since the enzyme became available for rephosphorylation sooner if higher A TP 
concentrations were used, they suggested that ATP accelerates the conformational 
change that precedes the release of the occluded ions. 

Flux Studies 
We have now looked at both halves of the cycle, but so far I have not discussed any 
evidence that bears on the sidedness of the events we are considering. The phosphoryla
tion studies I have been talking about gave no information on this point and, clearly, 
another kind of approach was needed. 

While the phosphorylation studies just discussed were going on, other investiga
tors were looking at the fluxes catalyzed by the Na,K-ATPase in a variety of different 
conditions. These studies made use of nerves, muscles, and, above all, red cells, for 
what was important was the integrity of the membrane containing the pumps, not the 
concentration of pumps in the membrane. 

Consider again the scheme in Fig. 3. Under physiological conditions, the cycle 
runs counterclockwise, and energy from the hydrolysis of A TP is used to move three 
sodium ions outwards and two potassium ions inwards. If we arrange it so that the 
concentration gradients of sodium and potassium are so steep that the free energy 
available from the hydrolysis, of one molecule of A TP is insufficient to move the ions, 
the whole system runs backwards, synthesizing ATP at the expense of energy from the 
downhill movements of the ions (Garrahan and Glynn, 1967e; Glynn and Lew, 1970). 
This was, of course, an exciting result to get. It is as if you took a motorcar with an 
empty petrol tank, let it run downhill, and found petrol spurting from the filler cap. It 
will not work with a motorcar because the combustion of petrol in air is too far from 
thermodynamic equilibrium, but it did work with the sodium pump. All the experiment 
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reveals in relation to mechanism, though, is that all of the steps in the cycle must be 
reversible and that in physiological conditions none can be very far from equilibrium. 

Some of the other abnormal flux modes were more informative. When red cells, or 
resealed ghosts, were incubated in media containing no potassium, it was possible to 
detect a one-for-one exchange of internal and external sodium ions, as if the right-hand 
part of the cycle were shuttling backwards and forwards (Garrahan and Glynn, 
1967a). If that suggestion is correct, then: (a) the exchange should require the 
presence of both ADP and ATP; we found that it did; (b) the exchange should not be 
accompanied by the hydrolysis of ATP; no hydrolysis was observed; (c) the exchange 
should have a high affinity for sodium ions inside and a low affinity outside; it had; and 
(d) the exchange should be blocked by oligomycin; it was. (For references, see 
Garrahan and Glynn, 1967a-d; Sachs, 1970; Glynn and Hoffman, 1971; Garay and 
Garrahan, 1973; Cavieres and Glynn, 1979. See also Glynn, 1985, for references to 
experiments in cells other than red cells.) 

Under other conditions, it was possible to demonstrate a one-for-one exchange of 
internal and external potassium ions, as if the left-hand part of the scheme were 
shuttling backwards and forwards (Glynn et a!., 1970). If the scheme is right, one 
would predict that the shuttling would require both inorganic phosphate and a 
nucleotide-it did-that it should not be accompanied by hydrolysis of ATP-it was 
not-and that it should have a high affinity for potassium outside and a low affinity 
inside-it had (Glynn eta!., 1970; Glynn and Hoffman, 1971; Simons, 1974; Sachs, 
1981). It will be noticed that the scheme gives two separate roles to ATP: phosphory
lating the E1 form of the dephosphoenzyme, and accelerating the conformational 
change of the E2 form of the dephosphoenzyme. Since the accelerating effect does not 
depend on phosphorylation, non-phosphorylating ATP analogues-i.e., ATP mole
cules in which the terminal phosphate is attached by a methylene or imido group-
might be expected to act just as well. Simons (1975) showed that compounds of this 
kind do in fact support potassium-potassium exchange. 

Now we come to a deficiency in the scheme. If red cells are incubated in media 
lacking both sodium and potassium, according to the scheme the cycle should stop at 
the E2P stage and there should be neither fluxes nor A TP hydrolysis. In fact, what is 
observed is a slow outward movement of sodium accompanied by a slow hydrolysis of 
ATP, the stoichiometry being the usual 3Na:ATP (Garrahan and Glynn, 1967a, b; 
Beauge and Ortiz, 1973; Lew et a!., 1973; Karlish and Glynn, 1974; Glynn and 
Karlish, 1976). To accommodate this finding, we had to add a slow return pathway to 
the scheme (Fig. 4). We called the outward movement of sodium ions "uncoupled 
sodium effiux," though at the time of its discovery there was no way of knowing that 
the outward movement of sodium was not accompanied by an inward movement of 
hydrogen ions. Very recently, Marin and Hoffman (1988) have shown that it is 
accompanied by an outward movement of anions. 

Now, examination of the scheme with this central return pathway shows that, just 
as it is possible to go outwards by the right-hand pathway and back by the central 
pathway, so it is possible to go outwards by the left-hand pathway and back by the 
central pathway. Arguing in this way, Sachs (1986) predicted that, under appropriate 
conditions, an uncoupled effiux of potassium ions should occur, and he was able to 
demonstrate that it did. 

So far, then, we have seen that the scheme can account for six flux modes: the 
normal forward mode, a reverse mode, sodium-sodium exchange, potassium-potassium 
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exchange, uncoupled sodium efflux, and uncoupled potassium efflux. For good 
measure, we can add two more. First, because hydrogen ions can replace sodium ions 
weakly, the pump can catalyze a slow hydrogen-potassium exchange when sodium is 
absent at the intracellular face of the pump (Hara and Nakao, 1986). Second, because 
sodium ions have an extremely weak potassium-like effect, it is possible under some 
conditions to detect a slow 3:2 sodium-sodium exchange accompanied by the hydrolysis 
of ATP (Lee and Blostein, 1980). Unlike the classic sodium-sodium exchange, this 
does not require ADP because the inward pathway for sodium is the left-hand side of 
the scheme not the right-hand side. 

Cation-loading sites are 
accessible from the exterior 
and prefer K+ to Na+ 

Cation -loading sites 
are occluded 

Cation-loading sites are 
accessible from the interior. 
and prefer Na+ to K+ 

Figure 4. The normal Na,K-ATPase cycle with the extra central pathway necessary to account 
for uncoupled Na efflux and uncoupled K efflux; see text. (Modified from Karlish et al., 1978.) 

Occluded-Ion Forms 
It is obviously very satisfactory that the scheme can account for the existence of all 
these flux modes, and that the flux studies complement the phosphorylation studies, 
but can we get more direct evidence? 

Examination of the scheme shows that the processes involved in the outward 
movement of sodium and the processes involved in the inward movement of potassium 
share certain common features. The first common feature is that, in each case, there is 
a step in which the transfer of a phospho group is accompanied by the trapping or 
occlusion of the ions catalyzing the transfer. In the sodium limb of the cycle, the 
transfer of the phospho group is from A TP to the enzyme, the catalyzing ions and the 
ions that are occluded are sodium ions, and they are occluded in E1P. In the potassium 
limb, the transfer of the phospho group is from the phosphoenzyme to water, the 
catalyzing ions and the ions that are occluded are potassium ions, and they are 
occluded in E2• The second common feature is that, in each case, the trapping of the 
ions is followed by a conformational change that allows the trapped ions to be released 
at the opposite surface of the membrane. In the sodium limb, the conformational 
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change is the change from E1P to E2P, and it can be blocked by pretreating the enzyme 
with N-ethylmaleimide or with oligomycin or with a-chymotrypsin. In the potassium 
limb, the conformational change is from E2 to E1• There is no suitable blocking agent, 
but the change is very slow anyway, unless ATP is bound to a low-affinity site on E2• 

An obvious and crucial test of the scheme is to see whether it is possible to get 
independent evidence of the existence of these occluded-ion forms, and, if it is, whether 
they have the properties expected of them. It turns out that it is possible and that they 
do have the expected features, though they also have some features that are 
unexpected. 

Let us take the occluded-sodium form first. In principle, the test is very 
straightforward. We must make E1 P in the presence of radioactive sodium, stabilize it 
somehow, force it through a cation-exchange column, and see whether the enzyme 
carries radioactivity into the eftluent. The only step that looks difficult is the 
stabilization, but we already know how to do that. If we pretreat the enzyme with 
N-ethylmaleimide or with a-chymotrypsin, the conversion of E1P to E2P is blocked. If 
we also make sure that ADP is absent, then the E1P has nothing to transfer its phospho 
group to, so the sodium ions cannot escape by a reversal of the reaction that led to their 
trapping. We did the experiment and found that E1P contained three occluded sodium 
ions (Glynn et al., 1984). If we added ADP, the occluded ions escaped. If we failed to 
pretreat the enzyme with N-ethylmaleimide or a-chymotrypsin, the occlusion could 
not be detected. The occluded form was behaving just as it should. (A curious feature 
of this experiment is that it was not done much earlier. The notion that sodium ions 
were occluded in E1P was first put forward 16 years ago [Glynn and Hoffman, 1971), 
and enzyme preparations active enough for the experiment to be practicable have been 
around since J~rgensen's paper of 1974.) 

Let us now turn to the demonstration of occluded potassium ions in the E2 form of 
the dephosphoenzyme. The story here is a little more complicated and involves a slight 
digression. We have already seen how the rephosphorylation experiments of Post et al. 
(1972) led them to suggest that potassium ions were occluded transiently when 
phosphoenzyme in the E2P form was hydrolyzed in the presence of potassium ions. It 
has been known for a long time that the unphosphorylated enzyme changes its 
properties depending on whether it is suspended in sodium media or potassium media. 
In sodium media, it has a very high affinity for ATP and it is attacked one way by 
trypsin; in potassium media, it has a low affinity for ATP and it is attacked in a 
different way by trypsin (Hegyvary and Post, 1971; N~rby and Jensen, 1971; 
J~rgensen, 1975). It has been conventional to refer to the dephosphoenzyme in sodium 
media as being in the E1 form and dephosphoenzyme in potassium media as being in 
the E2 form, but there was initially no reason to identify E2-the stable form of enzyme 
in potassium media-with the hypothetical transient form of dephosphoenzyme 
containing occluded potassium ions. In 1978, Karlish et al. described experiments in 
which stopped-flow fluorimetry was used to study the interconversion of E1 and E2 as 
the enzyme was switched between a sodium medium and a potassium medium. They 
made use of a fluorescent ATP analogue that had the useful property of increasing its 
fluorescence on binding to the enzyme. Because the enzyme has a high affinity for ATP 
in a sodium medium and a low affinity in a potassium medium, provided the 
concentration of analogue is low, there will be net binding and net release of analogue 
as the enzyme is switched between potassium and sodium media. And because the 
fluorescence of the analogue increases on binding, it is possible to follow the 
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interconversion of E1 and E2 forms by observing the changes in fluorescence. Using this 
technique, Karlish et al. (1978) showed that the conversion of E1 to E2 was rapid, but 
the conversion ofE2 to E1 was astonishingly slow, with a time constant of between 5 and 
10 s at room temperature. Furthermore, the rate of the slow conversion could be 
increased by increasing the concentration of the nucleotide analogue, which seemed to 
act with a rather low affinity. Now, the slow change in conformation and the 
acceleration by A TP acting at a low-affinity site are precisely the features that Post et 
al. (1972) had to postulate for their transient occluded-potassium form. So the 
question was: are the two forms identical? In other words, when one puts unphosphory
lated enzyme into a potassium medium, does it spontaneously change into a form 
containing occluded potassium ions? 

Luis Beauge and I thought we would test this by seeing whether the enzyme would 
carry the occluded ions through a cation-exchange resin. A simple calculation showed 
that there was no hope of doing the experiment with 42K, because the specific activity 
was much too low, but, as we have seen, the enzyme treats rubidium very much like 
potassium, and 86Rb is available with very high specific activity. Since the time 
constant for the conversion of E2 to Eh in the absence of nucleotide, was of the order of 
10 s, it was obviously necessary to force the suspension through the resin in a much 
shorter time, and at first we were doubtful whether, with such high flow rates, the resin 
could remove all of the free ion. It turned out, however, that the resin worked well even 
if the suspension was in contact with it for only -1 s, and we were able to demonstrate 
that enzyme suspended in sodium-free rubidium media contained about two occluded 
rubidium ions per phosphorylation site (Beauge and Glynn, 1979). Furthermore, by 
flowing the enzyme suspension through the column at different rates and comparing 
the amounts of occluded rubidium appearing in the effluent with the times spent on the 
column, it was possible to estimate the rate of release of occluded rubidium. It agreed 
reasonably well with the rate of the conformational change E2 to E1, and, like that rate, 
it was greatly increased by nucleotides acting with a low affinity and without 
phosphorylation (Glynn and Richards, 1982). 

By this time we were convinced that we had succeeded in making the occluded
potassium form described by Post et al. ( 1972), but we certainly had not made it by the 
same route: the potassium-catalyzed hydrolysis of the E2P form of phosphoenzyme. If 
we were right, we ought to be able to make an occluded-potassium form with identical 
properties by what we had by then begun to call the Postal route, but which (if these 
notions of the way the pump works are sound) is better referred to as the physiological 
route. We therefore suspended enzyme in a high-sodium medium containing a little 
rubidium chloride, and forced it first through a thin layer of Sephadex containing a low 
concentration ofMgATP, and then through a cation-exchange resin. We expected that 
the A TP would phosphorylate the enzyme, the rubidium ions would catalyze the 
hydrolysis of the phosphoenzyme and become occluded, and the occluded rubidium 
would appear in the effluent. And this is what happened (Glynn and Richards, 1982). 
When the ATP concentration in the Sephadex was increased, the binding of ATP to 
low-affinity sites on E2(Rb) accelerated the conformational change to E1 and less 
radioactivity appeared in the effluent. 

Taken together, the experiments just described show that we can reach the 
occluded-potassium form by two routes, the physiological route and a direct route (see 
Fig. 5). There is, however, an important difference between the two routes in both the 
affinity and the sidedness of the sites that combine with the potassium ions. Using 
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vesicles made from red cell membranes, Blostein and Chu (I 977) showed that the 
potassium ions that hydrolyze E2P act with a high affinity and come from the 
extracellular surface. The potassium ions that enter the E2(K) form by the physiolog
ical route must therefore come from the outer surface and they combine with 
high-affinity sites. The stopped-flow experiments of Karlish et al. (I 978), using 
fluorescent ATP analogues, showed that the rate of conversion of E1 to E2 increased 
linearly with potassium concentration over quite a wide range, which suggests that in 
the direct route potassium ions combine at low-affinity sites on E1• Karlish and Pick 
(1981) incorporated Na,K-ATPase into the membranes of artificial lipid vesicles and 
used the pattern of tryptic digestion to distinguish between the E1 and E2 forms. They 
found that only potassium ions at the originally intracellular surface were able to 
convert E1 into E2• It follows that in the direct route potassium ions combine at 
low-affinity sites at the intracellular surface of the membrane. Coupling the two routes 
back to back, as shown in Fig. 5, we therefore have a pathway for potassium ions that 
extends from high-affinity extracellular sites to low-affinity intracellular sites. That is, 
of course, just what is wanted to carry potassium ions into the cell. 

K+ influx 

K+ efflux 

//_..E 1 +2Kt~/E1 ·2K ~ E2(2K)r. 
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Figure 5. The two routes to the occluded-potassium form of the Na,K-ATPase: (a) the 
physiological route, i.e., hydrolysis of the E2P form of the phosphoenzyme, catalyzed by 
potassium ions bound to high-affinity extracellular sites; (b) a change in conformation of the 
dephosphoenzyme following the binding of potassium ions to low-affinity intracellular sites. 
(Modified from Glynn et al., 1985b.) 

At this stage, we did one experiment too many and discovered a complication. If 
the scheme in Fig. 5 is correct, we ought to be able to occlude rubidium ions by the 
direct route and release them quickly by adding magnesium and inorganic phosphate. 
When we did the experiment (Glynn et al., I985a), we were surprised to find that the 
addition of magnesium and phosphate caused the rapid release of only 50% of the 
occluded rubidium. We thought that there must be something wrong with our mixing 
technique, and we were still more doubtful about the result when Joseph Hoffman, in 
the course of a visit, told us that Bliss Forbush, who used a rapid-filtration technique 
much more sophisticated than our ion-exchange columns, found that the addition of 
magnesium and inorganic phosphate released I 00% of the occluded rubidium. 

Further experiments, however, showed us that both sets of results were correct. 
Whether magnesium plus phosphate released 50 or IOO% of the occluded rubidium 
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depended on whether the suspending medium did or did not contain free rubidium ions. 
If free ions were present, only 50% of the occluded ions escaped quickly; if no free ions 
were present, all of the occluded rubidium escaped quickly. This not only meant that 
honor was satisfied all round, but it also suggested strongly that the release of the 
occluded ions was ordered. If the first ions to be released are replaced quickly (and 
repeatedly) by ions from the medium, then the remaining ions cannot escape. If this 
explanation is correct, the ions preventing the release of the second 50% of occluded 
ions should themselves become occluded. Forbush showed that they were, and we have 
confirmed that (Forbush, 1985; Glynn et al., 1985a). 

This brings us to an interesting question. If the enzyme is an a1fi2 dimer, the 
ordered release of the rubidium ions could occur in two ways. The rapidly released ions 
might represent one of the two ions in each a-{3 protomer. Alternatively, the two halves 
of the dimeric enzyme might release their contents in an ordered sequence, so that the 
rapidly released ions represented all of the occluded ions in one of the a-{3 protomers of 
each dimeric enzyme molecule. 

If we want to understand the mechanism of the pump, it is important to know 
which explanation is correct. How can we decide between them? If we could knock out 
one a-{3 protomer in each supposedly dimeric enzyme molecule, we would presumably 
prevent the 50% effect if that depended on interaction between the two halves of the 
dimer, but we should still expect to see it if it depended on the ordered release of the 
two ions in each a-{3 protomer. There is, of course, no way in which we can knock out 
one a-{3 protomer in each dimeric enzyme molecule. However, if we treat the enzyme 
with some agent that attacks the a-{3 protomers randomly, and we stop the reaction 
when the Na,K-ATPase activity is reduced to half, we should have a preparation in 
which a quarter of the enzyme will have been completely knocked out, a quarter will be 
normal, and half will have one functioning a-{3 protomer. If we allow this enzyme to 
occlude rubidium ions through the route that involves phosphorylation and dephos
phorylation, then only the functional protomers will contain occluded rubidium. Now 
consider what happens when we add magnesium and phosphate in conditions in which 
we expect a 50% release. If the independence hypothesis is correct, each functioning 
a-{3 protomer will quickly release one of its two rubidium ions, so we should still find 
that half of the rubidium is released rapidly. On the alternative, "half-of-the-dimer" 
hypothesis, however, it is easy to show that we should expect either 25 or 75% to be 
released rapidly; the uncertainty comes about because we cannot predict whether the 
enzyme with only one unit working will release its rubidium or not. 

We have done the experiment in two ways, using either a-chymotrypsin or 
fluorescein isothiocyanate to knock out half of the Na,K-ATPase activity. Whichever 
technique we used, we found that the fraction of occluded rubidium lost quickly from 
enzyme whose Na,K-ATPase activity had been inhibited to 50% or more was still close 
to 50%, and very significantly different from the fractional losses expected on the 
"half-of-the-dimer" hypothesis (unpublished experiments by D. E. Richards and I. M. 
Glynn). In other words, it is the release of the two rubidium ions in each a-{3 protomer 
that is ordered, not the emptying of the two halves of the dimer. 

Conclusion 
I should have liked to finish this discussion by coming back to our picture of the enzyme 
structure and pointing out the sites at which sodium ions and potassium ions are 
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occluded. That is not possible. A conspicuous failure ofthe structural studies, so far, is 
that we have no idea of the identity or position of the sites that bind the ions at the 
membrane surface or take part in the occlusion. Kawakami et al. (1985) have pointed 
out that at least one, and possibly three, of the eight largely hydrophobic transmem
brane segments of the a chain contain one or more acidic residues, and they suggest 
that these might be involved in the occlusion of ions within the enzyme molecule. Since 
sodium ions are occluded in a phosphorylated form of the enzyme, one might guess that 
the negative charges on the phosphate group were involved. But one would probably 
guess wrong, since Esmann and Skou ( 1985) have shown that, even without phosphory
lation, oligomycin-treated enzyme can occlude sodium ions. 

If we do not know the nature of the groups surrounding the occluded ions and we 
do not know the nature of the groups binding the ions at the membrane surfaces, we are 
not in a strong position to say how the ions get from the surface to the interior and on to 
the opposite surface. Analogy with better-understood enzymes would suggest that the 
gating, as it is sometimes called, is caused by small angular movements of rigid 
domains about a hinge, rather than by large movements of small and very mobile 
portions of the protein, but that is a vague statement even if it is correct. 

There is, however, one feature of the movement of the ions through the membrane 
that we do know about and which I ought to mention. It has been known for a long time 
that, as might be expected from the stoichiometry, each cycle of the pump is 
accompanied by the outward movement of one positive charge. It follows that at least 
one step in the cycle must be sensitive to the membrane potential. Recently, Rephaeli 
et al. (1986) looked at the effects of potential on the major conformational changes. 
What they did was label Na,K-ATPase with a suitable fluorescent probe, incorporate 
it into the membranes of artificial lipid vesicles, generate potentials across the vesicle 
membrane with a suitable combination of ionophores and ion gradients, and observe 
the effects of these potentials on the conformational changes, which they followed by 
stopped-flow fluorimetry. It turned out that the conversion of E2(K) to E 1 • K was 
insensitive to potential, but the conversion of E1P(3Na) to E2P · 3Na was accelerated 
fourfold by making the cytoplasmic face of the membrane positive to the extracellular 
face by -170 mV. 

The sensitivity to membrane potential of the steps in the sodium limb of the cycle 
has recently been confirmed by a novel technique used by Fendler et al. {1988) and by 
Borlinghaus et al. (1987). They apply fragments ofNa,K-ATPase-rich membranes to 
one side of a black lipid membrane and then follow the potential changes generated 
across the composite membrane when A TP is suddenly released from caged ATP. It 
turns out that phosphorylation is accompanied by a sudden outward movement of 
positive charge, but this is not seen if the enzyme has been pretreated with a

chymotrypsin (Borlinghaus et al., 1987). It follows that the phosphorylation step is 
electrically silent, but the subsequent conformational change involves a net movement 
of positive charge in an outward direction. 

That is as far as the story goes. Obviously, there is still an enormous gap between 
our knowledge of structure and our knowledge of mechanism. Just how that gap is to be 
filled it would be rash to predict. Presumably, as our knowledge of structure becomes 
more detailed, and Na,K-ATPase preparations with site-directed mutations become 
available, the parallel play of the child psychologists will be replaced by a more 
interesting and more creative game. But to know what that game is like we shall have 
to wait and see. 
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In this chapter, we will attempt to review the rapidly growing and changing field of 
hematopoiesis (Lipton and Nathan, 1987; Sieff, 1987). This area has been the 
beneficiary of advances in molecular biology that have permitted the cloning of 
hematopoietic growth hormone genes and hence the production of large amounts of 
purified hormones with important biological activities. Before we launch into some 
detailed presentations, it would be useful to provide you with a brief overview because 
the subject is not necessarily one that is considered in detail by physiologists. This is 
particularly the case because the transmembrane signaling processes that occupy the 
attention of physiologists are, to date, entirely unknown in this field. 

The bone marrow is a heterogeneous mixture of precursor cells, all of which will 
die by differentiation in the act of producing the cells of the circulation. As medical 
students, we painfully learn to identify the morphologic stages of precursor develop
ment, recognizing the amplification of cell production that occurs as cells mature and 
divide from their recognizable blast cell stages to the familiar cells of the peripheral 
blood. This process is not a self-renewing system. It represents progressive maturation 
associated with division. Unless the blast cells are renewed from yet another popula
tion, the marrow would become aplastic. 

The existence of such a renewing population, generally referred to as the 
progenitor cell cohort, became recognized during the past 30 years (Metcalf and 
Moore, 1971). The classic studies of Alpen and Cranmore (1959) in bled and normal 
dogs proved that an erythroid progenitor cell, invisible in the marrow, must give rise to 
erythroblasts. A few years later, Metcalf and Moore (1971) in Melbourne and Sachs 
and co-workers ( 1987) in Israel demonstrated that such progenitor cells could give rise 
to colonies of differentiated precursor cells under in vitro conditions. But it was quickly 
noted that such colony formation, representing the differentiation of progenitor cells, 
required the presence of certain conditioned media. These were therefore said to 
contain colony-stimulating activities. Some conditioned media contained activities that 
would stimulate the formation of macrophage colonies; such media were said to 
contain macrophage colony-stimulating activity (M-CSA). Others produced granulo
cyte colonies; these were said to contain granulocyte colony-stimulating activity 
(G-CSA). Some induced formation of colonies of both granulocytes and macrophages, 
and such media were said to contain granulocyte/macrophage colony-stimulating 
activity (GM-CSA). Finally, certain media, particularly those derived from T cells, 
could induce erythroid colonies if erythropoietin was also present in the medium. Since 
erythroid colonies are often multi-segmented, such media were said to contain 
erythroid burst-promoting activity (BPA). All of these activities have now been 
defined as the various colony-stimulating factors. These cloned factors are listed in 
Table I. 

The progenitors that give rise to differentiated hematopoietic colonies are also not 
capable of indefinite self-renewal. Although they amplify in response to hematopoietic 
hormones, their destiny is to give rise to the differentiated hematopoietic blast cells, 
which go on to amplify and differentiate further to form the cells of the peripheral 
blood. Therefore, such committed progenitors would themselves be incapable of 
sustaining marrow cellularity. They, too, must be fed from a pool of progenitors, a 
special class of stem cells, capable of self-renewal as well as differentiation into the 
various compartments of committed progenitors. 

The studies of Till and McCullough ( 1961) revealed the presence of the so-called 
spleen colony-forming unit (CFU-S), a progenitor cell with self-renewal capacity. 
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They injected bone marrow into the circulation of irradiated mice and found discrete 
colonies of precursor cells in the spleens of these recipients. Transfer of a single colony 
into a second irradiated mouse gave rise to spleen colonies in the second animal, 
demonstrating that spleen colony-forming cells remained present in the initial colonies. 
This is firm evidence for self-renewal. Studies with retroviruses or chromosome 
markers have demonstrated that each of these colonies is derived from a single spleen 
colony-forming cell (Lemischka et al., 1986). 

Thus, hematopoiesis is actually driven by an extremely small population of cells, 
the progenitor cell population, some of which are stem cells and most of which are 
committed progenitors of one of the recognizable precursor lineages. When irradiated 

TABLE I 
Purified Human Colony-stimulating Factors 

Molecular Biological activity 
Factor Source* 

weight* 
Gene clone 

Progenitors Cell lines 

x w-J 
Multi- MLA-144 20-26 eDNA: 133aa CFU-GGmm 

CSF Gibbon Tcell Mature protein BFU-E 
or IL-3 line Chromosome 5q CFUGM/G/M 

CFU Meg CFU-Eo 
GM-CSF MOcellline 18-22 eDNA: 127aa mature CFU-GM KG-I 

protein CFU-GEMM HL-60 
Genomic clone: BFU-E Differentiation 

2.5 kb, 3 introns, CFU-Meg 
chromosome 5q21- CFU-Eo 
5q32 

M-CSF Human urine 45 dimer eDNA: 224aaf189aa CFU-M Monocyte 
proteins (26 kD), Myelo-mono-
chromosome 5q cytic lines only 

G-CSF Human blad- 19.4 eDNA: 177aa mature CFU-G HL-60 
der carci- protein (18.7 kD) Differentiation 
noma 5637 WEHBB (D)* 

Differentiation 
Erythro- Human urine 34-39 eDNA: 166aa mature BFU-E 

poietin protein (18.4 kD) CFU-E 
Genomic clone: 5 
exons, single gene, 
chromosome 7qll-
q22 

*Source of purified factor. 
*Molecular weight of glycosylated protein. 

mice are transplanted with colony-forming cells from a single spleen colony, they 
become clonal mice (Williams et al., 1984). All of their precursor cells are derived 
from a single cell. How does a stem progenitor cell make the decision to renew itself or 
differentiate to a committed progenitor cell? That decision appears to be stochastic 
and, until recently, it has not been affected by external manipulation. In this 
symposium, we will hear the first evidence derived by Dr. Makio Ogawa that certain 
cytokines may influence stem cell decisions to a limited degree. 

Thus, if increased numbers of erythroid progenitors are required to meet the 
needs of bleeding or hemolysis, the number of erythroid progenitors increases as a 
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result of the stimulation of such progenitors by the hormone erythropoietin (Udupa 
and Reissman, 1979). However, the number of stem cells remains constant unless the 
cells are exposed to interleukin 3 (IL-3), a stem cell mitogen (Kindler et al., 1976). The 
stem cell compartment "pays no attention" to action at or near the precursor level. 

In summary, as shown in Fig. 1, hematopoiesis is driven initially by pluripotent 
stem cells with the capacity for both self-renewal and differentiation to committed 
progenitors, which in turn amplify in response to certain broadly active cytokines, such 
as IL-3 or GM-CSF. The more mature progenitors, such as CFU-E, CFU-G, and 
CFU-M, respond to their respective trophic hormones erythropoietin, G-CSF, and 
M-CSF. IL-3 and GM-CSF also induce the differentiation of the mature progenitors. 
The relationships of these hormones to their progenitors and cellular sites of origin will 
be discussed by Dr. Colin Sieff. 

0 
BFU-E 

~ 

0 
CFU-E 

I 
€>0 
RBC 

MULTIPOTENTIAL 
STEM CELL POOL 

Figure 1. A schematic outline of the progenitor basis of hematopoiesis. 

Although smears of bone marrows and lineage charts such as Fig. 1 are 
instructive, they do not reflect the actual conditions of the bone marrow. Fig. 2 
represents a bone marrow section prepared by freeze fracture. Note that the precursor 
and progenitor cells are packed into fronds surrounded by fibroblasts and endothelial 
cells. The completed precursor cells must find their way through the endothelial cell 
gaps and enter the blood via a sinusoid that surrounds the frond. Michael Dexter has 
provided us with a great deal of information concerning the nature of the stroma in 
which the precursor and progenitor cells reside. His paper is a discussion of stem cells 
and the stroma in which they find a hospitable niche. 

In the latter half of this section, John Adamson discusses the interaction of 
erythropoietin with its progenitors. Ronald Hoffman's paper deals with the most 
arcane of all of the hematopoietic cell systems, the megakaryocyte. Finally, Arthur 
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Nienhuis's paper discusses our long-sought goal, that of inserting engineered retrovi
ruses into progenitor cells to alter gene expression. That is certainly our hope for the 
future. 

For the present, however, the availability of the newly cloned cytokines that are 
trophic hormones in hematopoiesis is already stimulating exciting new explorations in 
clinical investigation. In their studies in simians, Donahue eta!. (1976) and Nienhuis 
et a!. (1987) have already demonstrated marked effects of human recombinant 
GM-CSF on hematopoiesis both in the normal monkey, in the monkey undergoing 
autotransplantation, and in at least one monkey with retroviral-induced cytopenia. 
Groopman and his colleagues (1987) have administered GM-CSF to patients with 
AIDS, who have developed leukocytosis in response to such infusions. Studies of 

Figure 2. Bone marrow section prepared by freeze fracture. 

patients with various forms of marrow failure are now planned and will soon be 
reported. 

These are exciting times in the study of hematopoiesis. It is my hope that the 
papers collected here will introduce you to this new era and stimulate you to add the 
strengths of your technology to this burgeoning field. 
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Introduction and Historical Perspective 
The majority of mature blood cells have only a short life span and must be continuously 
produced from precursor cells present in the bone marrow (Cronkite and Feinendegen, 
1976). Such precursor cells are uni- or bipotential and are capable of undergoing 
proliferation, differentiation, and development into only one or two of the mature cell 
types. For example, granulocyte/macrophage colony-forming cells (GM-CFC) prolif
erate and develop into mature neutrophils and macrophages. Primitive erythroid 
progenitor cells (erythroid burst-forming units; BFU-E) proliferate and develop into 
more mature precursor cells (erythroid colony-forming units; CFU-E), which then 
undergo further growth and hemoglobinization to produce mature erythrocytes. 
Similarly, "lineage-restricted" progenitor cells have been described that give rise to 
eosinophils (Eos-CFC), basophilsjmast cells (Bas-CFC), megakaryocytes (Meg
CFC), B lymphocytes (BL-CFC), and T lymphocytes {TL-CFC) (Abramson et a!., 
1977; Metcalf, 1977; Metcalf et al., 1979). But like the mature cells they produce, 
these lineage-restricted progenitor cells are also "short-lived" in that as they prolifer
ate, they concomitantly undergo development and therefore "lose" their proliferative 
potential. Because of this, they are often termed "transit cells." Obviously, to fulfill the 
demands for mature cells that are being imposed upon the system, these progenitor 
cells must in turn be continuously generated from more primitive cells that have a 
capacity to persist throughout the life span of the animal. These are termed "stem" 
cells. 

The earliest quantitative assay for the detection of stem cells was developed by 
Till and McCulloch in 1961. In a series of elegant experiments, they showed that if 
bone marrow cells are injected into mice that had received a potentially lethal dose of 
radiation (to ablate endogenous hematopoiesis), some of the injected cells settle in the 
spleen. There, they undergo clonal proliferation to produce macroscopically visible 
spleen nodules 8-12 d later. Upon examination, a proportion of these nodules can be 
shown to contain cells of the various myeloid lineages. In other words, at least some of 
the spleen colony-formation cells (CFU-S) are multipotential {Till and McCulloch, 
1961; Curry and Trentin, 1967; Fowler et al., 1967). Furthermore, it has also been 
demonstrated that the spleen colonies contain precursor cells committed to only one or 
two cell lineages (e.g., GM-CFC, BFU-E, Meg-CFC), thus formally establishing a 
parent-progeny relationship between the multipotent stem cells and the lineage
restricted precursor cells. Other work has clearly shown that some CFU-S are able to 
give rise to BandT lymphocytes, thus establishing these cells as potential founder cells 
of the total hematopoietic system (Schrader and Schrader, 1978; Jones-Villeneuve and 
Phillips, 1980). However, it is clear that not all CFU-S are multipotent stem cells, 
since the spleen colony assay also detects primitive cells in a relatively advanced stage 
of differentiation, able to give rise to, e.g., only erythroid cells (Bleiberg et al., 1967; 
Magli et al., 1982). In addition, CFU-S have been described that can reconsitute only 
the restricted compartments of the hematopoietic system, producing various mixtures 
of myeloid cells, B lymphoyctes, and T lymphoyctes (Abramson et al., 1977; 
Quesenberry and Levitt, 1979; Lemischka et al., 1986). In other words, there appears 
to be a heterogeneity in the stem cell system. However, a word of caution: to what 
extent this heterogeneity is a reflection of the assay system employed in looking for 
changes in developmental potential, as opposed to an intrinsic (and genetically 
determined) heterogeneity, is still open to question. 
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Nonetheless, these assays all support the existence of multipotential cells. Using 
various markers (either chromosomal markers or the more recent retroviral insertion 
tagging techniques [Abramson et al., 1977; Dick et al., 1985; Lemischka et al., 1986]) 
to follow the behavior of cells, it has also been established that the hematopoietic 
system of animals can be effectively "rescued" (following marrow transplantation) by 
the progeny of a single cell (Abramson et al., 1977; Lemischka et al., 1986). Such 
reconstituted animals live a normal life span and do not seem to be compromised in 
their ability to produce mature myeloid cells or lymphocytes. It follows, therefore (in 
view of the arguments presented previously on the short-lived nature of the precursor 
cells), that the reconstituting cell is capable of extensive self-renewal, undergoing 
proliferation to produce more stem cells. This quality for self-renewal is the fundamen
tal characteristic of the hematopoietic stem cell. 

Self-Renewal and Differentiation 
Since the very persistence of the mature cells of the hematopoietic system requires 
continuous output from the stem cell reservoir, this reservoir must be maintained at a 
sufficient level to take into account the proliferative demands of a normal life span. In 
actual fact, work has shown that the stem cell reserve is probably sufficient for several 
life spans, even under conditions of extreme hematopoietic stress (Boggs et al., 1982). 
Put another way, the loss from the stem cell compartment (by differentiation into the 
lineage-restricted progenitor cells) must be balanced by replenishment (as a conse
quence of self-renewal of stem cells). This can be formally stated as a probability p for 
differentiation. Prolonged (albeit minor) alterations in p would have dramatic 
biological consequences. If too many stem cells underwent differentiation, the stem cell 
reserve would rapidly become exhausted: if too many stem cells underwent self
renewal rather than differentiation, the production of mature cells would rapidly fail. 
Clearly, the mechanisms underlying the control of self-renewal and differentiation 
have implications for both normal and for tumor cell biology. 

The Role of Growth Factors in Self-Renewal and Differentiation 
Much attention has recently been focused upon the role of soluble mediators, growth 
promoters, and growth inhibitors in stem cell growth and development. The majority of 
these agents were initially described and characterized for their effects on committed 
precursor cells (Bradley and Metcalf, 1966; Ichikawa et al., 1966; Metcalf, 1984 ), but, 
perhaps paradoxically, at least some of these have direct or indirect effects upon 
multipotent stem cells (Burgess et al., 1977; Iscove et al., 1982; Stanley et al., 1986) 
(Table I). Interleukin 3 (IL-3) is a multilineage stimulating factor that facilitates the 
growth and development in vitro of many clonogenic precursor cells (GM-CFC, 
BFU-E, Eos-CFC, Meg-CFC) and mast cells (Iscove et al., 1982; Ihle et al., 1983). 
Significantly, however, IL-3 also promotes the development of multipotential cells 
(CFC-Mix) in vitro (Prystowsky et al., 1984) and can act as a powerful inducer of 
DNA synthesis in CFU-S (Garland and Crompton, 1983). Granulocyte/macrophage 
colony-stimulating factor (GM-CSF), initially thought to only stimulate proliferation 
and development of the GM-CFC, is now known to have a wider spectrum of target 
cells and can facilitate development of Eos-CFC and Meg-CFC (at relatively high 
factor concentrations). Furthermore, GM-CSF will also stimulate the proliferation of 
at least some BFU-E and CFC-Mix. In other words, it shows a remarkable overlap to 
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IL-3. Granulocyte colony-stimulating factor (G-CSF) and macrophage colony
stimulating factor (M-CSF), on the other hand, appear to be lineage-restricted 
molecules, influencing the growth and development of granulocytes and macrophages, 
respectively, from their precursor cells. 

So far as is known, GM-CSF, G-CSF, and M-CSF have no growth-promoting 
effects on lymphoid cells. The situation with IL-3 is less clear, and a role in B cell and T 
cell proliferation has also been claimed (lhle et al., 1982; Palacios et al., 1984). 
Furthermore, other growth factors that show activity on both myeloid and lymphoid 
cells have recently been described (O'Garra et al., 1988; Oppenheim et al., 1986; 
Stanley et al., 1986; Perschel et al., 1987), but the full range of their biological targets, 
including effects on multipotent stem cells, is yet to be determined. Therefore, a 
number of purified, characterized, and molecularly cloned growth-promoting agents 
are known that can influence hemopoietic cell development, at least in vitro, and that 

Table I 
Growth Factors in Hematopoiesis 

Target Cells 

Growth 
factor CFU-S, B cell, T cell, GM-, M-, CFU-E Meg- Mast Eos- Mature 

CFC-Mix pre-B pre-T G-CFC BFU-E CFC cells CFC cells 
cell cell 

IL-l + + + ?( +) ? ? ? + 
IL-2 + + + 
IL-3 + ± ± + + + + + + + 
IL-4 + + + + + + + + ? ? 
IL-5 + + + 
IL-6 ? + ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? 
HLGF-1 + + ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? 
CFU-S 

inhibitor + ? ? 
CFU-S 

stimulator + ? ? 
GM-CSF ± + ± + + + 
CSF-1 + + 
G-CSF + + 
Meg-CSF + + 
Erythropoietin + ± + 

+,direct stimulation; -,no stimulation;?, not determined. CFU-S are stem cells which form 
nodules in the spleens of irradiated mice. CFC-Mix are cells that produce multilineage colonies 
when cultured in vitro. 

show varying efficacy at recruiting stem cells or precursor cells to undergo prolifera
tion and development. However, superimposed upon the growth-promoting agents are 
other biological response modifiers that are not, by themselves, acting as growth 
factors. 

For example, factors have been described that can modify the cell cycle status of 
CFU-S, acting either as an inhibitor or as a stimulator of DNA synthesis (Lord et al., 
1976, 1977). A DNA synthesis inhibitor has also been described for BFU-E (Axelrad 
et al., 1981). Presumably, these molecules act to facilitate or to antagonize the 
response of cells to growth factors. 

Perhaps of more immediate interest is the effect of interleukin 1 (IL-l). Several 
years ago, a "factor" was described that synergized with other known growth factors to 
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promote clonal expansion of hematopoietic target cells (Bradley and Hodgson, 1979). 
This was later partially purified and termed hematopoietin 1 (H-1) and was shown by 
Stanley and colleagues to facilitate the response of primitive cells to lineage-restricted 
growth factors such as M-CSF (Bartelmez and Stanley, 1985; Jubinsky and Stanley, 
1985; Stanley eta!., 1986). More recently, however, it has become apparent that H-1 is 
probably the same molecule as IL-l, and that the latter has all of the biological effects 
attributed to H-1 (Moore et a!., 1987; Mochizuki et a!., 1987) and can recruit 
multipotent cells to an M-CSF-responsive state. This is obviously of profound 
biological significance since it indicates the possibility of modulating stem cell 
differentiation. 

However, the experiments described can be faulted in the sense that impure target 
cell populations were used, and it was unclear whether the IL-l was having a direct 
effect upon the multipotent stem cells, or an indirect effect upon these cells by 
stimulating the release of other growth factors by accessory cells present in the target 
cell population. Certainly, it is known that many different types of cells, including 
macrophages, lymphocytes, and connective tissue cells, have receptors for and can 
respond to IL-l. 

To further investigate this possibility, we have used fluorescence-activated 
cell-sorted (FACS) marrow cells that have been highly enriched for day-12 CFU-S 
according to our published procedure (Lord and Spooncer, 1986). This population is 
made up of 50-100% "pure" multipotent stem cells and is effectively free of accessory 
cells that may interfere with the assay. These cells were then plated in soft-gel culture 
systems, in the presence of various growth factors that are more or less restricted in 
their target cells. The results are shown in Fig 1. Several points are worthy of comment. 
First, between 5 and 15% of the cells plated will produce mixed myeloid colonies in 
response to IL-3. Thus, at least some of the multipotential stem cells present in the 
enriched population contain receptors for and can respond to IL-3. (It should be 
stressed here that the relatively low colony-forming efficiency may not be a true 
reflection of the lack of the ability of the remaining cells to respond to IL-3, but may 
simply reflect suboptimal growth conditions. In other words, the potential IL-
3-inducible colony-forming cells may be much higher.) Significantly, no survival or 
growth was seen in the presence of IL-l alone, a finding in agreement with previously 
published data (Bartelmez and Stanley, 1985). When IL-3 and IL-l were used in 
combination, although the effects were variable, only a slight effect on colony 
formation was usually seen. At least in this system, therefore, IL-l had little ability to 
recruit more multi potent cells to an IL-3 responsive state in terms of colony formation. 
(This is in contrast to other findings, demonstrating a clear synergy when IL-3 and 
IL-l are used in combination using 5-fluorouracil [5-FU]-treated but otherwise 
unfractionated target cells [Stanley eta!., 1986].) The effects with M-CSF, however, 
were dramatic. By itself, M-CSF was found to be a poor stimulus for growth and 
differentiation of the multi potent cells, usually producing relatively few colonies when 
compared with IL-3-treated cultures. In some experiments, no colony growth was 
observed. In combination with IL-l, however, between 5 and 10% of the cells could be 
induced to produce colonies. Significantly, these contained only macrophages: other 
lineages were conspicuously absent. Also, co-treatment with IL-3 (i.e., a combination 
ofiL-3, M-CSF, and IL-l) had no appreciable additive effect over and above that seen 
with M-CSF and IL-l. Thus, the combination of M-CSF and IL-l is almost certainly 
recruiting most of the cells that respond to IL-3 alone; i.e., the IL-l is promoting the 
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stem cells to a state where they can respond to M-CSF and undergo proliferation and 
development to produce mature macrophages. The underlying mechanisms responsible 
for this transition are unclear, but presumably involve changes at the level of the 
M-CSF receptor. Furthermore, possible synergy with other growth factors such as 
G-CSF and GM-CSF still remain to be elucidated. Nonetheless, these experiments 
demonstrate an important tool in research aimed at understanding how differentiation 
of stem cells is controlled. 
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Figure 1. The FACS-sorted cells were used at 103 cells/plate and were incorporated in a single 
agar layer, which also contained 20% fetal calf serum, 10% bovine serum albumin, and Iscove's 
modified Dulbecco's medium supplemented with L-glutamine, sodium bicarbonate, and antibi
otics. The results are shown as percentages of the IL-3 control, which produced an average of 68 
colonies/plate after 10 d. All growth factors were recombinant except M-CSF, which was 
partially purified from L cell-conditioned medium. Plateau concentrations of growth factors 
were used. 

Role of Stromal Cells in Hematopoiesis 
The results described above suggest a simple model for the control of hematopoiesis, 
namely that homeostasis (and the balance between self-renewal and differentiation of 
stem cells) is determined by growth factors (lineage-indifferent and lineage-restricted) 
and that the response of cells to these factors is in turn modulated by agents such as 
IL-l. But this model may be too reductionist. Hematopoiesis in vivo, for example, 
occurs in association within a complex network of marrow stromal cells. The primary 
importance of these stromal cells in influencing the growth and development of 
hematopoietic stem cells and precursor cells was formally demonstrated using long
term bone marrow cultures. 

In these cultures, in vitro bone marrow-derived stromal cells are allowed to 
adhere to, and to grow on, a suitable substratum. Within 2-3 wk, the adherent cells 
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produce a complex multilayer of cells representative of the stromal cell types present in 
vivo (Allen and Dexter, 1983). For example, using various histochemical and immuno
logical techniques, adherent cells can be detected that are analogous with marrow 
adipocytes, reticular cells, macrophages, endothelial cells, and fibroblasts (Allen and 
Dexter, 1976, 1984; Dexter eta!., 1977). When these stromal cell cultures are seeded 
with hematopoietic cells, the stem cells that are present in the inoculum first attach to 
the stromal cells and subsequently migrate within the three-dimensional matrix 
provided by the stromal cell multilayer. Within this environment, the stem cells then 
undergo proliferation, self-renewal, and differentiation to produce the lineage
restricted precursor cells. The latter, under appropriate conditions, then go on to 
produce mature progeny (Fig. 2). Significantly, self-renewal and differentiation in 
these conditions can be maintained for months (Dexter eta!., 1984b). This should be 
contrasted with the short-term clonogenic assay systems, where, in the presence of the 

Figure 2. Schematic representation of the interactions between hemopoietic and stromal cells in 
long-term cultures. 

growth factors(s) described previously, proliferation and development readily occur, 
but little or no self-renewal is found (Bradley and Metcalf, 1966; Pluznik and Sachs, 
1966; Metcalf and Burgess, 1982). In other words, the growth factor-supplemented 
cultures favor the process of differentiation and development rather than self-renewal. 
In the long-term marrow cultures, on the other hand, in the presence of stromal cells 
and in the absence of added growth factors, homeostasis is maintained. Obviously, the 
stromal cell cultures are more strictly comparable with hematopoiesis in vivo and the 
data imply that the marrow stromal cells can produce the growth factors and other 
stimuli that are necessary for hematopoiesis. Because of this, much emphasis has been 
placed upon investigating the interaction between stromal cells and hematopoietic 
stem cells. 
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Interactions of Stromal Cells with Hematopoietic Stem Cells 

In attempts to reconcile the observations of growth factor vs. stromal cell hematopoie
sis, one possibility explored was that hematopoiesis was being driven by diffusible 
mediators released from stromal cells. These studies, however, have been somewhat 
disappointing in that the major species of growth factor, released from marrow stromal 
cells, was found to be M-CSF, much of which was biologically inactive (Shadduck et 
a!., 1983). More recently, biological and molecular studies have also shown that the 
stromal cell environment can constitutively or inducibly secrete GM-CSF, G-CSF, 
Meg-CSF, IL-l, IL-4, and the CFU-S cell cycle modulators described previously. 
However, these factors by themselves are unable to maintain self-renewal of stem cells: 
when stem cells are cultured in medium conditioned by marrow stromal cells, they 
rapidly die. Significantly, no IL-3 is produced by, or present in, the stromal cells (using 
both bioassays and molecular probes) (Spooncer et a!., 1986), although, as we will 
discuss later, an IL-3-like activity is obviously present. Thus, release of growth factors 
does not appear to be the driving force behind self-renewal of stem cells. 

These observations gave credence to the possibility of stromal cell-bound 
mediators, having their effect by direct cell:cell contact, producing a local permissive 
milieu for stem cell self-renewal and differentiation (Dexter eta!., 1984a). Certainly, 
early studies established the importance of cell contact: if the stem cells are separated 
from the stromal cells by interposing a thin agar layer or a millipore filter, the stem 
cells rapidly die (Bentley, 1981). Physical contact is important. 

However, the nature of this contact has been a difficult problem to approach. 
First, the heterogeneity of the stromal cell environment (which stromal cells provide 
the necessary environment for stem cell self-renewal?) has precluded many studies at 
the mechanistic level. Second, the low incidence of multipotent stem cells (capable of 
self-renewal) in normal bone marrow (Dexter eta!., 1984a) has made it difficult to 
examine directly the interaction of stem cells with stroma. 

The latter problem, however, has been largely overcome by the development of 
continuously growing multipotent stem cell lines (Spooncer et a!., 1984). Using 
appropriate selective conditions (in this case, selection of stem cells on marrow stromal 
cells transformed by a virus containing the src oncogene), multi potent stem cells can be 
isolated from long-term marrow cultures, which grow continuously in liquid culture in 
the presence of IL-3. These cells (FDCP-Mix) have a diploid karyotype, are non
leukemic, and can be induced to undergo multilineage differentiation when inoculated 
onto normal marrow stromal cells (Spooncer eta!., 1984). Significantly, although their 
continuous growth in liquid culture requires IL-3 (in its absence, they die), their ability 
to survive and grow on marrow stromal cells occurs in the absence of added IL-3. Since 
the stromal cells themselves are not producing IL-3 (Spooncer eta!., 1986), some other 
molecule(s) is obviously replacing the normal growth factor requirement. The advan
tage of such cell lines, of course, is that they can readily be produced in unlimited 
numbers. Nonetheless, the marrow stromal cell heterogeneity still imposes significant 
problems in further mechanistic studies. 

Because of this, we screened for the ability of the FDCP-Mix cells to attach to, 
survive, and proliferate on a variety of cloned stromal cell lines (Roberts eta!., 1987). 
Somewhat to our surprise, we found that the FDCP-Mix cells could be maintained 
most efficiently on the primitive mesenchymal cell line, 3T3. The reasons for this are 
unclear, but presumably represent the phenotypic diversity of embryonic cells. 
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Furthermore, FACS-enriched, normal-marrow, day-12 CFU-S also showed an ability 
to attach, survive, grow, and develop on 3T3 cells with kinetics similar to the 
FDCP-Mix cells (Figs. 3 and 4). Significantly, however, with both the FACS-CFU-S 
and the FDCP-Mix cells, little or no self-renewal occurs under these conditions 
(Roberts et al., 1987). Thus, although part of the "marrow microenvironment" is 
reflected by the 3T3 cells, one essential component (the ability to promote self
renewal) is obviously lacking. The system does, however, provide a model for 
examining cellular interactions, differentiation, and development. 

In this system, the importance of cell contact is again emphasized by our finding 
that medium conditioned by 3T3 cells does not support the survival or development of 
either FACS-CFU-S or the FDCP-Mix cells. Furthermore, when the target hemato
poietic cells are separated from the stroma (using a thin layer of agar), the cells die. 
Additionally, we have produced a series of other IL-3--dependent (but non
multipotent) cell lines that lack an ability to attach to stromal cells and cannot survive 
or grow on 3T3 cells (or on marrow stromal cells) in the absence of IL-3. These data 
suggest that physical proximity to the stromal cells is not, by itself, a sufficient 
stimulus for survival and growth, and that direct physical binding is of fundamental 
importance. The importance of this is further stressed by the observation that the 
growth and development of the FDCP-Mix cells does not require metabolically active 
stromal cells. For example, if the 3T3 cells are lightly fixed in glutaraldehyde (which 
effectively kills the cells but maintains the integrity of many membrane components), 
the FDCP-Mix cells can still bind to the fixed cells. Furthermore, they then undergo 
limited proliferation and develop into mature cells (Roberts et al., 1987). Obviously, 
production of growth factors by the stromal cells cannot be important under these 
conditions, and other possibilities need to be considered. 

The Extracellular Matrix and Hematopoiesis 
The potential importance of extracellular matrix molecules, fibronectin, collagens, and 
proteoglycans in cellular differentiation and development has been suggested from 
studies in other systems (Grobstein, 1975; Meier and Hay, 1975; Toole et al., 1977). 
Also, our own studies using ,6-o-xylosides (agents that disrupt the synthesis of 
proteoglycans) suggest an important role of such molecules in hematopoiesis 
(Spooncer et al., 1983), although whether their effect is direct or indirect has been 
difficult to determine. Recently, however, a series of intriguing experiments indicates 
that proteoglycans can bind hematopoietic growth factors and present them to 
hematopoietic cells (Gordon et al., 1987). This in turn raises the possibility that 
stromal cell-associated hematopoiesis is facilitated by such a mechanism, i.e., by 
membrane-bound growth factors that are intimately associated with extracellular 
matrix molecules and can exert their effects only when intimate physical contact takes 
place. Since our own results (using variant IL-3-dependent cell lines that cannot bind 
to stroma; Roberts et al., 1987) suggest that physical proximity is not by itself a 
sufficient stimulus, this in turn indicates that the stromal cell-bound growth factor 
exists in a cryptic form and is only available once stem cell binding has occurred. The 
nature of this binding is still a puzzle but probably reflects specific molecules 
(receptors?) present on the surface of the stromal cells and "recognition" molecules 
present on stem cells. Presumably, such stem cell "recognition" molecules are 
developmentally regulated and our recent studies, which show developmentally related 
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Figure 3. The number of viable cells after the inoculation of (A) 104 FACS-CFU-S and (B) 106 
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changes in surface membrane glycopeptides of hematopoietic cells (and major 
differences between stem cells, lineage-restricted precursor cells [Gallagher et a!., 
1987] and mature granulocytes), would tend to support this model, shown below. 

Multipotential stem cells (FDCP-Mix) 
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Thus, although the control of stem cell self-renewal and differentiation remains an 
enigma, the developments discussed have laid the foundation for an experimental 
approach at the mechanistic level. 
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Introduction 
The central feature of the hematopoietic system is its life-long, continuous cell 
turnover. This cell renewal process is supported by stem cells, which possess the ability 
to self-renew and the ability to produce progenitors that are committed to differentia
tion in single lineages. During the last three decades, studies using clonal cell culture 
assays for progenitors at various stages of development (Golde, 1984) have resulted in 
significant elucidation of the mechanisms of hematopoiesis. In this review, I will 
summarize our recent studies of stem cell proliferation and differentiation in methyl
cellulose culture. 

Background 
It is generally held that, in the steady state, most hematopoietic stem cells are not 
engaged in active proliferation and reside in the so-called G0 state. Experimental 
evidence for this concept has been provided by investigators in several laboratories 
(Becker et al., 1965; Hara and Ogawa, 1978; Hodgson and Bradley, 1979). In our 
laboratory, sequential observations of the growth of individual multi potential progeni
tors from spleen cells of 5-fluorouracil-treated mice suggested that most primitive 
multipotential progenitors are dormant in cell cycling (Suda et al., 1983a). The 
concept of a true resting state was originally proposed by Lajtha (1963), who 
envisioned that this state is metabolically distinct from the other phases of cell cycle, 
and coined the term G0 state. He proposed that hematopoietic stem cells are in G0 since 
cell cycle dormancy confers on the stem cells time to repair DNA damage and thus 
allows maintenance of the genetic integrity of the stem cell population (Lajtha, 1979). 
The mechanisms that might initiate cell division of the stem cells remained elusive 
until only recently. As will be discussed later, there is evidence that interleukin 1 
(IL-l) and interleukin 6 (IL-6) appear to shorten the G0 period and may induce the 
stem cells to begin active proliferation. I will summarize the role that growth factors 
play in stem cell proliferation. 

Role of Growth Factors 
IL-3 appears to be an important factor for continued proliferation of early hemato
poietic progenitors. Investigators in several laboratories reported that purified murine 
IL-3 supports the growth of various types of colonies, including multilineage colonies 
(Ihle et al., 1983; Rennick et al., 1985; Suda et al., 1985). We have shown that it also 
supports the formation of multi potential blast cell colonies (Koike et al., 1986; Leary et 
al., 1987b). We also observed that delayed addition of murine IL-3 to cultures 7 dafter 
cell plating decreases the number of multipotential blast cell colonies to one-half the 
number in cultures with 11-3 added on day 0 (Suda et al., 1985). It did not, however, 
alter the proliferative and differentiative characteristics of late-emerging, multipoten
tial blast cell colonies (Suda et al., 1985). On the basis of these observations, we 
proposed that IL-3 does not trigger the dormant stem cells into active proliferation, but 
that IL-3 is required for the proliferation of early multipotential progenitors. 

Very recently, several factors have been identified that appear to induce prolifera
tion in hematopoietic stem cells. Stanley et al. ( 1986) reported that hemopoietin 1 
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(H-1) (Jubinsky and Stanley, 1985), which was purified from human bladder 
carcinoma cell line 5637, acts synergistically with IL-3 in support of proliferation of 
murine hematopoietic stem cells. Recent reports by Mochizuki et al. (1987) and Moore 
and Warren (1987) suggested that IL-l, which is abundant in the supernatant of this 
cell line, may account for the H-1 activity. In our laboratory, we have observed that 
IL-6 (also called interferon {32 [Zilberstein et al., 1986] and B cell stimulatory factor 2 
[Hirano et al., 1986]) is synergistic with IL-3 in support of the active proliferation of 
murine hematopoietic stem cells (Ikebuchi et al., 1987). In the presence of IL-3, 
multipotential blast cell colonies emerged after varying lag times from spleen cells of 
5-fluorouracil-treated mice, as we reported previously (Suda et al., 1985). When IL-6 
was also present, the emergence of multipotential blast cell colonies was significantly 
hastened, although the rate of the growth of the blast cell colonies was not affected 
(Ikebuchi et al., 1987). These data suggested that part of the H-1 effect of IL-6 is an 
apparent shortening of the G0 period of hematopoietic stem cells. Human IL-6 also 
works synergistically with human IL-3 in stimulation of the proliferation of early 
human progenitors (Leary et al., 1987a). In murine studies, IL-6 appears to possess 
stronger synergistic effects than IL-l (Ikebuchi et al., 1987). Since IL-l can stimulate 
production of IL-6 in a variety of cell types (Yang et al., 1988; Yasukawa et al., 1987), 
it is possible that part of the H-1 effect of IL-l may be mediated by IL-6. 

Differentiation 
Once the stem cells leave G0 and begin active proliferation, the process of differentia
tion concomitantly takes place. Several models for stem cell differentiation have been 
proposed (Ogawa et al., 1983). The hematopoietic inductive microenvironment (HIM) 
model of Trentin and his associates (Curry and Trentin, 1967; Trentin, 1970) features 
small anatomical niches that direct differentiation of individual stem cells. The 
so-called "stem cell competition" model envisions control of stem cell differentiation 
by lineage-specific humoral factors. For example, VanZant and Goldwasser (Gold
wasser, 1975; VanZant and Goldwasser, 1977) proposed that levels of erythropoietin 
and colony-stimulating factors determine the commitment of stem cells. In addition, a 
model of predetermined, sequential loss of lineage potentials has been proposed 
(Johnson, 1981). As discussed in my earlier review (Ogawa et al., 1983), specific 
criticism can be raised against the data supporting these models. Most importantly, 
these models are based on studies of populations of progenitors rather than single 
progenitors. In our laboratory, identification of murine blast cell colonies with high 
replating efficiencies (Nakahata and Ogawa, 1982) provided us with an opportunity to 
micromanipulate single progenitors and study their differentiation potentials. When 
we carried out cytological analysis of multilineage colonies that were derived from 
single progenitor cells and were cultured under identical conditions, we observed 
varying lineage combinations expressed in individual colonies (Suda et al., 1983b). 
Subsequently, studies of paired progenitors revealed heterologous pairs of single
lineage and multilineage colonies expressing diverse lineage combinations (Suda et al., 
1984b). These observations were consistent with the notion that differentiation of stem 
cells is featured by stochastic (random) loss of lineage potentials. Examples of pairs of 
colonies expressing disparate lineage combinations are presented in Scheme I. 
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Some pairs, such as pairs 1 and 2, consisted of a single-lineage colony and a 
multilineage colony. In others, both colonies were multilineage colonies sharing one or 
more constituent lineages (e.g., pairs 3, 4, 6, and 7). Some pairs shared no lineages 
(e.g., pairs 8 and 9). Pairs like 1 and 2 indicate that a multipotential progenitor can 
give rise to a monopotential progenitor directly. Other types of pairs suggest that an 
alternative mode of commitment is progressive, random loss in lineage potential. 
Sequential manipulation of paired progenitors and analysis of the differentials of 
colonies derived from these progenitors indicated that the apparent random commit
ment in lineage potentials takes place sequentially during stem cell differentiation 
(Suda et al., 1984a). Analyses of human single and paired progenitors also revealed 
similar results and were consistent with the notion that the principle of human stem cell 
differentiation is also a random restriction in the lineage potentials (Leary et al., 1984, 
1985). 

In the study of human multilineage colonies of single cell origin, we observed that 
individual lineages were represented by a variable number of cells. For example, a 
mixed colony consisted of 1,340 erythrocytes and 4 eosinophilic leukocytes (Leary et 
al., 1984). This observation suggested that the number of times that a progenitor 
divides during the maturation process (the process after commitment to a single 
lineage) is variable. This observation is also in agreement with earlier observations on 
single-lineage colonies. Wu (1983) reported that the cumulative frequency distribution 
of the numbers of secondary T lymphocyte colonies per primary T lymphocyte colony 
could be approximated by a 'Y distribution. Analysis of the size of secondary mast cell 
colonies and computer stimulation of a modification of the "birth and death" model of 
Till et al. (1964) suggested that mast cell proliferation in culture is also a stochastic 
process (Pharr et al., 1985). These data were consistent with the notion that both 
differentiation and proliferation of hematopoietic progenitors are separate stochastic 
processes. In this model, hematopoietic factors do not influence the differentiation 
process. Rather, the functions of factors are to support survival and/or proliferation of 
progenitors. 
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Introduction 
During the past three years, the genes for several human hematopoietic growth factors 
or colony-stimulating factors (CSFs) have been cloned and recombinant proteins have 
been produced and purified. These include multi-CSF, or interleukin 3 (IL-3) (Yang et 
al., 1986), granulocyte-macrophage CSF (GM-CSF) (Wong et al., 1985), granulocyte 
CSF (G-CSF) (Nagata et al., 1986), and macrophage CSF (M-CSF) (Kawasaki et 
al., 1985). Although the amino acid sequences of these four proteins are distinct, there 
is considerable overlap in their biological activities, and the genes for three of them, 
IL-3, GM-CSF, and M-CSF, together with the M-CSF receptor, have been localized 
to the long arm of chromosome 5 (LeBeau et al., 1987a, b; Pettenati et al., 1987). 

Clonal assays for hematopoietic progenitor cells have clearly demonstrated that 
the CSFs are essential for in vitro progenitor survival, proliferation, and differentia
tion. It is interesting that they also affect mature cell function. This property, together 
with the observation that cells common to every organ can synthesize the CSFs, 
suggests that, in addition to their role in blood cell production, the CSFs may also have 
an important local role at a site of infection or inflammation. 

Normal adult hematopoiesis occurs only in the microenvironment of the bone 
marrow, where macrophages, endothelial cells, and fibroblast-derived reticular cells 
and fat cells are the major constituents of the stromal cellular network (Dexter et al., 
1977; Bentley, 1982). Since the production of the CSFs is not restricted to bone 
marrow "stromal" cells, it is clear that these cells must function in other ways to 
specifically nurture developing hematopoietic stem and progenitor cells. 

In this report, we summarize and compare some of the functional properties of 
IL-3 and GM-CSF (two CSFs that act on the earliest progenitor cells), discuss the 
cellular origin of the CSFs, and indicate other potentially important functional roles 
that can be attributed to certain stromal cells. 

Results and Discussion 
Comparison of the Biological Activities of GM-CSF and IL-3 
Many of the "accessory" cells now known to synthesize specific CSFs (see below) are 
present in unfractionated Ficoll-Hypaque-separated bone marrow or fetal liver cells. 
To assess the biological activities of highly purified recombinant proteins, it is 
therefore necessary to deplete the bone marrow of these factor-producing cells. We 
used plastic adherence to deplete monocytes, followed by incubation of the nonadher
ent cells with a panel of monoclonal antibodies that selectively label maturing 
erythroid, myeloid, and lymphoid cells (Sieff et al., 1986). The antibody-labeled cells 
were then removed by a panning method using plastic petri dishes that had previously 
been coated with rabbit anti-mouse immunoglobulins. The nonadherent antibody
negative cells were enriched for progenitor cells and did not contain significant 
numbers of factor-producing cells; they depended entirely on an exogenous source of 
CSF for colony formation in methylcellulose semisolid cultures. Previous experiments 
with purified recombinant GM-CSF showed that, despite its misleading nomenclature, 
this factor can act as a stimulus for early erythroid burst-forming units (BFU-E) and 
mixed colony-forming units (CFU-Mix), provided that erythropoietin (Ep) is added to 
the cultures (Sieff et al., 1985). Two subsets of BFU-E can be distinguished, one that 
responds to Ep and GM-CSF, and one that responds to Ep alone (Sieff et al., 1986). Ep 
is thus required for the terminal maturation of all erythroid progenitors, but if its 
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TABLE I 
Response of Bone Marrow Cells to Multipoietins 

Stimulus Concentration 
Colonies per I 05 enriched bone marrow cells 

BFU-E* CFU-Mix* CFU-G CFU-M 

pM 
GM-CSF* 500 420 60 240 20 
IL-31 500 939 60 60 40 

*Erythropoietin (2 U jml) was added on day 3 of culture. 
*Purified human recombinant GM-CSF (expressed in Chinese Hamster Ovary cells). 
1Purified human recombinant IL-3 (expressed in E. coli). 

CFU-Eo 

20 
20 

addition is delayed for 3 d, the "background" of Ep-responsive BFU-E is virtually 
eliminated (Sieff et a!., 1986). Table I shows the BFU-E-derived and CFU
Mix-derived colonies observed in a representative experiment using enriched bone 
marrow progenitor cells with GM-CSF added on day 0 and Ep on day 3. The table also 
shows that GM-CSF stimulates the formation of colonies derived from granulocyte, 
macrophage, and eosinophil progenitors as well (CFU-G, CFU-M, CFU-GM, CFU
Eo); megakaryocyte progenitors are also responsive (not shown). 

Recently, the gene for the primate homologue of murine IL-3 was cloned from the 
gibbon T cell line MLA 144 (Yang eta!., 1986). The human gene was subsequently 
isolated and expessed in Escherichia coli. Table I shows the results of a bioassay using 
highly purified human E. coli IL-3. It is clear that this protein induces the formation of 
colonies derived from a similar wide range of progenitor cells, as does GM-CSF. When 
IL-3 and GM-CSF were compared for their capacity to stimulate different progenitor 
classes, it was found that IL-3 induced more BFU-E-derived colonies than did 
GM-CSF (Fig. 1; Sieff eta!., l987a). The combination of both factors induced no 
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Figure 1. IL-3 stimulates more BFU-E than does GM-CSF. Enriched bone marrow progenitors 
were incubated with increasing concentrations of either highly purified recombinant human 
IL-3 or GM-CSF, and erythropoietin (2 Ujml) was added on day 3. While the half-maximal 
and maximal concentrations for the two CSFs were similar (10-IOO pgjml and 100-I,OOO 
pgjml, respectively), more BFU-E-derived colonies were observed with IL-3 than with 
GM-CSF. Each point represents the means of triplicate cultures ± I standard deviation from 
one representative experiment. 
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greater number of BFU-E-derived colonies than IL-3 alone, which suggests that 
GM-CSF stimulates a subset of the BFU-E that respond to IL-3.1t was also found that 
IL-3 in combination with G-CSF induced the formation of more granulocyte colonies 
than either factor alone. Furthermore, the colonies that formed in the presence of both 
factors were larger than those that formed in either factor alone (Table II). 

These data suggest that IL-3 and G-CSF may act on distinct but possibly 
overlapping subsets of granulocytic progenitor cells. GM-CSF also acts on mature 
neutrophils to induce a rapid increase in cell surface expression of a family of leukocyte 
adhesion molecules; this is associated with an increase in neutrophil aggregability 
(Arnaout et al., 1986). These effects occur at concentrations (picomolar) ofGM-CSF 
similar to those that induce colony formation. It is interesting that while G-CSF has 
properties similar to those of GM-CSF, IL-3 does not have these actions on mature 
granulocytes (Arnaout, M. A., and C. A. Sieff, unpublished data). Binding studies 
with 1251-labeled GM-CSF suggest that these effects are directly mediated, since 
neutrophils express low numbers (100-500 sitesjcell) of high-affinity receptors for 
GM-CSF (kD"" 150 pM). The expression ofGM-CSF receptors on normal progenitor 

TABLE II 
IL-3 and G-CSF Synergize on CFU-G 

Stimulus Percent 
Colonies per 105 enriched bone marrow 

BFU-E CFU-G CFU-M 

IL-3* 0.01 440 140 180 
(400)* 

G-CSF1 0.03 0 140 20 
(560)* 

IL-3 + G-CSF 0.1 + 0.03 400 440 160 
(2,800)* 

*Conditioned medium from monkey COS-I cells transfected with gibbon IL-3 eDNA. 
*Mean colony cell number per 6-12 sequentially picked CFU-G-derived colonies. 
•conditioned medium from monkey COS-I cells transfected with human G-CSF eDNA. 

cells has not been verified because of the difficulty in obtaining sufficient numbers of 
primitive cells for binding studies. However, limiting dilution assays of colony-forming 
cells in the presence of either GM-CSF or IL-3 indicate that the action of these two 
growth factors is direct (C.A. Sieff, unpublished data). 

Cellular Origin of the CSFs 
One of the major limitations to defining the cellular origin of the CSFs is the inability 
to obtain a full representative spectrum of normal cell types from different organs. A 
second limitation is the lack of specificity of the bioassays. Our approach to these 
problems has been to use eDNA probes to identify the specific pattern of CSF 
messenger RNA content in cell populations that are of the same type as the marrow 
microenvironmental vascular and stromal cells. Primary umbilical vein endothelial 
cells (HUVE) release a low level of detectable biological CSF activity into medium in 
which they are cultured for 48 h (Sieff et al., 1987b). If the cytokines interleukin 1 
(IL-l) or tumor necrosis factor (TNF) are added to the medium, a much greater level 
of biological activity can be detected using the progenitor assay for BFU-E and 
CFU-GM. Northern analysis of total cellular RNA extracted from these cells shows 
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that the unstimulated cells contain mRNA for M-CSF but no (or barely detectable) 
GM-CSF or G-CSF mRNA. IL-1/TNF stimulation results in an increase ofGM-CSF 
and G-CSF mRNAs to easily detectable levels but no alteration in the level of M-CSF 
mRNA (Sieff et al., 1988). In contrast, endothelial cells infected with an amphotrophic 
pseudotype of the Kirsten sarcoma virus produced mRNAs for all three CSFs 
constitutively. Primary and infected fibroblasts show a pattern of CSF mRNA content 
similar to the primary HUVE. Biological activity after induction with IL-l or TNF can 
be detected in fibroblasts from a variety of sources, including primary bone marrow 
and fetal liver fibroblasts, infected synovial fibroblasts, and both primary and infected 
dermal fibroblasts. At the RNA level, M-CSF transcripts are constitutively produced, 
but GM-CSF and G-CSF messages are detectable only after induction with IL-l or 
TNF. Thus, uninduced, infected endothelial cells, unlike the primary HUVE or 
primary or infected fibroblasts, contain GM-CSF and G-CSF mRNA. We were 
interested to see whether these cells constitutively produce IL-l. We therefore 
extracted RNA from these cell types and hybridized with a 32P-labeled IL-l eDNA 
probe. While HUVE and the primary and infected fibroblasts contained no detectable 
IL-l mRNA, the infected endothelial cells were strongly positive for IL-l mRNA. 

TABLE III 
CSF mRNA Production by Human Cell Type 

M-CSF GM-CSF G-CSF IL-3 

Monocytes 
(LPS) + (+) (+) 

Fibroblasts 
(IL-1/TNF) + (+) (+) 

Endothelial cells 
(IL-1/TNF) + (+) (+) 

T lymphocytes 
(PHA/PMA) (+) (+) 

+,Constitutive expression; (+),inducible expression with stimulus shown in parentheses. 

These results were confirmed at the protein level when conditioned media from the 
different cells were tested on an IL-l-dependent cell line. Only the infected endothelial 
cells released IL-l into the medium. 

Circulating blood cells also secrete CSFs. In order to determine the specific 
pattern of CSF synthesis, we extracted RNA from blood mononuclear cells, mono
cytes, and lymphocytes. Our preliminary results show that monocytes respond to 
lipopolysaccharide (LPS) induction with increased levels of GM-CSF and G-CSF 
mRNA. M-CSF mRNA levels are not increased. Blood mononuclear cells and a 
monocyte-depleted, lymphocyte-enriched fraction of these cells respond to phytohe
magglutinin (PHA) and phorbol myristate acetate (PMA) with an increase in 
GM-CSF and IL-3 mRNA content. 

To summarize, endothelial cells, fibroblasts, and monocytes appear to produce 
M-CSF constitutively (Table III). Endothelial cells and fibroblasts respond to IL-l or 
TNF, and monocytes respond to LPS, by showing increased levels of GM-CSF and 
G-CSF mRNA. None of these cell types produces IL-3 mRNA. Lymphocyte-enriched 
cell fractions of blood mononuclear cells contain GM-CSF and IL-3 mRNA after 
stimulation with PHA or PMA. 
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Stromal Fibroblastoid Cells and Fibronectin 
Since the CSFs are produced by a variety of cell types that are present in almost every 
organ of the body, an essential unresolved question remains regarding the nature of the 
specificity of the adult bone marrow or fetal liver microenvironment for hematopoietic 
stem cells and progenitors. Tsai et al. (1987) showed that a fetal liver fibroblastoid cell 
strain, cultured as a monolayer, could function as a surface to which erythroid 
progenitors attached preferentially. A proportion of BFU-E and the more mature 
CFU-E adhered to the monolayer, but only very few CFU-GM did so. Further 
experiments showed that purified fibronectin could substitute for the fibroblastoid cells 
as an adherent substrate. Antibodies to fibronectin, including antibodies specific for its 
cell-binding domain, inhibited the adhesion of BFU-E and CFU-E to both fibroblas
toid cell monolayers and to fibronectin-coated petri dishes (Tsai et al., 1987). Such 

LPS 

LOCAL 

0 PROGENITORS 

DISTANT 

Figure 2. Cytokine-mediated cellular interactions that may occur at local (infection, inflamma
tion) and distant (bone marrow) sites. In response to bacterial LPS, monocytes (Mo) release 
IL-1/TNF, G-CSF, and GM-CSF. IL-l and/or TNF induce the release of G-CSF and 
GM-CSF by local or distant fibroblasts (Fb) and endothelial cells (EC). IL-l, in conjuction with 
antigen, induces T lymphocytes (T) to release IL-3 and GM-CSF. Locally, these CSFs enhance 
neutrophil and eosinophil function, while in bone marrow, hematopoiesis and granulopoiesis are 
increased through direct effects on pluripotent stem cells and lineage-committed progenitor 
cells. 

results are consistent with the earlier mouse erythroleukemia (MEL) cell studies of 
Patel and Lodish (1984, 1986), who showed that uninduced MEL cells attach tightly 
and specifically to fibronectin. Dimethylsulfoxide-induced erythroid differentiation of 
these cells is accompanied by a parallel loss of fibronectin receptors and cell adhesion 
to fibronectin. Thus, fibronectin may provide an adherent surface to which developing 
erythroid progenitors and precursors can attach. 

Summary and Conclusions 
Hematopoiesis and the function of mature blood cells are linked by the CSFs, a class of 
distinct glycoproteins that have considerable overlap in their actions, tissue sources, 
and production by cells in response to different inducing agents. These relationships 
are most evident when the system is stimulated in response to exogenous agents (Fig. 
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2). Monocytes may lie at the center of this response, as LPS induces the release of 
GM-CSF and G-CSF, as well as the monokines IL-l and TNF. GM-CSF and G-CSF 
act on mature cells at the site of inflammation, increasing their functional capacity by 
concentration-dependent effects on chemotaxis, increased phagocytosis, enhanced 
superoxide production, and increased antibody-dependent cellular cytotoxicity (Vadas 
et al., 1983a, b; Gasson et al., 1984; Weisbart et al., 1985). The release by monocytes of 
IL-l and TNF may amplify this response by inducing local fibroblasts and endothelial 
cells to produce more GM-CSF and G-CSF. The release of GM-CSF and G-CSF into 
the circulation could increase bone marrow granulocyte production. Increased circulat
ing levels of IL-l and/ or TNF would also be expected to increase bone marrow stromal 
cell production ofGM-CSF and G-CSF. In conjunction with foreign antigen, IL-l may 
also induce T lymphocytes to produce both GM-CSF and IL-3, and these two factors 
would be expected to increase bone marrow hematopoiesis. 

Erythroid-specific interactions with fibroblastoid cells is suggested by in vitro 
studies showing binding of erythroid progenitors to a fibroblastoid cell strain and to 
fibronectin. However, it is apparent that fibroblasts from many tissues secrete 
fibronectin, and these results do not yet explain why normal hematopoiesis is restricted 
to the bone marrow. The nature of the specificity of bone marrow microenvironmental 
cells for hematopoietic stem cells and progenitors, and a better understanding of how 
normal steady state hematopoiesis is regulated, remain important areas for future 
research. 
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Introduction 
The first report of the cloning and expression of the human erythropoietin (Epo) gene 
appeared in 1985 (Jacobs et al., 1985; Lin et al., 1985). The gene encoding the mature 
protein is comprised of four exons and three introns. There is also a sequence that codes 
for a 27-amino-acid-long secretory leader piece (Fig. 1). The structural gene for 
human Epo exists in the genome as a single copy, and was initially assigned to 
chromosome 7 (Powell et al., 1986), and then mapped to the long arm of that 
chromosome in the region of7q21 (Law et al., 1986). The mature protein is made up of 
165 amino acids and the polypeptide predicts a molecular weight of 18,400. The 
biologically active hormone exists as a monomer with two internal disulfide bonds 
linking cysteines at positions 7 and 161, and 29 and 33. The molecular weight of the 
biologically active hormone is -34,000. The higher weight is due to glycosylation of the 
molecule. There are three Asn-linked glycosylation sites at positions 24, 38, and 83, 
and a single 0-linked glycosylation site at the serine at position 126. Glycosylation of 
the molecule is required for its survival in vivo. If the carbohydrates are removed by 
treatment of Epo with glycosidases, biological activity in vitro is not lost. Site-directed 
mutagenesis, which replaces the carbohydrate-linked Asn sites, also results in a 
molecule with comparable biological activity and protein as determined by radioimmu-

HUMAN EPO GENE 
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Figure 1. The organization of the structural gene for human erythropoietin. There are four 
exons and three introns, which account for the coding region for the polypeptide hormone. In 
addition, the organization of the coding sequences for the secretory leader piece is shown. 

noassay (RIA). Detailed in vitro studies of completely nonglycosylated Epo are 
difficult, however, because of the aggregation of the molecule. The carbohydrate 
construction of recombinant human Epo and that of native Epo appear to be virtually 
identical, and both native and recombinant molecules function equally well in vivo and 
in vitro (Egrie et al., 1985). 

Other than the role of the carbohydrate in promoting the in vivo survival of Epo, 
little is known of the structure/function relationships of the polypeptide. Sytkowski 
and Donahue (1986) have suggested that amino acids 99-129 may be important in the 
binding of Epo to its receptor. They produced a series of peptides spanning a large 
proportion of the Epo molecule. Although these peptides themselves did not have 
Epo-like activity and did not block the in vitro action of Epo, antibodies prepared to 
those peptides spanning the 99-129 region interfered with the in vitro action of Epo. 

The cDNAs for mouse (McDonald et al., 1986) and monkey (Lin et al., 1986) 
Epo have also been cloned and sequenced. There is a high degree of homology between 
all three species and, overall, >90% homology between human and monkey Epo. The 
tertiary structure of human Epo, as predicted by the Chou and Fasman method, is 
shown in Fig. 2. In addition, the first introns of the human and mouse Epo genes have a 
high degree of homology, while homology is not maintained in the other introns. Such 
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Figure 2. The predicted tertiary 
structure of human erythropoietin as 
predicted by the method of Chou and 
Fasman (1978). (From McDonald et 
a!., 1986, with permission of the 
authors and the publisher.) 

retained homology suggests an important regulatory function for the first intron, but 
the precise significance of this is unknown. 

Regulation of Epo Production 
Physiological studies that began nearly 30 years ago clearly implicated the kidney as 
the important site of Epo production in mammals (Krantz and Jacobson, 1970). 
Animals subjected to hypoxia will produce high levels of Epo, which can be measured 
in the plasma by bioassay or RIA. Nephrectomized animals do not produce measur
able levels of Epo, whereas animals subjected to ureteral ligation and subsequent 
hypoxia have an unimpaired Epo response. What has been controversial are the 
mechanisms and cellular sources resulting in Epo production as a result of hypoxia. 

The availability of probes for Epo messenger RNA has allowed further dissection 
of its cellular sources. Schuster et al. {1987) reported that Epo mRNA could not be 
detected in preparations of whole cellular RNA from normal rat kidneys; however, 
when the rats were exposed to severe hypoxia, Epo-specific mRNA appeared within 
minutes and peaked within a few hours. The appearance of mRNA was followed 
shortly by the appearance of bioactivity in the plasma of these animals. With cessation 
of hypoxia, mRNA levels fell and bioactivity declined. The same workers isolated 
tubular cell preparations and glomeruli by differential sedimentation from rat kidneys. 
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Only mRNA prepared from isolates rich in tubular cells contained Epo-specific 
transcripts. The glomeruli preparations had no Epo mRNA. Lacombe et al. (1987) 
reported similar findings using the technique of in situ hybridization. Rather than the 
tubular cells themselves, peritubular interstitial cells (presumably endothelial cells) 
were implicated as the source of Epo. Thus, while the precise cellular source of Epo 
remains to be determined, the best available evidence would suggest that the tubular or 
peritubular complex functions as the Epo-generation site. 

Plasma Epo 
The mature protein circulates in the plasma at a concentration of 15-25 mU /ml, as 
determined by current-sensitive RIAs (Garcia et al., 1982). Under normal circum
stances, the activity determined by RIA parallels that determined by bioassay. Epo 
production increases with hypoxia or anemia. In a variety of carefully studied human 
conditions, an inverse log-linear relationship between plasma Epo levels and hemoglo
bin concentration was found. Thus, with established anemia and a hemoglobin 
concentration of 5-8 gfdl, plasma Epo levels of 400-1,000 mU/ml would be 
anticipated. 

Although details of Epo pharmacokinetics have not been published, preliminary 
studies using recombinant human Epo in patients with chronic renal failure indicate a 
half-life on the average of 6-7 h (range, 5-11) with a single exponential of decay 
(Egrie et al., 1987). We have carried out a study of the plasma half-life of native 
human Epo in one patient with chronic renal failure who was subsequently treated with 
recombinant human Epo. The half-life of the native human Epo was 9.3 h, while that of 
recombinant human Epo was 9.0 h. Thus, this single study indicates that there are 
likely to be no significant differences between the half-life of native or recombinant 
human Epo in man. 

Interactions of Epo with Its Target Cell 
Studies In Vitro 

The cellular anatomy of erythropoiesis in vitro has been established by studies of 
various populations of progenitor cells, which can be detected only through their 
growth in culture and their relative dependence on specific growth factors, including 
Epo. The earliest recognizable erythroid progenitor in culture is the erythroid 
burst-forming cell (BFU-E). This progenitor has the capacity to form large hemoglo
binized colonies that contain as many as I 04 cells. Epo is required for the hemoglobini
zation of the cells in these colonies, but the early divisions of the progenitor are 
dependent upon other growth factors referred to as having burst-promoting activity 
(BPA). In the absence of BPA, despite the presence of Epo, large erythroid bursts will 
not form (Yen et al., 1985). 

Growth factors that have been isolated, had their genes cloned, and possess BPA 
include granulocyte/macrophage colony-stimulating factor (GM-CSF) (Kaushansky 
et al., 1986) and interleukin 3 (IL-3) (Yang et al., 1986). BFU-E, as they mature and 
differentiate, give rise to erythroid colony-forming cells (CFU-E), which can be 
assayed in vitro independently. These progenitor cells have an absolute requirement for 
Epo in order to form colonies in culture and do not appear to respond in a meaningful 
way to other growth factors. 
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In Vivo Studies 
Studies in experimental animals and man suggest that the primary target of Epo action 
is the CFU-E or progenitors intermediate between BFU-E and CFU-E (Adamson et 
al., 1978; Kimura et al., 1986). This conclusion is supported by several lines of 
evidence. First, if mice are hypertransfused to produce a state of polycythemia, the 
numbers and cell cycle kinetics of marrow BFU-E are unchanged, while the numbers 
of CFU-E decline to -20-25% of normal (Adamson et al., 1978). Second, if rats are 
made chronically anemic (average hematocrit, 15%) through sustained iron deficien
cy, and then the numbers and cell cycle kinetics of the various erythroid progenitors are 
determined, only the CFU-E compartment is affected (Kimura et al., 1986). Such 
studies demonstrated no alterations in the numbers or cell cycle kinetics of BFU-E, 
while a three- to fourfold increase in total CFU-E was found (Fig 3). From such 
studies, the concept has emerged that Epo acts during the terminal differentiation and 
maturation steps of erythropoiesis, and it is required for the maintenance of the 
population of CFU-E. 
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Figure 3. The relative changes in the 
populations of CFU-G M, BFU-E, and 
CFU-E in the chronically anemic (he
matocrit, 15%) rat. Chronic anemia in 
the animal was established by a com
bination of bleeding and an iron
deficient diet. Only the numbers of 
CFU-E were increased above control 
values. The numbers of GM-CFC (as 
control) and BFU-E were unchanged, 
and there was no alteration in their 
cell cycle activity, as determined by 
the tritiated thymidine suicide tech
nique (data not shown). Values for 
control (normal) animals are ex
pressed as 1 00% and changes in the 
animals with iron-deficiency anemia 
(IDA) are normalized to the control 
values. (From Kimura et a!., 1986, 
with permission of the authors and the 
publisher.) 

Although Epo is thought generally to be a lineage-specific factor, several workers 
have demonstrated the stimulation by Epo of acetylcholinesterase generation by 
murine megakaryocytes (Ishibashi et al., 1987) or the enhancement of megakaryocyte 
colony formation (McLeod et al., 1976). Thus, at least in vitro, Epo appears to be able 
to induce or accelerate megakaryocyte cytoplasmic maturation. 

Studies of the Epo Receptor 
Epo interacts with its target cells through a plasma membrane receptor. The 
availability of recombinant human Epo has triggered a series of early studies of 
receptor biology. Sawyer and co-workers (1987), using spleen cells from Friend virus 
(anemia strain)-infected mice, have demonstrated binding of radioiodinated Epo to 
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cells. Using an enriched progenitor cell population, they reported an average of 300 
high-affinity receptors per cell. Initial studies suggested two classes of receptors having 
different affinities. This has not been confirmed by other workers, however, and most 
investigators have reported a single class of receptors, as determined by Scatchard 
analysis. 

Problematic in the analysis of these data is the fact that radioiodinated Epo is not 
biologically active. Nevertheless, displacement analyses by Broudy et a!. (1988), as 
well as binding studies carried out with metabolically labeled recombinant human Epo, 
confirm the data obtained with the radioiodinated hormone. If the target cells are 
exposed to radioiodinated Epo and their membranes are then solubilized and subjected 
to polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis, two bands of radioactivity are found (Sawyer et 
a!., 1987). If the molecular weight of Epo is subtracted, the results indicate a receptor 
of at least two subunits having molecular weights of 85,000 and 100,000. The structure 
and assembly of the Epo receptor remain to be determined. 
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Figure 4. The effect of recombinant 
human Epo on the transfusion require
ments and hematocrit of a patient 
with severe anemia and end-stage 
renal disease. With the advent of 
recombinant human Epo therapy, 
transfusion dependence ceased and 
the hematocrit returned to a near
normal range. The serum ferritin val
ues fell, indicating the mobilization of 
iron from storage sites and its incorpo
ration into the newly synthesized 
hemoglobin. (From Eschbach et a!., 
1987, with permission of the authors 
and the publisher.) 

Broudy et a!. (1988) have studied a number of murine and human cell lines for 
Epo binding properties. They found that a Rauscher erythroleukemia cell line, 
reported to be responsive to Epo, had an average of 1,700 receptors per cell. A single 
class of receptor was found with an affinity of 440 pM. In contrast, the human 
erythroleukemia cell line OCIM1 had an average of 3,000 receptors per cell with an 
affinity of 280 pM. The receptor on these cells had at least two subunits of 105,000 and 
95,000 mol wt. Interestingly, receptor numbers could be modulated by exposure of 
cells either to the tumor promoter TPA or to dimethylsulfoxide (DMSO). TPA
stimulated cells down-regulated receptor numbers to 350 per cell, while the cell line 
GM 979, exposed for 96 h to DMSO, increased receptor numbers from 1,600 to 8,400 
per cell. 

Epo as a Therapeutic 
The availability of recombinant human Epo has made possible clinical trials with the 
hormone in patients with predicted Epo-deficiency states. The first trials were 
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conducted in England and the United States. Winearls et al. (1986) and Eschbach et 
al. (1987) administered recombinant human Epo to severely anemic patients with 
chronic renal failure and reported a marked improvement in hemoglobin and hemato
crit and the abrogation of transfusion requirements (Fig. 4). Erythropoietic inhibitors, 
suggested by some to be important in the pathogenesis of the anemia of chronic renal 
failure, were of insufficient magnitude to blunt the response. The recombinant human 
Epo was effective in a dose-dependent fashion (Fig. 5) and, at this writing, some 
patients have been maintained at near-normal hematocrits for over two years without 
evidence of anti-Epa antibody formation or diminished responsiveness. In this condi
tion, therefore, it seems clear that recombinant human Epo will be an effective 
therapeutic and that improved rehabilitation and prevention of the complications of 
repeated transfusions can be expected. Encouraging preliminary results have also been 
reported in patients with anemia associated with rheumatoid arthritis (Means et al., 
1987). 
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Figure S. Rate of rise of hematocrit 
in groups of patients with severe ane
mia and end-stage renal disease, who 
were treated with different doses of 
recombinant human Epo. As can be 
seen, there was a dose-dependent 
increase in the rate of rise of hemato
crit, and increases of hematocrit by as 
many as 10 points were observed 
within 3-4 wk at the highest doses 
used. (From Eschbach et a!., 1987, 
with permission of the authors and the 
publisher.) 

The application of recombinant DNA technology to the field of hematology has 
contributed greatly to our understanding of Epo gene structure and regulation, cellular 
expression and regulation of hormone production, pharmacokinetics, receptor cell 
biology and, ultimately, the value of this hormone as a therapeutic. Areas that will 
undoubtedly prove fruitful for future research include the mechanisms by which 
hypoxia influences gene expression, the structure/function relationships of the Epo 
molecule, isolation and cloning of the gene for the Epo receptor, mechanisms of 
transmembrane signaling and nuclear activation, and the further application of 
recombinant human Epo in the treatment of other diseases. Epo is but one example of 
the contribution of modern biology to the understanding of growth factor regulation of 
hematopoiesis and to the availability of these factors for clinical trial. 
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Introduction 

Platelets are the cellular constituents present in human blood that are important in the 
maintenance of normal hemostasis (Williams and Levine, 1982). Megakaryocytes, the 
cell of origin of platelets, reside primarily in the bone marrow and are relatively rare 
cells comprising between 0.04 and 0.08% of all nucleated cells in the marrow (Berkow 
et al., 1984; Levine, 1980). The megakaryocyte is unusual when compared with other 
human cells in that it is normally polyploid, having nuclear ploidy values between 8 and 
64 N (Berkow et al., 1984; Levine, 1980). In addition, one of the distinguishing 
features of megakaryocytes is their large size, with mean diameters of 50.5 and 33.8 
Jtm when measurements are made on fixed and unfixed cellular specimens, respectively 
(Berkow et al., 1984). Why, from an evolutionary point of view, the process that leads 
to platelet production in man is so different from the processes that lead to the 
production of other human hematopoietic cells remains an unresolved issue. 

A great deal of data, accumulated over the last three decades, indicate that 
platelet production in mammals is regulated by a number of humoral growth factors 
capable of maintaining a constancy of peripheral platelet numbers (Gewirtz, 1986). 
These factors stimulate the marrow to accelerate platelet production in response to 
increased demands. Recent applications of protein purification and gene cloning to 
characterize hematopoietic growth factors have made available for the first time large 
quantities of purified and recombinant hematopoietic regulatory molecules (Clark and 
Kamen, 1987). The availability of these molecules has facilitated the understanding of 
the regulation of human blood cell production. Using these purified or recombinant 
biomolecules, a number of laboratories have reported that several of these factors can 
influence a number of stages of megakaryocytopoiesis (Quesenberry et al., 1985; 
Williams et al., 1985; Peschel et al., 1987; Robinson et al., 1987; Sparrow et al., 
1987). 

There is a sequence of steps that occurs during the process of platelet formation. 
Platelets ultimately originate from a pluripotent hematopoietic stem cell capable of 
differentiation to each of the hematopoietic lineages. The process of commitment from 
the pluripotent hematopoietic stem cell to the megakaryocyte progenitor cell (colony
forming unit, megakaryocyte [CFU-MK]), the first step in the process of megakaryo
cyte development, is poorly understood. After this event, the megakaryocyte progenitor 
cell undergoes proliferation and eventual differentiation. The transition from a 
proliferating cell to a cell that undergoes endomitosis, resulting in nuclear polyploidi
zation, then occurs. The number of mitoses that each megakaryocyte progenitor cell 
experiences is thought to determine the number of endomitotic nuclear replications 
that the progeny undergo (Paulus et al., 1982). This eventually results in a population 
of mature megakaryocytes heterogeneous with respect to ploidy. Concurrently with or 
after these events, megakaryocyte membrane and cytoplasmic maturation, associated 
with membrane morphogenesis and granule assembly, occurs. The final event in 
thrombopoiesis is actual platelet release. This event is thought by the majority of 
investigators to occur primarily in the bone marrow (Wright, 1906), while others 
suggest that the lung might also be an important site of platelet production 
(Trowbridge et al., 1982). The actual process of platelet release from megakaryocytes 
has been attributed to either formation of pseudopodia, cellular fragmentation, or 
specialization of megakaryocyte demarcation membranes (Gewirtz, 1986). Whether 
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all of these cellular events lead eventually to platelet release is currently being 
explored. This chapter will deal with our evolving understanding of the regulation of 
platelet production in man. 

Regulation at the Progenitor Cell Level 
Megakaryocyte progenitor cells present in marrow and peripheral blood are assayed in 
a variety of semisolid media by their capacity to give rise to colonies composed of 
megakaryocytes (Mazur et al., 1981; Messner et al., 1982). Studies of crude plasma, 
serum, and urine obtained from patients with various clinical disorders of thrombo
poiesis have led to the detection of a megakaryocyte colony-stimulating activity 
(MK-CSA) in these body fluids (Enomoto et al., 1980; Hoffman et al., 1981; Kawakita 
et al., 1981). The detectability of MK-CSA appears to be inversely related to bone 
marrow megakaryocyte numbers rather than to changes in circulating platelet 
numbers (Hoffman et al., 1981 ). These studies have led to attempts to purify a 
megakaryocyte-specific growth factor, megakaryocyte colony-stimulating factor 
(MK-CSF), a unique lineage-specific regulator of human megakaryocytopoiesis at the 
progenitor cell level (Hoffman et al., 1985; Mazur and South, 1985; Shimizu et al., 
1987). Our laboratory and others have previously reported the purification from 
human plasma, urine, or dog sera of an MK-CSF to apparent homogeneity by a variety 
of physical and biochemical steps (Hoffman et al., 1985; Mazur and South, 1985; 
Shimizu et al., 1987). The molecular weight of the MK-CSF has been estimated to be 
between 26,000 and 175,000 (Hoffman et al., 1985; Mazur and South, 1985; Shimizu 
et al., 1987). Each of the preparations appear to have activity that is restricted to the 
CFU-MK, and they do not affect the cytoplasmic maturation of more differentiated 
megakaryocytes (Straneva et al., 1987). The efforts in our own laboratory to purify 
human MK-CSF have been only partially successful, since amino acid sequencing of 
our preparation revealed contamination with a 1 acid glycoprotein (unpublished 
observation). This was not entirely unexpected since, although most previously isolated 
growth factors have been shown to act at concentrations of 10-12-10- 13 M (Clark and 
Kamen, 1987), the MK-CSF preparation was optimally active at 10-9 M (Hoffman et 
al., 1985). The partially purified MK-CSF not only increased colony formation but 
also increased the number of cells composing individual megakaryocyte colonies 
(Hoffman et al., 1985). An additional effect of MK-CSF has recently been defined by 
Arriaga et al. (1987), who have shown that by influencing the mitotic history of the 
megakaryocyte progenitor cell, differing concentrations of aplastic canine sera, which 
contain MK-CSA, can actually alter the balance between mitosis and endomitosis, 
resulting in changes in megakaryocyte ploidy. 

Our group had originally envisioned that the process of regulation of the 
CFU-MK was controlled by a single MK-CSA (Hoffman et al., 1981). The studies of 
Williams et al. (1985), Quesenberry et al. (1985), Vainchenker et al. (1979), and 
Robinson et al. (1987), however, have clearly shown this to be incorrect. These groups 
have conclusively demonstrated that several other hematopoietic growth factors, 
capable of influencing a number of other hematopoietic lineages, are also able to 
influence megakaryocyte development. While interleukin 3 (IL-3) and granulocyte/ 
macrophage colony-stimulating factor (GM-CSF) have been shown to have a major 
role in this process, the role of erythropoietin remains uncertain. In our studies, a 
serum-depleted clonal assay for megakaryocyte progenitor cells was recently used to 
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assess the effect of a variety of hematopoietic growth factors on megakaryocyte colony 
formation. As can be seen in Fig. I, none of the lineage-specific growth factors such as 
recombinant erythropoietin (rEpo), recombinant granulocyte colony-stimulating fac
tor (rG-CSF), macrophage colony-stimulating factor (CSF-I), and recombinant 
interleukin la (IL-Ia) were capable of augmenting megakaryocyte colony formation. 
By contrast, riL-3 and rGM-CSF enhanced cloning efficiency 8-fold and IO-fold, 
respectively, above baseline values. Each of these molecules was an equivalent 
stimulator of megakaryocyte colony formation (P > 0.1). These data suggest that 
rGM-CSF and riL-3 are important regulators of in vitro megakaryocytopoiesis at the 
progenitor cell level. 

Similar data have now been generated using populations of human bone marrow 
enriched for CFU-MK. Using monoclonal antibodies specific for the MyiO and 
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Figure 1. Effect of optimal doses of purified or recombinant hematopoietic growth factors on 
megakaryocyte colony formation by low-density marrow cells. Each point represents the mean ± 

SEM of data pooled from duplicate or quadruplicate assays of seven separate, normal marrow 
donors (N = 20). 

HLA-DR antigens, we have shown an expression of these antigens by the CFU-MK. 
By using fluorescence-activated cell sorting and differential antigenic expression, we 
can localize the CFU-MK to an Myio+++DR + population of cells with -1.3% ofthese 
cells being assayable CFU-MK. This enrichment process, involving macrophage and T 
cell depletion followed by cell sorting, leads to a 40-fold purification of CFU-MK. As 
can be seen in Table I, GM-CSF and IL-3 are each capable of stimulating colony 
formation by these enriched marrow populations. In addition, the effects of these two 
regulators were found to be additive, since the effect of combinations of rGM-CSF and 
riL-3 was greater than that of either molecule alone. 

The role for Epo in CFU-MK regulation remains less well established. Epo 
production is directly related to the severity of anemia in man (Adamson, I968). 
Observations in clinical medicine of the association of anemia and thrombocytosis led 
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to the hypothesis that Epo plays a regulatory role in thrombopoiesis. Recently, in fact, 
McDonald eta!. ( 1987) have presented information that high doses of rEpo stimulate 
platelet production in vivo, while our own laboratory has reported that Epo can 
enhance the cloning efficiency of a megakaryocytic cell line (Hoffman et a!., 1987). 
However, in our studies using a serum-depleted assay system, rEpo did not augment 
megakaryocyte colony formation (Table II). Our findings are in conflict with the 
findings of several other laboratories (Vainchenker eta!., 1979; Dukes eta!., 1986). An 
explanation for these discrepancies might be provided by the recent report of Dessypris 
et a!. (1987 b), who reported that rEpo was able to stimulate megakaryocyte 
development only in the presence of suboptimal concentrations of phytohemagglutinin-

TABLE I 
Effect of Purified or Recombinant Hematopoietic Growth Factors on 
Megakaryocyte Colony Formation by Enriched Fractions 
of Human Marrow 

Addition 
to culture 

CFU-MK-derived colony formation* 
(5 x 103 cells plated) 

None 
HPCM1 

rG-CSF (25 U fml)l 
CSF-1 (1,000 U/ml)' 
rEpo (1.0 U/ml)** 
rGM-CSF (25 U /ml)** 
rGM-CSF (100 U/ml) 
riL-3 (50 U/ml)ll 
riL-3 (200 U/ml) 
rGM-CSF (25 U/ml)+riL-3 (50 U/ml) 

2.5±0.8* 
39.7±6.3 
2.6±0.8 
1.5±0.5 
1.3±0.5 
9.8±2.8 

11.2± 1.3 
9.7±2.4 

17.8±3.6 
22.0±1.5 

*NALT- normal bone marrow cells were sorted, and a population of cells that expressed high 
densities of the My10 antigen and low densities of HLA-DR (My1o+++nR+) were assayed in a 
serum-depleted culture system. 
*Results are expressed as means ± SEM of duplicate points performed in four separate 
experiments (N = 8). 
'Serum-free human placenta-conditioned medium constituted 10% of the culture mix. 
'Recombinant granulocyte colony-stimulating factor. 
'Macrophage colony-stimulating factor. 
**Recombinant erythropoietin. 
**Recombinant granulocyte/macrophage colony-stimulating factor. 
11Recombinant human IL-3. 

stimulated, leukocyte-conditioned media (PHA-LCM) and human serum. This might 
explain the lack of stimulation with Epo observed in our studies, since the assay system 
was devoid of PHA-LCM and was serum depleted. The work of Dessypris et a!. 
(1987a) suggests that several hematopoietic factors are capable of interacting and 
thereby influencing in vitro megakaryocytopoiesis. Along this line, Peschel et a!. 
(1987) have shown a synergistic relationship between B cell stimulatory factor 1 
(BSF-1 ), IL-l a, and rEpo in augmenting megakaryocyte colony formation. Definition 
of such molecular interactions remains an important focus of clinical investigation. 

Vainchenker eta!. (1982), Messner eta!. (1982), and Solberg eta!. (1985) have 
shown that human plasma is more potent than serum in supporting in vitro megakaryo-
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cyte colony formation. Their data suggested that platelet constituents act as chalones 
and down-regulate progenitor cell proliferation. Dessypris et al. (1987b) have recently 
isolated a glycoprotein with a molecular weight of 12,000-17,000 that is a platelet 
release product. This glycoprotein does not affect the early proliferative phase of the 
CFU-MK but acts on day 6-8 CFU-MK-derived cells by adversely affecting their 
maturation. In addition, Ishibashi et al. (1987b) have reported that transforming 
growth factor is inhibitory to megakaryocyte colony formation at picomolar concentra
tions. Since the glycoprotein isolated by Dessypris et al. (1987 b) is distinct from 
transforming growth factor B, these reports suggest that, in addition to agonists of 

TABLE II 
Effect of TSF on Cytoplasmic Maturation of Recognizable Megakaryocytes 

Days Maturation stage profile* 
of Treatment 

incubation II III IV 

% % % % 
NABS1 2 13 47 38 
TSF (6.25)11 0 13 46.5 42.5 
TSF (9.4) 0 10 45 45 
TSF (12.5) 0 7.5 47.5 45 
TSF (25) 0 7.5 46.5 46 

2 NABS 0 7.3 49.3 43.5 
TSF (6.25) 0 7.5 51.8 40.8 
TSF (9.4) 0 9.3 40.3 50.5 
TSF (12.5) 0 4.8 4.5 50.3 
TSF (25) 0 3.7 45 51.3 

3 NABS 0 2 30 68 
TSF (6.25) 0 0 18 82 
TSF (9.4) 0 0 10 90 
TSF (12.5) 0 0 11 89 
TSF (25) 0 0 7 93 

Statistical 
significance* 

NS 
NS 

0.05 
0.04 

NS 
0.04 
0.09 
0.02 

0.001 
0.001 
0.001 
0.001 

*Morphologically recognizable human megakaryocytes isolated by centrifugal elutriation and 
placed in short-term liquid cultures supplemented with normal human serum with increasing 
concentrations (6.25-25 ~g/ml-105 cells) of TSF (obtained from T.P. McDonald). Maturation 
was followed by assigning cells (N = 4,000 MK) to maturation stages as previously described 
(Straneva et al., 1986). 
*Statistical difference from controls (NABS); Pvalues; NS, not significant. 
INormal human serum from an AB blood donor. 
lfinal concentration of TSF in micrograms per milliliter. 

megakaryocyte progenitor cell development, there are several potentially potent 
inhibitors of this process. A balance between these opposing biological activities might 
be important in maintaining the optimal production of platelets in health and disease. 

Regulation of Terminal Maturation of Megakaryocytes 
The cytoplasmic maturation of megakaryocyte precursor_cells into fully developed 
megakaryocytes has been thought also to be controlled by a humoral factor (Levin and 
Evatt, 1979). Whole blood concentrations of this factor have been shown to be affected 
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by perturbations in circulating platelet numbers (DeGabriele and Pennington, 1967; 
Levin and Evatt, 1979). This factor has been isolated from thrombocytopenic plasma 
and termed thrombopoietin (Evatt et al., 1974, 1979; Hill and Levin, 1986). Such a 
factor has also been purified from human embryonic kidney cell-conditioned media 
and termed thrombocytopoiesis stimulating factor (TSF) (McDonald et al., 1975). 
Recently, Tayrien and Rosenberg (1987) have purified to apparent homogeneity a 
molecule from media conditioned by human embryonic kidney cells and from 
thrombocytopenic plasma. This glycoprotein specifically stimulates megakaryocyte 
cytoplasmic maturation (Greenberg et al., 1987). This so-called megakaryocyte
stimulating factor (MSF) may be akin to TSF. Megakaryocyte cytoplasmic matura
tion results in the synthesis of constituent proteins and assembly of multiple secretory 
granules including alpha granules, dense bodies, and lysosomes (Gewirtz, 1986). Since 
megakaryocytes are relatively rare components of human marrow, the study of these 
maturational events has proven to be extremely difficult. In order to expedite these 
investigations, we used a long-term human megakaryocyte leukemia cell culture and 
attempted to trigger the further development of these cells, using phorbol esters as 
differentiating agents (Sledge et al., 1986). While two nontransforming phorbols failed 
to affect these cells, the transforming phorbol myristate acetate (PMA) induced a 
phenotype with characteristics of more mature megakaryocytes. These phenotypic 
changes included increased adherence to plastic or glass, further polyploidization, an 
increase in cell size, and increased expression of membrane glycoproteins and alpha 
granule constituents. Two-color flow cytometric analysis has allowed simultaneous 
analysis of cell size (forward-angle light scatter), DNA content, expression of surface 
membrane components, and alpha granule constituents. These studies have provided 
evidence that nuclear endomitosis, membrane development, and cytoplasmic matura
tion occur in parallel during megakaryocyte development (Fig. 2). Although 4 N 
populations of PMA-treated and untreated cells express factor VIII-related antigen 
and platelet glycoproteins to the same degree, all other ploidy levels possessed a 
statistically significant increase in the expression of these antigens as compared with 
control cells (Fig. 2). The cells that expressed the highest levels of factor VIII-related 
antigen and platelet glycoproteins after phorbol treatment also demonstrated the 
highest ploidy levels and represented the largest cells, as measured by forward-angle 
light scatter (Fig. 2). 

In order to study the regulation of terminal maturation events of normal human 
megakaryocytes, we have attempted to devise an in vitro system more closely related to 
the in vivo situation. For this purpose, we have isolated, from normal human bone 
marrow, enriched fractions of megakaryocytes by means of density centrifugation and 
counterflow centrifugal elutriation (Berkow et al., 1984). The cells are then suspended 
in culture media for variable periods of time in the presence or absence of crude sera or 
hematopoietic growth factors. The cytoplasmic maturation of the cells is monitored by 
a morphological classification system in which megakaryocytes progress from the most 
immature stage of development (stage I) to the most mature form (stage IV) (Straneva 
et al., 1986). In the absence of thrombocytopenic plasma, the progression from more 
immature cells to more differentiated megakaryocytes that release platelets occurs 
after 5-7 d of incubation. This process has been shown to be accelerated by 
thrombocytopenic plasma, and the activity responsible for this acceleration of matura
tion has been termed megakaryocyte maturation factor (MMF). MMF is distinct from 
MK-CSF since MMF is not neutralizable by an anti-MK-CSF antiserum, and 
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MK-CSF preparations have not been able to promote cytoplasmic maturation 
(Straneva et al., 1987). We have also assessed several hematopoietic growth factors for 
their ability to accelerate megakaryocyte maturation. In Table II, the effect of various 
concentrations of a preparation of TSF are shown, and in Table III, the effects of Epo 
are demonstrated. Both TSF and Epo accelerated megakaryocyte cytoplasmic matura
tion. Several laboratories have also indicated that IL-3 can influence megakaryocyte 
maturation (Ishibashi and Burstein, 1986). In addition, several molecules have been 
shown to inhibit the maturation process (Desspyris et al., 1987 b; Ishibashi et al., 
1987 b). These studies therefore indicate that the precise regulation of cytoplasmic 
maturation involves not only stimulatory molecules, but also inhibitory substances. 

Conclusion 
Although much has been learned about the humoral regulation of megakaryocytopoie
sis, a great deal still remains unclear. Two alternative hypotheses are currently being 
entertained. One hypothesis suggests that one molecule with global actions, a so-called 
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thrombopoietin, is responsible for controlling the multiple cellular events occurring as 
megakaryocytopoiesis progresses from the progenitor cell to the end-stage platelet 
(Levin and Evatt, 1979). A second hypothesis suggests that two levels of regulation 
exist: one at the level of megakaryocyte progenitor cells, and the other at the level of 
the immature megakaryocyte precursor cell (Williams et al., 1982). These two levels of 
development are thought to be regulated by two distinct sets of growth factors. As can 
be seen from this discussion, these two hypotheses are not mutually exclusive. There 
appear to be factors that can influence only progenitor cell proliferation, such as the 
elusive MK-CSF (Hoffman et al., 1985; Straneva et al., 1987) and GM-CSF 
(Quesenberry et al., 1985), and others that exclusively alter cytoplasmic maturation 
such as MSF (TSF) (Greenberg et al., 1987). In addition, IL-3 appears to be unique in 
that it can alter both stages of megakaryocyte development (Robinson et al., 1987; 
Ishibashi and Burstein, 1986). Interestingly, while the addition of BSF-1 is needed for 
Epo to affect megakaryocyte progenitor cell dynamics, (Peschel et al., 1987), Epo 
alone is capable of accelerating megakaryocyte cytoplasmic maturation (Ishibashi et 
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al., 1987 a). Megakaryocyte polyploidization and resultant nuclear ploidy is thought to 
be determined by the previous mitotic history of the progenitor cell (Paulus et al., 
1982). This balance between proliferation and endomitosis does not appear to be 
entirely predetermined, since IL-3, erythropoietin (Ishibashi et al., 1987a), thrombo
cytopenic dog sera (Arriaga et al., 1987), and thrombopoietin (Levin et al., 1982) have 
been shown to be able to alter nuclear ploidy. The precise role of inhibitors of 
megakaryocyte progenitor proliferation and terminal maturation is presently being 
defined (Dessypris et al., 1987 b; Ishibashi et al., 1987 b). These inhibitory molecules 
appear to be an additional mechanism by which the process of megakaryocytopoiesis 
might be carefully controlled. 

TABLE III 
Effect of Epo on Cytoplasmic Maturation of Recognizable Megakaryocytes 

Days Maturation stage profiles* Statistical 
of Treatment 

significance* 
incubation II III IV 

% % % % 
NABS1 2.5 26.5 41 30 
Epo (1)1 1 23.5 38 37.5 NS 
Epo (5) 1.5 23.5 36 39 NS 
Epo (10) 1.5 21.5 41.5 35.5 NS 

2 NABS 1.5 20.5 45 33 
Epo (1) 0 11.5 49.5 39 0.02 
Epo (5) 0 14 40.5 45.5 0.02 
Epo (10) 0 8.2 43.6 48.2 0.001 

3 NABS 0 7.7 35.9 56.5 
Epo (I) 0 3.2 36.1 60.8 NS 
Epo (5) 0 1.1 37.2 61.7 0.01 
Epo (10) 0 0 34.7 65.3 0.009 

*Morphologically recognizable human MK were isolated by centrifugal elutriation and placd in 
short-term liquid cultures supplemented with normal human serum with increasing concentra-
tions (1-10 U/ml·lOs cells) of Epo. Maturation was followed by assigning cells (N = 2,247 
MK) to maturation stages as previously described (Straneva eta!., 1986). 
*Statistical difference from controls (NABS); P values; NS, not significant. 
1Normal human serum from an AB blood donor. 
1Partially purified Epo (57 Ufmg protein; Toyobo Co., New York, NY) added. 
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Introduction 
The ability to transfer genes into hematopoietic stem cells in a form that allows 
lineage-specific expression is a potentially valuable experimental tool. One application 
of this strategy is the deliberate modification of the active genetic repertoire of a stem 
cell to determine how a specific gene product affects progenitor and precursor cell 
proliferation and differentiation. Such studies may be useful in defining oncogenic 
mechanisms. Another application is the treatment of genetic diseases in which the 
primary defect is expressed in bone marrow-derived cells, e.g., thalassemia, sickle cell 
anemia, or adenosine deaminase deficiency. 

Although several techniques are useful for introducing genetic information into 
tissue culture cells (Graham and van der Eb, 1973; Schaffner, 1980; Chu eta!., 1987), 
gene transfer into hematopoietic stem cells has proved more challenging. The only 
successful technique involves the use of retroviral vectors. This strategy uses retroviral 
particles containing a recombinant genome to infect marrow cells (Williams et a!., 
1984; Miller eta!., 1984). Animals are monitored for reconstitution and gene transfer 
by direct detection of the transferred gene, by analysis of its RNA product, or by 
detection of the encoded protein directly (Williams et a!., 1984, 1986; Miller et a!., 
1984; Eglitis eta!., 1985; Keller eta!., 1985; Dick eta!., 1985; Lemischka eta!., 1986; 
Kantoffetal., 1987;Limetal., 1987). 

Retroviral vectors have been developed for transfer and expression of the human 
beta-globin gene (Karlsson eta!., 1987; Cone eta!., 1987). The ultimate goal of this 
investigation is to devise strategies for genetic therapy for sickle cell anemia and 
thalassemia. Appropriately designed retroviral vectors (Wong eta!., 1987) have also 
been used to transfer growth factor genes into hematopoietic progenitor and stem cells. 
The consequences of endogenous production of the growth factor have been defined 
both in vitro and in vivo. A myeloproliferative syndrome has been created in mice by 
virtue of endogenous production of hematopoietic growth factors. 

General Strategy for Creation of Recombinant Retroviral Vectors 
RNA viruses infect cells by interaction of the virally encoded envelope protein with 
specific cellular surface molecules that function as receptors. Surface binding is 
followed by membrane fusion or endocytosis, leading to release of the retroviral 
contents into the cytoplasm (White eta!., 1983). Only in the case of the HIV virus has 
the receptor molecule been identified; the HIV envelope protein interacts with the 
surface molecule defined by antibodies with CD4 specificity (Dagleish et a!., 1984; 
Maddon eta!., 1986; Stein eta!., 1987). Genomic RNA is converted into DNA by 
reverse transcriptase and transferred into the nucleus, where it integrates into a host 
cell chromosome. The structure of the integrated proviral form of the retrovirus is 
defined and highly reproducible; the genes for the virally encoded proteins are flanked 
by long terminal repeats (LTR) that contain transcription control signals (Varmus, 
1982). However, integration into host cell chromosomes appears to be at random 
sites. 

In a productive retroviral infection, the integrated provirus is transcribed to yield 
both full-length genomic RNA and spliced RNA species. The spliced species encode 
the various viral proteins, including the gag products that form the core of the 
retroviral particle, reverse transcriptase, and the envelope proteins. The full-length 
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RNA species are paackaged to serve as the genetic information contained in newly 
formed retroviral particles. Inclusion of an RNA molecule into a retroviral particle 
requires interaction of the gag proteins with a "packaging signal" that is found near 
the 5' end offull-length proviral transcripts (Varmus, 1982). 

Production of replication-incompetent, helper-free recombinant retroviruses for 
the purposes of gene transfer requires separation of the two functions of the proviral 
genome in a "packaging" or "helper cell" (Mann et al., 1983; Cone and Mulligan, 
1984; Miller et al., 1985; Miller and Buttimore, 1986). Separate proviral genomes are 
transcribed to yield either RNA molecules that can be packaged into new retroviral 
particles or RNA molecules that are translated into the proteins required for particle 

PACKAGING CELL PRODUCER CELL 

RETROVIRUS VECTOR 

Figure 1. Packaging of retroviral vectors with helper cells. Helper or packaging cell lines are 
created by introduction of a defective proviral genome using conventional DNA transfer 
techniques. This proviral genome encodes the information necessary for synthesis of proteins 
needed to form a retroviral particle. A recombinant retroviral genome is introduced into the 
packaging cell line to derive producer clones. The vector viral RNA is packaged in viral proteins 
encoded by the helper virus genes, allowing formation of recombinant retroviral particles. Such 
particles can then be used to infect target cell populations, resulting in transfer of genetic 
information. (Figure provided by Martin Eglitis.) 

formation (Fig. 1 ). Creation of a "packaging" or "helper" cell line requires introduc
tion of a defective retroviral genome. The molecularly cloned proviral form is 
deliberately mutated to remove the DNA sequences that encode the packaging signal. 
Further modifications such as removal of the 3' LTR reduces the possibility that RNA 
molecules transcribed from this mutated helper proviral genome will recombine with 
vector proviral RNA species to form molecules that encode all of the functions of an 
infectious retrovirus (Miller and Buttimore, 1986). Such recombination leads to the 
emergence of replication-competent wild-type virus in recombinant retroviral stocks. 

The mutated proviral genome is introduced into mouse 3T3 cells by conventional 
DNA transfection techniques. Clones are selected, and those that contain the desired 
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proviral genome and produce the proteins needed for particle formation are identified 
and used in subsequent experiments. Currently useful packaging cell lines include the 
1/;2 (Mann et al., 1983) and PA317 (Miller and Buttimore, 1986) cell lines. Retroviral 
particles generated in the 1/;2 packaging cell line have ecotropic host range and infect 
mouse cells preferentially. The envelope protein sythesized by these PA317 cells has an 
amphotropic host range and therefore recombinant particles infect cells of a wide 
range of species including man. 

Cells lines producing recombinant retroviruses are obtained when a second 
proviral genome is introduced into a packaging cell line. The gene of interest is inserted 
into a cloned provirus by recombinant techniques using plasmid vectors in Escherichia 
coli. The coding sequences for the protein product can be inserted into the proviral 
genome in a fashion that takes advantage of the transcriptional signals of the provirus. 
Alternatively, the intact transcriptional unit can be inserted with its own promoter and 
splicing signals. Examples of both types of constructions are described in more detail 
below. Once the appropriate recombinant plasmid is obtained, its DNA is introduced 
into the packaging cell line by conventional techniques. Within 2-3 dafter introduc
tion of DNA, recombinant retroviral particles are produced. RNA transcribed from 
the recombinant proviral genomes can be packaged by components that are encoded in 
the packaging cell line by the "helper" genome. A useful strategy has been developed 
in which these initial viral particles are used to infect a second packaging line of 
opposite host range (e.g., ecotropic into amphotropic or amphotropic into ecotropic) 
(Miller et al., 1985). The advantage of this approach is that producer clones can be 
identified that contain only a single integrated intact copy of the proviral genome, so 
that all of the particles produced should be capable of transferring the desired genetic 
information. 

The final step in obtaining a useful cell line for gene transfer into bone marrow is 
the screening of individual producer clones to identify those that yield viral particles in 
high titers. The titer reflects the capacity of individual producer clones to release 
infectious viral particles into culture medium over time. Highly efficient production of 
virus is necessary for successful infection of bone marrow cells. The capacity of 
individual clones to produce infectious recombinant particles is a stable genetic 
characteristic, so that once a useful clone is identified, it becomes a permanent 
valuable reagent for subsequent gene transfer experiments. 

Gene Transfer into Mouse Hematopoietic Cells 
Gene transfer experiments in vivo have been performed in the context of bone marrow 
transplantation. Bone marrow or fetal liver cells are removed from donor animals and 
infected with recombinant retroviral particles. Two strategies have been used, "super
natant" and "co-culture." For the supernatant method, fresh culture medium is added 
to semiconfluent producer cells. After 24 h the medium, now containing a high 
concentration of retroviral particles, is removed. Bone marrow cells are incubated in 
such supernatants for periods ranging from two to several hours, during which the 
initial steps of infection occur. A potentially more efficient method of virus infection 
involves the intimate contact of hematopoietic and producer cells by co-culture. The 
producer cells adhere to the tissue culture flask, whereas the hematopoietic cells can be 
removed with gentle washing. After 48-72 h of co-culture, the hematopoietic cells can 
be recovered for reinjection into recipient animals. 
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Two types of animals can be used as recipients. Lethally irradiated animals can be 
repopulated with hematopoietic stem cells (Williams et al., 1984). Alternatively, the 
genetically defective W /W strain can be repopulated with minimal or no irradiation 
because normal stem cells have a competitive advantage (Dick et al., 1985). It is 
important to have a means to monitor repopulation, either by using syngenic strains 
with differing hemoglobin types or by transplantation of female cells into male 
animals. Disappearance of Y chromosomal DNA from hematopoietic cells, in the 
latter case, can be used as an index of repopulation. The efficiency of gene transfer can 
be evaluated only in animals in which significant repopulation of the hematopoietic 
tissue with donor cells has been accomplished. 

Retroviruses have the potential of infecting all dividing cells obtained from fetal 
liver or bone marrow (Fig. 2). Infection of differentiating precursors or hematopoietic 
progenitors that lack self-renewal potential is of no consequence with respect to the 
ultimate goal of stable gene transfer. The progeny of such cells disappear quickly in 
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Figure 2. Gene transfer into mouse hematopoietic cells. Bone marrow or fetal liver cells provide 
targets for retroviral infection. An active state of cell proliferation is required for transfer and 
integration of retroviral information. Cells at various stages of hematopoietic differentiation are 
infected. Reconstitution is characterized by a polyclonal phase in which circulating blood cells 
are derived from multipotential progenitors. Long-term reconstitution requires repopulating 
stem cells and is usually oligo- or monoclonal. 

recipient animals. The desired target for retroviral infection includes the multipoten
tial progenitors that in mice are capable of forming spleen colonies, and stem cells that 
ultimately repopulate the hematopoietic tissues of recipient animals. Gene transfer is 
monitored by examining individual spleen colonies 10-14 dafter injection of infected 
hematopoietic cells. Alternatively, one can monitor the circulating blood elements 
between 2 and 8 wk, when the cells derived from these multipotential progenitors are 
circulating. By 12-16 wk, reconstitution by repopulating stem cells is accomplished in 
animals in which transplantation has been successful. 

Various strategies have been devised to enhance the probability that repopulating 
stem cells and multipotential progenitors are infected with recombinant retroviruses 
(Dick et al., 1985). Injection of 5-fluorouracil into donor animals effectively destroys 
dividing hematopoietic cells. This cell cycle-specific agent kills later-stage progenitor 
and precursor cells that are in an active state of division. A consequence of this abrupt 
destruction of late cells in the hematopoietic pathway is activation of earlier cells into 
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the cell cycle as marrow regeneration begins. Enrichment in early cells is obtained and 
such cells are rendered more susceptible to infection and integration of retrovirally 
encoded genetic information. 

Most retroviral particles used to date include a selectable marker. This allows 
preselection of infected cells before marrow engraftment is attempted. The neoR gene 
encodes a phosphotransferase that inactivates the neomycin analogue, G418. Success
fully infected marrow can be preselected by incubation in G418 for several days (Dick 
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Figure 3. Retroviral insertion as a marker of clonality. The retroviral genome is integrated as a 
defined structure, although the insertion site in host cell chromosomal DNA is random. 
Restriction endonuclease analysis can be used to "count" the number of insertion sites in a 
population of cells. Because the vast majority of infected cells contain only a single integrated 
proviral genome, the number of insertion sites provides an estimate of the number of "clones" 
represented. Enzymes that cut twice in the integrated proviral genome define its structure. 
Enzymes that cut once in the proviral genome yield DNA fragments that are of unique length for 
each insertion site, since the relative distance between the insertion site and the next site for that 
enzyme is random and highly variable. Examples of data obtained on analysis of monoclonal or 
polyclonal populations are shown. 

et al., 1985). Alternatively, infection of hematopoietic cells with vectors containing a 
methotrexate-resistant form of dihydrofolate reductase allows selection in methotrex
ate before engraftment (Miller et al., 1985). 

A remarkable feature of hematopoietic reconstitution in transplant recipients has 
emerged from experiments in which retroviral-mediated gene transfer is successful. 
Hematopoiesis can be sustained for long periods by the progeny of a single stem cell 
(Dick et al., 1985; Lemischka et al., 1986). Restriction endonuclease analysis, as 
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illustrated in Fig. 3, can be used to estimate the number of integration sites represented 
in the cells of hematopoietic tissues. The vast majority of successfully infected cells 
have a single integration site, so that the number of integration sites provides an 
estimate of the number of "clones" of stem cell progeny that are contributing to 
hematopoiesis at any given time in the animal. Clonal succession has been observed in 
that hematopoiesis can be sustained for long periods by one stem cell with gradual 
replacement by the progeny of a second or even a third stem cell. 

Growth Factor Retroviral Vectors 
Several hematopoietic growth factors, produced by bone marrow stromal cells (mono
cytes, lymphocytes, fibroblasts, and endothelial cells), act on progenitor and precursor 
cells at various stages in the hematopoietic lineages to support and sustain hematopoie
sis (Metcalf, 1985, 1986; Sieff, 1987). The process is finely regulated to achieve 
production of adequate red cells, white cells, and platelets, although the exact feedback 
loops and mechanisms remain to be defined. We have created animal models to 
investigate the consequences of endogenous growth factor production by hematopoietic 
cells. The organization of the proviral form of the retroviral vector used in these 
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Figure 4. Growth factor retro
viral vectors. The design of this 
vector depends on alternative 
splicing to yield RNA tran
scripts that can be translated 
into the phosphotransferase 
that confers the neoR phenotype 
or into a growth factor that ren
ders hematopoietic cells factor 
independent (Wong et al., 
1987). 

experiments is shown in Fig. 4 (Wong et al., 1987). The N2 vector, designed in the 
laboratory of E. Gilboa (Hwang et al., 1984), contains the gene that confers resistance 
to G418. Most of the sequences that encode the normal retroviral products (gag, pol, 
and envelope) have been removed, although a segment of the 5' end is preserved. The 
N2 vector consistently allows identification of highly efficient producer clones. The N2 
vector was modified by insertion of the gene for interleukin 3 (IL-3) or granulocyte/ 
monocyte colony-stimulating factor (GM-CSF) along with RNA splicing signals 
(Wong et al., 1987). The transcripts generated from the integrated form of this 
retroviral vector are shown. Alternative splicing yields mRNA species that can be 
translated into the phosphotransferase (neoR) or the growth factor. 

Infection of growth factor-dependent established hematopoietic cell lines with 
N2-IL-3 renders such cells factor dependent (Wong et al., 1987). Endogenous growth 
factor synthesis establishes an autocrine mechanism whereby the growth factor and 
receptor apparently interact within the Golgi and eliminate the need for growth factor 
within the culture medium (Browder, T.M., J.S. Abrams, P.M.C. Wong, and A.W. 
Nienhuis, manuscript in prepafation). Characterization of infected fetal liver or bone 
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marrow cells in clonal hematopoietic culture indicates that normal progenitors also 
acquire the property of growth factor independence when successfully infected with 
this virus. 

Animals reconstituted with bone marrow cells infected with the N2-IL-3 
retrovirus vector exhibit a myeloproliferative syndrome (Wong, P.M.C., S.-W. Chung, 
C.E. Dunbar, D.M. Bodine, S. Ruscetti, and A.W. Nienhuis, manuscript in prepara
tion). This occurs in -20-25% of recipients; there is marked elevation in the white 
blood cell count (200,000-900,000/mm3

) predominantly with neutrophils and late
stage myeloid cells (bands). Enlargement of the liver and spleen in such animals is due 
to infiltration by mature hematopoietic cells. Bone marrow hyperplasia is striking and 
involves predominantly the myeloid series. Despite these striking distortions of 
hematopoiesis, the animals survive for several weeks. Clinically, the disorder resembles 
chronic myelogenous leukemia. 

One definition of leukemia is the evolution of a clonal population of autonomously 
proliferating cells independently of normal regulatory mechanisms. The genetic basis 
for such disordered growth is thought to be mutations in cellular proto-oncogenes. In 
our experiments, the IL-3 gene appears to act in an oncogenic fashion in sustaining 
unregulated hematopoiesis. Usually, this is clonal, as shown by analysis of proviral 
integration sites (Fig. 3). Remarkably, a single "mutation" may be sufficient to 
establish this syndrome. We speculate that endogenous production of IL-3 in this 
experimental model subserves the same functional consequences as the bcr-abl 
rearranged gene product (Mes-Masson et a!., 1986) encoded on the Philadelphia 
chromosome in human chronic myelogenous leukemia. 

Globin Retroviral Vectors 
In beta-thalassemia, there is severe deficiency of beta-globin synthesis. Individuals 
with sickle cell anemia have an abnormal hemoglobin that undergoes polymerization 
upon deoxygenation. Introduction of a normal globin gene into the bone marrow cells 
of both types of patients could have remarkable therapeutic benefit. A high level of 
expression and continued production of red cells that express the newly introduced 
gene are required. 

To achieve tissue-specific expression, we have introduced an intact globin gene 
into the N2 vector (Karlsson et a!., 1987). The transcriptional control sequences that 
are necessary for tissue-specific expression, as defined in transgenic mice, are wholly 
contained within the globin genes and the immediate 5' flanking sequences. In 
transgenic animals, the human beta-globin gene is preferentially expressed in the 
definitive erythroid lineage (Costantini eta!., 1985; Townes eta!., 1985; Kollias eta!., 
1986). Expression is often low and many animals exhibit no expression at all. Other 
transcriptional control elements at greater distance from the beta-globin gene are 
thought to be required to achieve consistent and high-level expression (Grosveld eta!., 
1987). New vectors are being made that incorporate these sequences in an effort to 
improve the outcome of globin gene transfer into the bone marrow cells of mice. 

The vector outlined in Fig. 5 has been used to insert globin genes into mouse 
erythroleukemia cells (Karlsson et a!., 1987). These continuously proliferating cells 
can be induced with various chemical substances to undergo normal erythroid 
maturation in culture (Marks eta!., 1985). Expression of the newly introduced gene 
increased in a normal fashion with erythroid maturation. A normal-sized, correctly 
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spliced globin mRNA was produced from the inserted proviral genome. Human 
beta-globin could be detected by immunocytochemical techniques in most of the cells. 

The same vector has been used for in vivo gene transfer (Karlsson, S., D. Bodine, 
Th. Pappayammopoulou, L. Perry, and A.W. Nienhuis, manuscript in preparation). 
The vast majority of mice have red cells containing human beta-globin chains up to 8 
wk after transplantation. This production of red cells containing human hemoglobin 
apparently derives from the multipotential progenitor differentiation and maturation 
in the spleen. Once hematopoiesis becomes oligo- or monoclonal at 12-16 wk, globin 
gene expression usually disappears. We believe that this reflects the difficulty of gene 
transfer into stem cells. 

Two barriers must be overcome for successful gene transfer for therapeutic 
purposes in hemoglobin disorders. The level of expression is relatively low, only 1-10% 
of the level of expression of the mouse globin genes. This problem can be overcome by 
inclusion of additional cis-active sequence elements that serve to modulate globin gene 
expression (Grosveld et al., 1987). The second problem is the apparent infrequency of 
stem cell infection. Efforts are being directed toward stem cell purification and 
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Figure 5. Globin retroviral vec
tor. This vector is designed so 
that the globin gene is inserted 
in the reverse transcriptional 
orientation from the RNA gen
erated from the L TR. Globin 
transcriptional control signals 
and introns are preserved dur
ing propagation and passage of 
the recombinant retrovirus. The 
integrated proviral genome in 
the target cell generates two 
types of transcripts in opposite 
transcriptional orientation 
(Karlsson eta!., 1987). 

manipulation of cells to make them more susceptible to infection by induction of 
proliferation and by design of vectors that can target specifically to hematopoietic stem 
cells. The newly available hematopoietic growth factors and increasing knowledge 
regarding hematopoietic mechanisms may allow definition of infection conditions that 
lead to more efficient gene transfer into stem cells. 
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Introduction 
The erythrocyte membrane has been more thoroughly investigated than any other 
biological membrane system. While new discoveries continue to be made, tremendous 
progress has been achieved over the past 15 years, and it is certain that many of the 
most important principles of erythrocyte membrane physiology have now been 
identified. The erythrocyte is a highly specialized cell, but the similarities between 
erythroid and non-erythroid plasma membranes are striking. The principles identified 
in studies of erythrocytes have provided an approach to the membranes of non
erythroid cells, most of which are exceedingly complex. Another result of these basic 
investigations has been the identification of the fundamental defects in a group of 
common congenital anemias, spherocytosis and elliptocytosis. Observations made on 
these naturally occurring mutant erythrocytes have supplied additional information 
about the normal function of several erythrocyte membrane components. The pace of 
discovery in this area has led to major advances in several new areas, and it is very 
likely that research into erythrocyte membranes will continue to provide information of 
both general and tissue-specific importance. Since the erythrocyte membrane skeleton 
has been the subject of several recent reviews, the goal of this chapter will be to 
summarize features of general relevance, as well as specific points of pathological 
significance in erythrocytes. 

The Erythrocyte Membrane Skeleton 
The shape and reversible deformability characteristic of the normal erythrocyte are 
determined by the membrane skeleton, a highly organized network of proteins that lies 
immediately beneath the lipid bilayer (reviewed in Cohen, 1983; Bennett, 1985; 
Marchesi, 1985). Despite being intimately associated with the lipid bilayer, the 
membrane skeleton retains the shape of the original erythrocyte after extraction of the 
lipid bilayer with non-ionic detergents (Steck, 1974). Unlike the complex cytoskeleton 
of other cells, the membrane skeleton is composed only of proteins that reside adjacent 
to the plasma membrane and does not include long filaments or tubules that span 
nucleated cells diametrically. 

The membrane lipid bilayer is composed of an asymmetric assembly of phospho
lipids, with the majority of the outer leaflet composed of phosphatidylcholine and 
sphingomyelin, while the inner leaflet is composed of phosphatidylserine and phospha
tidylethanolamine. This asymmetric distribution of phospholipid is restrained by the 
protein components of the membrane. The proteins that penetrate the lipid bilayer are 
referred to as "integral" membrane proteins and include the anion transporter (also 
known as "band 3," based upon electrophoretic migration in sodium dodecyl sulfate 
polyacrylamide gels; Steck, 197 4) and the glycophorins (the site of certain blood 
groups), as well as certain less abundant proteins, some of which are thought to be 
other transporters. 

Proteins that are associated with the inner leaflet of the membrane bilayer but do 
not penetrate the bilayer are referred to as "peripheral" membrane proteins. The 
largest and most abundant peripheral protein is spectrin. If erythrocyte membrane 
components are described in architectural terms, spectrin should be likened to the 
beams and girders of a building's skeleton. Spectrin is composed of two distinct 
subunits, alpha and beta chains, which are synthesized independently. While individu
ally unstable, the subunits exist naturally as an alpha-beta heterodimer. At concentra-
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tions known to exist near the bilayer, these heterodimers associate in a head-to-head 
manner, forming tetramers and larger oligomers. The association of spectrin with the 
membrane bilayer results from a high-affinity association of the beta spectrin chain 
with ankyrin, a large protein with another domain that associates with a site on the 
cytoplasmic domain of the anion transporter. 

A second site of multiple protein associations exists at the tail ends of the spectrin 
oligomers. The associations at this site are a complex of several proteins, including the 
tails of five to eight spectrin tetramers, a short protofilament composed of -14 actin 
monomers, a globular protein referred to as 4.1 (also based upon electrophoretic 
migration), tropomyosin, adducin (Bennett, 1988), and probably other proteins that 
remain to be identified. Protein 4.1 has several distinct functions, and recent 

ANION TRANSPORTERS 

SPECTRIN 
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Figure 1. Diagram of the cross-section of the erythrocyte membrane representing selected 
components. Integral membrane proteins span the lipid bilayer and include glycophorins 
(representing all species) and anion transporters. A subset of each population is linked to the 
underlying membrane skeleton. The membrane skeleton is assembled from peripheral mem
brane proteins. Spectrin consists of nonidentical alpha and beta subunits, which form a 
heterodimer. Two heterodimers associate at the point labeled "dimer-dimer" to form a tetramer. 
Junctional complexes consist of protein 4.1 (dark circles), short actin protofilaments (small open 
circles, each representing an actin monomer), and tropomyosin (dark filament) lying in the 
groove between two actin protofilaments. Other points of assembly include: ankyrin (anchor), 
associating with beta spectrin and anion transporter, spectrin tails, associating with junctional 
complexes, and protein 4.1, associating with glycophorins. 

investigations indicate that this protein is heterogeneous, with variations in subpopula
tions resulting from alternative splicing at the RNA level, protein phosphorylations, 
and glycosylation with an unusual cytoplasmic form of carbohydrate. It is known that a 
subpopulation of 4.1 interacts directly with sites on cytoplasmic domains of certain 
integral membrane proteins in the bilayer. A high-affinity class of sites resides on 
cytoplasmic domains of the glycophorins (Mueller and Morrison, 1981; Anderson and 
Lovrien, 1984 ), and the interaction with these sites is regulated by phosphatidylinosi
tol-4,5-bisphosphate (Anderson and Marchesi, 1985). An additional association of 
lower affinity has also been identified between 4.1 and a site on the cytoplasmic 
domain of the anion transporter (Pasternack et al., 1985). 
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These complex associations result in a beautiful assembly notable for surprising 
symmetry. Using negative-staining electron microscopy, investigators have demon
strated a repetitive hexagonal arrangement of the membrane skeleton components that 
resembles the geodesic dome (Byers and Branton, 1985; Shen et al., 1986; Liu et al., 
1987). The arms of the skeleton are the spectrin tetramers, and the points of 
intersection are the junctional complexes composed of an average of six spectrins 
radiating from a nucleus of actin, 4.1, and tropomyosin. The numerology of the copy 
number for each of the proteins is in close agreement with this geometry. There are 
-100,000 copies of ankyrin per cell, 100,000 copies of spectrin tetramer, and 30,000 of 
the tail-end spectrin-4.1-actin complexes. This complex assembly provides a branch 
point where the one-dimensional spectrin tetramers can join with multiple others 
forming a two-dimensional lattice. 

Recent work from several laboratories has demonstrated that other proteins 
related to spectrin, ankyrin, protein 4.1, and other membrane proteins exist in other 
cell types (reviewed in Bennett, 1985). Indeed, the spectrin-based membrane skeleton 
is likely to be the basis of membrane stabilization in most tissues, as well as a 
mechanism for restriction of a variety of receptors, transporters, and antigens at 
locations on the cell surface determined by the membrane skeleton within the cell. 

Oinical Pathology of the Erythrocyte Membrane Skeleton 

Hereditary Spherocytosis 

Despite long-standing interest on the part of hematologists, the group of congenital 
anemias, including spherocytosis and elliptocytosis, remained an enigma until the 
development of current methods in membrane biology. Numerous lines of investigation 
had previously been pursued, with identification of numerous abnormalities in these 
erythrocytes. In all cases, however, the abnormalities were subsequently decided to be 
secondary to a more fundamental defect (reviewed in Lux, 1983; Palek and Lux, 
1983). As their names imply, the erythrocytes in these disorders are spherical or 
elliptical rather than having the normal biconcave disk shape, and primary defects 
within the membrane skeleton were suspected. Despite being relatively common, of 
mild to moderate clinical severity, and inherited in autosomal dominant fashions, 
larger degrees of heterogeneity were observed, with some patients appearing to have 
inherited their anemias in nondominant manners and with greater clinical severities. 

Several different mouse mutants were discovered, with the homozygotes express
ing marked spherocytic anemias with erythrocytes strikingly deficient in spectrin 
(Greenquist et al., 1978; Lux et al., 1979). Subsequent evaluations demonstrated that 
while all mutants were deficient in spectrin, the underlying basis of the spectrin 
deficiencies resulted from (a) reduced synthesis of alpha spectrin, (b) reduced stability 
of alpha spectrin, (c) reduced synthesis of beta spectrin, and (d) reduced stability of 
ankyrin (Bodine et al., 1984). These important studies established the principle that a 
multitude of defects in at least three different genes can produce a common phenotypic 
feature: spherocytic erythrocytes deficient in spectrin. 

Human spherocytosis soon proved susceptible to similar forms of biochemical 
investigation. A group of patients were identified with unusually marked spherocytic 
anemia and erythrocyte membranes notably deficient in spectrin (Agre et al., 1982). 
The range of the spectrin deficiency varied between 30 and 74% of the normal level, 
and parameters reflecting the clinical severity of the anemia varied similarly (Agre et 
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al., 1985). Recent evaluations of patients with the more common dominantly inherited 
spherocytosis were found to have membranes with slighter deficiencies of spectrin, 
ranging from 63 to 81% of normal (Agre et a!., 1986). Biophysical analyses of the 
erythrocytes from these patients confirmed the suspicion that spectrin deficiency leads 
to reduced membrane elasticity, measured in single cells (Waugh and Agre, 1988), 
and membrane deformability, measured in the entire population of cells in the 
circulation of an individual (Chasis eta!., 1988). Other membrane proteins appear to 
be quantitatively reduced secondary to the spectrin deficiency, but the magnitude of 
the secondary reductions is invariably smaller than the deficiency of spectrin. The 
underlying basis of the spectrin deficiency in most families with the nondominant 
(recessive) form of spherocytosis appears to be an abnormality in synthesis or assembly 
of a variant of alpha spectrin. Most affected individuals appear to be homozygotes for a 
polymorphism in the alpha II domain, a region in the interior of the molecule that can 
be studied by two-dimensional analysis of limited tryptic digests of spectrin (Winkel
mann et a!., 1986a). The primary defect in most cases of dominantly inherited 
spherocytosis remains to be identified, but alpha spectrin has been excluded by studies 
of large kindreds with probes to alpha spectrin eDNA (Winkelmann eta!., 1986b ). A 
subset of the dominantly affected patients appears to have a defect in a region of 
spectrin where the association with 4.1 occurs, and three such families have been 
reported (Goodman eta!., 1982; Wolfe eta!., 1982), although a quantitative reduction 
in spectrin has subsequently been identified in these patients (Becker and Lux, 1985). 
The variety of clinical severities that correlate with the overall erythrocyte spectrin 
content demonstrates the fundamental importance of spectrin in supporting the 
membrane, for even very minor deficiencies with spectrin levels of 80% of normal result 
in significant degrees of membrane instability and notable clinical hemolysis. It 
warrants emphasis that the genetic defects resulting in spectrin deficiency are likely to 
include primary defects in alpha and beta spectrin as well as defects in other membrane 
skeleton proteins that are required for assembly of spectrin into the membrane 
skeleton, and the search for the primary genetic defects continues. 

While the common feature of spherocytic erythrocytes appears to be spectrin 
deficiency with a secondary loss of membrane surface area. Precisely how the surface 
membrane bilayer is lost remains to be defined. In the most severely deficient 
erythrocytes, there appears to be spontaneous shedding of sections of membrane that 
are presumably not well supported from beneath by a membrane skeleton that is 
grossly deficient in spectrin. This event is no doubt accelerated by the spleen; however, 
it may occur to some degree in splenectomized patients expressing the most severe 
forms of the disease. 

Hereditary Elliptocytosis and Pyropoikilocytosis 

This group of anemias is common among blacks and not infrequent among Mediterra
neans, although the most severely affected patients, the pyropoikilocytics, are seen 
least frequently. Although usually mild, the level of clinical severity is variable, and 
can be quite marked among the pyropoikilocytic patients, who have notable erythro
cyte fragmentation (resembling that seen in severe thermal burns) with significant 
degrees of anemia (reviewed in Lux, 1983; Palek and Lux, 1983). Many of the 
elliptocytic patients and nearly all of the pyropoikilocytic patients have inherited 
abnormalities in the alpha I domain of spectrin (near the NHrterminal dimer-dimer 
association site). The common feature of these patients is a reduction of the 
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dimer-dimer association, which reduces the stability and elasticity of the membrane 
skeleton. Interestingly, there appear to be at least three distinct forms of alpha I 
defects, based upon two-dimensional electrophoretic analysis of limited tryptic spectrin 
digests. When the abnormal spectrins were sequenced, it was discovered that multiple 
different mutations exist (Marchesi et al., 1987). While several different amino acid 
substitutions were identified in the different families, replacement of different residues 
with proline was seen in three different families, which suggests that the pathological 
consequence of the mutations led to alteration in the alpha helix by substitution of 
proline at crucial locations in the portion of spectrin where the dimer-dimer association 
occurs. 

Evaluations of families with elliptocytosis failed to identify abnormalities in many 
families, and the search for other defects continued. Protein 4.1 plays an important role 
in the assembly of the membrane skeleton, and a family with parental consanguinity 
and deficiencies of 4.1 was one of the first membrane skeleton defects reported 
(Tchernia et al., 1981 ). The initial 4.1-deficient family expressed the mutation as an 
autosomal dominant trait. The heterozygotes were missing approximately half of their 
4.1, but were only mildly affected clinically, while the homozygotes with total 
deficiency of 4.1 suffered with a severe anemia. Additional cases of partial 4.1 
deficiency have been identified in Europe (Alloisio et al., 1985), and a single American 
patient was found with total4.1 deficiency (Mueller and Morrison, 1981). 

The use of immunoblots with anti-4.1 and a 4.1 radioimmunoassay has recently 
led to the identification of three large American kindreds that express clinically mild 
elliptocytosis of dominant inheritance in linkage with (a) a high-molecular-weight 4.1 
variant, (b) a low-molecular-weight 4.1 variant, and (c) a simple, partial4.1 deficiency 
in the different families (McGuire and Agre, 1987). Elliptocytosis in these kindreds is 
also linked with Rh blood type, an association no doubt resulting from the close 
chromosomal location of the genes for 4.1 and Rh on the short arm of chromosome I 
(Conboy et al., 1986). These patients with the 4.1-associated form of elliptocytosis are 
generally less severely affected than those with defects in spectrin dimer-dimer 
association. Recent evaluation of the abnormal 4.1 proteins from these families has 
indicated that the sites of insertion (in the high-molecular-weight form) and deletion 
(in the low-molecular-weight form) reside at the site of RNA splicing near the portion 
of 4.1, where association with spectrin is known to occur (Letsinger et al., 1986). 

Protein 4.1 is known to be synthesized relatively late in the development of the 
erythrocyte, and it is probable that 4.1 may function to enhance the overall stability of 
the membrane skeleton, which has already been assembled. It is interesting to note that 
clinical defects relating to deficient 4.1 are of much less clinical severity than 
corresponding deficiencies of spectrin. While the significance of 4.1 cannot be 
questioned, the relative importance has been likened to the importance of the lug nuts 
on an automobile wheel. The machine looks nearly normal and can be driven at 
moderate speeds, with each wheel secured by only half of the nuts. However, if the 
mechanic forgets all of the lug nuts, severe consequences will quickly be noted. 

Despite success in identification of molecular defects in many of the kindreds with 
spherocytosis and elliptocytosis, it must be considered that primary defects are likely to 
occur in other identified and yet-to-be-identified membrane skeleton proteins, and it is 
hoped that such patients will provide mutant forms of these proteins that may provide 
probes for identification of functions of the native proteins. 
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With the exception of the Rh blood group system, the major blood groups have been 
worked out in biochemical detail (reviewed in Rosse, 1988). Much confusion has arisen 
concerning the biochemical nature of the Rh(D) antigen, and the complexity of the 
Rh-associated antigens (D, Cjc, and Eje) remains poorly understood. The Rh(D) 
antigen is in several ways distinct from the other blood groups, and recent work 
indicates that it is a constituent of the erythrocyte membrane skeleton. Unlike the 
other blood groups, which exist in millions of copies per cell, there are only -30,000 
copies of Rh(D) per erythrocyte, and the antigens appear fixed at intervals on the 
membrane. There is evidence that the Rh(D) antigen is of some structural importance 
to the erythrocyte, since rare individuals lacking D, Cjc, and E/e (the Rh null 
syndrome) have erythrocytes that are fragile, misshapen, and leaky to cations. A 
30,000--32,000-M, integral membrane protein was recently identified on erythrocytes 
bearing the Rh(D) antigen based upon surface 1251-labeling and precipitation with 
Rh(D)-immune globulin (Gahmberg, 1982; Moore et al., 1982). The curious distribu
tion on the erythrocyte membrane was explained by the observation that the 30,000-M, 
Rh-associated integral membrane protein (Rh-IMP) is associated with the membrane 
skeleton (Gahmberg and Karhi, 1984; Ridgwell et al., 1984) but can be extracted with 
special conditions. This suggests that the Rh-IMP is indirectly associated with the 
membrane skeleton by linkage to another integral membrane protein, which is itself 
directly linked to the membrane skeleton (Bloy et al., 1987). 

Our laboratory has recently pursued the 30,000-M, Rh-IMP as a biochemical 
approach to the Rh antigen system (Agre et al., 1987). Methods were developed to 
quantitatively immunoprecipitate Rh-IMP from erythrocytes. Employing extensive 
proteolytic digestion of inside-out membrane vesicles, no evidence for a cytoplasmic 
domain was identified. Despite extreme immunogenicity and an apparent extracellular 
domain containing a tyrosine, extensive proteolytic digestion of intact erythrocytes 
failed to degrade the Rh- IMP on the external surface of the membrane, which suggests 
that there is minimal extracellular mass. The Rh-IMP was purified using traditional 
chromatographic methods, and it is now feasible to conduct biochemical studies on the 
Rh-IMP, which can be produced in hundreds of micrograms in pure form. Amino acid 
composition of the pure Rh-IMP demonstrates a large proportion of hydrophobic 
amino acids (12% leucine), and even the pure Rh-IMP appears to oligomerize even in 
the presence of sodium dodecyl sulfate. Back-calculation from the purified Rh-IMP 
demonstrated that -60,000 Rh-IMPs exist per cell, which is twice the number of 
Rh(D) antigens known to occur. Together, these findings are consistent with the 
Rh-IMP existing as an oligomer while in the membrane. Recent work has demon
strated that the Rh-IMPs purified from specific Rh phenotypes bear characteristic 
protein polymorphisms (Saboori et al., 1987). While it is likely that additional 
cofactors are needed to reconstitute the Rh antigen, it seems very likely that the genetic 
basis of the antigen is involved in the amino acid sequence of the Rh-IMP. 

Early purifications of the Rh-IMP were hampered by the copurification of a 
28,000-M, integral membrane protein, which is also linked to the membrane skeleton. 
This 28,000-M, protein is somehow associated with the Rh antigen, since it can be 
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partially immunoprecipitated with Rh(D)-immune globulin. Unlike the Rh-IMP, 
there is no evidence that the 28,000-M, protein has an extracellular domain. However, 
the 28,000-M, protein clearly has cytoplasmic mass and can be degraded to a 
20,000-M, fragment that remains imbedded in the bilayer. Polyclonal antibodies that 
react with the 28,000-M, protein on immunoblots were affinity-purified and used to 
screen for analogues to this protein in other tissues. No such proteins were found in any 
tissue except in kidney, where a large degree of immunoreactive material of similar 
molecular weight was noted. Immunocytochemical staining of human kidney prepara
tions demonstrated restriction of staining to the proximal convoluted tubules, where 
intense staining indicates an abundance of the protein. Purification of the kidney 
analogue has not yet been accomplished, but despite appearing identical to the 
erythrocyte form, immunoblots with antibodies to several other erythrocyte proteins 
demonstrated that there was no significant contamination of the kidney membrane 
preparations with erythrocytes. No direct role had been identified for this 28,000-M, 
integral protein. It is possible that it plays some enzymatic function as a transporter. 
Alternatively, it may be simply a structural protein with importance as a mechanism to 
restrict locations of other integral membrane proteins to sites determined from below 
by the membrane skeleton. 

Conclusions 
The erythrocyte membrane skeleton has been thoroughly explored, but new compo
nents continue to be identified. This membrane system has proven to be a valuable 
model for the approach to membranes of more complex cells. Naturally occurring 
mutants have been identified, and the study of these erythrocytes has provided answers 
to questions in clinical hematology and further illustrates important functions of the 
membrane components. 
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Introduction 
The spectrin-based membrane skeleton is a meshwork of proteins attached to the 
cytoplasmic surface of the erythrocyte membrane that stabilizes these cells and 
permits normal survival in the circulation. Spectrin, the most abundant component of 
this structure, is an elongated, flexible molecule that cross-links short actin filaments 
to form a continuous lattice beneath the plasma membrane. A high-affinity linkage 
between the lipid bilayer and the membrane skeleton is provided by ankyrin. Ankyrin 
contains binding sites for spectrin and for the cytoplasmic domain of the anion
exchange protein, band 3. An additional linkage between the membrane skeleton and 
the bilayer may be provided by protein 4.1, which stabilizes association between 
spectrin and actin and interacts with band 3 and at least one of the sialoglycoproteins. 
This assembly of membrane proteins was first discovered and characterized in the 
relatively simple human erythrocyte, where it has provided the basis for a molecular 
understanding of a number of hereditary hemolytic anemias. However, at least some 
aspects of the erythrocyte system are likely to represent general features of other cell 
membranes, since proteins closely related to spectrin are components of the plasma 
membrane of most eukaryotic cells (reviewed by Marchesi, 1985; Bennett, 1985; 
Goodman and Zagon, 1986). No function has yet been established for the spectrin 
skeleton, although possible roles include organization of integral membrane proteins 
into specialized domains on cell surfaces (Drenckhahn et al., 1985; Nelson and 
Veshnock, 1986, 1987a, b; Srinivasan et al., 1988), regulation of access of secretory 
vesicles to the inner surface of the plasma membrane (Perrin et al., 1987), and directed 
movement of membrane proteins (Levine and Willard, 1983; Nelson et al., 1983; 
Bourguignon et al., 1985). 

A first step in elucidating cellular functions of the spectrin skeleton is to define the 
constituent proteins and their organization. This chapter will review recent progress in 
determining how spectrin is linked to the membrane in nonerythroid cells. A new 
membrane skeletal protein also will be discussed that has been purified from 
erythrocytes and brain. This protein, referred to as adducin, binds to calmodulin, is a 
major substrate for protein kinase C, and associates preferentially with spectrin-actin 
complexes rather than with spectrin or actin alone. 

Ankyrin as a Possible Membrane Linkage for Spectrin 
One mechanism for association of spectrin with membranes is likely, by analogy with 
the erythrocyte system, to involve ankyrin. An isoform of ankyrin has been purified 
from brain and demonstrated to bind to spectrin with high affinity at the midregion of 
spectrin tetramers, which is the same site recognized by erythrocyte ankyrin (Davis 
and Bennett, 1984a, b). Brain ankyrin also contains a binding site for the cytoplasmic 
domain of the erythrocyte anion-exchange protein. Brain ankyrin, like erythrocyte 
ankyrin, has separate domains that associate with spectrin and with the anion 
exchanger. Thus, brain ankyrin is likely to be able to bind both spectrin and an 
anion-exchange protein at the same time. Immunoreactive forms of ankyrin of similar 
M, to erythrocyte and brain have been detected by immunoblot analysis in all tissues 
examined so far, including liver, kidney, intestinal epithelial cells, lens, prostate, and 
skeletal muscle (Davis and Bennett, 1984a; Nelson and Lazarides, 1984a, b; Drenck
hahn and Bennett, 1987): The amount of ankyrin in brain is -100 pmoljmg of 
membrane protein, which is easily enough to accommodate the amount of spectrin 
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tetramers. Ankyrin in other tissues is present approximately in proportion to the 
amount of spectrin. 

An important question in evaluating ankyrin as a possible linkage protein for 
spectrin is whether these proteins are present in the same regions of cells. Ankyrin has 
been localized by immunofluorescence to the basolateral domain of a variety of 
epithelial cells (kidney, prostate, pancreas, small intestine) and was missing from the 
apical domains of these cells (Drenckhahn et al., 1985; Drenckhahn and Bennett, 
1987). Neuronal cells also exhibit a polarized distribution of ankyrin where staining 
was restricted to axons and cell bodies, but staining was absent from dendrites and 
photoreceptor inner and outer segments. Spectrin, in contrast, is present along all 
membrane surfaces in the epithelial tissues as well as in brain. These results indicate 
that ankyrin is a good candidate to provide one class of membrane linkage in 
basolateral domains of epithelial cells and in axons and cell bodies of neurons. 
Ankyrin-independent membrane linkages are presumably available for spectrin in the 
regions of these cells lacking ankyrin and may also be present in the domains where 
ankyrin is present (see below). 

Ankyrin-binding Proteins in Membranes of Brain and Kidney 
A simple extension of the erythrocyte model has not been possible in the identification 
of ankyrin-binding proteins in nonerythroid cells, except for a small population of cells 
in kidney. Proteins closely related to the erythrocyte anion exchanger have not been 
found in other cells or tissues using eDNA probes or antibodies, with the exception of 
intercalated cells of mammalian kidney collecting ducts (Cox et al., 1985; Drenckhahn 
et al., 1985). The protein in intercalated cells is a likely candidate to mediate 
chloride-bicarbonate exchange and to participate in the function of intercalated cells in 
acid-base balance. The kidney protein cross-reacts with the erythrocyte anion 
exchanger and is localized with ankyrin in the basolateral domains of these cells 
(Drenckhahn et al., 1985; Drenckhahn and Bennett, 1987). Thus, it is reasonable to 
propose that this specialized cell population recapitulates the erythrocyte with an anion 
exchanger associated with ankyrin, which in turn is linked to spectrin. The linkage of 
the anion exchanger to ankyrin may be important in targeting or maintaining this 
protein in a basolaterallocation in intercalated cells. 

Measurements of binding of radiolabeled brain ankyrin with ankyrin- and 
spectrin-depleted brain membranes indicate that ankyrin has high-affinity protein
binding sites and that a major fraction of these sites may share conformational 
homology with the ankyrin-binding site of the erythrocyte anion exchanger (Davis and 
Bennett, 1986). Brain ankyrin associated with a Kd of 20-60 nM with sites present at 
-25 pmolfmg of membrane protein. Binding was optimal at physiological pH and 
ionic strength and involved a protein, since association of ankyrin was prevented by 
digestion of membranes with protease. The cytoplasmic domain of the erythrocyte 
anion exchanger displaced -60-70% of ankyrin binding to brain membranes. Thus, 
the brain membrane proteins and erythrocyte anion exchanger associate with the same 
region of ankyrin. One possibility is that these proteins share conformational homology 
with at least the ankyrin-binding region of the anion exchanger. 

A major goal of current research in this laboratory is to purify and characterize 
these ankyrin-binding proteins from brain membranes. One approach has been to 
digest brain membranes under controlled conditions and isolate active proteolytic 
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fragments of binding proteins by analogy with earlier studies with the erythrocyte 
membrane (Bennett, 1978; Bennett and Stenbuck, 1979). Proteolytic fragments are 
released from brain membranes that compete for binding to ankyrin to membrane sites 
and bind to ankyrin affinity columns (Davis and Bennett, 1986). A technical difficulty 
has been the diverse nature of these fragments, which indicates that multiple proteins 
may have ankyrin-binding domains. A solution to this problem of diverse binding 
proteins may be to prepare monoclonal antibodies and use them as probes to isolate 
individual proteins. 

The tentative conclusions of this systematic effort to identify the ankyrin-binding 
site(s) in brain are that the brain does not contain proteins closely related to the 
erythrocyte anion exchanger, although ankyrin-binding proteins may share some 
homology with the ankyrin-binding site of the erythrocyte protein, and that multiple 
proteins are likely to interact with ankyrin. 

Two membrane proteins have recently been identified that associate with ankyrin 
in vitro and support the idea that the ability to interact with ankyrin will turn out to be 
a property of a variety of membrane proteins. The sodium-potassium A TPase of kidney 
(Nelson and Veshnock, 1987b) and the voltage-dependent sodium channel (Srinivasan 
eta!., 1988) interact with ankyrin in solution with apparent affinities of 1-20 nM. The 
association of the sodium channel with ankyrin is displaced by the cytoplasmic domain 
of the erythrocyte anion-exchange protein, which indicates that the sodium channel 
and anion exchanger may have some common sequence or at least conformational 
homology. The ATPase apparently interacts with ankyrin at a site distinct from the 
sodium channel, since the anion-exchange fragment does not inhibit the ATPase
ankyrin interaction. A feature the sodium channel and the sodium-potassium ATPase 
have in common is that both proteins require placement in precise domains of the 
plasma membrane for proper function: the sodium channel at the nodes of Ranvier of 
myelinated nerve, and the ATPase at the basolateral region of transporting epithelial 
cells. It is of interest that in brain an isoform of the A TPase is also localized at the 
nodes of Ranvier. These findings suggest that ankyrin provides a mechanism either to 
initially place these proteins at the appropriate location in cells or to stabilize their 
position after they have been targeted. 

Ankyrin is present along the entire axon, which suggests that the sodium channel 
may bind preferentially to an isoform or modified form of ankyrin that is localized at 
the nodes of Ranvier. Brain tissue contains at least two isoforms of ankyrin with 
different localizations and different developmental expression (Nelson and Lazarides, 
1984a). Ankyrin also is subject to post-translational modification by phosphorylation 
(Lu et a!., 1985), fatty acid acylation (Staufenbiel and Lazarides, 1986), and 
proteolytic processing (Hall and Bennett, 1987). The details of when ankyrin 
associates with these proteins, the possible regulation of these interactions, and 
subsequent processing of ankyrin are important questions for future investigation. 

Ankyrin-independent Association of Spectrin with Integral 
Membrane Proteins 
Ankyrin is absent from the apical regions of epithelial cells and from dendrites and 
afferent processes of neuronal cells (Drenckhahn and Bennett, 1987). Moreover, as 
described above, ankyrin in nonerythroid cells may play a role that uses the spectrin 
skeleton rather than functioning as an integral structural unit as in erythrocytes. These 
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considerations suggest the possibility that spectrin may be able to interact with the 
membrane by ankyrin-independent interactions. Experimental evidence has recently 
been obtained for a direct association of brain spectrin with membranes depleted of 
ankyrin and spectrin (Steiner, J.P., and V. Bennett, 1988). Association ofradiolabeled 
spectrin with membranes is of high affinity and involves a protein, since the binding 
activity is destroyed by proteolysis of the membranes. The protein is operationally an 
integral protein, since binding is not extracted from membranes with sodium hydroxide 
but can be solubilized with detergent. The capacity of brain membranes for spectrin is 
-50 pmolfmg of protein and thus is in the appropriate range to account for association 
of brain spectrin with membranes. Erythrocyte membranes bind very little erythrocyte 
spectrin after removal of ankyrin, which suggests that in this system the integral 
protein site for spectrin has been lost, andfor erythrocyte spectrin has lost the ability to 
bind to the integral protein. Membrane binding of spectrin exhibits isoform specificity 
in brain, where brain spectrin rather than erythrocyte spectrin is the preferred ligand. 

X 

y 

z 

-·~SPECTRIN 
..___ I 
4 ANKYRIN .---

Figure 1. Highly schematic model for 
the possible association of spectrin to 
membrane proteins through ankyrin
dependent and -independent linkages 
in a polarized epithelial cell . 

A Generalized View of Spectrin-Membrane Interactions 
The observations described above suggest that the erythrocyte membrane represents a 
highly specialized variation of a general model for the organization of the spectrin 
skeleton (see Fig. 1). Spectrin in other cells can interact directly with integral proteins 
that remain to be purified. It is not yet known whether the integral spectrin-binding 
proteins are confined to the regions of cells lacking ankyrin (apical regions of epithelial 
cells, the dendritic portion of neurons) or whether both types of linkages can coexist 
within the same membrane domain. Ankyrin does not appear to be linked to a single 
class of sites as in erythrocytes, but rather seems likely to have the potential to bind to a 
variety of proteins. The more general function of ankyrin thus may not be as a primary 
membrane-attachment site for spectrin but as a mechanism for coupling a diverse 
group of integral proteins to the spectrin skeleton. The principal structural components 
involved in the linkage of spectrin to the membrane may thus be provided by direct 
attachment to integral proteins. According to this view, the skeleton, once it is 
assembled, is used by ankyrin for the localization of ion channels and other proteins 
whose function requires placement in a specific cellular domain. Evaluation of these 
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ideas will require studies of localization and biosynthesis of spectrin-binding proteins, 
further characterization of ankyrin-binding proteins, and elucidation of steps in 
assembly of ankyrin and ankyrin-binding proteins in the membrane. 

Adducin 
The major components of the erythrocyte membrane skeleton (i.e., those present in 
100,000 copies or more per cell) have been defined, but additional proteins associated 
with this structure probably remain to be discovered. One impetus for a search for 
additional proteins is to be able to explain mechanisms for regulation and assembly of 
the skeleton. For example, calcium ion has for many years been known to modulate 
erythrocyte deformability (Weed et al., 1969). None of the known proteins bind 
calcium or calmodulin with an affinity appropriate to explain these effects. Another 
puzzling question is related to how spectrin and actin assemble to form the remarkably 
regular lattice that has recently been visualized in negatively stained images of 
erythrocyte membrane skeletons (Byers and Branton, 1985; Shen et al., 1986; Liu et 
al., 1987). These images reveal an extended two-dimensional network of spectrin 
molecules interconnected by short actin filaments with five to seven spectrin molecules 
clustered about each actin filament. Spectrin associates with actin and cross-links actin 
filaments in vitro, but the isolated proteins do not form a network. Presumably, 
additional proteins are required to bring together multiple spectrin molecules at 
localized regions along actin filaments. A new membrane skeletal protein has been 
purified from erythrocytes (Gardner and Bennett, 1986) that binds calmodulin, is a 
substrate for protein kinase C (Ling et al., 1986), and may play a role in the assembly 
of spectrin and actin (Gardner and Bennett, 1987a, b). This protein has been named 
adducin (from adducere, to bring together) based on its ability to promote spectrin 
binding to actin. A protein closely related to erythrocyte adducin has been purified 
from brain that has similar activities and is a substrate for protein kinase C (Bennett, 
V., K. Gardner, and J.P. Steiner, manuscript submitted for publication). 

Erythrocyte adducin exists in solution as a 200,000-dalton heterodimer with two 
subunits of M, 103,000 (alpha) and 97,000 (beta). Brain adducin is slightly larger, 
with a molecular weight in solution of 207,000 and subunits of M, 104,000 and a 
doublet of 107,000/109,000. In both proteins, the subunits can be distinguished by 
peptide maps, but exhibit some homology. Thus, it is likely that the subunits are 
products of different genes, but the genes are related. Erythrocyte and brain adducin 
contain a protease-resistant domain of M, 48,000 and 48,500, respectively. Erythro
cyte and brain adducin have nearly identical physical properties, with an asymmetric 
shape approximated by an oblate ellipsoid. Erythrocyte and brain adducin bind 
calmodulin, although the affinity of erythrocyte adducin from calmodulin (Kd = 0.2 
J.LM) is about fivefold higher than the affinity of brain adducin. Sequence information 
will be required to establish the precise relationship between the brain and erythrocyte 
proteins, but available information supports the view that these proteins are products 
of distinct but closely related genes. 

Adducin from erythrocytes and brain has the unusual property of binding with 
high affinity to spectrin-actin complexes but relatively weakly to spectrin or actin alone 
(Gardner and Bennett, 1987a, b; Bennett et al., 1988). There are two general 
possibilities for a basis for recognition of spectrin-actin complexes. (a) Adducin has 
two low-affinity binding sites, one for spectrin and one for actin. A spectrin-actin 
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complex with both potential binding proteins present at a high local concentration 
would be greatly favored over the individual proteins. (b) Adducin recognizes a site on 
either spectrin or actin that is induced only when spectrin and actin form a complex. In 
either case, adducin provides a potential mechanism to selectively target proteins to 
spectrin-actin complexes. 

A working hypothesis for cellular functions for brain and erythrocyte adducin is 
that these proteins have a role in mediating site-directed assembly of additional 
proteins at the spectrin-actin junction. One protein that may be recruited by adducin is 
spectrin itself. Erythrocyte and brain adducin both promote binding of spectrin to 
actin. Experiments with erythrocyte adducin suggest that the adducin-promoted 
binding of spectrin to actin is due to the creation of new sites for spectrin that are 
distinguished by their inhibition by calmodulin (Gardner and Bennett, 1987a, b). 
Adducin-mediated recruitment of additional spectrin molecules to spectrin-actin 
complexes could explain how multiple spectrin molecules become clustered about the 
same region on actin filaments, as occurs in the membrane skeleton. The spectrin-actin 
junction in erythrocytes and possibly other cells is likely to contain additional proteins 
such as tropomyosin and protein 4.9. It will be important to determine whether adducin 
associates with these and possibly other unidentified proteins and mediates their 
interaction with spectrin-actin complexes. 

Erythrocyte and brain adducin are new additions to the list of substrates for 
protein kinase C, although functional consequences of phosphorylation remain to be 
elucidated. Adducin subunits closely resemble in electrophoretic mobility polypeptides 
that bind protein kinase C after transfer to nitrocellulose paper (Wolf and Sahyoun, 
1986). Adducin may thus bind to protein kinase C and localize this enzyme to 
spectrin-actin complexes on the plasma membrane. 

These initial studies suggest that adducin has the potential to play an important 
role in the assembly and regulation of the spectrin skeleton, although many questions 
remain to be answered. Information about activity of adducin is limited to simple in 
vitro assays that have only begun to explore the implications of ternary and higher
order protein interactions. The ultrastructural localization of adducin in erythrocyte 
membrane skeletons can be inferred to be at the spectrin-actin junction, although it 
will be important to document this prediction. The localization of adducin in brain is 
currently unknown, and may provide some clues as to its cellular function. Finally, it 
will be important to devise experiments to evaluate the function and regulation of 
adducin in living cells. 
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Introduction 
Actin filaments exist throughout the cytoplasm of most eukaryotic cells. These 
filaments are in a dynamic state of flux, rapidly polymerizing and becoming cross
linked into a variety of three-dimensional structures in regions of cells where they are 
needed for a particular function (Korn, 1978). The functions of actin filaments are 
numerous. For example, by interacting with myosin, they generate the tension involved 
in contractile activities such as motility, cell division, and secretion. When the 
filaments are cross-linked into networks, they control the consistency of the cytoplasm. 
The rapid polymerization of new actin filaments can induce the formation of cellular 
protrusions. 

One cell that does not contain actin filaments throughout its cytoplasm is the red 
blood cell. In this cell, actin is polymerized into short filaments (-50 nm long, 
compared with > 1,000 nm for the cytoplasmic actin filaments of other cells) that are a 
component of a membrane skeleton (Cohen, 1983; Shen et a!., 1986). In contrast to 
cytoplasmic actin filaments, the filaments of the red blood cell membrane skeleton are 
stable structures. They are cross-linked by spectrin into a network that adheres to the 
plasma membrane. The membrane skeleton of the red blood cell is a flexible but strong 
structure and has been shown to regulate several properties of the plasma membrane. 
For example, it stabilizes the plasma membrane, preventing the membrane from 
fragmenting; it gives the plasma membrane its contours; and it regulates the lateral 
mobility of the membrane glycoproteins to which it is attached. Since all cells 
presumably have mechanisms for regulating these properties of the plasma membrane, 
the question arises whether other cells contain a membrane skeleton composed of 
interlinked short actin filaments in addition to their previously described cytoplasmic 
actin filaments. Reports that various cultured cells contain a peripheral layer of Triton 
X-100-insoluble material that is composed in part of plasma membrane components 
(Ben-Ze'ev eta!., 1979; Apgar eta!., 1985) suggest that this is a possibility. Recently, 
the blood platelet has been used as a model system to test the idea that a membrane 
skeleton is present in other cell types. The evidence reviewed in this chapter strongly 
suggests that platelets do indeed contain a membrane skeleton, that its major 
components differ from those of the red blood cell membrane skeleton, and that it has 
some of the same functions as its counterpart in the red blood cell. 

Identification of a Membrane Skeleton in Platelets 
Unstimulated platelets have a characteristic discoid shape. When they are activated by 
agonists such as thrombin, they rapidly lose their discoid shape, extend filopodia, 
secrete their granule contents, and aggregate. It has often been suggested that the 
microtubule coil within platelets is responsible for maintaining the discoid shape of the 
unstimulated cell (White, 1971 ). However, the observation that platelets can lose their 
discoid shape even when the microtubule coil remains intact (White, 1982) suggests 
that additional mechanisms are operative. One potential mechanism might involve a 
membrane skeleton (Fox, 1985a). The first indication that platelets contain such a 
structure came from the observation (Fox, 1985a) that a small pool of the actin 
filaments in Triton X-100-lysed platelets are associated with specific membrane 
glycoproteins (GP). The membrane-bound filaments had properties different from the 
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majority of the actin filaments in the Triton X-1 00 lysates. Whereas most of the 
filaments could be sedimented at low g forces, the membrane-bound ones required high 
g forces to be sedimented (Fox, 1985a ). The membrane-bound filaments also differed 
from the rest of the actin filaments in that they were resistant to depolymerization by 
gelsolin under conditions in which the rest of the actin filaments were depolymerized 
(Fox, 1985a). 

Morphological experiments support the idea that platelets contain a membrane 
skeleton. The platelet cytoskeleton has been visualized in cells that were solubilized 
with Triton X-100 and simultaneously fixed. As shown in Fig. 1 A, filaments are 
present throughout the cytoplasm and as a continuous layer external to the microtu
bule coil. However, an additional, more amorphous layer is present at the periphery of 
the cytoskeletons. When Ca2

+ is present in the lysis buffer, essentially all of the visible 
actin filaments are lost, presumably as a result of depolymerization by gelsolin 
(Markey et al., 1981), but the amorphous layer remains (Fig. 1 B). This result 
suggests that the amorphous layer at the periphery of the cytoskeleton contains the 
membrane-bound actin filaments shown previously to be resistant to the action of 
gelsolin (Fox, 1985a ). Immunocytochemical studies (Fox et a!., 1988), showing that 
the amorphous material contains the GP Ib-IX complex, support this conclusion. Since 
the amorphous material is in close proximity to the lipid bilayer (Escolar et al., 1986) 
and follows the outline of the platelet (Fox et al., 1988), it appears to exist as a lining to 
the plasma membrane. A variety of lysis conditions have been defined under which the 
amorphous material retains the outline of the platelet for many hours, even though the 
lipid bilayer, microtubule ~oil, and the majority of other platelet proteins have been 
solubilized (Fox et al., 1988). Thus, the peripheral layer of amorphous material is a 
self-supporting structure. Because it lines the plasma membrane and is attached to 
membrane glycoproteins, this peripheral layer could represent a membrane skeleton 
that functions like that of the red blood cell. 

Characterization of the Components of the Membrane Skeleton 
Platelet membrane skeletons (i.e., the structures shown in Fib. 1 B) have been isolated 
by centrifugation and their components have been analyzed on sodium dodecyl 
sulfate-polyacrylamide gels. Actin and actin-binding protein are two of the major 
components (Fox, 1985a). Isolation of the membrane skeletons from platelets whose 
surface glycoproteins have been radiolabeled has identified the membrane glycopro
teins to which the submembranous skeleton is attached (Fox, 1985a ). As shown in Fig. 
2, most of the radiolabeled glycoproteins are solubilized by Triton X-1 00. However, the 
three components of the GP lb-IX complex (GP Iba, GP Ibp, and GP IX) remain 
associated with the Trition X-100-insoluble membrane skeleton. Other minor glyco
proteins, including GP Ia, GP Ila, and an unidentified membrane glycoprotein of M, 
250,000, have also been identified as components of the membrane skeleton (Fox, 
1985a). 

Additional evidence that actin, actin-binding protein, and the GP lb-IX complex 
are the major components of the membrane skeleton comes from the observation that 
these proteins co-isolate on sucrose density gradients of platelet lysates (Fox, 1985a) 
and bind to affinity columns containing a monoclonal antibody against GP Ib (Okita et 
al., 1985). Further, when plasma membrane vesicles are isolated from disrupted 
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Figure 1. 
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Figure 2. Association of membrane 
glycoproteins with the membrane 
skeleton. Platelets were surface la
beled by the sodium metaperiodate/ 
sodium [3H)borohydride method and 
lysed with Triton X-100 in the pres
ence of Ca2+ (Fox, 1985a ). Intact 
platelets (lane I), the Triton X-100-
insoluble membrane skeleton (lane 2), 
and the Triton X-100-soluble fraction 
(lane 3) were solubilized in sodium 
dodecyl sulfate and analyzed on 5-
20% polyacrylamide gels in the pres
ence of reducing agent. 3H-Iabeled 
membrane glycoproteins were de
tected by ftuorography. 

platelets, small amounts of actin co-isolate with them (Fox, 1985a ); the major proteins 
that remain associated with the actin when the membrane vesicles are solubilized in 
Triton X-100 are actin-binding protein and the GP lb-IX complex (Fox, 1985a). 

The membrane skeletons have a relatively amorphous appearance when visual
ized by thin-section microscopy (Fig. 1 B). Despite this morphological appearance, 
other criteria indicate that the actin in the membrane skeleton is in the form of 
filaments. For example, the membrane skeleton sediments at high g forces and is 
depolymerized by DNase I (Fox, 1985a). Further, the membrane skeletons bind 
phalloidin (Fig. 3), a molecule that binds only to the filamentous form of actin. The 
membrane skeleton of the red blood cell has a similar amorphous appearance when 
viewed in thin section, but has also been judged to contain actin filaments (Shen et a!., 
1986; Liu eta!., 1987). The existence of actin filaments in the red blood cell membrane 
skeleton was convincingly demonstrated by the use of negative-stain techniques that 
allowed a direct visualization of the filaments and showed that these filaments are 
only -50 nm long. This length is comparable to that of a single fibrinogen molecule or 
a single GP Ib-IX complex, a length that would preclude unambiguous visualization of 
the filaments by thin-section electron microscopy. It seems likely that the actin 
filaments in the platelet membrane skeleton are of similar dimensions. 

A major component of the red blood cell membrane skeleton is spectrin, a 

Figure 1. (Opposite) Electron micrographs showing the components of the platelet cytoskele
ton. Platelets were lysed with Triton X-100 in the presence of alcian blue, either in the presence 
(A) or absence (B) of a Ca2+ chelator. Lysates were incubated for 4 min at 4°C and then fixed 
for electron microscopy by the method of Boyles et al. (1985). This method of preparation of 
cytoskeletons allows the solubilization of the lipid bilayer and most of the platelet protein, but 
maintains the organization of the components of the cytoskeleton. The cytoskeleton comprises a 
single microtubule coil at the periphery of the cell, networks of long actin filaments that are 
concentrated external to the microtubule coil but are also found throughout the cytoplasm, and a 
more amorphous material that exists as a continuous layer at the periphery of the cytoskeleton. 
When Ca2+ is present, endogenous gelsolin is active (Markey et al., 1981 ). Gelsolin depolymer
izes most of the cytoplasmic actin filaments, but the peripheral layer of more amorphous 
material is resistant to the action of this protein. Magnifications: A, x 15,520; B, x 15,520. 
(Reproduced with permission from Fox and Boyles, 1988.) 
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Figure 3. Detection of filamentous actin with rhodamine-labeled phalloidin. Platelets were lysed 
with Triton X-100 in the presence of Ca2+. The resulting Triton-insoluble residues were 
incubated with rhodamine-labeled phalloidin and examined by fluorescence microscopy. Phal
loidin stains the peripheral membrane skeleton, although actin filaments cannot be visualized in 
these structures by thin-section electron microscopy (see Fig. 1). This suggests that, as in the red 
blood cell, the platelet membrane skeleton contains actin filaments too short to visualize in thin 
section. x3,169. 

Figure 4. Sodium dodecyl sulfate
polyacrylamide gel showing the pres
ence of spectrin in platelets. Platelets 
were solubilized directly into a sodium 
dodecyl sulfate-containing buffer 
(lane 1 ) or were lysed with Triton 
X-100 and immunoprecipitated with 
control IgG (lane 2), anti-red blood 
cell spectrin (lane 3), or anti-brain 
spectrin (lane 4). Lane 5 contains 
purified red blood cell spectrin. Spec
trin antibodies specifically immuno
precipitated two polypeptides that 
were present in platelets in small 
amounts. The larger of the two poly
peptides comigrated with the M, 
240,000 subunit of red blood cell spec
trin. The smaller polypeptide had M, 
235,000, as judged by its co-migration 
with talin (P235) (platelet polypeptide 
of M, 235,000). ABP, actin-binding 
protein. (Reproduced with permission 
from Fox, 1987.) 
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molecule that cross-links the actin filaments and also serves as a linkage protein 
between the filaments and glycoproteins on the plasma membrane (Cohen, 1983). As 
shown in Fig. 4, two polypeptides are specifically immunoprecipitated from platelet 
Jysates by antibodies against red blood cell spectrin or brain spectrin (Fox et al., 
1987 b). These polypeptides have molecular weights similar to those of brain spectrin 
(M, 240,000 and 235,000). They are associated primarily with the actin filaments of 
the membrane skeleton and presumably represent platelet spectrin. However, only very 
small amounts of spectrin are present in platelets (Fig. 4, Jane I); the major component 
of the platelet membrane skeleton, actin-binding protein, is present in much greater 
amounts. Although spectrin and actin-binding protein have different amino acid 
sequences (Zweig and Singer, 1979), they do have similar morphologies and functions 
(Hartwig and Stossel, 1981; Cohen, 1983; Bennett, 1985). They are both elongated 
molecules that associate head to head. The free tails of both molecules bind to actin 
filaments, thus cross-linking them into networks. It appears likely, therefore, that 
actin-binding protein in platelets might function similarly to spectrin in red blood cells 
in that it may cross-link the actin filaments of the membrane skeleton. 

Figure 5. Sodium dodecyl sulfate
polyacrylamide gels showing the co
precipitation of actin-binding protein 
(ABP) and glycoprotein lb. Platelets 
were lysed with Triton X-100 (lanes 
2-4). Actin filaments in the lysates 
were depolymerized with DNase I and 
removed by high-speed centrifugation. 
The resulting supernatant was immu
noprecipitated with control rabbit lgG 
(lane 1 ) or with antibodies against 
actin-binding protein (lane 2), anti
bodies against GP lb (lane 3), or 
antibodies against spectrin (lane 4). 

Actin-binding protein also functions similarly to spectrin in that it links actin 
filaments to plasma membrane glycoproteins. This function was first suggested by the 
observation that the GP lb-IX complex was released from Triton X-100-insoluble 
actin filaments under conditions in which the Ca2+ -dependent protease was active 
(Solum and Olsen, 1984). Both spectrin and actin-binding protein are substrates for 
the Ca2

+ -dependent protease (Fox et al., 1985, 1987b ), and were therefore considered 
as potential linkage proteins between actin and the GP Ib-IX complex (Fox, 
1985b, 1987b). As shown in Fig. 5, spectrin antibodies did not immunoprecipitate GP 
lb; thus, spectrin does not appear to be the linkage protein. In contrast, actin-binding 
protein antibodies precipitated both actin-binding protein and GP lb. In the reciprocal 
experiment, GP lb antibodies precipitated GP Ib and small amounts of actin-binding 
protein. Since these experiments were performed on platelet Jysates in which actin 
filaments had been depolymerized and any remaining filaments had been removed by 
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high-speed centrifugation (Fox, 1985b ), the coprecipitation of actin-binding protein 
and GP lb shows that actin-binding protein links the actin filaments of the membrane 
skeleton to the GP lb-IX complex on the plasma membrane. Similar experiments have 
shown that actin-binding protein also serves to attach the submembranous actin to GP 
Ia and to a membrane glycoprotein of M, 250,000 (Fox, 1985b ), the additional 
membrane glycoproteins that have been identified as sites of attachment of the 
membrane skeleton to the plasma membrane (Fox, 1985a). 

The studies reviewed above suggest the model shown in Fig. 6. In this model, the 
platelet membrane skeleton is distinct from the previously described cytoplasmic actin 
filaments. It is composed of a submembranous network of short actin filaments that are 
cross-linked by actin-binding protein. Actin-binding protein also links the membrane 
skeleton to the cytoplasmic domain of defined glycoproteins in the plasma membrane. 
The proposed model for the platelet membrane skeleton differs in some respects from 
that of the red blood cell membrane skeleton. For example, the membrane glycopro-

Figure 6. Schematic representation of the platelet membrane skeleton. ABP, actin-binding 
protein; GP 250, a plasma membrane glycoprotein of M, 250,000; s-s, a disulfide bond. 
(Reproduced with permission from Fox, 1987.) 

teins to which the skeleton is attached in platelets are not the same as those in the red 
blood cell. Another difference is that in the platelet, actin-binding protein substitutes 
for spectrin as the protein that cross-links the actin filaments of the membrane 
skeleton. Spectrin is present in the platelet membrane skeleton (Fox et al., 1987 b), but 
only in small amounts, and its function is not known. In the red blood cell, protein 4.1 
and ankyrin serve as linkage proteins between spectrin and the red blood cell 
membrane glycoproteins. Both protein 4.1 and ankyrin have been described in platelets 
(Bennett, 1979; Spiegel et al., 1984; Davies and Cohen, 1985); however, it is not known 
whether these proteins are components of the membrane skeleton. It remains to be 
determined whether these or other minor components of the membrane skeleton have a 
role in linking actin-binding protein to plasma membrane glycoproteins. Despite these 
differences, the platelet membrane skeleton appears to have a number of functions 
similar to those of the red blood cell membrane skeleton (see below). 
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Potential Functions of the Platelet Membrane Skeleton 
In unstimulated platelets, the membrane skeleton lines the plasma membrane and is 
attached to it. This skeleton could regulate many of the properties of the plasma 
membrane in the unstimulated cell. During the early, reversible stages of platelet 
activation, the membrane skeleton remains intact (Fox, 1985a). At the later stages of 
platelet activation, after platelets have aggregated, the Ca2+ -dependent protease 
within platelets is activated (Fox et al., 1983). Because one of the major substrates for 
the Ca2+ -dependent protease is actin-binding protein (Fox et al., 1985), one conse
quence of activation of the Ca2+ -dependent protease within platelets is disruption of 
the membrane skeleton (Fox, 1985b). Disruption of this skeleton could lead to some of 
the events that occur in irreversibly activated platelets. 

Table I lists possible functions of the platelet membrane skeleton. By analogy to 
the red blood cell, it is likely that the platelet membrane skeleton regulates the shape of 
the plasma membrane. Evidence for this function of the platelet membrane skeleton 
comes from the observation that the skeletons are self-supporting structures (Fox et al., 
1988). It appears likely that they play a role in determining the discoid shape of the 
unstimulated platelet, and activation-induced modifications of components of the 
membrane skeleton could direct the reversible shape-change response. 

TABLE I 
Potential Functions of a Membrane Skeleton 

Regulation of cell shape 
Stabilization of the plasma membrane 
Regulation of distribution of glycoproteins in the plasma membrane 
Regulation of receptor function 
Transmembrane signaling 

Like the red blood cell membrane skeleton, the platelet membrane skeleton lines 
the plasma membrane and is attached to plasma membrane glycoproteins; therefore, 
the membrane skeleton probably stabilizes the plasma membrane, preventing it from 
fragmenting. In support of this idea, disruption of the membrane skeleton (for 
example, by exposure of platelets to agonists or other agents, such as dibucaine, that 
activate theCa 2+ -dependent protease within platelets) results in the formation of small 
membrane vesicles that bud and break away from the platelet (Boyles et al., 1987). 
These experiments show that the membrane skeleton stabilizes the plasma membrane 
in unstimulated platelets. Evidence that microvesiculation occurs physiologically when 
the platelets are activated in the circulation comes from the observation that 
platelet-free GP Ib is present in plasma (Coller et al., 1984) and that platelet 
microvesicles are present in the circulation of patients in whom platelet activation has 
occurred (George et al., 1986). 

Again, by analogy to the red blood cell, it appears likely that the platelet 
membrane skeleton could regulate the lateral distribution of the plasma membrane 
glycoproteins to which it is attached. In support of this idea, the GP Ib-IX complex is 
present over the entire surface of the plasma membrane in unstimulated platelets, but 
clusters when the membrane skeleton is disrupted (Boyles et al., 1987). These 
experiments indicate that linkage of GP Ib-IX to the membrane skeleton maintains the 
glycoprotein in a uniform distribution. 
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Linkage of the membrane skeleton to the GP lb-IX complex also appears to 
regulate the ability of GP lb to bind von Willebrand factor. There is considerable 
evidence that the binding of von Willebrand factor is regulated by agents that affect 
the organization of the platelet cytoskeleton (Coller, 1981; Solum and Olsen, 1984). 
When GP lb is released from actin filaments, as it is when actin-binding protein is 
hydrolyzed at the later stages of platelet activation, its ability to bind von Willebrand 
factor is lost (Fox and Boyles, 1985; George and Torres, 1986). 

Finally, the platelet membrane skeleton may have a role in transmembrane 
signaling. GP lb is the receptor for von Willebrand factor and also appears to bind the 
agonist thrombin (Harmon and Jamieson, 1986), while GP Ia appears to be the 
receptor for the agonist collagen (Nieuwenhuis eta!., 1985; Santoro, 1986). Linkage of 

Figure 7. Autoradiograms of sodium 
dodecyl sulfate-polyacrylamide gels 
showing the absence of P24 from Ber
nard-Soulier platelets. Control plate
lets or those from a patient with Ber
nard-Soulier syndrome were labeled 
with [32P]phosphate and incubated in 
the absence andjor presence (PGE1) 

of 5 J.LM prostaglandin E1 for 5 min. 
Platelets were solubilized in a sodium 
dodecyl sulfate-containing buffer in 
the presence of reducing agent and 
electrophoresed on sodium dodecyl 
sulfate-polyacrylamide gels. Phos
phopolypeptides were detected by 
autoradiography. ABP, actin-binding 
protein; PSI, P36, P24, P22, phospho
polypeptides of M, 51,000, 36,000, 
24,000, and 22,000, respectively. 

these receptors to the membrane skeleton might provide a mechanism for transmem
brane signaling. It is of interest in this regard that GP Ibfl has been identified as one of 
the major proteins phosphorylated within platelets by agents that inhibit platelet 
function by elevating the intracellular concentrations of cyclic AMP (Fox et a!., 
1987a). One such agent is prostaglandin E1• As shown in Fig. 7, exposure of platelets to 
this agent results in increased phosphorylation of actin-binding protein and polypep
tides of M, 51,000 (PSI), 36,000 (P36), 24,000 (P24), and 22,000 (P22). Although the 
identities ofP51, P36, and P22 are not known, P24 has recently been identified as GP 
lbfl. This identification was based on the co-migration of GP Ibfl and P24 on reduced 
and nonreduced polyacrylamide gels, the precipitation of P24 with anti-GP lb, the 
association of P24 with actin filaments of the membrane skeleton, and the absence of 
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P24 in platelets from patients with Bernard-Soulier syndrome (these platelets lack the 
GP Ib-IX complex) (Fig. 7). Further studies on the functional consequences of 
phosphorylation ofGP Ib~ should provide insight into the possible role ofGP Ib-IX and 
the platelet membrane skeleton to which it is attached in regulating agonist-induced 
events in platelets. 

Conclusions 
It has long been known that the red blood cell contains a membrane skeleton that 
stabilizes the plasma membrane, determines its shape, and regulates the lateral 
distribution of the membrane glycoproteins to which it is attached. The way in which 
these functions are regulated in other cells, however, has not been well understood. We 
have now shown that platelets also contain a membrane skeleton. In contrast to the 
membrane skeleton of the red blood cell, in which spectrin cross-links the actin 
filaments and links them to plasma membrane glycoproteins, actin-binding protein 
serves this function in the platelet. Actin-binding protein is present in many cell types 
and often has a submembranous location (Boxer and Richardson, 1976; Weihing, 
1983). Furthermore, GP Ib-like proteins have been identified in cells other than 
platelets (Asch eta!., 1986; Kieffer eta!., 1986). Thus, it is conceivable that other cells 
may contain a membrane skeleton similar to that found in the platelet. The platelet 
membrane skeleton appears to regulate the same cellular functions as the red blood cell 
membrane skeleton. It is becoming increasingly apparent that the membrane skeleton 
plays an important role in maintaining the unstimulated platelet in a functional form 
and that disruption of the membrane skeleton in activated platelets is responsible for 
directing many of the cellular responses to activation. 
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Introduction 

Leukocytes extend portions of their cortical cytoplasm as pseudopods during locomo
tion. For over two centuries, microscopists have recognized that the cortical zone of 
cytoplasm of amoeboid cells is unique, describing it as hyaline in appearance and 
plastic in behavior (Von Rosenhof, 1792; Lewis, 1939; DeBruyn, 1946). These 
properties have been ascribed to the reversible gelation of peripheral cytoplasm: 
cytoplasm can be gel-like when excluding cellular organelles, or fluid (sol-like) when, 
for example, particulates approach the plasma membrane during secretion. It is now 
evident that actin filaments are principal elements in the cell periphery, and changes in 
the structure of cortical actin filaments have been suggested to be responsible for the 
dynamic mechanical behavior of this region of the cell. Alterations in actin structure 
are effected by a number of associated actin-binding proteins in vitro. Macrophage 
proteins that have been isolated and affect the assembly, stability, and length of actin 
filaments or cross-link them in vitro are listed in Table I. The functions of these 
components have been reviewed in detail elsewhere (Stossel et al., 1985). The purpose 
of this chapter is to review data on the mechanical properties of leukocyte cytoplasm. 

Does Leukocyte Cytoplasm Have Gel-like Mechanical Properties? 
Viscoelastic measurements can provide descriptive information about cytoplasm's 
material properties. The mechanical behavior of the cortex of leukocytes has been 
probed by application of small stresses to the edges of the cell and measurements of the 
resulting strains. Values for the shear modulus (ratio of stress to strain) between 300 
and 1,500 dynfcm2

, or greater under some conditions, have been obtained (Shapiro 
and Harvey, 1936; Chien et al., 1984; Skalak et al., 1984). These moduli are sufficient 
for the cells to withstand the shear stresses likely to be encountered in blood vessels in 
vivo. It is likely that high moduli are also required for these cells to move out of blood 
and into the connective tissue. Microaspiration experiments have also described a 
critical force at which the mechanical resistance of the cell decreased abruptly (Evans 
and Kukan, 1984). Many polymeric gels also display a rupture point corresponding to 
breakage of the polymer chains or interconnections between them and lose their elastic 
properties. 

Cytoplasmic extracts from cells can also form rigid gels. In the absence of calcium 
(::;0.1 !-LM calcium), extracts from certain marine eggs, amoebae, and leukocytes form 
rigid gels in test tubes that do not flow in response to inversion of the tubes (Kane, 
1975; Pollard, 1976; Stossel and Hartwig, 1976). A minimal estimate of the strength of 
these structures, based on the dimension and heights of the tubes, is ~1,000 dynfcm2

• 

Since the cytoplasmic volume is diluted by a factor of -3 by buffers in preparing these 
extracts, the actual mechanical strength of cytoplasm in situ may be considerably 
greater than this estimate. Studies have further demonstrated that gelation of the 
extract requires the assembly of actin in it into filaments: the addition of cytochalasin 
B to the extracts inhibits solidification (Hartwig and Stossel, 1976; Weihing, 1976). 
Therefore, actin filaments can generate a structure responsible for rigid mechanical 
properties. The high rigidity of the extract gels is remarkable, in light of their relatively 
low ( 12-24 !-LM) actin concentration (0.05-0.1% volume fraction). The organization of 
filaments in such a gelled extract is shown in Fig. 1. 
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TABLE I 
Purified Macrophage Actin-binding Proteins 

M, 
Percent 

Protein 
(x w- 3

) 
of Regulation Function 

cell 

Filament cross-
linking 

Actin-binding 2x270 0.6 None Cytoskeletal architecture: 
protein orthogonal, filament 

branching in cortical cyto-
plasm; membrane-actin 
connection (?) 

Alpha-actinin 2x 100 Inhibited by micro- Lateral filament association 
molar calcium (?) 

Filament assembly-
disassembly 

Gelsolin 84 Activated by >0.1 Severs actin filaments, binds 
!LM calcium and blocks fast-growing fi-

lament ends, net filament 
disassembly, remains 
bound after severing in a 
calcium-insensitive fashion 

Inactivated by PIP2 Net filament assembly 
even in the pres-
ence of calcium 

41K 41 ? Activated by micro- Binds to fast-growing fila-
molar calcium ment end, no filament-se-

vering activity 
Acumen tin 65 1-5 None End capping: new evidence 

suggests mechanism is not 
simply blockage of slow-
growing filament end 

Monomer binding 
Profilin 15 PIP2 lowers the af- Binds actin monomer, pre-

finity of profilin- venting self-nucleation of 
actin complexes cytoplasmic actin mono-

mers 
Contraction 

Myosin 2x200 Activated by micro- Pulls actin filaments 
2x20 molar calcium via 
2x 15 calmodulin, myo-

sin light-chain ki-
nase 

Tropomyosin 2x30* Stabilizes actin filaments to 
gelsolin, amplifies myo-
sin's ATPase 

*Subunits differ slightly in M,. 
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The Organization of Actin Filaments in the Cortex of Leukocytes 
and Its Attachment to Membrane 
As a first step to understanding how the mechanical properties and motile activity of 
cytoplasm derive from actin structure, we have analyzed the three-dimensional 
organization of actin filaments in the cortex of macrophages. Macrophages in the 
process of spreading on a glass surface were permeabilized with detergent. The 
detergent-insoluble residue, containing the polymerized fraction of cellular actin (the 
actin skeleton), was prepared for the electron microscope by rapid freezing and freeze 

Figure 1. The organization of filaments in crude macrophage extract gels. 10 ~I of a 
macrophage cytoplasmic extract in 0.34 M sucrose buffers (Stossel and Hartwig, 1976) 
containing 10 mM EGT A was placed on the surface of a coverslip and incubated for 60 min at 
37°C. It was then fixed for 10 min with 1% glutaraldehyde, washed into water, and rapidly 
frozen and freeze-dried. Note that the filamentous structures found in these extracts resemble 
those in the cell cortex. Bar: 0.2 ~m. 

drying (Heuser and Kirschner, 1980; Hartwig and Shevlin, 1986; Fig. 2). Table II 
summarizes our analysis of the actin organization in these residues. 

As shown in Fig. 2, the actin skeleton at the periphery of a macrophage is replete 
with short filaments, 0.6 JLm in average length, that interconnect to form a continuous 
network. Greater than 95% of these filaments are actin, as demonstrated with myosin 
subfragment-1 labeling (Fig. 3). The structure of interfilament junctions is uniform 
throughout the actin skeleton: the ends of the actin filaments are almost always 
attached along the side of other actin filaments, forming T- andY-shaped branches. 
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Figure 2. Electron micrograph showing the organization of filaments at the periphery of a 
macrophage cytoskeleton prepared by detergent treatment of an adherent cell, I% glutaralde
hyde fixation, and rapid freezing and freeze-drying. Bar: 0.2 ~m. 

Because all the ends of the filaments interconnect in this fashion, a nearly orthogonal 
network is established, and free filament ends are a rarity. The distance filaments 
transverse before intersecting other filaments to form X-shaped junctions is -0.1 JLm, 
which is considerably shorter than the average total filament length (Fig. 2). 
Therefore, the network pore size, rather than the total filament length, may be the 
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TABLE II 
The Macrophage Cortical Actin Network: Ultrastructural Facts 

Filament concentration 
Average filament 

length* 
Intersection length 
Location and spacing 

of actin-binding pro-
tein 

Free filament ends 
Major type of filament 

intersection 

Membrane-actin con-
nections 

240--300 ~M (monomers in filaments) 
0.6~m 

0.1 ~m 
1 actin-binding protein: 0.35 ~m of actin filament, located 

selectively at filament junctions 

Rare (see below) 
Orthogonal branch: T- and Y -shaped filament junctions; 

these structures are formed when the end of one fila
ment contacts the side of another filament; both the 
"barbed" and "pointed" ends of filaments form these 
end-on-side connections* 

"Barbed" end and lateral connections are the most com
mon types found; many "pointed" end connections also 
found 

*Filament length determined by counting ends with [H3]cytochalasin B and from morphome
try. 
*With respect to the decoration of actin filaments with myosin fragments. 

Figure 3. Identification of cortical 1 0-nm filaments as actin. A macrophage cytoskeleton was 
incubated with 1 mg/ml of subfragment-1 from skeletal muscle before fixation. The cytoskele
ton was prepared for the electron microscope as in Fig. 1. Actin filaments decorated with myosin 
subfragment-1 have a twisted, cable-like appearance. The polarity of the filaments is most 
apparent near their ends, where they connect to the sides of other filaments. Bar: 0.1 ~m. 
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Figure 4. Interaction of actin filaments with macrophage plasma membrane. The plasma 
membrane-cytoplasm interface of cell spread on a glass coverslip was revealed by tearing it in 
half by adhering a poly lysine-coated coverslip to its top surface and removing the coverslip. (a) 
The bulk of 10-nm fibers attaching to the membrane can be seen to derive from the 
three-dimensional filamentous network of the cell. Note that there are many regions of 
membrane that contain little filamentous material. Many clathrin-coated regions of the 
membrane are also apparent (Aggeler eta!., 1983). (b) On next page. Identification of 10-nm 
filaments as actin using myosin subfragment-1. Bar: 0.2 !Lm. 
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Figure 4. (Continued) 

major determinant for understanding the mechanics of the cortical actin network. The 
mechanical properties of the network will therefore derive primarily from the number 
of X-shaped intersections, especially those stabilized by interfilament cross-links. As 
discussed below, the filament distance between cross-linked (rather than simply 
sterically overlapping) intersections in cytoplasm remains to be determined. It is clear, 
however, that many of these X-shaped junctions, as well many of the T- andY-shaped 
ones, are points where actin-binding protein is located (see below). The actin filament 
concentration in the peripheral cytoplasm of a macrophage is 240 J.LM (1% volume 
fraction), considerably more concentrated than actin in the cellular extracts discussed 
above. 
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Do Leukocytes Contain a Two-Dimensional Actin Lamina That Supports the 
Plasma Membrane Analogous to the Spectrin-Actin Network of Erythrocytes 
That Participates in the Mechanics of Peripheral Cytoplasm? 
We have studied the interaction of the orthogonal actin skeleton with the plasma 
membrane. The cytoplasmic side of the plasma membrane has been revealed by 
tearing adherent macrophages in half by attachment of poly lysine-coated coverslips to 
their free surface, followed by their removal. As shown in Fig. 4, this approach provides 
an excellent view of this plasma membrane-cytoplasm interface. Fig. 4 b shows the 
orientation of actin filament-membrane associations, as revealed by myosin subfrag
ment-1 binding. These micrographs fail to reveal a filamentous coat comparable to the 
specialized two-dimensional submembranous actin-spectrin networks of erythrocytes. 
In marked contrast, many large areas of clean membrane are apparent, dispersed 
between points where individual filaments, deriving from the three-dimensional actin 
network, contact the membrane. 

The Mechanical Behavior of Purified Actins 
Can Actin Filaments, at Concentrations and Lengths Found in the Cell 
Periphery, Account for the Mechanical Rigidity of Cells? 
Solutions of macromolecules may be viscoelastic. For example, solutions of high
molecular-weight polymers (Ferry, 1980) show viscoelastic behavior even at very low 
concentrations, and at higher concentrations, where the domains of the coils overlap, 
much more prominent elastic effects are observed. The longer the molecule, the lower 
the concentration at which topological constraints between coils will become effective 
in restraining chain movement. Solutions containing polymers above this theoretical 
critical concentration are termed "semidilute." However, even with topological 
restraints, bulk flow (compliance) will occur in response to the application of a small 
constant shear stress (creep experiment) to a semidilute solution. Creep can occur 
because individual chains are not restricted by permanent cross-links and are free to 
disentangle. In this case, disentanglement is by Brownian motion of a flexible chain 
that can move in a contorted path defined by the positions of adjacent chains in what 
has been termed reptational movement (de Gennes and Leger, 1982). If the rate of 
reptation is restrained by increasing the concentration or chain length, a long time may 
elapse after the application of stress before the elastic response reaches a constant 
value and flow becomes steady. The flexibility of the macromolecular solute is also an 
important determinant of its viscoelasticity, and rigid macromolecules form semi dilute 
solutions at much lower concentrations than do flexible coils of equivalent mass. 

Purified actin filaments are extremely long (>5 Jtm) and rigid in vitro. The 
hydrodynamic behavior of actin filaments is more closely analogous to that of rods in 
solution than to random coil polymers such as polyacrylamide or polystyrene (Kasai et 
a!., 1960). Unless filament length is decreased by sonication or addition of a severing 
protein, nearly all concentrations off-actin above the critical monomer concentration 
in polymerizing buffers are semidilute (Janmey et a!., 1985) and are predicted to 
display some degree of elastic behavior. A rod, in a semidilute solution, can move only 
by sliding along its axis or by waiting for its neighboring filaments to move out of the 
way by the same sliding motions, a process that is a very strong function of filament 
length (Doi and Edwards, 1986) (Fig. 5: note the interdigitation of individual actin 
polymers in an unperturbed actin filament solution). Therefore, the limited mobility of 
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actin polymers in solution could be expected to decrease markedly, but not prevent 
totally, bulk flow in response to stress. Experimental verification for this type of actin 
behavior exists. Actin filament solutions can have high elasticity but always creep in 
response to an applied stress (Zaner and Stossel, 1982, 1983; Janmey, P. A., S. Huidt, 
J. Peetermans, J. Lamb, J. D. Ferry, and T. P. Stossel, manuscript submitted for 
publication). Decreasing the average size of filaments in a given solution with gelsolin, 
a molecule that stoichiometrically restricts filament length (Yin and Stossel, 1980; Yin 
et a!., 1980; Janmey et a!., 1986) to lengths near those found in cells, markedly 

Figure 5. The three-dimensional organization of unperturbed, purified skeletal muscle actin 
filaments. Actin (48 ~Min monomeric buffer) was polymerized on the surface of a coverslip by 
the addition of 2 mM MgCI2, incubated at 37°C for I h, and then rapidly frozen. The frozen 
sample was mounted on the stage of a Cressington CFE-40 freeze-fracture machine and brought 
to - 120°C, cleaved through the middle with a liquid nitrogen-cooled knife, freeze-dried for 20 
min at -98°C, and rotary-shadowed with platinum at 20° and carbon at 90°. Bar: 0.1 ~m. 

decreases actin's elasticity and increases compliance (Zanev and Hartwig, 1988; 
Janmey, P.A., et a!., manuscript submitted for publication). These experimental 
results are consistent with theoretical predictions that steric hindrance of the rotational 
motion of a macromolecule by its neighbors is a requisite for a high degree of 
viscoelasticity in relatively dilute solutions. Recent reports that monomeric actin is a 
viscoelastic solid at concentrations below those at which the protein is semidilute (Sato 
et a!., 1985) are inconsistent with our experimental observations. It is therefore the 
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degree of polymerization, and not an intrinsic chemical property, of actin from which 
its elasticity derives (Zaner eta!., 1988). 

Actin Solutions Containing Short Filaments Cross-Linked by Actin-binding 
Protein Have Mechanical Rigidity 
The slow creep of actin filament solutions should be inhibited, as is the case for flexible 
polymers, by the addition of stable cross-links between the polymers. Three
dimensional networks of actin filaments, in association with other regulatory proteins 

Figure 6. The three-dimensional structure of actin in the presence of actin-binding protein. 
Actin was assembled in the presence of actin-binding protein at a molar ratio of 1 actin-binding 
protein to 50 actin monomers. The sample was prepared for the electron microscope without 
fixation as described in Fig. 5. Bar: 0.1 J.Lm. 

(Table 1), could therefore determine the viscoelastic properties of the cortical 
cytoplasm of leukocytes. 

We have proposed that a molecule called actin-binding protein in white cells 
(Stossel and Hartwig, 1976; Hartwig and Stossel, 1981) and called filamin in smooth 
muscle (Shizuta eta!., 1976; Wang, 1977) has an important role in the gelation of 
peripheral cytoplasm. The proposal is based on the evidence that actin-binding protein 
gels purified actin filaments in vitro. Actin-binding protein is an elongated protein of 
M, 540,000. It is composed of two identical subunits that join together at one end, 
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Figure 7. The location of actin-binding protein molecules in the periphery of a macrophage 
cytoskeleton. This electron micrograph demonstrates that actin-binding protein residues at 
points where actin filaments intersect and at the ends of actin filaments in the cortex of a 
macrophage cytoskeleton. Gold label is found in clusters and these clusters of gold particles 
decorate filament intersections and filaments that end at the cell margin. Some of the clusters 
are labeled with the arrowheads. Bar: 0.2 ~m. 

forming bipolar molecules. Since each subunit contains an actin filament-binding site 
at its end, the intact dimer can form stable cross-links between two actin filaments 
(Hartwig and Stossel, 1981). Actin-binding protein accounts for 1% of the total 
macrophage cellular protein and the bulk of actin filament cross-linking activity in 
these cells (Brotschi et al., 1978). Actin-binding protein-actin gels have high rigidities. 
Measurements at molar ratios of actin-binding protein to actin near those in the cell 
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have yielded shear moduli 10 times greater than actin alone (Zaner, 1986; Stossel et 
a!., 1987), and recently values as high as 2,000-8,000 dynjcm2 have been measured 
(Janmey, P. A., et a!., manuscript submitted for publication). Further, these gel 
networks are stable structures, failing to creep in compliance measurements (Zaner, 
1986). 

Actin-binding protein is a very effective actin filament-cross-linking agent, with 
only 1.5 molecules required per actin filament for the incipient gelation of an actin 
solution. For a bivalent filament cross-linker, a minimum of one molecule (two 
cross-links) per filament is required before a macromolecular network can form (Flory, 
1953). The effectiveness of this protein is due to its ability to promote orthogonal 
filament cross-linking (Hartwig et a!., 1980; Niederman et a!., 1983) rather than 
anisotropic bundles, as are formed by other cross-linkers such as alpha-actinin. 

Actin-binding Protein Promotes Orthogonal Filament Branching In Vitro 
Actin filaments assembled in the presence of actin-binding protein display a distinctive 
morphology in electron micrographs, being composed of perpendicular branching 
filaments (Hartwig et a!., 1980; Niederman et a!., 1983; Fig. 6). This configuration is 
similar to that of actin filaments in cortical cytoplasm and makes it reasonable to 
conclude that actin-binding protein might have a major architectural role in cytoplas
mic organization. 

Does Actin-binding Protein Locate at the Filament Junction In Situ? 
The molar ratio of actin to actin-binding protein in the macrophage cytoskeleton is 
150:1. From this ratio, if each actin-binding protein binds an actin filament at each 
end, the spacing between actin-binding protein-stabilized cross-links (the network 
pore size) is predicted to be 0.21 JLm. We have located actin-binding protein molecules 
in the macrophage actin skeleton by immuno-electron microscopy (Hartwig and 
Shevlin, 1986). The reaction of detergent-prepared cytoskeletons with anti-rabbit 
actin-binding protein IgG and goat anti-rabbit lgG-coated 3-5-nm gold beads resulted 
in the deposition of clusters of gold selectively at points where filaments intersect and 
at the ends of filaments that may have been in contact with the membrane before its 
removal with detergent (Fig. 7). 40% of the the total number of intersections were 
labeled with gold, yielding a spacing of 0.3 JLm between actin-binding protein-actin 
filament cross-links in the actin skeleton. This spacing between actin-binding protein 
connections is therefore greater than that found for intersections in the unlabeled actin 
skeletons. If the other 60% of the overlaps do not contain actin-binding protein 
molecules, then the actual lattice spacing between actin-binding protein-linked 
junctions is 0.26 JLm, a value close to our determination of the actin-binding protein 
spacing in the cortical cytoskeleton. 

Conclusion 
The mechanical properties of peripheral macrophage cytoplasm derive from a three
dimensional network of short actin filaments that interconnect at 0.1-JLm distances and 
occupy -1% of the cytoplasmic volume. Solutions of short actin filaments, even at 
concentrations comparable to the cell, however, do not display gel-like mechanical 
properties in vitro. Therefore, the mechanical strength of cortical cytoplasm is 
conferred by cross-links that interconnect the actin filaments. We have demonstrated 
that actin-binding protein cross-links actin filaments into gel of high strength in vitro. 
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In addition, we have also localized the actin-binding protein molecules by immuno
electron microscopy and documented that the actin-binding protein label resides 
selectively at many points where filaments overlap in both macrophage cytoskeletons 
and in an actin gel made with actin-binding protein. The location of actin-binding 
protein molecules at points of filament intersection in the cell cortex strongly suggests 
that it may be responsible, in part, for the structure of cytoplasm and that cellular actin 
filaments are indeed cross-linked in situ into rigid ultrastructures. A two-dimensional 
membrane-actin lamina, analogous to that in erythrocytes, appears to play a minor role 
in leukocytes and is not apparent in electron micrographs of the cytoplasmic 
membrane face. 
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Introduction 
All biological membranes constitute a barrier to free diffusion of solutes and solvent 
between the two separated phases. The magnitude of the barrier to a solute depends 
strongly on the membrane considered, since the permeability of the membrane to the 
solute may vary greatly, depending on the specialized transport mechanisms of the 
different membranes. In transport physiology, it is therefore of central importance that 
permeability characteristics of biological membranes be referenced to permeability 
characteristics of artificial bilayer lipid membranes. Such membranes are devoid of 
any of the special transport systems found in many biological membranes and show 
solute permeability coefficients that can be considered basic or ground permeabilities. 
Biological membranes, however, are still a hindrance to free diffusion of solutes, even 
though transport systems are incorporated in the membrane. This is illustrated in 
Table I, which summarizes the permeability coefficients of different solutes seen for 
lipid bilayers and for human red cells, compared with the "permeability" of a layer of 
water of 1 o-6 em, which is approximately the thickness of a biological membrane. For 
a chloride ion, it takes -50 ns to diffuse through such a water layer, whereas the 

TABLE I 
Tbe Passive Permeability of Some Solutes 

Hemoglobin 
K+ 
CJ- net flux 
Exchange 

Lipid bilayer 

0 
10-9-10-10 
10-9-10-10 

10-9_10-1o 

Red cell membrane 

em· s- 1 

0 
10-1o 

10-s-10-9 
10-4 

10-6-cm layer 
of water 

1 x 1 o-2 

20 
20 
20 

The values of diffusion through a 10-6-cm layer of water, which is similar to the thickness of a 
membrane, were calculated from the relation P = DjL, where Dis the diffusion coefficient in 
water (cm2 

• s- 1
) and L (em) is the thickness of the water layer. The values apply to room 

temperature. 

diffusion time is -105 times greater if the water layer is replaced by a red cell 
membrane, and -1011 times greater if a lipid bilayer membrane constitutes the 
diffusion barrier. The low permeability of the lipid bilayer membrane to chloride 
varies, depending on the lipid composition of the membrane, as is the case for nonionic 
solutes (Finkelstein, 1976). 

The 106_fold-higher permeability of erythrocyte membranes as compared with 
the permeability of artificial lipid bilayer membranes results from the presence of a 
highly specialized anion-transport system associated with the integral membrane 
protein designated capnophorin. 

The Morphological Asymmetry of Capnophorin 
The 100-kD integral membrane capnophorin molecule (band 3) is asymmetric with 
respect to both its position in the membrane and its function. The protein's function is 
characterized by a tightly coupled 1:1 anion exchange (for recent reviews, see Lowe 
and Lambert, 1983; Macara and Cantley, 1983; Jennings, 1984, 1985; Knauf, 1985; 
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Wieth and Brahm, 1985; Brahm, 1986; Frohlich and Gunn, 1986; Jay and Cantley, 
1986). The asymmetrical orientation of the protein in the membrane is established by 
studies showing that certain groups of the peptide chain, including the NH2-terminal 
amino acid, are located intracellularly, whereas other groups appear to be accessible 
only from the outside. The position of the COOH-terminal amino acid is still an open 
question, as pointed out by Kopito and Lodish (1985), who recently sequenced the 
murine capnophorin molecule. However, Jay and Cantley (1986) suggest that a 
cytosolic location of the COOH-terminal is more likely than an extracellular or 
intramembranous location. The asymmetry is probably fixed as the molecule traverses 
the membrane -12 times, making a reorientation of the entire structure too costly. 
This does not exclude the possibility that part of the molecule, e.g., the 17-kD fragment 
essential for an intact anion transport, may undergo a structural reorientation during 
the transport of anions. However, so far no evidence suggests such a major change in 
the orientation of the transport molecule. Consequently, any presumed conformational 
change in the transport protein as it carries out anion exchange can only be detected 
functionally. 

The Functional Asymmetry of Capnophorin 
Under steady state conditions, there is no net movement of solvent or solute across the 
red cell membrane, so any transport of solutes is restricted to self-exchange. The 
monovalent anions, such as chloride and bicarbonate, which are transported across the 
membrane, are not distributed evenly between the cytosolic and the external phases, 
because the macroanion hemoglobin contributes to the cytosolic negative charge 
balance. Since the unidirectional flux of an anion in either direction (JU";, mol · cm-2 

• 

s- 1) is proportional to the anion concentration (C, mol· cm-3) by r•i = p•PP • C, the 
proportion factor, p•PP (em . s- 1 ), known as the apparent permeability coefficient, 
must vary inversely with C if r•i is to be kept constant. In order to keep the 
unidirectional fluxes equal under steady state conditions, the ratio of the respective 
apparent permeabilities must vary inversely with the ratio of the anion concentration in 

Phases "i" and "o " as indicated by the relation p~PPjp•PP = C jC 
' I 0 0 I" 

The external factors creating the functional asymmetry described here can be 
eliminated under experimental conditions in which the external and internal anion 
concentrations are made equal, as in ghosts or highly anion-loaded intact red cells. The 
functional asymmetry that is detectable under such conditions must arise from 
intrinsic asymmetry. 

The formal kinetic description and experimental evidence for the anion-exchange 
process being carrier-mediated transport exhibiting Michaelis-Menten kinetics have 
been given elsewhere (see e.g. Knauf, 1985; Frohlich and Gunn, 1986). Again, it 
should be emphasized that the commonly used term "carrier kinetics" in no way 
implies that carriers in the classic sense are involved. The kinetics for a carrier
mediated transport, however, also apply to the transport in which a conformational 
change of the transport protein is involved (Frohlich and Gunn, 1986; Knauf and 
Brahm, 1988). It should suffice here to indicate that the principal reaction scheme 
describing the transport of a monovalent anion, such as chloride, from the cytosolic 
phase (i) to the extracellular solution (o), or vice versa, by the anion transporter, E, 
according to the ping-pong model, is 

(1) 
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There are three restrictions. (a) Both mechanisms contributing to the chloride 
conductance of the membrane, namely the interconversion of the two unloaded forms 
of the transporter ("slippage"), 

(2) 

or the net transmembrane movement of an anion with no configurational change in the 
transporter ("tunneling"; see Frohlich, 1984), must be extremely slow with respect to 
the rate of the exchange process shown in Eq. 1. (b) The transporter, unloaded or 
loaded, must face either side (i oro) of the membrane at any time. (c) The transport of 
an anion in one direction cannot be linked to a concomitant, oppositely directed 
transport of an anion by another transporter (coupling), or by the simultaneous 
binding of an anion to the transporter at the other side of the membrane, as predicted 
by the sequential model. (The apparent confusion in terminology refers to the fact that 
in enzyme kinetics, the simultaneous mode of action is termed "sequential.") A recent 
nuclear magnetic resonance study of chloride binding and transport (Falke et a!., 
1984) strongly suggests that the translocation step ECli ~ EC10 , and not the 
association or dissociation of chloride, is the rate-limiting step. This greatly simplifies 
the kinetics and the mathematical expression that describes the distribution of 
unloaded Ei and £ 0 forms. This term, known as the asymmetry factor, A, under the 
given conditions of Cli = Cl0 can be defined as (see Knauf, 1985) 

(3) 

where K
0 

and Ki are the dissociation constants for chloride at the outside and inside 
surfaces, respectively, and k and k' are, respectively, the rate coefficients for the i- o 
and o- i conformational changes. 

In practice, the value of A can be obtained from 

A= K112,.~. jK112,.~. (4) 

where K112,~. and K112,.~. are the outside and inside chloride concentrations, which 
cause a half-maximal flux when the concentration on the opposite side of the 
membrane saturates the transport system. Alternatively, A can be determined as 

(5) 

where Cli is the cell chloride concentration at which K112, is measured, and K112 is the 
concentration that half-saturates the transport system when the chloride concentration 
is varied similarly on both sides of the membrane. For any transport mediated by a 
ping-pong model process, the overall half-saturation constant K 112 is related to K,12,.m .. 

and K112,.~. by 

(6) 

K112, can be determined in intact red cells (or resealed ghosts) with a physiological 
chloride concentration of -100 mM by replacing the extracellular chloride with a 
solute that keeps the osmolarity of the medium constant without interacting with or 
being transported by the anion-exchange system. In this respect, sucrose is the solute of 
choice from a list of solutes that includes buffers such as citrate and 2-[N
morpholino]ethanesulfonic acid (MES) (Gunn, 1987; Brahm J., and P. A. Knauf, 
unpublished results). 

From experiments such as those outlined above and inhibition studies (see Knauf 
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and Brahm, 1988), the intrinsic asymmetry of the anion transporter has been 
determined for chloride exchange mostly at 0°C, whereas the asymmetry has been 
determined in only one study at body temperature, where refined techniques, such as 
the continuous flow tube method, are required, because the transport process is 
completed within a fraction of a second. Results from such studies show that the 
asymmetry, measured by 1/A, increases from -16 at 0°C to -29 at body temperature 
(Table II). Thus, it appears that -29 times more transporters face the cytosolic side of 
the membrane (EJ than face the external side of the membrane (£0 ). Recent 
experiments on bicarbonate transport in human red cells show a similar magnitude and 
temperature dependence of the intrinsic asymmetry (Gasbjerg, P., and J. Brahm, 
manuscript in preparation). However, much higher affinities to the two physiologically 
important anions, which only qualitatively confirm the asymmetry, have been reported 
in a fluorescent probe study of chloride-bicarbonate exchange in red cell ghosts 
(London eta!., 1987). 

TABLE II 
The Functional Asymmetry of Capnophorin Mediating 
Chloride Self-Exchange 

Temperature K112 KI/2o.- Klf'lo 

·c mM 
0* 65 3.9 

381 340 2.8 

K1;2,.-

61.1 

*From Brazy and Gunn (1976) and Gunn and Frohlich (1979). 
*Calculated from Eq. 4. 
1From Knauf and Brahm (1986). 
llcalculated from Eq. 5. 

The Physiology of Anion Transport 

A 

0.064* 
0.035 11 

!fA 

16 
29 

The anion-exchange process is one of several steps involved in the transport of C02 

produced in the tissues by the blood. Table III summarizes the physiological conditions 
at rest, where a pressure gradient for C02 as small as 0.8 kPa (6 mmHg) drives -2 
mmol of C02 from the tissue, with a C02 partial pressure of 6.1 kPa ( 46 mmHg) into 1 
liter of blood passing through the tissue capillaries each minute, to enter the different 
reaction steps listed in the table. The distribution of C02 either in the forms of C02 or 
bicarbonate in plasma and cell water is also shown. 

The relatively lipid-soluble C02 molecule diffuses easily through the plasma and 
across the cell membrane and into the cell water (reaction step 1) because the cell 
membranes are very permeable to the solute and because the diffusion distances are 
short. Very little C02 is physically dissolved in the plasma and cytosol since its 
solubility in water is low. A small fraction of the cellular C02 reacts with hemoglobin 
and forms carbaminohemoglobin (reaction step 2), whereas the major part is hydrated 
to carbonic acid and subsequently undergoes a dissociation into hydrogen ions and 
bicarbonate (reaction steps 3 and 4). The presence of carbonic anhydrase within the 
cells but not in the plasma implies that this reaction rate is -1 04-fold higher in the cells. 
About 40% of the hydrogen ions bind to oxyhemoglobin, which promotes the liberation 
of 0 2 (the Bohr effect) and reduces the acidification of the cell (reaction step 5). By the 
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chloride-bicarbonate exchange process (reaction step 6), a fraction of the HC03-

formed in the cells is transported to the plasma, thereby increasing the C02-transport 
capacity of the blood, because the spontaneous hydration in plasma (reaction step 3b) 
is too slow to form any significant amount of HC03- during the residence time of the 
blood in the capillary. As the blood enters the lung capillary, the reverse sequence of 
reaction steps takes place, driven by a pressure gradient of -0.8 kPa (6 mmHg) for 
C02 between the blood and the lung alveoli (here the reverse reaction step 5-binding 
of 0 2 to and liberation of H+ from hemoglobin-is termed the Haldane effect). The 
overall forward and backward reaction sequences are called the Jacobs-Stewart cycle 
(Jacobs and Stewart, 1942) (although they more properly represent a half-cycle 
reaction sequence). 

The distribution of total C02 shown in Table III clearly demonstrates the 
importance of C02 conversion into HC03 -,(reaction steps 3 and 4) and the subsequent 
exchange of plasma chloride for intracellularly formed bicarbonate (reaction step 6), 

TABLE III 
Tbe Time Course of tbe Partial Reaction Steps of tbe Uptake/Release, and 
tbe Fractional Distribution of tbe Different Forms of 2 mmol C02 by 1 Liter 
of Blood (45% Hematocrit) 

Reaction Step 

1. Diffusion of C02 

2. Hb + Co2 -== HbC02 

3. C02 + H20-== H2C03 

a) Cell ( + CA) 
b) Plasma (- CA) 

4. H2C03 -== H+ + HC03-

5. Hb02 + 0.4 H+ -== HbH + 0 2 

6. Cl- /HC03- Exchange 

90% Completion 

ms 
3-4 
250 

<10 
4 X 104 

<1 
250 

400-500 

Plasma 

% 

4.5 
0 

50 

Cell Water 

% 
3.5 

12 

30 

The values are obtained from Hoffman and Henkens (1987), and from reviews of Wagner 
(1977), Klocke (1978), and Brahm (1986). + CA indicates that the intracellular hydration/ 
dehydration of C02 is enzymatically governed by the presence of carbonic anhydrase, which is 
absent in plasma (- CA). 

the Hamburger shift (Hamburger, 1891). The question is whether the distribution of 
C02 shown here can be obtained within the < 1-s residence time of the blood in the 
tissue capillary. This capillary residence time is somewhat shorter than the residence 
time of the blood in the lung capillary. A crude estimate of whether the blood exploits 
the C02- transport capacity (Wieth and Brahm, 1980) showed that the anion exchange, 
known as the Hamburger shift, is the bottleneck with respect to the use of the 
C02-transport capacity, and is 90% complete after 350-380 ms, and 99% complete 
after 700-800 ms. 

Consequently, it appears that there is sufficient time for C02 to equilibrate 
between the tissue and the blood at rest during the residence time in the capillary. 
Were this not the case, a greater driving force (that is, a greater difference between the 
C02 tension of the tissue and the blood and the blood and the alveoli) would be 
necessary to ensure the uptake of C02 in the tissue capillary and subsequent release in 
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the alveolar capillary. The higher C02 gradient between the tissue and the blood as it 
enters the capillary is created predominantly by an increase of the tissue C02 tension, 
which is a stimulating factor for the cells in the respiratory center controlling 
ventilation. Hence, an increase of C02 tension in the center stimulates hyperventila
tion. This mechanism is the main factor for the hyperventilation that follows exercise, 
as up to -6 mmol C02 is taken up by 1liter of blood per minute (at heavy exercise, 180 
mmol COd min [41iters/min] is removed from the tissues by the blood, whose cardiac 
output increases to -30 liter /min). 

Pathophysiological Considerations 
It appears that the anion-exchange mechanism is the rate-limiting step in the transport 
of C02 from tissues to lungs. Had nature made it so that the plasma also contained 
carbonic anhydrase, the C02 uptake by the blood would not be dependent on anion 
exchange across the red cell membrane. Although -20 ml of the old cell population is 
destroyed each day by the organism, the carbonic anhydrase concentration in the 
plasma is negligible. Hence, the C02 has to enter the Jacobs-Stewart cycle to exploit 
the C02-transport capacity of the plasma. Were the anion exchange absent, the 
organism would have to increase the C02 gradient between the tissue and the blood as 
described above and the individual would have to hyperventilate, even at rest (see 
Wieth and Brahm, 1985). In accordance with this concept, red cells from all 
warm-blooded animals (mammal and birds) so far investigated have an anion 
exchange of comparable capacity (Wieth et a!., 1974; Brahm and Wieth, 1977), and 
the anion-exchange mechanism (capnophorin) appears to be present at an early stage 
of life in fetal red cells (Brahm, J., and P. D. Wimberley, manuscript in preparation) 
(cf. Table IV). Interestingly, it has recently been shown that the lamprey, which is 
located at the root of the phylogenetic tree of the vertebrates, has red cells with no 
anion transport (Ohnishi and Asai, 1985). This indicates that vertebrate life is not 
incompatible with the lack of a red cell anion transporter. 

As discussed elsewhere (Wieth and Brahm, 1980, 1985; Wieth eta!., 1982), a 
pathophysiological hyperventilation is connected to anemia, where the total cell mass 
of the blood is reduced, thus reducing the C02-transport capacity. We also suggested 
that the hyperventilation following salicylate poisoning is related to the inhibition of 
anion transport rather than being a direct stimulatory effect of salicylate on the 
respiratory center. We have tried to show a similar effect of salicylate on red cell anion 
transport in perfused dogs (Brahm et a!., 1987). However, the effect appeared to be 
much smaller than that obtained in vitro with dog red cells, as did the effect of the 
anion-transport inhibitor 4,4'-dinitro-stilbene-2,2'-disulfonate (DNDS). This suggests 
that the clearance in the kidneys and/or binding to plasma proteins of the inhibitors in 
the dog is pronounced. 

Among the drugs of clinical interest, the diuretics have been tested for their 
inhibitory effect on anion transport in red cells. They do inhibit anion transport, but at 
concentrations that exceed by far the clinically relevant concentrations of the free drug 
in plasma, which cause a diuretic effect in the kidney (Wieth and Brahm, 1985). 

In diabetic patients, the increased glucose concentration induces an increase of 
the fraction of nonenzymatically glycated hemoglobin {HbA1c), and the nonenzymatic 
glycation of membrane proteins parallels the levels of HbA~c- Recently, it has been 
shown that the glycation site of capnophorin is -280 residues from the COOH-
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terminal (see Jay and Cantley, 1986). We (Brahm and Mortensen, 1988) have tested 
whether glycation of capnophorin impairs anion transport in diabetic patients. As 
shown in Table IV, our results with red cells from healthy and diabetic children do not 
show significant differences. Hence, the acidosis observed in diabetics is not aggra
vated by an impaired anion-transport system. 

The red cell as a test object for hereditary diseases is an attractive diagnostic 
approach. With respect to anion transport, an alteration of chloride self-exchange in 
red cells from patients with the neurological disorder Huntington's disease has been 
reported (Bialas, 1984). It was found that the rate of chloride self-exchange decreased 
more rapidly and was more pronounced in young red cells than in old red cells during in 
vitro aging. In cystic fibrosis, the suggested general defect of increased chloride 
permeability of cultured tracheal epithelial cells appears not to be related to the 
chloride conductance channels of the membrane, but rather seems to be associated 
with a metabolic pathway that regulates the open or closed state of the channels, which 
depends on calcium (Pedersen et al., 1987). However, neither chloride conductance 
(Boucher et al., 1984) nor chloride self-exchange in red cells from these patients, either 

TABLE IV 
Chloride and Bicarbonate Transport in Red Blood Cells at 38°C, pH 7.4. 

Jc Jbic Blood glucose HbA1c 

mol · cm-2 
• s- 1 

• 109 mM % 
Fetal 30 8 * * 
Children 

Control 31 7 4.6 5.4 
Diabetic 26 8 10.1 t 11.1 t 

Adult 31 9 * * 

*Not determined. 
tThe values are significantly different from the respective control values (p < 0.001). Modified 
from Brahm and Mortensen (1987). 

at low and physiological temperatures (Berghout et al., 1984; Brahm, J ., unpublished 
results), is different from the values of control red cells. 

Thus, it appears that the red cell anion exchange is present in all species of 
warm-blooded animals, and that the transport system is probably little affected by 
heredity or environmental conditions that may have pronounced effects on other cells 
and tissues. 
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Introduction 
In mammals, metabolically produced C02 is transported in the blood principally as the 
soluble bicarbonate anion, a process that facilitates its elimination and provides a pH 
buffer system linked to respiration. Two proteins in the erythrocyte critical to this 
process are intracellular carbonic anhydrase, which catalyzes the reversible hydration 
of C02, and the integral membrane anion exchanger, band 3, which mediates the 
movement of HC03- in exchange for chloride across the plasma membrane. 

Band 3 is the most abundant integral protein of the erythrocyte membrane, where 
it constitutes >25% of the total. This -95-kD glycoprotein possesses two structurally 
and functionally distinct domains. The -420 NH2-terminal amino acids of band 3 
(reviewed in Low, 1986) form a domain that is polar and highly charged and projects 
into the cytoplasm. This domain possesses binding sites for hemoglobin (Walder eta!., 
1984), glycolytic enzymes (Strapazon and Steck, 1976), and ankyrin (Bennett and 
Stenbuck, 1979, 1980). By virtue of this latter association, band 3 functions to 
"anchor" the mesh-like spectrin cytoskeleton. Anion-transport activity resides within 
the COOH-terminal half of band 3 (Grinstein et a!., 1978) and occurs via an 
obligatory, electroneutral, one-for-one exchange driven by the concentration gradients 
of the transported species (reviewed in Cabantchik eta!., 1978; Knauf, 1986). These 
functional domains of the band 3 polypeptide correlate well with structural features 
identified in the primary sequence, deduced from a full-length eDNA clone of the 
mouse protein (Kopito and Lodish, 1985a). 

Biosynthetic labeling studies in the mouse (Chang et a!., 1976) and in murine 
erythroleukemia (MEL) cells (Sabban eta!., 1981; Patel and Lodish, 1984) demon
strate that the appearance of band 3 coincides temporally with the synthesis of 
hemoglobin during erythropoiesis. The parallel rise in steady state mRNA levels for 
band 3 in differentiating MEL cells suggests that the expression of the band 3 gene is 
regulated in concert with other erythroid-specific genes such as globin (Kopito and 
Lodish, 1985b). Several distinct cis-acting sequences, located within the 5' flanking 
region and 3' to the mRNA cap site, are both necessary and sufficient for tissue
specific globin gene regulation in differentiating murine (Charnay eta!., 1985) and 
avian (Choi and Engel, 1986) erythroid precursors. In addition, trans-acting factors 
are capable of activating the expression of globin genes in a stage- and tissue-specific 
manner (Baron and Maniatis, 1986). It is therefore of interest to determine whether 
common structural elements within flanking sequences or transcriptional units are 
shared among genes such as band 3, whose expression is regulated in concert with 
globin during terminal erythroid differentiation. The recent identification in renal 
epithelia of an mRNA transcript that cross-hybridizes with band 3 eDNA at high 
stringency (Alper et a!., 1987), and of proteins antigenically related to band 3 
(Drenckhahn eta!., 1985; Schuster eta!., 1986), suggests the involvement of more than 
one tissue-specific activator element in the regulation of the band 3 gene. 

Results and Discussion 
Characterization of the Mouse Band 3 Gene 

The exact correspondence between the restriction map of the overlapping genomic 
clones shown in Fig. 1 and the restriction pattern in genomic DNA (Fig. 2) argues for 
the presence in the mouse genome of a single copy of the band 3 gene. This gene spans 
-17 kb of genomic DNA and is split by 19 intervening sequences. With the exception 
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Figure 1. Structure of the mouse band 3 gene. (Top) Nucleotide scale in kilobases. (Middle) 
Structure of band 3 gene compiled from restriction mapping and sequence analysis of genomic 
clones. The black vertical bars denote the location and sizes of the exons within the protein 
coding (translated) region. The hatched bars denote untranslated regions of exons. The 5' 
boundary of exon 1 is jagged to denote the heterogeneity in the locations of the mRNA cap sites 
in transcripts of the gene (see below). Restriction sites were determined by analysis of sequence 
and by restriction mapping of subclones of the genomic clones. Enzymes are Eco RI (E); Hindi II 
(H); Bglll (G); Sstl (S); Pstl (P); Bam HI (B); and Sphl (D). (Bottom) Overlapping 
bacteriophage X clones XGB31 and XGB38 and plasmid clone pRK122 are shown relative to the 
gene map and kilobase scale. The stippled areas have been completely sequenced. 

of exon 20, all of the exons in the band 3 gene range between 73 and 253 bp, with a 
median size of 170 bp. Exon I consists entirely of nucleotides within the 5' untranslated 
region (UT), while exon 2 contains 68 bp of 5' UT and the first five codons of the 
mature band 3 protein, which is synthesized without a cleaved leader sequence (Brae!! 
and Lodish, 1982; Kopito and Lodish, 1985a). All of the other exons contain only 
protein coding sequences, except exon 20, which comprises the COOH-terminal 27 
codons and the entire 3' UT (1,463 bp). 

The introns in the band 3 gene range in length from 79 bp to 3.9 kb, with a median 
size of 475 bp. Among the 18 introns that interrupt the protein coding sequence, there 
are 10 that occur in between codons, 6 that interrupt at frame I, and 2 at frame 2. 
These split-codon introns place restrictions as to possible alternative splicing combina
tions. 

Figure 2. Genomic Southern blot of 
the mouse band 3 gene. Each lane 
contains 10 f.Lg mouse genomic DNA, 
digested to completion with the 
enzymes indicated, and probed with 
the full-length eDNA probe pB3SP4 
(Kopito and Lodish, 1985a). 
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Fig. 3 shows a striking correspondence between the location of the intronjexon 
splice junctions in the band 3 mRNA and structural features of the band 3 polypeptide. 
In the upper panel, the location of the band 3 introns is indicated on a hydrophobicity 
plot of the protein, showing that the nine introns that interrupt the membrane
associated domain (between exons II and I9) all occur at positions that encode the 
hydrophilic sequences, which are presumed to form the "loops" that lie between the 
long, hydrophobic, membrane-spanning segments (Kopito and Lodish, I985a). The 
bottom panel of Fig. 3 reveals that the location of the introns in band 3 also correlates 
with the predicted structural features of the cytoplasmic, membrane skeleton-binding 
domain. Within this region are three sequences that have a high degree of /3-turn 
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Figure 3. Correction of structural features of the band 3 polypeptide with the locations of the 
introns in the mouse band 3 gene. The vertical broken lines indicate the positions of the splice 
junctions of the introns, which interrupt the coding region exons (numbered on top) of the band 3 
mRNA. The plots were generated using the algorithm and values of Kyte and Doolittle (1982) 
for hydrophobicity (upper blot) and Chou and Fasman (1978) for ~-turn index (lower) using a 
window of 18 residues. 

character (Chou and Fasman, I978). The two NH2-terminal sequences are bounded 
by distinct introns. The third is located predominantly within exon II, which it shares 
with the first hydrophobic, membrane-spanning sequence. While the three-dimen
sional correlates of these /3-rich regions are unknown, they correspond to sequencs rich 
in proline and other helix-breaking residues that may form flexible "hinges" that 
separate the functional domains of the band 3 cytoplasmic "tail." The coincidence of 
the locations of the introns that interrupt the sequence of the band 3 gene in this region, 
and the locations of the hydrophilic "loops" connecting these segments, is similar to the 
pattern that has been observed in the structures of the genes encoding rhodopsin 
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(Nathans and Hogness, 1983) and 3-hydroxy-3-methylglutaryl (HMG) coenzyme A 
reductase (Liscum et a!., 1985). The products of these genes encode integral 
membrane proteins that are not apparently involved in any transport activity, but 
which, like band 3, span the bilayer more than once. While the precise three
dimensional structures of these proteins are not known, it is possible that this 
correlation may provide useful insight into the topology and structure of this class of 
proteins. 

Figure 4. (Top) Sl nuclease protection analysis of the 5' 
end of mouse band 3 mRNA in multiple tissues. Poly(A +) 
RNA from mouse spleen (2 ~g), MEL cells 1-4 d 
post-DMSO induction (10 ~g), kidney (22 ~g), and liver 
(18 ~g) was annealed with 5 x 104 cpm of a single
stranded, 32P 5'-end-labeled DNA probe corresponding to 
nucleotide positions -95 to -320, digested with S 1 
nuclease, and resolved on a 6% denaturing polyacryl
amide gel. The clusters of protected fragments are desig
nated A-F. Autoradiographic exposure was 28 h. (Bot
tom) Schematic representation of nuclease protection 
assay using a 5'-end-labeled (asterisk) DNA probe. The 
bottom line shows the location of exon 1 (black), intron 1, 
and the 5' flanking region (stippled) in genomic clone 
XGB31 (Fig. 1). The 5' terminus of eDNA clone pB3SP4 
(Kopito and Lodish, 1985a) is designated "C." 

Multiple Sites of Transcriptional Initiation of Band 3 mRNA in Erythroid and 
Nonerythroid Tissues 
Nuclease mapping with an end-labeled, single-stranded DNA probe was used to 
analyze the 5' end of the band 3 mRNA isolated from several mouse tissues. These 
results reveal the presence of multiple transcriptional start sites for band 3 message in 
anemic mouse spleen. Five clusters of protected fragments were generated with S1 
nuclease, labeled A-E in Fig. 4 (between -146 and -189). A sixth band, F, mapping 
to -260, was also reproducibly observed. 

Anemic mouse spleen is rich in hematopoietic cells and abundant in mRNA 
encoding band 3 (Brae!! and Lodish, 1981, 1982). An identical set of nuclease-
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protected bands was observed in RNA from the spleens of normal mice (not shown). 
Spleen, however, is a heterogeneous tissue; it contains several other cell types, 
including those of myeloid and lymphoid lineage. We therefore examined the initiation 
sites of band 3 mRNA in MEL cells, which can undergo terminal erythroid 
differentiation when induced with DMSO or other agents (reviewed in Marks and 
Rifkind, 1978), and in two mouse tissues. Fig. 4 (bottom) shows that in MEL cells, the 
S1-protected fragments increase in abundance after erythroid induction, and corre
spond exactly in size to the clusters A-E observed in the anemic spleen. Strikingly, the 
largest transcript, F (at - 260), is virtually absent in RNA from even 4-d induced cells. 
In contrast, the predominant protected transcript in the kidney is the one that maps to 
position -260 (F), with only faintly detectable bands at the more 3' sites. No protected 
fragments were detectable in liver RNA. 

These observations suggest that at least two distinct promoters are active, in a 
tissue-specific manner, in the band 3 gene (Fig. 5). The initiation of band 3 
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Figure 5. Model for tissue-specific transcription initiation sites in the mouse band 3 gene. The 
nucleotide scale refers to position in the 5' untranslated region of processed mRNA. The 
transcriptional initiation sites are designated A-F, as in the text. The black shaded region 
denotes the protein coding sequence, and the two hatched boxes represent the locations of 
hypothetical promoter elements. 

transcription at both the erythroid and kidney sites in RNA from the spleens of anemic 
and normal mice may be due to the presence, in this heterogeneous tissue, of both 
erythroid and nonerythroid cells, the latter type sharing with the kidney usage of the 
same promoter. Alternatively, the regulation of the band 3 gene in erythroid precursor 
cells in the spleen may differ from its regulation in these cells in the bone marrow or in 
MEL cells. This pattern of erythroid- and kidney-specific transcription of the mouse 
band 3 gene implies the presence of at least two cis-acting elements that direct the 
expression of the band 3 gene in the appropriate cell types. 

Most eukaryotic mRNAs, like globin, are expressed in specific tissues and have a 
single distinct cap site, which is found -30 bases downstream of a highly conserved 
promoter region containing TAT A and CAAT boxes, which serve to direct the faithful 
initiation of RNA polymerase II transcription (Breathnach and Chambon, 1981). 
Examination of the I, 700 nucleotides of mouse genomic sequence upstream of the 
multiple cap sites of band 3 mRNA (Fig. 6) reveals no suitable TATA boxes or 
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homologies to any other consensus sequences typical of eukaryotic promoter regions. 
Similarly, there are no detectable sequence homologies to globin or any other genes 
present in available databases. 

A common feature among genes that initiate mRNA transcription at multiple 
sites and lack TAT A or CAA T sequences is the presence of a G + C-rich region 

-1710 TCCCTTTAGCTTTGCTGGGTCTCAGCCATCACGAGCTAGTGAGGGAGACCACACAATATG -1651 

-1650 TTCCATTTGCCCA TCTCTGAGTTTTTCTA TTGTTGGAGCCTGAACTT AGTGGGCAAAGAG -1591 

-1590 TCAGGGTCACTTGAGTGCTCACTCTCA TTCACACTCTCTCCCTCTCTCCTCA TATA TCTC -1531 

-1530 AGGCTGGCCTCGAACTCCCT AAGTATGT AA TGGAGGATACCTTGAACTTCTGATCCCCCT -1471 

-1470 GTCTCCACCTTTCGAGCTTTGGGATACCCCTACCCCACCCCCAAGTGCTGGAATT)\CAAG -1411 

-1410 TGAGCAGCAgr AGCCAGGCGGTGGTGGCGCACACCTTT AA TCCCAGCACTCGGGAGGCAG -1351 

-1350 AGGCAGGTGGA TTTCTGAGTTCGAGGCCAGCCTGGTCT ACAGAGTGAGTTCCAGGACAGC -1291 

-1290 CAGGGCT ACACAGAGAAACCCTGTCTCT AAAAAAAAAAAGAAG)\CAAGTGAGCAGCAgcA -1231 

-1230 CACCCGGTTTT ACGTGTTGCTGGGGA TT AAAGCAGGGCTTCA TGCA TGCTGGAGAAGGAC -1171 

-1170 TCTGCCATCCGAGCTACATCCTCAGCCCTGGGAAGTTTCTCTTAATAGAAGAGGAAACAG -1111 

-1110 AAGCTCCAAGAGACCAGGAGGCTGCCCTGGTCCCA TGGTCAGT ACAGGAGCCA TGCAGAG -1051 

-1050 CCTTCTCA TCCCTCCAGGCCACAGT ACCCCACTT AGTCTGCTTT AAACCA TTTCA TT CCC -991 

-990 ACCCAGAACTCATCTGTCAGTCAGAGATAGGTGCCCTCCCAGTGTTCACCCCCCAGCAAG -931 

-930 AGGAGAGAACAGTCCTGTTGGAGGTGTCGGGGGAGGGGTATGCGGGGGCCAAGAATGCAG -871 

-870 GCACTCTCTGCCTAGGGGCCTGGGCTGGGCTGCCACAGAGGAGCCAGTGTGCCCAGACAT -811 

-810 TGGTGCTTTGTGAGCCGAGGCTCGTGTGGGGACAGTTGTTTTCTTGACCTGACATTGTTT -751 

-750 CAGGCTGACTGTCAGTGTCTT AGACCCT AGGGGCCAGCTCTCAGGAGCCAGTGGGGTCTT -691 

-690 TGGGAGAGGGTAGCTAAAGTCCTCTAGTTAGGGGCAAGAAGAAGAGAGGACTAATGGGGT -631 

-570 GACAATGGTAGGAGAGAGAAGATGTCTTGAGACTTGGGGCCAGAGAAGACCTGGCCATAG -511 

-510 TGAAGAGTGGTGACAGAGGCCAGGCAGACATGTCCAGGGGTCAGTGCCCTCCTACCAGAG -451 

-450 ACCTGGAAGTTCTGAGAACTGAGCAGTCAAGCCTTAGTTCACAAAGGCAGATCGGAGAAA -391 

-390 TCCCCAGGGGCCTGAAGGGCCCAAAGACCTT AGGGACTGGAC,¢GGTGGGTGGGGTGG(lc -331 

-330 CTGATGCAC~GCTGTCCAGATGTGGGTGAGAGATAACTCTGTTTATGGGGCACCCGGTCG -271 

-270 GAGCAGGGCA GGGGTGGGGTGG i\tGGGCfCS£iOCTGTGGGACGGGCAGA TT AGGA -211 
DA ~ ...!!.... 

-210 GGCAGGGCATGAGTCAGGGG CCCAGGGCACCTGCCTGTGCTGTT AGA -151 
A ea A aea A D~Cl 

-150 GCAGTTGGGAGCTCAGCCAGT ACAGAGGGCACCAGTGGCGGCAGGCAGGACTTCCC A -91 

R~·e • · · ·· ··· · -90 G C CCGAGGCTCCTGAGCAG (GTGGG .. INTR #1 3. 94KB .. TCCAG) GGACCTGA -61 

-60 GGTGCAGGTT A TGCTGGCGGCCCAGAGAGCAGAGAACGACTGGACACTGAGGACGGCA TC -1 

+1 ATG GGG GAC ATG CGG(GTAAG .. INTR #2 ... 100BP .. CACAG)GAC CAC GAG ... 3' 
MET GL Y ASP MET ARG .......••••.................... ASP HIS GLU ... 

Figure 6. Sequence of the 5' end of the mouse band 3 gene. The nucleotide sequence of the 5' end 
of the mouse band 3 gene is numbered by consecutive negative numbers relative to the A of the 
initiator AUG triplet of the mature band 3 protein ( + 1 ). The sequences of introns 1 and 2 are 
omitted from the numbering scheme. The clusters of S !-protected bands A-F are over lined and 
labeled accordingly. 

immediately upstream of these sites. Most of these genes also have single or multiple 
copies of the sequence GGCGGG, which binds to the transcription factor Sp1 (Dynan 
and Tijan, 1983). Although no perfect matches to the Sp1 binding sequence are found 
within the 250-bp sequence upstream of the 3'-most initiation site of the band 3 gene, 
despite a G+C content of 65%, two possibly related G-rich sequence elements are 
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located at positions -245 and -332, and contain imperfect tandem repeats of the 
sequence GGTGGG (Fig. 6). These elements are 70 bases upstream of the 5'-most 
transcriptional start sites F and D, respectively. 

In MEL cells, which have been widely used as a model for erythroid gene 
regulation, the steady state level of band 3 mRNA increases concurrently with that of 
globin after induction (Kopito and Lodish, 1985b), and in parallel with the appearance 
of detectable band 3 polypeptide (Sabban eta!., 1981; Patel and Lodish, 1984). The 
lack of overt similarity between the structure and usage of the promoters of band 3 and 
globin genes reinforces the observation that cis-acting elements 3' to the globin gene 
mRNA cap site are responsible for erythroid-specific transcription (Charnay et a!., 
1984; Wright et a!., 1984; Choi and Engel, 1986). Choi and Engel ( 1986) have recently 
identified a 400-bp Pvu II fragment, located -600 bp downstream of the chicken adult 
~-globin gene, which acts as an erythroid-specific enhancer. A 12-bp sequence within 
this fragment (TTTGCATCGAAC), in which the central 10 bp are palindromic, is 
also found within intron 14 of the mouse band 3 gene sequence (not shown). 

Expression of the Band 3 Gene in Nonerythroid Tissues 
The finding that renal and erythroid transcripts of the single-copy band 3 gene share a 
common 5' upstream sequence, but initiate at different sites, establishes that this gene 
is expressed in the kidney. We used an antibody raised against a synthetic peptide 
corresponding to the COOH-terminus (anti-CT) of the mouse band 3 protein to 
localize the site of expression of the band 3 gene in thin sections of mouse kidney by 
indirect immunoelectron microscopy (Fig. 7). Rats were perfused with 2% paraformal
dehyde, and their kidneys were removed, cut into 1-mm cubes, and infiltrated 
overnight in 30% sucrose. Thick sections ( 10 ~m) were cut with a cryostat at - 20°C, 
collected on gelatin-coated slides, and incubated with a 1:100 dilution of anti-CT for 2 
h, followed by peroxidase-labeled goat anti-rabbit lgG. The reaction product was 
developed with diaminobenzidine; sections were then processed for electron micros
copy by conventional techniques. Unstained sections were examined and no staining 
was observed on sections treated with preimmune serum (not shown). 

Electron-dense staining is restricted to the basolateral surface of intercalated cells 
in the medullary collecting tubule (left). The intercalated cell is characterized by 
abundant mitochondria,, subapical cytoplasmic vesicles, and limited basal plasma 
membrane infoldings. The adjacent principal cell (right), characterized by extensive 
basal plasma membrane infoldings, is negative for antibody binding. 

These data are consistent with previous studies localizing proteins cross-reactive 
with polyclonal (Drenckhahn et a!., 1985; Wagner et a!., 1987) or monoclonal 
(Schuster et a!., 1986) antibodies to rat (Drenckhahn et a!., 1985) and human 
(Schuster et a!., 1986; Wagner et a!., 1987) erythroid band 3. Anion transporter was 
first immunolocalized in the avian kidney, albeit in proximal tubule (Cox et a!., 
1985). 

The S1 nuclease protection analysis (Fig. 4 top) establishes that the authentic 
band 3 gene is expressed in mouse kidney mRNA. Northern blots of mouse kidney 
mRNA indicate that the high-stringency transcript detected with a band 3 eDNA 
probe migrates slightly faster than its erythroid counterpart (Alper eta!., 1986), which 
suggests the possibility of alternative RNA processing. Wagner et a!. (1987) have 
recently demonstrated reactivity of polyclonal but not monoclonal antibodies raised 
against the 43-kD NH2-terminal fragment of human erythrocyte band 3 with a 
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110-kD polypeptide in human renal membranes. These results are also consistent with 
the suggestion that part of the band 3 cytoplasmic domain is expressed in kidney, and is 
possibly a consequence of alternative processing of this domain of the band 3 gene. 

The identification in the mouse kidney of multiple band 3 cross-hybridizing 
mRNAs (Alper et al., 1986) supports the existence, in the mouse genome, of a family 
of genes homologous to band 3. The partial sequence of cDNAs encoding one of these 
homologues in human K562 cells (Demuth et al., 1986) reveals that the homology to 

Figure 7. Immunoe1ectron micrographic localization of band 3 in kidney. A section was stained 
with anti-CT antiserum and developed with peroxidase-conjugated goat anti-rabbit antiserum at 
1:100 as described in the text. x -12,000. 

the band 3 amino acid sequence varies from 30% at the NH2 terminus to 80% in the 
membrane-spanning domain. This degree of similarity among the homologous genes 
indicates that antibody localization data must be interpreted with caution, since 
similar but distinct gene products may share some epitopes. In particular, of the 13 
COOH-terminal amino acids to which the anti-CT antiserum was raised, 8 are 
identical to the corresponding domain of the human "nonerythroid" band 3 homologue 
(Demuth et al., 1986), leading to the prediction that this antibody is likely to recognize 
both proteins. Therefore, the band 3 antibody-cross-reactive proteins identified in 
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renal collecting tubule cannot be unequivocally identified as the product of the 
erythroid gene. eDNA cloning and antipeptide antibodies raised against unique 
domains of the different band 3 family homologues will be necessary to fully 
characterize the expression of the multiple members of the anion-exchanger gene 
family in the kidney. 
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Introduction 
The previous two chapters in this volume have described the physiology and kinetics of 
red blood cell CljHC03 exchange, and the structure and expression of the gene for the 
anion-exchange protein in erythroid and nonerythroid cells. This chapter concerns the 
transport pathway itself, and the relationships between the structure of the protein and 
its transport function. After a brief summary of some general issues related to band 3 
structure/function relations, recent data from our laboratory on the role of carboxyl 
groups in anion exchange will be presented. 

Oligomeric Structure 
It is reasonably certain that no polypeptide other than the 95-kD band 3 is necessary 
for inorganic anion transport (Lukacovic et al., 1981 ). Given that band 3 is the only 
polypeptide required, the most basic question about structure/function relationships is 
that of how many band 3 subunits make up one functional unit of transport. Numerous 
studies using a variety of techniques have provided evidence that band 3 is a dimer or a 
tetramer (a double dimer, not a rotational tetramer) in the membrane (see Passow, 
1986). The existence of the dimeric structure raises the possibility that the transport 
pathway consists of the interface between subunits, and that the catalytic cycle 
involves converted interactions between functioning subunits. However, each subunit 
has a single binding site for the stilbene disulfonate class of anion-transport inhibitors 
(Jennings and Passow, 1979). For covalently binding stilbene disulfonates such as 
DIDS and H2DIDS, there is a linear relation between bound inhibitor and irreversible 
inhibition of transport (Wieth et al., 1982a; Passow, 1986). The reversible binding of 
stilbene disulfonates to the band 3 dimer does not show any evidence of positive 
cooperativity; in fact, for the bulkiest of the stilbene disulfonates, the binding displays 
negative cooperativity (Macara and Cantley, 1981). Therefore, the linear relation 
between covalent binding and irreversible inhibition implies that a subunit can 
transport anions normally, even when the other member of the dimer has been 
completely and irreversibly inactivated. Accordingly, the prevailing view of band 3 is 
that the oligomeric structure may be of importance in the assembly or stability of the 
molecule (see Boodhoo and Reithmeier, 1983), but the catalytic cycle for anion 
exchange does not require interactions between functioning subunits of a dimer. 

Cytoplasmic and Membrane Domains 
Each band 3 subunit consists of two distinct domains. A water-soluble cytoplasmic 
domain (43 kD) serves as an attachment site for the membrane skeleton (Bennett and 
Stenbuck, 1980; Low, 1986). The work of Lepke and Passow (1976) and Grinstein et 
al. (1978) some years ago showed that the cytoplasmic domain is not absolutely 
necessary for anion transport. However, it is an overstatement to say that the 
cytoplasmic domain has no role in the transport function of the protein. The detailed 
characteristics of anion exchange have not been determined in preparations that lack 
the cytoplasmic domain, and there is a preliminary report that the expression of the 
mRNA for the entire band 3 causes a higher anion flux in frog oocytes than does the 
mRNA for the membrane domain alone (Garcia et al., 1987). It is possible, then, that 
the cytoplasmic domain, though not essential for transport, does have some influence 
on transport. A physiological regulatory role is unlikely, because there is no evidence 
that red cell anion exchange is regulated in mature cells, and there is no theoretical 
reason to expect such regulation. 
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The COOH-terminal 52-kD membrane domain, which contains the catalytic 
machinery for anion exchange, is very hydrophobic and high in a-helix content 
(Oikawa eta!., 1985). Most structural models of this part of the protein contain several 
membrane-spanning, hydrophobic segments connected by hydrophilic loops at one or 
the other membrane-water interface (Kopito and Lodish, 1985). The exact number 
and arrangement of the membrane crossings is unknown, but chemical modification 
and proteolysis experiments have provided direct evidence for at least eight portions of 
the sequence that cross the permeability barrier (Jennings eta!., 1986). Because the 
COOH-terminus (Lieberman, D. M., and R. A. F. Reithmeier, manuscript submitted 
for publication) and the NH2-terminus (Steck et a!., 1978) of the protein are both 
cytoplasmic, there must be an even number of crossings. 

Amino Acid Residues at the Stilbene Disulfonate Site 
Much of what is known about structure/function relationships in band 3 is derived 
from chemical modification studies. The general approach that we and others have 
used is to perform chemical modification of the protein and examine the functional 
consequences of that modification in intact membranes (cells, resealed ghosts, or 
inside-out vesicles). The protein or fragments thereof can then be isolated in an 
attempt to determine which amino acid residue is associated with the functional 
change. This approach, using a variety of chemical modification reagents, has provided 
considerable information regarding the roles of particular amino acid residues in the 
catalysis of anion transport. 

Many chemical modification studies have been devoted to modifying and labeling 
amino acid residues at the binding site for the stilbene disulfonate class of anion
transport inhibitors. The site can be reached by stilbene disulfonates only from the 
extracellular water (Kaplan et a!., 1976; Barzilay and Cabantchik, 1979), and 
reversibly binding stilbene disulfonates are competitive inhibitors of anion exchange 
(Shami et a!., 1978; Frohlich, 1982). It is generally believed, therefore, that the 
exofacial anion-translocation site (i.e., the site occupied by a transported anion just 
before it is translocated inward across the permeability barrier) is contained in the 
stilbene disulfonate site (Passow, 1986; Frohlich and Gunn, 1987). Although the site is 
accessible from the extracellular water, it appears to exist in a cleft that extends some 
distance from the actual outer surface of the membrane (Rao eta!., 1979). 

There are at least two lysine residues at the stilbene disulfonate site. One of these 
("Lys a") is very likely to be either Lys 558 or Lys 561 (in the mouse sequence; Kopito 
and Lodish, 1985), and the other is located in the COOH-terminal 150 residues 
(Jennings eta!., 1986). H2DIDS can react covalently with both of these lysines to form 
an intramolecular cross-link (Jennings and Passow, 1979). Passow and co-workers (see 
Passow, 1986) have characterized the reactivity ofLys a and have shown that although 
the residue is allosterically influenced by a variety of ligands, the residue itself is not 
the binding site for substrate anions. When the two lysines are cross-linked by 
H2DIDS, the transport is completely inhibited. However, when the same two lysines 
are cross-linked by the less bulky, uncharged residue of bis(sulfosuccinimidyl)suber
ate, the transport is not completely inhibited and can be reactivated by lowering the 
extracellular pH (Jennings eta!., 1985). Therefore, neither of the lysine residues at the 
stilbene disulfonate site is absolutely necessary for anion transport. (Again, they may 
have a more subtle role in the process, without being essential.) 
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Arginine Residues 
The extracellular pH dependence of monovalent anion exchange indicates that an 
arginine residue is of central importance in the catalysis of transport (Wieth and 
Bjerrum, 1982). Chemical modification studies with phenylglyoxal and cyclohexane
dione support this idea (Zaki, 1981; Bjerrum et al., 1983). When labeling with 
[

14C]phenylglyoxal is carried out under conditions in which only about one residue is 
modified per copy of the protein, the label is on the COOH-terminal third of the 
protein (Bjerrum et al., 1983). The exact location of the reactive arginine is not yet 
known, nor is the precise role of the arginine in transport. The simplest and most 
attractive hypothesis is that the positively charged side-chain forms a complex with 
transported anions and that the complex somehow crosses a permeability barrier. 
However, the rate of modification of the residue does not appear to be sensitive to the 
"inward-facing" vs. "outward-facing" conformation of the protein (Passow, 1986). 
These observations are hard to reconcile with a simple model of the protein in which 
the substrate anions bind to a site that contains a single arginine side-chain. Although 
the details are very far from being understood, it is likely that one or more arginine 
residues are very closely involved with the substrate anion-binding and translocation 
events. 

Titratable Groups in the Acid pH Range 
In addition to the evidence that positively charged residues are of significance in band 
3-catalyzed anion exchange, there is also evidence that at least one carboxyl group is 
associated with the transport pathway. First, the extracellular pH dependence of 
monovalent anion exchange shows inhibition of transport resulting from protonation of 
a group of pK. -5 (Milanick and Gunn, 1982; Wieth et al., 1982a). Net influx of S04 

into chloride-loaded cells is very strongly accelerated by extracellular protons (Milan
ick and Gunn, 1984). The pK. of the proton activation depends on the S04 

concentration in a manner that indicates binding of proton and sulfate in random order 
(Milanick and Gunn, 1984). The reciprocal pH dependences of monovalent and 
divalent anion exchange had earlier led Gunn (1973) to postulate that low pH converts 
the transport site from a state that transports Cl40,000 times more rapidly than S04 to 
a state that transports Cl and S04 at much more similar rates. In keeping with the 
prediction of this titratable carrier model, the net influx of S04 into Cl-loaded cells is 
accompanied by a stoichiometric (at pH <7) influx of protons (Jennings, 1976). 
Therefore, the H ion that is bound at acid pH can be translocated by band 3. The pK. 
of the proton binding that stimulates so4 influx and inhibits monovalent anion 
transport is consistent with the idea that a carboxylate is the titratable group. In 
addition to the carboxylate, there is evidence for involvement of a histidine residue in 
red cell anion exchange (Chiba et al., 1986; Matsuyama et al., 1986); the relationship 
between histidine(s) and the titratable carboxyl group is not yet clear. 

Labeling of Carboxyl Groups 
The first attempts to modify and label functionally important carboxyl groups in band 
3 employed positively charged carbodiimides (Bjerrum, 1983; Craik and Reithmeier, 
1984, 1985). These agents cause inhibition of anion transport, but the inhibition is 
partial unless very high concentrations of the carbodiimide are used. One limitation of 
the use of positively charged carbodiimides is that they may not have access to a 
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carboxyl group that is located in a region of net positive charge. The carboxyl group 
that is involved in anion-proton cotransport may be in such an environment. As an 
alternative approach, we investigated Woodward's reagent K (N-ethyl-5-phenylisoxa
zolium-3'-sulfonate) as a modifier of carboxyl groups (Jennings and Anderson, 1987). 
We found that the reagent is a reasonably potent, irreversibly acting inhibitor of 
monovalent anion exchange. The chemistry of the interaction of Woodward's reagent 
K with carboxyl groups is summarized in Fig. 1 (Dunn et al., 1974; Jennings and 
Anderson, 1987). The alkali-catalyzed ring opening (not shown) is followed by 
reaction with a protein-bound carboxyl group to form the enol ester, which can then 
rearrange to theN-acyl derivative. We showed that it is possible to use [3H]BH4 as a 
secondary label of the modified carboxyl groups. If [3H]BH4 is added after theN-acyl 
shift has taken place, the reagent is labeled but still covalently bound to the protein. If 
[
3H]BH4 is added before theN-acyl shift, the enol ester is reductively cleaved, leaving 

the aldehyde, which is then reduced to the primary alcohol (Jennings and Anderson, 

Ketoketeneimine Active ester N-acyl derivative 

l""' 
R-CH20H 

+ free arylsulfonate 
Reduced N-acyl derivative 

Figure 1. Partial scheme of the chemistry of the reaction of Woodward's reagent K with 
carboxyl groups. See text. 

1987). That is, the original carboxyl group on the protein is converted to a hydroxyl 
group. 

Polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis of the labeled membranes demonstrates that 
the method labels only extracellular residues (as indicated by the absence of spectrin 
labeling). Both chymotryptic fragments of band 3 are labeled, and the labeling of each 
is decreased by the presence of stilbene disulfonate during the exposure to Woodward's 
reagent K. Amino acid analysis of band 3 isolated from cells labeled under conditions 
in which the carboxyls are converted to alcohol demonstrates that glutamate, but not 
aspartate, residues are labeled (Jennings and Anderson, 1987). 

From these studies, we concluded that there are at least two extracellular 
glutamate residues that are sufficiently near the stilbene disulfonate site that labeling 
is protected by bound DNDS or H2DIDS. The experiments described below were 
designed to investigate further the functional role, if any, of these glutamate residues, 
and to compare our results using Woodward's reagent K with those of Bjerrum (1983) 
using carbodiimides. 
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Materials and Methods 

Materials 
Human blood was obtained either from the Lipid Research Clinic of the University of 
Iowa or from Dr. Claude Benedict, University of Texas Medical Branch. Woodward's 
reagent K, MOPS, and NaBH4 were purchased from Sigma Chemical Co., St. Louis, 
MO. [3H]NaBH4 (319 mCijmmol) and [35S]S04 were purchased from New England 
Nuclear, Boston, MA. H2DIDS was prepared as described previously (Jennings et al., 
1984). Chymotrypsin and papain were from Boehringer-Mannheim, Indianapolis, IN. 
All other buffers and salts were from Fisher Scientific Co., Pittsburgh, PA. 

Modification of Cells 
Cells were washed three times in 150 mM KCl, 10 mM MOPS, pH 7.0, and 
resuspended at a 10% hematocrit in the same medium. The suspension was chilled on 
ice, and once the temperature was <2°C, solid Woodward's reagent K was added to a 
final concentration of 2 mM. After 10 min, NaBH4 was added to a concentration of 2 
mM from a 100-mM stock that had been freshly prepared. 5 min later, a second 
NaBH4 addition was made. To prevent the pH from rising above -7.2, 10 mM MOPS 
acid was added between the BH4 additions. 5 min after the second BH4 addition, the 
cells were washed twice in 150 mM KCl, 10 mM MOPS, pH 7. The above procedure 
was used with slight variations for all the chemical modifications (see figure and table 
legends). For the labeling studies, [3H]BH4 was used instead of BH4, and the enzyme 
treatments, membrane isolation, and gel electrophoresis were as described previously 
(Jennings et al., 1984), except that no endo-~-galactosidase was used, and the 
membranes were not alkali-stripped. 

Flux Measurements 
The initial influx of e5S]S04 was measured by resuspending the Cl-containing cells in 
media (20°C) consisting of 100 mM K2S04, buffered with 10-20 mM MOPS and/or 
his-Tris to pH values between 5.5 and 7 .0. At timed intervals, 1 ml of the suspension 
was removed and mixed with 10 ml ice-cold KCl/MOPS. The combination of the Cl, 
temperature, and dilution effectively stops the influx, and the extracellular radioactiv
ity was removed by washing, without loss of cells. The influx was calculated from the 
number of milliliter cells per milliliter of suspension, the intracellular radioactivity, 
and the initial extracellular specific activity. The proton influx associated with the 
sulfate influx was measured with the glass electrode, pH meter, and strip-chart 
recorder. The pH recordings were performed in media that had been purged of C02 by 
N 2 bubbling. The tracer influx measurements were done in an air atmosphere. (C02, of 
course, accelerates the Cl efflux, but, under our initial influx conditions, traces of C02 

do not alter the so4 influx.) 

Estimates of Conductance 

Cells were treated for 10 min at 0°C either with 2 mM Woodward's reagent K alone or 
with the reagent followed by 2 mM BH4• The cells were washed in HEPES-buffered 
physiological saline (5 mM K, 10 mM glucose) and loaded with 86Rb by incubation for 
90 min at 37°C with 5 JLCi 86Rbjml suspension. The cells were then washed three times 
in 150 mM NaCl, 10 mM MOPS, pH 7, and resuspended at 20°C, 4% hematocrit, in 
either 150 mM NaCl, 10 mM MOPS/NaOH, pH 7, or 150 mM KCl, 10 mM 
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MOPS/NaOH, pH 7. At t = 0, valinomycin was added from a 1-mM ethanolic stock 
solution to a final concentration of 2 ~M. and the initial efflux of 86Rb was measured. 
H2DIDS, when used, was present in the flux medium at a total concentration of 12.5 
~M. 

The 86Rb efflux was assumed to follow the constant field equation. In the 150 mM 
KCI medium, the membrane potential is near 0 and the rate of 86Rb efflux is a measure 
of PRb in the valinomycin-treated cells. In the 150 mM NaCl medium, the 86Rb efflux is 
given by the following equation: 

JRb = PRb[Rbi] [In B]/[B - I], 

where 

B = [PKKi + PeiClo]/PeiCli. 

The relative permeabilities PK and Pe1 were calculated without assuming that PRb 
and PK are equal. The above treatment is essentially identical to that used by Knauf et 
al. ( 1977) and Hunter (1977) for the special case of zero extracellular K. There is, of 
course, finite extracellular K in these experiments (coming out of the cells), but the 
progressive increase in extracellular K during the experiment did not appear to affect 
the membrane potential, as indicated by a very good exponential loss of 86Rb over the 
times measured. Although the valinomycin method gives only a relative and semiquan
titative estimate of PCI (and may be subject to systematic errors; see Bennekou and 
Christophersen, 1986), we believe the method is a reliable indicator of large effects of 
the chemical modification on Pe1• 

Results 
Location of the Modified Residue Relative to the Papain Cleavage Site 
Bjerrum (1983) has presented evidence that papain treatment of intact cells removes 
the carboxyl group that is modified by carbodiimides. Extracellular papain is known to 
cleave band 3 at two sites (Gin 569 and Gin 582) very near the chymotrypsin cleavage 
site (Tyr 572) and also at another extracellular site (Thr 647) nearer the COOH
terminus (Jennings et al., 1984). Papain may also cleave at sites farther toward the 
COOH-terminus, but not beyond the site of glycosylation, which in mouse band 3 is 
Asn 660 and in human band 3 is in a similar location (Jay, 1986). To determine 
whether papain removes residues that are labeled by Woodward's reagent K/BH4, 

cells were labeled and then treated with papain. Fig. 2 shows that much of the 
radioactivity that had been in the 35-kD COOH-terminal chymotryptic fragment 
moves to the 28-kD papain fragment, which suggests that the main labeled residue is 
not removed from the membrane by papain. It is also noteworthy that very little label is 
in the 7-kD papain fragment, which contains an extracellular aspartate residue but no 
glutamate (Brocket al., 1983). The lack of label in this fragment is consistent with our 
finding that the main residues labeled by this method are glutamates, not aspartates 
(Jennings and Anderson, 1987). 

We had shown some years ago that papain, although it inhibits monovalent anion 
exchange, actually accelerates stilbene disulfonate-sensitive S04 influx into Cl-loaded 
cells (Jennings and Adams, 1981). We interpreted this result as evidence that papain 
stabilizes the inward-facing conformation (and destabilizes the outward-facing confor
mation). The catalytic cycle for Cl/S04 exchange is limited by the inward S04 
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Figure 2. Labeling of band 3 
fragments by treatment of in· 
tact cells with 2 mM Wood
ward's reagent K (WRK) fol
lowed by 2 mM [lH] BH4, pH 
6.5-7.0, 0°C. (Top) Cells were 
treated with chymotrypsin be
fore membrane isolation, solu
bilization, and sodium dodecyl 
sulfate-polyacrylamide gel 
electrophoresis. The positions of 
the NH2 terminal 60-kD frag
ment and the leading edge of 
the glycosylated 35-kD frag
ment are indicated. (Bottom) 
Cells were treated with chymo
trypsin followed by papain, and 
then processed further as in the 
upper portion of the figure. The 
position of the leading edge of 
the COOH-terminal papain 
fragment (28 kD) is indicated. 
The 7-kD fragment runs near 
the tracking dye, and it is diffi
cult to determine whether the 
small amount of radioactivity in 
slice 48 is associated with the 
papain fragment of band 3. 

0 ~--~------~------._------~---5.5 6.0 6.5 7.0 

Extracellular pH 

Figure 3. Extracellular pH dependence of S04 influx into Cl-loaded cells that had been 
pretreated with papain at pH 7. After papain treatment, cells were washed in 150 mM KCI, 10 
mM MOPS, pH 7, and the initial influx of [35S]S04 was determined at 20°C in a medium 
containing 100 mM K2S04 buffered with 20 mM bis-Tris/MOPS at the indicated pH. The 
extracellular pH changed by at most 0.15 units during the 1-min flux measurement. 
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translocation step. In the papain-treated cells, the outward Cl translocation step is 
inhibited by a factor of -10, but the Cl/S04 exchange rate is still limited by the much 
slower S04 influx. Therefore, papain does not inhibit the S04 influx and in fact 
accelerates it slightly (by a factor of 1.5-2). Because net CljS04 exchange is not 
inhibited in papain-treated cells, it is possible to determine whether papain alters the 
requirement for extracellular protons. 

Fig. 3 shows that, even after papain treatment, lowering the extracellular pH 
strongly accelerates the net S04 influx into Cl-loaded cells. In addition, there is still a 
net proton influx associated with Cl/S04 exchange in the papain-treated cells (Fig. 4). 
The papain treatment was with 1 mgjml for 1 h, 37°C, pH 7, which we previously 
showed is sufficient to affect well over 75% of the copies of band 3 (Jennings and 
Adams, 1981). We conclude that papain does not remove the carboxyl group that 
participates in proton-S04 cotransport. 

6.6 

Control Cells 
Extracellular pH 

6.5 

6.4 

1 min 

Figure 4. Proton influx associated with ClfS04 exchange in control and papain-treated cells. 
Cells were washed and incubated with or without papain (1 mgfml) in 150 mM KCI, 10 mM 
MOPS, for 1 h at 37°C, and then washed in the same medium. Cells were then resuspended in 
100 mM K2S04 buffered with 2 mM MOPS at pH 6.5, and the extracellular pH was monitored 
before and after adding the cells (final hematocrit, I%). The medium had been bubbled 
vigorously with nitrogen for 30 min before addition of cells, and the C02 had been depleted from 
the cells by blowing N 2 gently over the final cell pellet before adding them to the S04 medium. 
Because of the higher temperature of the medium (27°C), the initial influx of protons is higher 
than the initial S04 influx at pH 6.5 in Fig. 2. 

Possible Role of Carboxyl Groups in a "Molecular Zipper" Mechanism 
The known facts about band 3 structure and function are consistent with a variety of 
physical pictures of the transport pathway itself. One such picture, termed the 
"molecular zipper," was put forth independently by two laboratories five years ago 
(Weith et a!., 1982b; Brocket a!., 1983). This class of models postulates that the 
transport pathway consists of an array of paired charges, and that anion translocation 
takes place as the transported anion trades places with a protein-bound negative 
charge. Fig. 5 represents one of many possible versions of the molecular zipper. In this 
version, for simplicity, the positive charges are fixed and the transported anion 
exchanges with a succession of protein-bound carboxyl groups. In other (kinetically 
equivalent) versions, the transported anion, complexed with a positive charge, moves to 
a position in which the transported anion is replaced by a protein-bound negative 
charge. The important features are that the model formally gives rise to the observed 
"ping-pong" kinetics (Gunn and Frohlich, 1979), and the protein-bound negative 
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Figure 5. One version of the molecu
lar zipper model of anion exchange. A 
Cl ion bound to the inward-facing 
state (top) changes places with a car
boxyl group to form an intermediate 
conformation (middle), and then 
changes places again with another 
carboxyl group to produce the out
ward-facing state (bottom), from 
which the Cl can diffuse into the 
extracellular water. In this representa
tion, the carboxyl groups appear to 
move rather large distances, but, in 
reality, the positive charges could 
move part of the way with the Cl ion, 
which could exchange for· a carboxyl 
group without the carboxyl group 
itself moving more than a few ang
stroms. 

charges are carboxyl groups. Because anion translocation involves the exchange of a 
transported anion for a protein-bound carboxyl group, conversion of the protein from 
the outward-facing to the inward-facing state should involve a shift of at least one 
carboxyl group outward relative to the protein-bound positive charges. That is, the 
carboxyl group and the transported anion should appear to move in opposite 
directions. 

If either of the Woodward's reagent K-reactive carboxyl groups participate in a 
zipper-like mechanism such as that in Fig. 5, the accessibility of the carboxyl group 
might be expected to be greater when the protein is in the inward-facing state than 
when it is in the outward-facing state. To determine the effect of the band 3 
conformation on the accessibility of the reactive carboxyl groups, cells were labeled 
with Woodward's reagent K/BH4 in the presence of either an inward or an outward Cl 
gradient (Table 1). In both cases, the extracellular medium is the same: 15 mM KCl, 
10 mM MOPS, pH 7, osmotically balanced with sucrose. A 10-fold outward Cl 
gradient is produced simply by washing cells in a 150 mM KCl medium (the Cl 
distribution ratio is about unity at this pH) and suspending them in the 15 mM Cl 
medium. An inward Cl gradient is produced by first washing the cells in a Cl-free 100 
mM S04 medium, with 10-min incubations between washes to allow the S04 to replace 
the intracellular Cl. Because of the intrinsic asymmetry of the transporter (see Knauf 

TABLE I 
Initial IntraceUular and ExtraceUular Anion Concentrations 
during Labeling/"Recruitment" Experiments. 

Cl;=150mM 

Cl;<O.l mM 
S04;=100mM 

Outward Cl gradient 

Inward Cl gradient 
Cl0=15 mM 

Cl0=15 mM 
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et al., 1984; Knauf and Mann, 1984; Frohlich and Gunn, 1986; Brahm, 1988), it is 
difficult to calculate the exact expected number of transporters in each state. It is clear, 
however, that there should be many more outward-facing states in the Cl-loaded than 
in the S04-loaded cells. 

Table II shows that neither of the labeled carboxyl groups is protected when the 
protein is recruited into the outward-facing conformation. In fact, both residues are 
more exposed when the protein is in the outward-facing state. The enhanced labeling in 
the presence of the outward Cl gradient could have explanations other than the actual 
movement of carboxyl groups (see Discussion), but the experiment certainly provides 
no evidence that either of the reactive carboxyl groups takes part in a zipper-type 
exchange with a transported anion. 

TABLE II 
Effect of tbe Cl Gradient on tbe Labeling of tbe 60-kD and 35-kD 
Cbymotryptic Fragments by Woodward's Reagent K/[3H)BH4• 

Experiment 

10-23 
10-30 
11-6 
11-10 

cpm (outward Cl gradient)fcpm 
(inward Cl gradient) 

60-kD fragment 35-kD fragment 

1.40 1.34 
1.46 1.63 
1.63 1.42 
1.69 1.35 

Cells were loaded with either CI or S04 and resuspended at 5% hematocrit, 
0°C, in 15 mM KCI, 30 mM MOPS, pH 7, 200 mM sucrose. Woodward's 
reagent K was immediately added to a final concentration of 0.25 mM from a 
25-mM stock solution that had been prepared <60 s previously. The cells 
were incubated with reagent for 10 min, washed, and then incubated for 30 
min on ice with 1 mM [ 3H] BH4• The cells were then washed and treated with 
chymotrypsin (and with endo-{j-galactosidase in two of the experiments), and 
membranes were isolated, solubilized, and run on gels. The extent of the 
effect of the Cl gradient is represented as the ratio of counts per minute 
(cpm) per microgram membrane protein from cells labeled in the presence of 
an outward Cl gradient to that from cells labeled in the presence of an inward 
Cl gradient. 

Effect of Woodward's Reagent K/BH4 on Cl Conductance 
Work in three laboratories has provided convincing evidence that the conductive Cl 
flux that is catalyzed by band 3 is largely the result of the "tunneling" of the anion 
through the permeability barrier in the absence of the usual conformational change 
associated with outward translocation (Frohlich et al., 1983; Knauf et al., 1983; 
Kaplan and Passow, 1984). Fig. 6 summarizes the effects of Woodward's reagent K on 
the Cl conductance of the membrane. The reagent alone ( 10 min, 0°C) has little effect. 
However, reductive cleavage with BH4 causes a 10-fold increase in the calculated Pc1, 

all of which is inhibitable by 12 ~M H2DIDS in the flux medium. The reductive 
cleavage was performed under conditions in which the main modified residue is in the 
35-kD COOH-terminal chymotryptic fragment (Fig. 2). The large effect of the 
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modification on the Cl conductance is evidence that the modified carboxyl group 
normally constitutes part of the permeability barrier in the band 3 protein. 

Discussion 
The experiments presented here were designed to examine three aspects of the role of 
carboxyl groups in red cell anion exchange: the location of reactive carboxyl groups 
relative to papain cleavage sites; the effect of the Cl gradient on the availability of 
reactive groups; and the role of carboxyl groups in the permeability barrier to 
conductive anion movements. 

86Rb Efflux 

Rate Constant 

(min-1) 

Pretreatment: 

0.3 

0.2 

0.1 

0 

~ 
~Val ~Val 

K Cl Vm- 0 Na Cl Vm << 0 

WRK WRK/BH4 WRK WRK/BH4 WRK/BH4 

+ H2DIDS 

Figure 6. Effect of Woodward's reagent K alone (WRK), or Woodward's reagent K followed by 
BH4 (WRK/BH4), on the apparent Cl conductance of the red cell membrane. Cells were 
treated, as indicated, for 10 min at 0°C, with either 2 mM Woodward's reagent K alone or the 
reagent followed by 2 mM BH4• The cells were washed in HEPES-buffered physiological saline 
(10 mM glucose) and loaded with 86Rb. The cells were than washed in NaCl/MOPS, pH 7, and 
resuspended at 20°C, 4% hematocrit, in either 150 mM NaCI, 10 mM MOPS, pH 7, or 150 mM 
KCl, 10 mM MOPS, pH 7. At t = 0, valinomycin was added from a 1-mM ethanolic stock 
solution to a final concentration of 2 ~M. and the initial efflux of 86Rb was measured. H2DIDS, 
when used, was present in the flux medium at a total concentration of 12.5 ~M. The data depict 
the results of one experiment (two fluxes under each condition). The increase in Pc1 caused by 
Woodward's reagent K/BH4 was confirmed in at least six separate experiments. 

Effect of Papain on the Titratable Carboxyl Group 

The experiments in Figs. 2-4 provide three independent pieces of evidence that the 
titratable group involved in proton-S04 cotransport is not removed from the membrane 
by extracellular papain under conditions in which the COOH-terminal 35-kD 
fragment is cleaved into 7-kD and 28-kD peptides. This conclusion differs from that of 
Bjerrum (1983), who presented evidence that the main carboxyl group labeled by 
carbodiimidefnucleophile is released from the membrane by papain. We believe that 
both experimental results are correct, but that the positively charged carbodiimide 
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does not react with the carboxyl group that is involved in anion-proton cotransport. Our 
own labeling experiments cannot be interpreted quantitatively, because of the breadth 
of the 28-kD papain fragment (Fig. 2), but the flux studies (which do not involve any 
chemical modifications) demonstrate that the titratable carboxyl is preserved after 
papain treatment. Of course, we do not know exactly which carboxyl group is the 
titratable group, but it appears to be a glutamate residue in the 28-kD COOH-terminal 
fragment (Fig. 2). 

Outward Cl Gradient Exposes Reactive Carboxyl Groups 

The recruitment (by an outward Cl gradient) of transport systems into the outward
facing configuration does not protect either of the carboxyl groups that can be labeled 
by extracellular Woodward's reagent K/[ 3H]BH4• Therefore, neither of the reactive 
groups appears to move inward as the Cl moves outward. We thus find no evidence for 
zipper-type models in which the transported anion exchanges places with a protein
bound carboxyl group. Of course, there could be carboxyls that do exchange with the 
transported anion, but no such carboxyl group is labeled by our methods. 

The kind of labeling/recruitment experiment presented in Table II has some 
intrinsic limitations that should be pointed out. First, we do not know the affinity of 
reversible binding of the reagent to band 3. If reversible binding precedes covalent 
reaction, and if reversible binding to the outward-facing state is of higher affinity than 
that to the inward-facing state, then the Cl gradient could affect the labeling, even if 
the immediate environment of the labeled residue is not affected by the translocation 
event. Second, the presence of the labeling reagent could distort the proportions of 
inward- and outward-facing states of the protein, or the agent could induce a 
conformation of the protein that is not identical to either the inward- or the 
outward-facing state (see Passow, 1986). 

From the data in Table II it appears that the labeling of the carboxyl group in the 
60-kD fragment may be slightly more sensitive to the Cl gradient than is the labeling of 
the 35-kD fragment. The random errors in this kind of experiment are considerable 
(the uncertainty in the listed ratios is probably -20%), and there may also be 
systematic errors in the estimate of background counts in the two portions of the gel. 
We therefore hesitate to interpret the experiments as evidence that one or the other 
fragment is affected more by the Cl gradient. Separate experiments indicate that a 
glutamate residue on the 35-kD fragment is more likely to be the one associated with 
proton-S04 cotransport (Jennings et al., manuscript submitted for publication). The 
main point of the recruitment experiments is that we find no evidence for a carboxyl 
group that appears to participate in a "molecular zipper" type of exchange mecha
nism. 

Relation to Conductance Pathway 

The conversion by Woodward's reagent K/BH4 of the carboxyl group to the alcohol 
accelerates the stilbene disulfonate-sensitive Cl conductance by a factor of -10. This 
large effect on the conductance suggests that the reactive carboxyl group may actually 
constitute part of the permeability barrier. The acceleration of the conductive anion 
flux by the removal of a negative charge is further evidence in favor of the "tunneling" 
concept of the conductive anion flux through band 3 (Knauf et al., 1983; Frohlich et 
al., 1983; Kaplan and Passow, 1984). A very simple mechanism for the accelerated net 
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Cl flux would be the removal of coulombic repulsion at a rate-determining step in the 
tunneling process. 

If removal of the charge on the reactive carboxyl group accelerates conductance, 
then lowering the pH should have the same effect. The experimental data on this point 
are incomplete. Knauf et al. ( 1977) reported that lowering the extracellular pH from 
7 .I to 6.8 nearly doubles P ci· This finding is consistent with the idea that a carboxyl 
group represents a coulombic barrier to net anion flow, but a thorough study of the 
effects of intracellular and extracellular pH on red cell Cl conductance has not yet been 
published. It should be emphasized that the reactive carboxyl group does not constitute 
the only barrier to net anion movement. Removal of the charge on this group does 
increase conductance by a large factor, but the Cl conductance of the modified band 3 
is still far below that of most ion channels. Therefore, although we believe that the 
reactive carboxyl group does represent an important part of the barrier to net anion 
flow, the barrier is still substantial, even when the charge is removed. 

How Many Carboxyl Groups Are There at the Stilbene Disulfonate Site? 

At least two glutamate residues can be labeled by Woodward's reagent K/BH4 in 
intact cells; both these residues are protected by stilbene disulfonate (Jennings and 
Anderson, 1987). The labeling is performed under conditions in which the reagent 
cannot penetrate the membrane (as indicated by the lack of spectrin labeling). Both 
the residues are therefore sufficiently close to the stilbene disulfonate site for their 
labeling to be affected by bound DNDS or H2DIDS. We believe that one of these 
residues (in the COOH-terminal portion of the molecule) is responsible for proton-S04 

cotransport and is part of the permeability barrier to conductive anion flux. We have 
no information regarding the functional role, if any, of the other glutamate residue. 
The extracellular pH dependences of both Cl and S04 transport in normal cells suggest 
that there is only one titration in the pH range 4-7 that has a major effect on fluxes 
(Milanick and Gunn, 1982, 1984). The only indication of a second extracellular 
titration in the acid range comes from experiments with cells modified with bis
sulfosuccinimidyl suberate (Jennings et al., 1985). This agent cross-links two amino 
groups at the stilbene disulfonate site but does not completely inhibit transport because 
it does not introduce as much bulk and negative charge as H2DIDS. Cl-Br exchange in 
modified cells has a biphasic extracellular pH dependence in the range below 8; one 
protonation stimulates and one inhibits. We do not know the relationship between 
either of these titrations and the reactive carboxyls, but all our data are consistent with 
the presence of two carboxyls at the stilbene disulfonate site in band 3. The "second" 
carboxyl may be in such a positively charged environment in normal band 3 that it 
remains unprotonated at extracellular pH above 3. 

Milanick and Gunn (1986) have made the novel suggestion that states of the 
protein are possible in which the anion-binding site and the titratable carboxyl group 
are on opposite sides of the permeability barrier. These states could come about from 
the asynchronous movement of the anion without the carboxyl. Our present data 
suggest that the carboxyl groups are normally recruited in the same direction as the 
transport site, but a small number of copies of band 3 with anion- and proton-binding 
sites facing opposite directions would not be detectable by our methods. Our 
experiments therefore do not argue either for or against such states of the protein, but 
asynchronous movement of anion- and proton-binding sites is a possibility that should 
be considered in future work on this system. 
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Summary 
Chemical modification and proteolytic digestion have been used to examine three 
aspects of the role of carboxyl groups in the anion transport catalyzed by the red cell 
inorganic anion-exchange protein (known as band 3 or capnophorin). The modification 
employs the negatively charged Woodward's reagent K and BH4, which together can 
convert protein carboxyl groups to alcohols (Jennings and Anderson, 1987). The 
reagent, with radioactive BH4, can be used to label reactive carboxyl groups in intact 
cells under conditions in which only extracellular residues are labeled. Carboxyl groups 
in both major chymotryptic fragments are labeled, with most of the label in the 35-kD 
COOH-terminal fragment. There is significant labeling in the 28-kD papain fragment, 
but not in the 7-kD papain fragment. Papain itself does not inhibit the proton-S04 

cotransport that takes place during Cl/S04 exchange. These results all indicate that 
the carboxyl group associated with proton-S04 cotransport is not removed by papain 
and is in the COOH-terminal28-kD fragment. A set of experiments was performed to 
determine the effect of the Cl gradient on the labeling of carboxyl groups in intact cells. 
An outward Cl gradient increased the labeling of both the 60-kD and 35-kD 
chymotrytic fragments. This result provides evidence against the idea that either of the 
reactive carboxyl groups participates in a "zipper" transport mechanism, in which 
anions and protein-bound negative charge move in opposite directions. Finally, 
conversion of band 3 carboxyl groups to alcohols (again under conditions of minimal 
permeation of the reagent) causes a nearly 10-fold increase in stilbene disulfonate
sensitive Cl conductance. This indicates that a reactive carboxyl group constitutes part 
of the permeability barrier to net conductive anion transport through band 3. This 
carboxyl group may be the same as the one associated with proton-anion cotransport. 
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Introduction 
The human erythrocyte membrane has a much higher permeability (conductance) for 
anions than for cations, to the extent that the erythrocyte membrane potential is 
determined by the transmembrane Cl concentration gradient. An approximate value 
for the permeability ratio is PCI/ PK = 100 (Hoffman and Knauf, 1973). This anion 
selectivity can be demonstrated electrophysiologically in the case of amphibian 
erythrocytes, which are sufficiently large to tolerate microelectrode impalements. In 
the case of the smaller mammalian erythrocytes, it can be demonstrated with 
fluorescent, potential-sensitive dyes. In Amphiuma erythrocytes, the membrane 
potential was measured electrophysiologically as approximately -15 mY (Hoffman 
and Laris, 1974; Stoner and Kregenow, 1980), which can be compared with an 
estimated Cl equilibrium potential in the range of - 17 to -20 mY (Hoffman and 
Laris, 197 4). When measured by means of a potential-sensitive dye, the Amphiuma 
erythrocyte membrane potential was -15 mY. Human erythrocytes exhibit a slightly 
smaller membrane potential: - 5 to -8 mY, as determined with fluorescent probes. 
Again, this is very similar to the estimated Cl equilibrium potential of -9 mY 
(Hoffman and Laris, 1974; Lassen, 1977). 

The high selectivity for anions is due mainly to the very low cation permeability of 
the erythrocyte membrane since the anion conductance is relatively low itself. 
Electrophysiological measurements have provided a relatively high value for the 
electrical resistance of Amphiuma erythrocytes of -2-3 X 106 n-cm2 (Lassen, 1977). 
A similar value can be obtained with mammalian cells by independent methods using 
either cationophores or the electrogenic action of the Na pump. Such measurements 
(at 37°C) with sheep erythrocytes yielded a membrane conductance of -1 o-6 S ·em - 2 

(Tosteson et al., 1973), and measurements with human erythrocytes gave a value of 
1.0 x w-s S-cm-2 (Hunter, 1977; Hoffman et al., 1980). Similar values can be 
calculated from net Cl fluxes at a fixed, known potential. A typical Cl net flux value of 
-10 mmol· (kg cell solids· min)- 1

, measured at -90 mY, corresponds to a conductance 
of 6 pS per cell or 4 x w-6 S-cm-2 at 20°C. When expressed in units of a permeability, 
values of -2 X w-8 cm·s- 1 have been obtained (Hunter, 1977; Knauf et al., 1977). 

The Cl permeability value of 2 X w-8 cm·s- 1 is the value of the (conductive) 
permeability that is typically used in the Goldman-Hodgkin-Katz equation to correlate 
ion concentration gradients, permeabilities, and membrane potential. It has long been 
known, however, that when measured in unidirectional tracer flux experiments, the Cl 
fluxes and the calculated permeability values were several orders of magnitude higher 
(Tosteson, 1959; Wieth et al., 1973; Gunn and Frohlich, 1979). Initially, it was not 
known whether the low rate of net flux relative to the unidirectional flux rate was the 
action of an exchange carrier mechanism, or whether it was a consequence of the 
electrically restrictive effect of the low cation permeability on the net movements of 
anions. It took the development of cation-selective ionophores such as valinomycin and 
gramicidin to demonstrate that the unidirectional permeability was indeed higher than 
the net permeability (Harris and Pressman, 1967; Scarpa et al., 1970; Hunter, 1971). 
The anion-transport mechanism is not considered to be a very tightly coupling 
one-for-one exchanger of extracellular for intracellular anions. At 37°C, the rate 
constant of anion tracer equilibration is -50 ms (Brahm, 1977), corresponding to a 
flux rate of 150-(kg cell solids-min)- 1

• From this, one can calculate a unidirectional 
permeability of 3 x 10-4 cm·s- 1

, compared to the net or conductive permeability of 
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2 X w-s Cm·S-l mentioned previously. Since exchange transport is the major feature 
of this transport mechanism, it is the transport mode that has been studied the most 
extensively (for reviews see Knauf, 1979; Passow, 1986). 

Control of Membrane Potential in Net Flux Experiments 
Since its small size has rendered the mammalian erythrocyte refractory to extensive 
electrophysiological experimentation, the ionophores have been the primary tool to 
study the erythrocyte anion conductance. The principle behind using these ionophores 
is simple: to introduce a cation-selective conductance pathway into the erythrocyte 
membrane, which changes the membrane selectivity from anion selective to cation 
selective. As a consequence, the membrane potential approaches that of the cation 
(usually K) equilibrium potential. This in turn enables one to control the membrane 
potential independently of the anion concentrations, by applying known cation 
concentration gradients. Ideally, one would want to use an ionophore with a selectivity 
for one particular cation, e.g., K, which would permit convenient substitution of K for 
an inert cation such as Na. It is for this reason that the K-selective ionophore 
valinomycin has been used in anion net flux experiments to introduce the cation 
permeability. 

Unfortunately, valinomycin does not provide a sufficiently high K permeability to 
clamp the membrane potential under all experimental conditions. Valinomycin can 
raise the permeability ratio, PK/ Pc" to -20 (Knauf et a!., 1977; Hunter, 1977; 
Freedman and Hoffman, 1979). Raising the valinomycin concentration above 5 MM 
will not further increase the K permeability, probably because of the limited solubility 
of valinomycin and saturating partitioning into the erythrocyte membrane (Hunter, 
1974; Frohlich et a!., 1983). The valinomycin-induced K conductance is sufficient 
within the limits of a small membrane potential and with slowly conducting anions, but 
the usefulness of valinomycin clearly reaches its limits under more extreme conditions: 
(a) with very low K concentrations on one side of the membrane to achieve a 
membrane potential of more than -50 mY; (b) under conditions of low extracellular 
anion concentrations, where the anion conductance is nearly 10 times higher (Frohlich 
eta!., 1983; Frohlich, 1984); and (c) with more rapidly permeating anions such as Br 
or N03 (see Fig. 4, below). These limitations of valinomycin in clamping the 
membrane potential have been recognized from the beginning. To circumvent them, 
most studies with valinomycin have relied on an analysis of the permeability ratio, 
using the Goldman or the Goldman-Hodgkin-Katz equation and determining indepen
dently the valinomycin-induced K permeability from the unidirectional tracer perme
ability. While this type of analysis is adequate for many studies, it has the limitation 
that the latter permeability may not be a good measure of the conductive permeability 
used in calculating the membrane potential. The kinetics of valinomycin-mediated 
transport can be complex: the carrier saturates at high K concentrations and the 
conductance depends on the membrane potential (Stark and Benz, 1971). This can 
lead to systematic errors that impede accurate measurement of the cation permeabili
ty. Recent studies by Bennekou and Christophersen (1986) have confirmed this 
concern by demonstrating the non-independence of the unidirectional K fluxes. 

An alternative to valinomycin is gramidicin. Gramicidin induces a significantly 
higher K permeability, up to 100-fold higher than valinomycin (Frohlich eta!., 1983). 
This ensures that the membrane potential is closer to the K equilibrium potential, as 
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long as impermeant cations such as choline or N-methyl-glucamine are used as a 
substitute for K. Although it still needs to be demonstrated, for example with 
membrane potential probes (Freedman et al., 1988), one would only expect minor 
deviations from the theoretical potential. 

The Components of Anion Net Flux 
When compared with the high rates of anion exchange, anion net transport appears to 
be only a minor transport mode of the transport mechanism. Nevertheless, it is 
sufficiently large to dominate the total membrane conductance of the intact cell and 
thus constitutes a functionally relevant feature. Cl net flux can readily be divided into 
two major components. This distinction is made by the sensitivity to the "classic" 
inhibitors of anion exchange, the stilbene disulfonate derivatives DIDS, SITS, and 
DNDS. There are a stilbene-inhibitable and a stilbene-insensitive component of anion 
net flux. Typically, under conditions of normal intracellular and extracellular Cl 
concentrations, -60% of Cl net efflux is inhibited by these drugs while 40% remains 
unaffected (Knauf et al., 1977, 1983; Kaplan et al., 1983; Frohlich et al., 1983). This 
stilbene sensitivity defines, at least as a first approximation, about two-thirds of anion 
net transport as mediated by band 3, the anion transport protein, and about one-third 
as nonspecific or unassigned. Next we will discuss the stilbene-sensitive component, 
and at the end we will return to the stilbene-insensitive component. 

Initially, it had been presumed that Cl net transport by the band 3-specific 
pathway occurred by a classical carrier mechanism. In such a mechanism, the 
substrate anion is translocated by the transport site in one direction, followed by a 
return translocation of the unloaded transport site. Since net transport was so much 
slower than exchange transport, the term "slippage" has been used to describe the 
occasional translocation of the unloaded site, after the more general description by 
Vestergaard-Bogind and Lassen (1974) of the anion conductance as a "slip in the 
coupling mechanism." 

The carrier-type or slippage mechanism, however, is not the sole contributor to 
the stilbene-sensitive net flux. It has been known for several years that Cl net efflux 
does not behave in the manner expected for a simple carrier mechanism. Kaplan et al. 
(1980, 1983) and Knauf and co-workers (Knauf and Law, 1980; Knauf et al., 1983) 
found that at equal extracellular and intracellular Cl concentrations, Cl net efflux 
increased with increasing Cl. The slippage mechanism cannot account for this 
concentration dependence since it predicts that with increasing substrate concentra
tions the fraction of unloaded sites decreases and with it the overall rate of transloca
tion of unloaded sites. At physiological Cl concentrations ( 150 mM), therefore, 
another mechanism must be the major contributor to the anion conductance. 

The same conclusion has been drawn for other Cl concentrations under conditions 
that should favor net transport by translocation of the unloaded transport site. The 
most favorable condition would be Clo = 0, when essentially all transport sites are 
unloaded and in the outward-facing state (Frohlich and Gunn, 1986) and provide the 
maximal probability of anion net efflux via inward translocation of the unloaded site. 
Even then, however, slippage appears to provide only a small contribution to net efflux 
(Frohlich et al., 1983). This was demonstrated in two ways. (a) Since translocation of 
the unloaded site is so slow, the overall rate of net transport by the slippage mechanism 
should be limited by this step and should therefore be independent of the chemical 
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nature of the transported anion in the remainder of the transport cycle. The experiment 
showed considerable differences in the conductance for Cl, Br, and N03 at zero as well 
as at high extracellular anion concentrations (Frohlich, 1984). (b) The slow rate of 
inward translocation of the unloaded site should be easily matched by the outward 
translocation of only a few rapidly transported, loaded sites, resulting in an apparent 
high transport affinity (low Km) of Cl; for net efflux. The experiments showed a nearly 
linear dependence on Cl; up to at least 200 mM, which suggests the presence of a 
low-affinity pathway and an undetectably small contribution of slippage (Frohlich, 
1984). 
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Figure 1. Schematic representation of the two band 3-specific anion-conductance mechanisms. 
On the left side, the slippage mode relies on the carrier-type conformational changes that 
reorient the translocation site between the outward-facing and inward-facing states. A net 
transport cycle is completed when an anion is bound on one side (e.g., on the inside to the 
inward-facing transport site), translocated to the extracellular space, and released, followed by a 
return translocation of the unloaded transport site. The scheme on the right side depicts the 
tunneling mechanism. In this mode, the anion moves through the transport protein as if through 
a channel; the conformational state of the transporter and the orientation of the transport sites 
remain the same. Consequently, tunneling can occur through either the outward-facing or the 
inward-facing state; the outward-facing state has a -10-fold-higher tunneling rate than the 
inward-facing state (Frohlich, 1984; see also Fig. 4 and Table II). Drawing adapted from Gunn 
et al. (1988). 

What is the nature of this net transport pathway that does not follow carrier 
kinetics? The names suggested for this process vary among different laboratories, but 
the proposed processes are quite similar: during net transport, the anion moves through 
the transport protein without the carrier-type conformational changes but rather in the 
way envisioned for movement through a channel-like pathway (see Fig. 1). We have 
referred to this net transport mode as the tunneling mechanism, to indicate the 
channel-like nature of the process (Frohlich et al., 1983; Frohlich, 1984). In using the 
terms "channel" or "channel-like," one has to realize, however, that the calculated 
transport rates of the tunneling mode are considerably slower than those of true 
channels: at 20°C, the rate for Cl is only 3-30 s- 1

, depending on the conformational 
state of the transporter (see Table II). 
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Kinetic Relationship Between the Tunneling 
and the Exchange Mechanisms 
The fact that the anion conductance is largely mediated by the anion transport protein 
has been clearly documented by Knauf et al. (1977). They showed that the conduc
tance was 60-70% inhibited after reaction with the irreversible stilbene disulfonate 
inhibitor DIDS. Furthermore, they showed that when the red cells were titrated with 
DIDS to different levels of saturation, there was a linear relationship between the 
degree of inhibition of Cl exchange and of Cl net efflux. This means that every time one 
DIDS molecule reacts with one band 3 molecule, one exchange transport unit and one 
net transport unit are eliminated. We examined the correlation between stilbene 
binding and net transport inhibition further, by testing whether the inhibitory action of 
the reversibly acting stilbene analogue DNDS occurred with the same affinity as 
exchange inhibition and DNDS binding. The latter two processes had been character
ized previously in detail (Frohlich, 1982), so all kinetic parameters are known, albeit at 
a different temperature (0°C vs. 20°C). We expect that in the absence of Cia, DNDS 
binds and inhibits with an affinity of 0.1 ~M. and its apparent inhibitory constant 
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increases to 2.6 ~Mas Cia is raised to 150 mM. Fig. 2 shows that the inhibitory potency 
of DNDS or Cl net efflux is influenced by Cia, in the manner expected for competition 
between DNDS and Cl0 • The simplest explanation for this competition is that Cia and 
DNDS compete for a common binding site; when DNDS binds, outward tunneling of 
intracellular Cl is blocked, and when Cia binds, it causes a shift into the inward-facing 
state to which DNDS does not bind. Whether Cl, when it is bound to the outward
facing transport site, also blocks outward tunneling in the same manner as DNDS, is 
not known. 

Another inhibitor that can be used to compare the exchange and the tunneling 
pathway is phloretin. Phloretin is a mixed or noncompetitive inhibitor of Cl exchange 
with an inhibitory constant of -1.5 ~M (Frohlich and Gunn, 1987). A noncompetitive 
inhibitor does not significantly interfere with the binding of the substrate. This means 
that phloretin must necessarily prevent the carrier-type conformational change of the 
Cl-loaded site that leads to Cl exchange. How does phloretin affect Cl net efflux? Fig. 
3 shows that Cl net efflux is not affected by phloretin but is inhibited by DNDS. We 
have examined the effect of phloretin up to 100 ~M on Cl net efflux into media 
containing 0 or 150 mM Cl and have found no detectable effect. These are conditions 
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under which phloretin should cause significant inhibition ofCl exchange (Frohlich, 0., 
D. Bain, and L. Weimer, manuscript submitted for publication). While this discrep
ancy between Cl exchange and net transport may seem surprising, it is just what one 
would expect if net transport is not mediated by the conformational changes that 
inhibit Cl exchange. Net transport by tunneling is thought to be analogous to 
channel-like substrate movement and would not exhibit the same phloretin sensitivity 
as the carrier-type conformational changes. 

To ascertain that phloretin actually binds to the anion transporter under these 
experimental conditions, we also examined the interaction of DNDS and phloretin on 
the anion transporter. We had shown before that DNDS and phloretin are mutually 
exclusive inhibitors of Cl exchange, which means that they compete in their binding to 
band 3 (Frohlich and Gunn, 1987). If phloretin prevents DNDS from binding while by 
itself it does not affect Cl net efflux, it ought to protect net efflux against inhibition by 
DNDS. Indeed, we observed that increasing the phloretin concentration from 0 to 20 
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Figure 3. Effect of DNDS and phlor
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JLM in the presence of low micromolar concentrations of DNDS partially restored the 
DNDS-depressed net flux to uninhibited levels (Frohlich et al., manuscript submitted 
for publication). 

In conclusion, these experiments demonstrate the close kinetic relationship 
between Cl exchange and (DNDS-inhibitable) Cl net efflux, suggesting common 
structural elements for these two pathways. In particular, it is the quantitative 
similarity by which DNDS inhibits exchange and net efflux that suggests that there is 
one site to which DNDS binds and that upon binding it inhibits both transport modes. 

Quantitative Evaluation of the Relative Contributions of Tunneling 
and Slippage to Chloride Net Efflux 
Our previous experiments have demonstrated that most of Cl net efflux occurs by the 
tunneling mechanism. An estimate of the contribution of the slippage mechanism (net 
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transport via translocation of the unloaded transport site) was only possible in the form 
of an upper limit, derived from estimates of the experimental errors in the measure
ments. Under optimal conditions for slippage, namely at Clo = 0, the upper-limit 
estimate is 5-10 mmol· (kg Hb·min)- 1 or 5-10% of the total Cl net efHux (Frohlich, 
1984; Frohlich et al., manuscript submitted for publication). 

To obtain a closer estimate of the translocation rate of the unloaded transport site, 
one needs to use an anion with a lower tunneling rate. Since the slippage rate is 
independent of the transported anion, a slower overall net transport rate means that the 
tunneling rate is slower. We therefore chose S04, whose conductive permeability (at 
isotonic intracellular and extracellular concentrations) has been reported to be 
approximately five times slower than that of Cl (Knauf et al., 1977). 

We measured S04 net efHux into anion-free media (citrate/sucrose substitution) 
that had been carefully bubbled with N 2 to remove as much C02 as possible to 
minimize the possibility of S04/HC03 exchange. Indeed, we found that DNDS
sensitive S04 net efHux consisted of two components, a component that could be 
inhibited by phloretin and a phloretin-insensitive component (King and Frohlich, 

TABLE I 
S04 Net Efllux from Erythrocyte Ghosts, Measured as (3SS)S04 Efllux into 
Citrate/Sucrose Media 

[SO.Ji l20mM 250mM 

Total S04 net efflux 1.46 ± 0.04 2.05 ± 0.18 
+ l 00 ~M phloretin 0.69 ± 0.10 1.30 ± 0.20 
+l50~MDNDS 0.30 ± 0.07 0.60 ± 0.10 
Phloretin-sensitive flux 0.77 ± 0.10 0.76 ± 0.26 
DNDS-sensitive flux l.l6 ± 0.08 1.44 ± 0.18 

340mM 

2.27 ± 0.03 
1.50 ± 0.17 
0.69 ± 0.08 
0.77±0.17 
1.58 ± 0.08 

The membrane potential was clamped near zero by keeping the intracellular and extracellular K 
concentrations the same and using gramicidin to induce a high cation conductance (data from 
King and Frohlich, manuscript submitted for publication). 20°C, pH 7.0. 

1988). These results (Table I) have two implications: they demonstrate the existence of 
the two predicted components of so4 net efHux, and they confirm their identity by 
characterizing their dependence on the intracellular S04 concentration. Let us 
consider first the phloretin-inhibitable component. If this component is due to slippage, 
it should depend on the intracellular S04 concentration with approximately the same 
apparent affinity as S04 exchange (-35 mM; Schnell and Besl, 1984) since activation 
of exchange and net efHux involve the same binding step. This means that over the 
concentration range of our study (120-340 mM), S04 net efHux should be nearly 
saturated and appear essentially independent of the intracellular so4 concentration. 
The phloretin-insensitive tunneling component, on the other hand, would vary with the 
intracellular concentration. If it behaves like Cl tunneling (Frohlich, 1984), it should 
depend nearly linearly on the S04 concentration. These expectations are borne out by 
the data of Table I. It therefore appears that the phloretin-sensitive S04 net efHux 
component gives a closer estimate of the rate at which the unloaded anion transport site 
is translocated (to be precise, from the outward-facing to the inward-facing state). This 
permits us to compile a list of the relative rates of anion transport in the different 
transport modes and with different substrates (Table II). 
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It was mentioned above that at "normal" Cl concentrations, about two-thirds of Cl net 
effiux can be inhibited by the stilbene disulfonate inhibitors and that one-third is 
insensitive to these drugs. It is therefore almost by definition that the stilbene-sensitive 
component was assigned to the anion transporter and the insensitive component was 
labeled nonspecific (Knauf et a!., 1977, 1983). Our experiments described above 
confirm the assignment of the stilbene-sensitive net flux component to the anion
exchange mechanism. However, the question of which protein mediates the stilbene
insensitive component remains. 

TABLE II 
Turnover Rates per Band 3 Molecule of the Different 
Transport Modes of the Red Cell Anion Transporter 

Cl exchange* 
so4 exchanget 
Inward translocation of unloaded 

site*' 
Outward CI tunneling through the 

outward-facing statell 
Outward Cl tunneling through the 

inward-facing statel 
Outward S04 tunneling*' 

s-• 

13,000 
0.7 

0.2 

30 

3 
1 

The turnover rates were calculated from flux rates by assuming 1 x 106 

molecules band 3. cen-•: 0.3 mmol • (kg Hb. min)- 1 ~ 1 (band 3)- 1 
• s-•. 

*From Brahm (1977). 
tFrom King and Frohlich (manuscript submitted for publication). 
1From Table I. 
II From Frohlich et al. (manuscript submitted for publication). 

Compared to the other known anion-transporting pathways of the erythrocyte 
membrane, namely the Na-K-Cl and the K-Cl cotransporters, this stilbene-insensitive 
conductance is overwhelming. While stilbene-insensitive Cl net effiux is -5 mmol· 
(kg Hb· min)- 1 (at about -100 mV), the cotransporter-mediated fluxes are nearly two 
orders of magnitude slower, in the range of <1 mmol·(kg Hb·h)- 1 (Dunham and 
Benjamin, 1984). Furthermore, the stilbene-insensitive conductance exhibits an anion 
selectivity quite different from that known for the cotransport systems: the conduc
tance rates have the sequence Cl < Br < N03, whereas the cotransport rates have the 
sequence N03 « Br < Cl. However, it is notable that the anion selectivity is the same 
for the stilbene-inhibitable and the stilbene-insensitive net fluxes. This has been noted 
in the past (Knauf et a!., 1979; Frohlich, 1984 ). Fig. 4 shows the results of more recent 
experiments, where we measured net effiux for Cl, Br, I, N03, all under the same 
general experimental conditions. As observed previously, the selectivity pattern of the 
anion conductance in high-anion media is very similar in the presence and absence of 
DNDS. In addition, these data show that the selectivity is also the same for the two 
stilbene-sensitive net effiux components into zero- and high-anion media. This means 
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Figure 4. Comparison of the net efflux rates for different anions under three different 
conditions: (a) in the absence of extracellular exchangeable anions (substitution by isotonic 
citrate/sucrose), in which case the anion transporter is almost exclusively in the outward-facing 
state and the rate of tunneling through this state is determined; (b) in the presence of isotonic 
concentrations of the respective anions, in which case the anion transporters are mostly in the 
inward-facing state; (c) in the presence of 50-100 ~M DNDS, in which case the anion 
transporters are forced into the outward-facing state, with their tunneling pathway blocked. Net 
efflux was determined as K net loss from gramicidin-treated cells under the same conditions as 
elsewhere: K, = 4 mM, 20°C, pH 7.0 (Frohlich eta!., manuscript submitted for publication). 

that the anion selectivity is the same for tunneling through the outward-facing and 
inward-facing conformations, respectively, of the anion transporter. This similarity 
does not exclude the possibility that an additional anion-conductance pathway exists in 
the erythrocyte membrane that is independent of the band 3 protein. Nevertheless, one 
is tempted to ask whether the stilbene-insensitive anion conductance is mediated by the 
anion-transport protein as well. If it is, this would have interesting structural 
implications for the anion-exchange and tunneling pathways in the band 3 protein. It 
could mean that the stilbenes, while binding to the anion-transport site, do not 
completely obstruct the tunneling pathway. Alternatively, it could mean that more 
than one tunneling pathway exists in the protein, only one of which is blocked by 
stilbene binding. Could these two pathways or portions thereof play a role in the 
alternating access of the anion-transport site that gives the anion exchanger the 
distinct carrier-type kinetics? Before such questions can be approached, however, more 
work is necessary to determine which protein is actually responsible for the stilbene
insensitive anion conductance. 
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Introduction 
The nature of the classic inorganic anion-exchange mechanism of red blood cells has 
been the subject of active investigation for the better part of three decades (for reviews, 
see Sachs et al., 1975; Gunn, 1979; Knauf, 1979; Lowe and Lambert, 1983). However, 
it is only over the past few years that interest in a number of different systems for anion 
transport in a variety of other cell types has come about. This chapter is devoted to a 
discussion of what is currently known about the kinetic properties of the principal 
anion-exchange carrier in circulating human polymorphonuclear leukocytes, or neu
trophils, derived from whole blood. 

In our original reports on Cl- movements in human neutrophils (Simchowitz and 
De Weer, 1986; Simchowitz et al., 1986), we identified three distinct pathways by 
which Cl ions cross the plasma membrane of resting cells: anion exchange, active 
transport, and electrodiffusion. The bulk ( -70%) of the total steady state 36Cl- influx 
and efflux ( -1.5 meqjliter of cell water · min) represents an electroneutral anion 
exchange, a discussion of which forms the basis of this chapter. The carrier is relatively 
insensitive to disulfonic stilbenes and to the loop diuretics furosemide and ethacrynic 
acid, commonly used transport inhibitors of the classic inorganic anion-exchange 
mechanism of red blood cells. However, the anion countertransport system of 
neutrophils can be competitively inhibited by a-cyano-4-hydroxycinnamate (CHC), a 
well-known inhibitor of monocarboxylate transport in mitochondria and of anion 
exchange in erythrocytes (Halestrap and Denton, 1975; Halestrap, 1976; Deuticke, 
1982). Unfortunately, in neutrophils, the affinity of the carrier for CHC is rather low, 
with an apparent K; for the drug of -9 mM in 148 mM CI- medium. 

In related studies on intracellular pH (pH;) regulation (Simchowitz and Roos, 
1985), we demonstrated that this anion-exchange mechanism functions physiologically 
as a CI- jHCO] exchanger in pH; recovery from intracellular alkalinization: restora
tion of pH; to its normal resting value (-7.25 at an extracellular pH [pH0 ] of 7 .40) 
following imposed alkalinization required external Cl-, was dependent on HCO], and 
could be blocked by CHC. 

The present work arises out of our continuing interest in examining the factors 
that control steady state pH; in human neutrophils and from our efforts toward a 
detailed biochemical characterization of the kinetic parameters of the principal 
anion-exchange carrier. In this chapter, I will briefly review some of the important 
features of this system and provide new information concerning the kinetics of anion 
exchange and the identification of a number of inhibitors with enhanced activity 
against the carrier. These findings are then summarized and contrasted with the 
properties of the classic anion exchanger of red blood cells. 

Characterization of Anion Exchange 
As in all prior work originating from this laboratory, the studies reported here were 
performed on suspensions of purified human neutrophils. The cells were isolated from 
the blood of normal donors by sequential dextran sedimentation and Ficoll-Hypaque 
gradient centrifugation as previously described (Simchowitz and De Weer, 1986). The 
suspensions contained -98% neutrophils, all of which were viable. 

The standard medium had the following composition: 140 mM NaCI, 5 mM KCl, 
1 mM CaC12, 0.5 mM MgC12, and 5 mM HEPES buffer, pH 7.40; the solutions were 
supplemented with I mgjml crystalline bovine serum albumin. As indicated, K+ 
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replaced Na+, and glucuronate or various other anions were used as substitutes for Cl-. 
Although nominally free of C02 and HC03, the solutions were routinely gassed with 
N 2 to further reduce the HC03 content of the media (see below). For the most part, 
then, the various drugs were tested for their effects on Cl- /Cl- self-exchange. 

One-way 36Cl- influx and efflux were measured using a silicone oil centrifugation 
technique that allows separation of the cells from the suspending medium in <5 s. The 
details of this procedure have been described in two recent articles (Simchowitz and 
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Figure 1. Time course of 36Cl- loss 
from neutrophils: effect of drugs. The 
medium contained 148 mM Cl-, pH0 

7.40. At zero time, aliquots of the 
neutrophil suspension were added to 
tubes containing the standard medium 
alone (control), 0.4 mM UK-5099, I 
mM MK-473, I mM flufenamate, I 
mM eosin-5-isothiocyanate, or I mM 
NAP-taurine. At stated times, sam
ples were taken and the cell pellets 
were isolated and counted for radioac
tivity. The lines represent least
squares fits to single exponentials. The 
efflux rates were calculated from the 
rate coefficients and the assumption 
that [CI-]; ~ 80 meqfliter cell water. 
Results are from three to four separate 
experiments for each condition. The 
dashed line labeled "leak" denotes 
passive electrodiffusive 36Cl- efflux 
through permeability channels: its 
rate is 0.40 meqfliter · min (Simcho
witz and De Weer, 1986). The efflux 
rates for control, 0.4 mM UK-5099, I 
mM MK-473, I mM flufenamate, 1 
mM eosin-5-isothiocyanate, and I 
mM NAP-taurine were 1.56 ± 0.09, 
0.42 ± 0.07, 0.58 ± 0.09, 0.86 ± 0.12, 
1.18 ± 0. I 0, and 1.28 ± 0.13 meq/ 
liter · min, respectively. 

Roos, 1985; Simchowitz and De Weer, 1986). Efflux rates were calculated as the 
product of the rate coefficient of 36Cl- loss from the cells and an initial intracellular 
CI- content of 80 meqjliter cell water (Simchowitz and De Weer, 1986). 

The time course of 36Cl- efflux from human neutrophils into a 148 mM Cl
medium in the presence of a number of different drugs is shown in Fig. I. All effluxes 
were first-order: the rate of 36Cl- loss under control conditions was 1.56 ± 0.09 
meqjliter · min. As previously reported (Simchowitz and De Weer, 1986), this efflux 
was not appreciably reduced by the disulfonic stilbenes SITS (I mM) or DIDS (0.1 
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mM) or by the "loop" diuretics furosemide or ethacrynic acid (each at I mM), all of 
which have been shown to inhibit anion-exchange fluxes in human red blood cells (for 
reviews, see Sachs et al., I975; Gunn, I979; Knauf, I979). Table I lists the apparent K; 
values for inhibition of steady state 36Cl- efflux into I48 mM Cl- medium for a 
number of different test compounds. The apparent K; values were calculated by 
least-squares fitting a Michaelis-Men ten inhibition equation to the individual set of 
data points for each drug. 

TABLE I 
Apparent K; Values for Inhibition of Anion Exchange by Various Drugs 

Compound name 

Cinnamate derivatives 
UK-5099 
a-Phenylcinnamate 
a-Methylcinnamate 
CHC 

Diuretic agents 
MK-473 
( +)Sc 
(+)DCPIB 
MK-935 
MK-447 

Miscellaneous drugs 
Diazepam 
Flufenamate 
Niflumate 
SITS 
NAP-taurine 
Eosin-5-isothiocyanate 
Aldrithiol 
2-Methoxy-5-nitrotropone 
Anthracene-9-carboxylate 
Salicylate 
Picrylsulfonate 
Maleic anhydride 
5,5'-dithio-bis(2-nitrobenzoate) 

Apparent K;* 

pM 
29 

371 
3,140 
9,400 

146 
184 
207 

» 1,000 
»1,000 

176 
376 
452 

3,470 
4,800 

>1,000 
»1,000 
»1,000 
» 1,000 
_t 

*The inhibition constants were derived as in Fig. 2 for 36CI- efflux into 148 
mM Cl- medium. Results represent the means of three to four experiments. 
tNo inhibition was observed at a drug concentration of 1 mM. 

The data of Fig. I and Table I indicate that several other compounds known to 
inhibit anion-exchange fluxes in erythrocytes are for all practical purposes virtually 
inactive in blocking 36Cl- fluxes in human neutrophils in I48 mM Cl- medium. These 
include NAP-taurine and eosin-5-isothiocyanate (Fig. I), which caused only modest 
inhibition at I mM, and agents such as aldrithiol, 2-methoxy-5-nitrotropone, salicy
late, picrylsulfonate, maleic anhydride, 5,5'-dithio-bis(2-nitrobenzoate), and anthra
cene-9-carboxylate, which had little or no detectable effect at this concentration 
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(Table I). In contrast, the rate of 36Cl- efflux was reduced considerably in the presence 
of l mM flufenamate, l mM MK-473 (a loop diuretic), or 0.4 mM UK-5099 (a CHC 
analogue), with rates of 0.86 ± 0.12, 0.58 ± 0.09, and 0.42 ± 0.07 meqjliter · min, 
respectively (Fig. I). Relative to the total 36Cl- efflux rate of 1.56 meq/liter . min 
from control cells, these values represent inhibitions of 45, 63, and 73%. The actual 
extent of inhibition of anion exchange is much greater since -30% of the total one-way 
36Cl- efflux (rate -0.40 meqjliter . min; dashed line of Fig. 1) represents not anion 
countertransport, but rather electrodiffusion through ion permeability channels (Sim
chowitz and De Weer, 1986). In fact, in the presence of 0.4 mM UK-5099, efflux was 
reduced to about this level, which implies that the drug totally abolishes the 
anion-exchange component of total efflux. In contrast to 36Cl- movements through the 
exchange carrier, which are sensitive to inhibition by CHC, the passive leak flux 
represents a UK-5099-and CHC-resistant background. None of the drugs tested in the 
present studies appeared to have any additional effect in reducing 36Cl- efflux in the 
presence of near-saturating concentrations (40 mM) of CHC, conditions that effec
tively measure only electrodiffusive 36Cl- efflux. Thus, it would appear that none of the 
agents tested suppressed passive 36Cl- efflux. For convenience, in order to display the 
effects of the various drugs on the exchange carrier alone, the remainder of the results 
in this section relate exclusively to anion exchange. This was accomplished by 
subtracting a passive efflux rate of 0.40 meqjliter · min from the measurements of 
total efflux. 

CHC Analogues 
Data for a few structural analogues of CHC, all cinnamic (phenylpropenoic) acid 
derivatives, are shown in Fig. 2. In these experiments, the dose dependence of the 
various drugs on 36Cl- efflux into 148 mM CI- medium was assessed. As previously 
reported (Simchowitz et al., 1986), under these conditions, the parent compound CHC 
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Figure 2. Dose dependence of inhibi
tion of 36CI- effiux from human neu
trophils by analogues of CHC. Neu
trophils were suspended in 148 mM 
Cl- medium, pH0 7.40, and exposed to 
varying concentrations of UK-5099 
(0-0.5 mM), a-phenylcinnamate (0-8 
mM), or a-methylcinnamate (0-10 
mM). The effiux rates were calculated 
as in Fig. 1 and plotted against the 
prevailing drug concentrations in the 
bathing solutions. Results are from 
three to four experiments. The data 
points were fitted to Michaelis
Menten inhibition equations, which 
yielded apparent K; values for UK-
5099, a-phenylcinnamate, and a

methylcinnamate of 28.6 ± 5.8, 371 ± 

70, and 3,140 ± 932 ~M. respec
tively. 
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is a relatively weak inhibitor with an apparent Ki of ,.9_4 mM. Removal of the hydroxyl 
group at the 4-carbon position of the benzene ring to form a-cyanocinnamate had no 
significant effect on activity (not shown). However, substitution of a methyl or phenyl 
group for the cyanogen moiety on the a-carbon of the cinnamate backbone to form the 
a-methyl- and a-phenylcinnamate derivatives led to a substantial increase in potency: 
the compounds exhibited apparent Ki values of 3,140 ± 932 and 371 ± 70 ~M. 
respectively, and thus were -3- and -25-fold more active than CHC. 

The most potent compound tested was a-cyano-{j-(1-phenylindol-3-yl)acrylate 
(designated UK-5099), which displayed an apparent Ki of 28.6 ± 5.8 ~M. -300-fold 
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Figure 3. Effect of external CI-on the 
dose dependence of inhibition of 36CI
efflux by UK-5099. The efflux of 
36CI- from human neutrophils was 
measured in the presence of varying 
concentrations of UK-5099 (0-125 
~M). The effect of the drug was also 
evaluated as a function of the extracel
lular cJ- concentration of the bathing 
medium where reno= 5, 35, and 148 
mM (balance glucuronate), all at pHo 
7.40. The data derived at 148 mM Cl
are the same as those shown in Fig. 2 . 
Experiments at 5 and 35 mM CI
were performed in the presence of 85 
mM K+ and 2 ~M nigericin to "pH
clamp" the cells (see text for explana
tion). The 36CI- efflux rates were 
calculated as in Fig. 1 and plotted 
against the added drug concentration . 
Results represent three to four experi
ments. The data points were fitted to 
Michaelis-Menten inhibition equa
tions and graphed in the form of Dixon 
plots. Fits to the individual sets of data 
yielded apparent Ki values for UK-
5099 of 1.63 ± 0.60, 8.68 ± 1.94, and 
28.6 ± 5.4 ~Mat 5, 35, and 148 mM 
CI-, respectively. A simultaneous fit 
of all three data sets (not shown) gave 
a true Ki for UK-5099 of 0.963 ± 

0.130 ~M. 

lower than that of CHC. As with the latter compound, the nature of the inhibition was 
strictly competitive, as shown in Fig. 3. The rationale is based on the fact that for two 
competing substrates, S1 and S2 (one may be an inhibitor), the relationship between 
the true and apparent kinetic constants and the external concentration of the reference 
substrate S2, [S2] 0 , is given by: 

K"PP(S) = Ktrue(S )·[1 + [S2Jo ] (1) 
m I m I K:•(S

2
) • 
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For these studies, the dose dependence of UK-5099 (i.e., S 1) was assessed in the 
presence of three different external Cl- (i.e., S2) concentrations: 5, 35, and 148 mM, 
multiples of 1, 7, and 30 times Km{Cl-) (5.0 mM; Simchowitz et al., 1986). The results 
in 148 mM Cl- have been taken from Fig. 2. The data sets have been plotted according 
to the method of Dixon ( 1964) and indicate that lowering the extracellular Cl
concentration caused an increase in the apparent affinity for UK-5099: as [CI-]0 was 
reduced from 148 to 35 to 5 mM, the apparent K; for UK-5099 inhibition of 36Cl
efftux fell from 28.6 ± 5.8 to 8.68 ± 1.94 to 1.63 ± 0.60 #1-M, respectively. Considering, 
for example, that at 5 mM in the bathing solutions, Cl- was present at a concentration 
equal to its own Km, it follows from Eq. 1 that the true K; value for UK-5099 is -1.0 
#1-M, -300-fold lower than for CHC (true K;, -270 #1-M; Simchowitz et al., 1986). A 
simultaneous fit of all three data sets (not shown) yielded a true K; value for UK-5099 
of 0.963 ± 0.130 #£M. It should be pointed out that a more complicated analysis of 
CHC indicated that it, too, behaved as a competitive inhibitor of CI-, with a true K; of 
-270 #1-M (Simchowitz et al., 1986). Presumably, this is true of all related compounds 
in this series. 
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Figure 4. Effect of external CI
on the dose dependence of inhi
bition of 36Cl- efflux by MK-
473. Conditions were the same 
as in Fig. 3, except that experi
ments were conducted in the 
presence of varying concentra
tionsofMK-473 (0-1,000~LM) . 
Fits to the individual sets of 
data yielded apparent K; values 
for MK-473 of 11.8 ± 2.2, 
45.8 ± 12.7, and 146 ± 31 ~LM 
at 5, 35, and 148 mM Cl-, 
respectively. A simultaneous fit 
of all three data sets (not 
shown) gave a true K; for MK-
473 of 5.37 ± 0.70 #£M. 

The inhibitory effect of several other agents, whether competitive, noncompetitive, or 
mixed, was also investigated in a similar manner. As with UK-5099, there was an 
increase in the apparent affinity for the diuretic MK-473, an (indanyloxy)acetate 
derivative (Cragoe, 1983), as the concentration of the competing substrate (i.e., CI-) 
was reduced (Fig. 4). At [CI-] 0 = 5, 35, and 148 niM, apparent K; values of 146 ± 31, 
45.8 ± 12.7, and 11.8 ± 2.2 #£M, respectively, were observed, consistent with a true K; 
for MK-473 of 5.37 ± 0.70 #£M. 
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Several other diuretics from different chemical classes were also screened for 
activity against anion exchange in neutrophils. These included MK-935, an (acylvinyl
phenoxy)acetate derivative, and MK-447, an aminomethylphenol (Cragoe, 1983). 
These compounds exhibited only slight inhibition at a concentration of 1 mM in 148 
mM CI- medium. Other agents, structurally similar to MK-473, such as ( + )DCPIB 
(in the notation of Cragoe et al., 1982) and ( + )5c (in the notation of Cragoe et al., 
1986), were of particular interest since each had been shown to be a potent inactivator 
of anion exchange in human erythrocytes, of HCO)-stimulated Na+ + Cl- co
transport in cat astrocytes, and of cell swelling in cerebrocortical slices with apparent 
Ki values in the nanomolar range (Cragoe et al., 1982, 1986; Garay et al., 1986). 
However, these drugs were only about as potent as MK-473 toward anion exchange in 
human neutrophils (Table I). 
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Figure 5. Effect of external Cl- on 
the dose dependence of inhibition of 
36Cl- efflux by SITS. Conditions were 
the same as in Fig. 3, except that 
experiments were conducted in the 
presence of varying concentrations of 
SITS (0--4,000 ~M). Fits to the indi
vidual sets of data yielded apparent Ki 
values for SITS of 195 ± 33, 904 ± 
172, and 3,466 ± 896 ~M at 5, 35, and 
148 mM CI-, respectively. A simulta
neous fit of all three data sets (not 
shown) gave a true Ki for SITS of 
110±13~M. 

In our original study of CI- movements (Simchowitz and De Weer, 1986), we 
reported that 1 mM SITS had no significant effect on steady state 36Cl- efflux into a 
148 mM Cl- medium. This, together with the lack of effect of 0.1 mM DIDS, 
prompted us to conclude that the anion-exchange carrier of human neutrophils is 
insensitive to disulfonic stilbenes. While it is certainly true that the exchanger is 
relatively resistant to the actions of these stilbene derivatives, inhibition of anion 
exchange by SITS can nonetheless be demonstrated under special conditions, namely 
low external CI-. These studies (Fig. 5) indicate that SITS is actually a weak 
competitive inhibitor of CI-. As will become evident from a consideration of the data of 
Fig. 5, the degree of inhibition of 36Cl- efflux by SITS can be increased dramatically 
by lowering [Cl-] 0 , thereby reducing competition by another substrate that presum
ably binds to the same external translocation site on the carrier. As [Cl-] 0 was reduced 
from 148 to 35 to 5 mM, the apparent Ki for SITS fell progressively from 3,466 ± 896 
to 904 ± 172 to 195 ± 33 iJ.M, respectively. Taking true Km(Cl-) as 5.0 mM 
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(Simchowitz et al., 1986), a derived value of 110 ± 13 ~M for true Ki(SITS) could be 
obtained. These findings indicate that the principal anion-exchange mechanism of 
human neutrophils probably bears some resemblance to that of the classic inorganic 
anion-exchange system in erythrocytes. This may explain why antibodies directed 
against the band 3 protein of red blood cell membranes also seem to cross-react with 
determinants on the surface of neutrophils (Kay et al., 1983). 

Finally, a number of miscellaneous agents, most with activity against the 
exchange carrier of erythrocytes (for reviews, see Sachs et al., 197 5; Gunn, 1979; 
Knauf, 1979; Lowe and Lambert, 1983), were also tested for their effects on 36Cl
efflux in neutrophils (Table I). NAP-taurine, with an apparent Ki of 4.80 ± 1.43 mM 
in 148 mM Cl-, could be shown to be a weak competitive inhibitor of Cl- with a true Ki 
of 137 ± 19 ~M. Niflumate and flufenamate, with apparent Ki values of 452 ± 97 and 
376 ± 89 ~M (true Ki = 11.0 ± 1.9 ~M) in 148 mM Ct-, also interacted with Cl- in a 
strictly competitive manner. On the other hand, diazepam exhibited an apparent Ki of 
176 ± 40 ~M under standard (148 mM Cl-) conditions. In this case, however, limited 
studies suggest the nature of the inhibition to be either noncompetitive or mixed. The 
inhibition by each of the agents discussed above, including CHC, UK-5099, MK-473, 
and SITS, was readily reversible upon washing the cells in drug-free medium. 

Effect of pHo 
The activity of the principal anion-exchange mechanism of human neutrophils is very 
sensitive to changes in pH0 • In Fig. 6, the rate of 36Cl- efflux from labeled cells was 
measured as a function of pH0 in the presence of 148 mM Cl-. The results demonstrate 
that, relative to steady state conditions at pH0 7.40, the rate of Cl- /Cl- exchange rises 
dramatically with extracellular alkalinization and falls with acidification. For exam
ple, compared with an exchange rate of 1.11 meqjliter · min at pH0 7.40, 36Cl- efflux 
was enhanced ~6-fold at pH0 8.40 and reduced ~ 12-fold at pH0 6.40. The data could 
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Figure 6. Effect of extracellular pH 
on the rate of 36CI- efflux into 148 
mM CI- media. The pH0 of the bath
ing solutions was varied between 6.1 
and 9. 7 and the rate of 36CI- loss from 
the cells was measured as described in 
Fig. I. Results have been taken from 
four separate experiments. The data 
points were fitted to a titration curve 
with an inflection point corresponding 
to an apparent pK at 8.38 ± 0.07. 
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be fitted to a titration curve with an inflection point corresponding to an apparent pK 
of 8.38 ± 0.07. The stimulation of anion exchange by extracellular alkalinization is 
probably analogous to the activation by internal HC03 (or OH) ions that occurs during 
pHi recovery after imposed alkaline loads when the carrier mediates net external 
Cl- /internal HCO) exchange. 

Several lines of evidence support the contention of a direct effect of pH (i.e., H+ or 
OH- concentrations) on the maximal transport rate of the carrier rather than an effect 
on either the concentration or the affinity constant of one or more of the ions 
participating in the exchange as, for example, HCO). (a) Since the Km for external 
Cl- is -5.0 mM at pH0 7.40 (Simchowitz et al., 1986), the carrier is already >95% 
saturated with Cl- when [Cl-] 0 = 148 mM. Thus, an increase in affinity for Cl- with 
alkalinization cannot by itself explain the -12-fold enhancement of 36Cl- effiux rate in 
going from pH0 7.40 to 9.40. (b) An increase in HCO) concentration with rising pH0 

could provide an additional exchange partner for internal Cl- in the countertransport 
reaction. This could potentially explain the observed results if the Vmax for HCO) were 
considerably greater than that for CI-. This does not seem to be the case, however, 
since Cl- and HCO) exhibit very similar maximal transport rates (unpublished 
observations). Moreover, if the effect of pH0 were simply explainable on the basis of 
[HC0)] 0 , then the data of Fig. 6 should exhibit a pK of -6.1, the "overall" first pK of 
carbonic acid. This value is sufficiently far removed from the value of -8.4 determined 
experimentally as to largely exclude this possibility. Finally, the experiments presented 
here were conducted under C02- and HCO) -free conditions in that the media had been 
extensively bubbled with N2 in order to effectively rid solutions of all but trace amounts 
of HCO). Collectively, these arguments suggest that the most plausible interpretation 
for the data of Fig. 6 is a direct effect of pH on the maximal transport rate of the 
anion-exchange carrier. This hypothesis implies that under physiological conditions 
(i.e., in the presence of COdHCO)), as in the process of pHi recovery from 
intracellular alkalinization, pHi (either directly or via H+, OH-, or HCO)) exerts a 
regulatory role on carrier activity over and above any effects on the concentration of 
one or more of the primary reactants in the exchange (e.g., HCO)}. 

These studies provide the rationale for our use of the high-K + -nigericin technique 
to "pH-clamp" the cells at their normal resting pH of -7.25 (pH0 7.40) in this and in 
previous articles (Simchowitz and Roos, 1985; Simchowitz et al., 1986). This was done 
for experiments conducted in low-Cl- media where Cl- was replaced by glucuronate, a 
nominally inert anion. As will become evident in the next section, the affinity for 
HC03 is high. Since it is technically difficult to rid solutions completely of HC03, 
attempts to measure 36CI- efflux into low-cl- media (equimolar substitution of 
glucuronate) resulted in an exchange of internal Cl- for the small amounts of HC03 
usually present in the bathing media and led to an intracellular alkalinization. This pH 
change would then have the secondary effect of dramatically enhancing the Vmax of the 
exchange carrier as shown in Fig. 6. In order to avoid these complications from even 
trace amounts of HC03 (derived perhaps from cell metabolism), we took the added 
precaution of pH-clamping the neutrophils at their normal pHi of -7.25 using a 
high-K+-nigericin technique (Simchowitz and Roos, 1985; Simchowitz et al., 1986). 
The cells are bathed in medium of pH0 7.40 as before, but now containing 85 mM K + 
and 2 JLM nigericin, a K+ JH+-exchanging ionophore (Pressman, 1969). Under these 
conditions ([K+L"" 120 mM, pH0 = 7.40), [H+]J[H+lo"" [K+]J[K+] 0 • The resulting 
depolarization with 85 mM K + has no practical effect on the interpretation of the data 
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since membrane potential causes little or no alteration in the flux through the exchange 
carrier (Simchowitz and De Weer, 1986). The experiments presented in Figs. 3-5 were 
in fact generated in the presence of 85 mM K + and 2 JLM nigericin. 

Anion Selectivity 
In our previous reports on CI- movements in human neutrophils (Simchowitz and 
De Weer, 1986; Simchowitz et al., 1986), we noted that the anion-exchange carrier is 
not perfectly selective for Cl- in that it also binds and transports other ions, such as 
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Figure 7. Substrate competition: ef
fect of different anions on the initial 
rate of 36CJ- influx from 5 mM CJ
media. The bathing solutions con
tained 85 mM K+ and 2 ~M nigericin, 
together with 1 mM 2-deoxy-o-glu
cose to block active Cl- uptake (Sim
chowitz and De Weer, 1986). The 
concentrations of HCOJ, formate, 
PAH, oxalate, and phosphate were 
varied between 0 and 140 mM by 
replacement of glucuronate. The in
flux of 36CJ- was assessed at 5 and 10 
min and the initial influx rates were 
calculated by fitting the data points to 
a single-exponential equation. Results 
are from three to four experiments. 
The curves for HCO], formate, and 
PAH follow Michaelis-Menten inhibi
tion equations superimposed on a con
stant background of 0.0073 meqj 
liter· min, representing passive 36CI
influx at 5 mM CI-. The apparent Ki 
values for HCOJ, formate, and PAH 
are 8.27 ± 1.74, 26.0 ± 5.0, and 122 ± 

25 mM, respectively. The combined 
data sets for oxalate and phosphate 
were fitted to a straight line with a 
slope of 0.000058 ± 0.000391, which 
could not be distinguished from zero. 

p-aminohippurate (PAH), albeit with much lower affinity. The relative lack of 
specificity is further shown in Fig. 7, which displays the ability of HCO), formate, 
PAH, oxalate, and phosphate to compete with Cl- at the carrier's external binding site 
and thus to inhibit the influx of 36Cl- from a 5 mM Cl- medium. The extracellular 
concentration of each of the anions was varied between 0 and 140 mM by equimolar 
replacement of glucuronate, for which the carrier seems to be devoid of affinity. 
Raising the concentrations of HCO), formate, and PAH over this range caused a 
progressive reduction in the rate of 36Cl- influx into the cells. In each case, inhibition 
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followed simple Michaelis-Menten kinetics with apparent K; values of 8.27 ± 1.74, 
26.0 ± 5.0, and 122 ± 25 mM, respectively. Since CI- was present in the bathing media 
at a concentration equal to its own true Km (5.0 mM), it follows from Eq. 1 that the 
measured apparent K; values are actually twice their respective true Michaelis 
constants for binding to the external translocation site of the exchange carrier. The 
value of 60.8 mM for true Km(PAH) thus derived from this single set of experiments 
compares quite favorably with the value of 50.3 mM that was obtained using a much 
larger number of data sets (Simchowitz eta!., 1986). It should be emphasized that the 
rate of 36Cl- influx was completely unaffected by the divalent anions oxalate and 
phosphate over the range 0-95 mM. A similar lack of effect was observed with So~
(not shown). 

TABLE II 
Kinetic Constants for the External Binding Sites of the Anion-Exchange 
Carrier of Human Neutrophils 

Ligands 

Monovalent anions 
Bicarbonate 
Chloride 
Nitrate 
Bromide 
Formate 
Fluoride 
Iodide 
p-Aminohippurate 
Thiocyanate 
Glucuronate 

Divalent anions 
Sulfate 
Oxalate 
Phosphate 

*From Simchowitz eta!. ( 1986). 
*From Simchowitz (1988). 
INo apparent affinity. 

Michaelis constants 

mM 
4.1 ± 0.9 
5.0 ± 0.8* 
8.4 ± 1.3* 
9.4 ± 1.0* 

13.0 ± 2.5 
23.2 ± 2.9* 
44.2 ± 7.5* 
50.3 ± 14.9* 
55.6 ± 18.2* 

•• § 

_U 
_§ 

_§ 

The ability of other halide ions and several lyotropic anions to compete with 
external Cl- for binding to the exchange carrier was also investigated; the results are 
detailed in another report on anion selectivity (Simchowitz, 1988). The major findings 
are summarized in Table II, where the true Km values for all of the anions tested have 
been listed. 

The topic of anion selectivity in physical and biological systems has been the 
subject of several in-depth reviews (Diamond and Wright, 1969; Wright and Diamond, 
1977) since the original report of Eisenman (1961). He proposed a theory to account 
for the natural occurrence of only 11 of the possible 120 sequences of alkali metal 
cation selectivity based on the anionic field strength of the membrane. Since then, 
selectivities for the halide series have also been calculated according to this theory 
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(Diamond and Wright, 1969; Wright and Diamond, 1977) and related to the 
sequences observed in nature (7 out of a possible 24). 

The neutrophil anion-exchange carrier binds anions in a series of decreasing 
affinities: HC03 - CI- > Br- -NO] > formate> p- > I- -SeN- - PAH, which 
corresponds to sequence 5 for the halides. This order is similar to that reported by 
Aickin and Brading (1985) for the Cl- /HCO] exchanger of smooth muscle cells of 
guinea pig vas deferens. In the best-studied system, the ability of the inorganic 
anion-exchange carrier of red blood cells to handle other anions has come under intense 
scrutiny (Tosteson, 1959; Wieth, 1970; Dalmark and Wieth, 1972; Dalmark, 1976; 
Lambert and Lowe, 1978; Lowe and Lambert, 1983). Most investigators find a higher 
affinity for HCO] over Cl- by a factor of -2. For the halides, results generally fall 
within sequence 4 (Cl- > Br- > I- > F-) or 5 (Cl- > Br- > p- > I-). 

It should be pointed out that the anion-exchange mechanism of human neutro
phils, while exhibiting broad selectivity among monovalent anions, appears to be 
devoid of affinity for divalent anions such as so~-, oxalate, and phosphate. This 
contrasts dramatically with the situation in red cells whose anion-exchanger binds and 
transports so~- and oxalate (Gunn, 1978; Knauf, 1979). There, for instance, CI- and 
so~- possess comparably high affinities, although the transport rate for CI- is three 
orders of magnitude greater than that for So~- (Schnell et al., 1977; Barzilay and 
Cabantchick, 1979; Milanick and Gunn, 1982, 1984). These findings, together with 
the lack of sensitivity to various drugs, emphasize that major differences exist between 
the anion-exchange carrier of leukocytes and that of red blood cells. 

Summary and Conclusions 
As part of our ongoing studies aimed at understanding the physiology of human 
neutrophil function, we have been investigating the nature of the principal anion
exchange mechanism in these cells. This countertransport system functions physiologi
cally as a Cl- /HCO) exchanger in intracellular pH regulation from alkalinization 
(Simchowitz and Roos, 1985). In summarizing the results of our work, it is worthwhile 
to keep in mind the well-defined properties of the classic inorganic anion-exchange 
carrier of red blood cells, as important differences between the two are evident. 

Inhibitor Profile 
In our original articles on CI- movements (Simchowitz and De Weer, 1986; Simcho
witz et al., 1986), we had identified CHC, which suppresses monocarboxylate 
transport in mitochondria (Halestrap and Denton, 1975), as a relatively weak 
inhibitor. Several structural analogues, including a-methylcinnamate and a-phenyl
cinnamate, exhibited enhanced activity against anion exchange. The most potent 
compound thus far identified was UK-5099, which was -300-fold more active than 
CHC. The inhibitory effect of each member of this series of compounds was strictly 
competitive in nature: both the drug and Cl ions appeared to bind to the same external 
translocation site on the exchange carrier. The inhibition by several other unrelated 
agents (e.g., MK-473, niflumate, flufenamate, and NAP-taurine), all weak organic 
acids, was also of the competitive type, which suggests that these compounds bind to 
the carrier by virtue of their negatively charged carboxyl or sulfonic groups. 

In marked contrast to erythrocytes, the anion-exchange carrier of neutrophils is 
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rather insensitive to the disulfonic stilbenes SITS and DIDS (Simchowitz and 
De Weer, 1986): little or no effect can be detected in 148 mM Cl-. However, under 
conditions of low external Cl- (5-35 mM), SITS can in fact be shown to interact 
weakly with the anion binding site of the exchange carrier. In a comparable vein, 
several other drugs, all of which have been reported to suppress Cl- fluxes in red cells 
(for reviews, see Sachs et al., 1975; Gunn, 1979; Knauf, 1979; Lowe and Lambert, 
1983), were either completely inactive against anion exchange in neutrophils at a 
concentration of I mM or only marginally effective at doses several orders of 
magnitude greater than those required in red blood cells. This list included furosemide, 
picrylsulfonate, maleic anhydride, 5,5'-dithio-bis(2-nitrobenzoate), salicylate, 2-
methoxy-5-nitrotropone, and aldrithiol. 

The external translocation site of the neutrophil carrier binds anions in a sequence 
of decreasing affinities: HC03- Cl- > Br-- N03 >formate> F- >I-- SCN-
PAH. It should be pointed out that while displaying broad specificity for a number of 
monovalent anions, the carrier lacks any measurable affinity for divalent anions, such 
as sulfate, oxalate, and phosphate. This is in contradistinction to the behavior of the red 
cell exchanger, which, for example, binds Cl- and so~- with similarly high affinities 
(Schnell et al., 1977; Barzilay and Cabantchick, 1979; Milanick and Gunn, 1982, 
1984). 

Finally, it should also be remembered that the steady state flux through the anion 
(i.e., Cl- /Cl-) exchange mechanism in resting neutrophils at 37°C amounts to -1 
meqjliter cell water· min, a value roughly three to four orders of magnitude smaller 
than that in erythrocytes when measured under comparable conditions. Thus, while 
knowledge concerning a precise kinetic characterization of anion countertransport in 
leukocytes is in its infancy, the sum total of these early observations makes it clear that 
major differences exist between the predominant anion-exchange carriers of neutro
phils and red cells. 
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Introduction 
Three groups of dyes have given sufficiently large signals with blood cells to justify 
their use. These are the membrane-permeant cations, the membrane-permeant anions, 
and the membrane-impermeant oxonols (Fig. 1). Additional information on the 
mechanisms and applications can be found in reviews (Freedman and Novak, 1988; 
Freedman and Laris 1988; Waggoner, 1985; Cohen and Hoffman, 1982; Bashford and 
Smith, 1979). 

RHODAMINE 123 

I .-.-r I 
o~o o- o 
N- -N 

OX-VI 

RH 160 

Figure 1. Potential-sensitive dyes used for blood cell studies. (Top row) Permeant cations. 
Cyanine analogues other than diS-Cr(5) have been used. Changes in the number of methine 
carbons between the two heterocyclic nuclei and in the heteroatoms in the nuclei, e.g., oxygen or 
carbon instead of sulfur, control the color of the probe and its chemical stability. The length of 
the alkyl chain attached to the nitrogens modulates the lipid affinity of the dye. The 
nomenclature used was developed by Sims et al. (1974). The "mitochondrial probe" rhodamine 
123 was introduced by Johnson et al. (1981). (Middle row) Permeant oxonols. Like the cyanines, 
the heteroatoms, methine carbons, and the alkyl groups determine the color and lipid affinity, 
respectively, of the oxonols (Freedman and Novak, 1988; Bashford and Smith, 1979). (Bottom 
row) Impermeant voltage probes. WW781 is one of a large group of impermant oxonols used for 
red blood cell studies by Freedman and Novak ( 1983). The mechanism of potential sensitivity of 
the impermant oxonols was elucidated by George et al. (1988). RH 160 was developed by 
Grinvald et al. (1982) and, along with other impermeant styryl dyes of similar structure, has 
been evaluated as a red cell potential probe (Freedman and Novak, 1988). 

Membrane-permeant Cations 
The cyanine dyes have been used extensively for blood cell studies and their behavior 
during potential changes is the best understood of the permeant cations. It is likely that 
the mechanism of the other cationic dyes shown in Fig. 1 is similar. The cyanine dyes 
are accumulated by cells with large negative internal membrane potentials. They are 
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further accumulated within intracellular compartments that are negatively polarized. 
The redistribution of cyanine dye molecules between compartments is usually 
complete within a few seconds to tens of seconds following a potential change. While 
the Nernst equation describes the potential-dependent distribution of soluble mono
meric dye molecules across membranes, it does not quantitatively relate the total 
amount of dye within a compartment to the concentration of dye bathing the 
compartment because the permeant cations are lipophilic and interact with mem
branes and with hydrophobic regions of proteins. 

An additional complication precludes a direct determination of membrane 
potential from the probe fluorescence signal. The sign and magnitude of a potential
dependent fluorescence change depends on whether the measurement is made on an 
individual cell or instead is made on a suspension of cells. In the latter case, 
fluorescence from dye in the suspension medium is detected in addition to cellular 
fluorescence. Surprisingly, cell suspensions containing moderate to high concentra
tions (10- 6-10-7 M) of most cyanines lose fluorescence when cells, organelles, or 
vesicles in the suspension become hyperpolarized (more negative inside). Dye mono
mers, which were fluorescent in the bathing solution, tend to form nonfluorescent 
aggregates within the cells when the dye is accumulated. Also, at high internal 
concentrations, collisional quenching of fluorescence contributes to the reduced 
fluorescence of internalized dyes, even when the dye molecules do not form stable 
aggregates. On the other hand, when the total concentration of dye in the medium is 
very low (10- 7-10-9 M), and when the particular dye used has little tendency to 
aggregate, the suspension fluorescence increases upon cell hyperpolarization. In this 
case, accumulated dye molecules find nonpolar, high-viscosity intracellular membrane 
and protein binding sites in which cyanine dye molecules are more fluorescent than 
aqueous monomers. 

The fluorescence from individual cells studied by flow cytometry or microscope 
imaging must be considered differently. These instruments are very sensitive and the 
dye concentration can be kept low (10-7-10-9 M). The dyes are less toxic to 
mitochondria at low concentrations. Under these conditions the total cell fluorescence 
increases as the cytoplasm or the mitochondrial matrix space is hyperpolarized relative 
to the medium. Individual cell analysis has other advantages that are discussed by 
Seligmann, Simons et a!., Wilson et a!., and Ransom and Cambier in this volume. 

A variety of cyanines can be used (Freedman and Novak, 1988). Thelength of the 
alkyl groups attached to the chromophore control the speed of the fluorescence 
response, the water solubility, and the lipid binding of the dyes (Sims eta!., 1974). The 
heteroatoms of the two ring systems affect the color of the dye as well as the sensitivity 
of the dye to oxidative destruction. For example, diS-Cr(5) fluorescence is lowered by 
H20 2 released from stimulated neutrophils (Whitin eta!., 1981). Although this effect 
reduces the quantitative utility of this dye for measuring neutrophil membrane 
potentials, Simons et a!. (this volume) find the quenching to be a good qualitative 
indicator for the respiratory burst, and the presence of a membrane potential response 
can qualitatively be detected simultaneously. As the number of methine carbon atoms 
between the nitrogen-containing ring systems is increased from three to seven, the 
absorption wavelength moves from 500 to 750 nm. The emission maxima are -20 nm 
to longer wavelengths from the absorption maxima. 

The total amount of cyanine dye associated with a cell is dependent on the plasma 
membrane potential, the mitochondrial membrane potential, the number of mitochon-
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dria, and the extent of nonspecific binding to cell components. Bright mitochondrial 
fluorescence can be especially striking in cultured cells stained with cyanine dyes and 
with the permeant cationic dye rhodamine 123, which is a potential-sensitive dye, 
sometimes called a "mitochondrial-specific dye" because of the strong signals from 
mitochondria (Johnson et al., 1981). Brand and Felber (1984) have quantitatively 
described the potential-dependent distribution of permeant triphenylmethylphospho
nium (TPMP) cations in compartmentalized systems. Relating cyanine dye fluores
cence to membrane potential is much more difficult, however, because of dye binding 
to cell constituents and because of the strong effects of dye binding and dye 
aggregation on fluorescence. Nevertheless, we can get a quick sense of the contribution 
of the mitochondria to the total fluorescence of the cell by using a very simple model. 
Assume that cyanine dye molecules do not interact with cell substituents and that we 
can describe the concentrations of dye in the various compartments with the Holtzman 
equation. The dye concentrations in the bathing medium, cytoplasm, and mitochon
drial matrix (Dw, De, and Dm) are determined by the plasma membrane potential (Vpm) 
and the mitochondrial membrane potential ( Vm). In the equation that relates these 
quantities, "f=ZF/RT, where Z is the charge on the dye, F is Faraday's constant, R is 
the gas constant, and Tis the temperature (Kelvin): 

De= Dw e'YVpm 

Dm = Dw e'Y(V,m+Vml. 

Assuming further that the fluorescence of the dye is independent of its location, we can 
write an expression for the total cell fluorescence (F ccn) in terms of the fractional 
cellular volume occupied by the mitochondria <fm) and the cytoplasm (fc): 

Fccn = !c e'Yv,.. + fm e-y(Vpm+Vml. 

Crude but reasonable estimates of the membrane potentials (Vpm = -60 mY; Vm = 

-180 mY) and fractional volumes <fm = 0.01;/c = 0.99) indicate that the amount of 
total cell fluorescence contributed by the mitochondria cau be significant, 50% for this 
example. Therefore, it is essential that experimenters who work with blood cells in 
suspension or measure the total fluorescence of individual cells address the possibility 
that they are detecting the effects of both mitochondrial and plasma membrane 
changes. If mitochondria are absent from the cell (red cells) or if the mitochondria 
have been inhibited or poisoned, the interpretation of fluorescence changes may be 
much simpler. Fluorescence image analysis, where mitochondrial and cytoplasmic 
fluorescence can both be quantified, may offer the opportunity to measure simulta
neously both vpm and vm. 

Permeant Anions 
The oxonol dyes shown in Fig. 1 are the only membrane-permeant oxonol dyes that 
have been exploited as membrane potential probes. They are negatively charged and 
are ejected from cellular compartments that become more hyperpolarized. Therefore, 
fluorescence signals from individual oxonol-stained cells change in the opposite 
direction as compared with signals from cyanine-stained cells. Although the exclusion 
of oxonol dyes from negatively charged blood cells leads to lower fluorescence and 
possible difficulties in detection, the oxonols have the advantage that they tend not to 
be accumulated by mitochondria and can be used to estimate plasma membrane 
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potentials directly (Seligmann, and Wilson et al., this volume). As with the cyanines, it 
is important to select an oxonol with the right balance of lipophilicity. In order to be 
sufficiently membrane permeant for a quick response to potential changes, the dye 
molecules must have an affinity for membranes. However, if the affinity is too high, 
most of the cell fluorescence is due to membrane-bound material that will not respond 
to a potential change. Two to four carbon alkyl groups on the oxonol structure seem to 
be optimal. 

Calibration of cyanine fluorescence signals is usually accomplished by setting the 
membrane potential with valinomycin or by using proton ionophores (Freedman and 
Novak, 1988). More caution is needed in calibrating the hydrophobic oxonol anions 
because they interact with hydrophobic cation-ionophore complexes and fluorescence 
is reduced. 
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Figure 2. "On-off" mechanism for 
WW78l and other impermeant ax
onal analogues (George et al., 1988). 
This illustration shows three probe 
molecules oriented more or less per
pendicularly to the plane of the mem
brane. When the inside of the bilayer 
(top of figure) moves to a negative 
potential, probe molecules are driven 
off the membrane and assume random 
orientations. The center of the bilayer 
contains an undetermined amount of 
decane solvent. 

The impermeant oxonols were first used to follow action potential changes in nerve and 
muscle fibers. These dyes have a submillisecond response to nerve cell potential 
changes but their fluorescence or light transmission signals (fl.F IF or fl./ I I) are 
usually small ( -0.1-10%1100 mV) relative to the fluorescence changes of the cyanines 
and oxonols in blood cells (MIF = >80%1100 mV). Freedman and Novak (1983) 
have used the impermeant oxonol analogue WW781 to quantify red cell potential 
changes. Fluorescence changes for this system are in the range of 10-20%1100 mV. 

The sulfonic acid group prevents the oxonol chromophore, which by itself would 
be membrane permeant, from crossing membranes at a detectable rate. It is now 
known that this class of potential probes operates by an "on-off" mechanism, 
illustrated in Fig. 2 (George et al., 1988). Electric field changes that occur within the 
membrane during hyperpolarization or depolarization drive the hydrophobic anionic 
chromophore between binding sites -10 A deep in the membrane and the aqueous 
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bathing medium near the surface of the membrane. The optical signal occurs because 
the absorption spectrum of the membrane-associated dye is at longer wavelengths than 
the spectrum of aqueous dye. Also, membrane-bound dye is more fluorescent. The 
"on-off" mechanism is consistent with potential-dependent spectral shifts and light 
transmission changes from lipid bilayer membranes bathed in impermeant oxonol 
solutions. The loss of dye from hyperpolarized red blood cell membranes confirms this 
mechanism. 

The stryryl dye RH246 (an analogue of RH 160 in Fig. 1, but with a 
pentylsulfonate instead of a butylsulfonate) has been shown to respond to red cell 
potential changes (Freedman and Novak, 1988), but it has not generally found its way 
into blood studies. 

Potential-sensitive dyes can be obtained from a number of sources, but not all 
sources can provide all dyes. Molecular Probes (Eugene, OR) and Eastman Kodak 
(Rochester, NY) are the commercial sources that should be contacted first. Amiram 
Grinvald (The Rockefeller University, New York, NY), Leslie Loew (University of 
Connecticut, CT), and Alan Waggoner (Carnegie Mellon, Pittsburgh, PA) have in the 
past provided small samples to investigators. 
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Introduction 
Since the first application of fluorescent cyanine dyes to measure and monitor the 
transmembrane electrical potential (Em) of human red blood cells (Hoffman and Laris, 
1974; Sims eta!., 1974), numerous cellular electrophysiological studies have used this 
technique with red cells, with other blood cells, and with suspensions of many other 
types of cells, isolated organelles, and vesicles. Recent studies using optical potentio
metric dyes with cell and organelle suspensions have considered the role of Em in 
stimulus-response systems such as secretion, mitogenesis, chemotaxis, and viral 
infection. Other problems studied include the electrogenicity associated with active 
transport mediated by the Na,K pump, theCa pump, and the proton pump, and with 
symports, antiports, and conductive fluxes (see Freedman and Laris, 1988, for review). 
With blood cells, optical potentiometric indicators have been used for current-voltage 
analysis of red cells and for studies of stimulus-response coupling in neutrophils, 
lymphocytes, platelets, macrophages, and cultured cells. Background information on 
the major classes of indicators, a summary of current methodology, with specific 
protocols for using slow and fast dyes with red cells, methods for calibrating optical 
potentiometric signals to millivolts, and a discussion of precautions and controls for 
interpreting dye responses can be found elsewhere (Freedman and Novak, 1988; see 
also Cohen and Hoffman, 1982; Laris and Hoffman, 1986). Tabulations identifying 
which particular dyes have been used with which types of cells by which investigators 
are also available (Freedman and Laris, 1981, 1988). While many studies have used 
permeant cyanine and oxonol dyes, this chapter summarizes results obtained in our 
laboratory with human red blood cells using an impermeant oxonol dye, WW781. 

Electrophysiological studies of red cells using optical potentiometric indicators 
have focused on the relationship between cyanine dye fluorescence and Em (Hladky 
and Rink, 1976; Tsien and Hladky, 1978; Freedman and Hoffman, 1979a, b), 
electrogenicity associated with Na pumping (Hoffman eta!., 1979, 1980; Dissing and 
Hoffman, 1983; Hoffman and Laris, 1984), effects of Ca on Em (Freedman and 
Novak, 1983), the relationship between red cell shape and Em (Bifano eta!., 1984), and 
determinations of Cl conductance and its voltage dependence (Freedman and Novak, 
1984, 1987; Freedman and Miller, 1984). In certain red cell ion-transport experiments, 
including the case of cells treated with valinomycin (Hunter, 1977; Knauf et a!., 
1977), it is critical to measure the magnitude of Em so as to avoid making arbitrary 
assumptions about the relationship between voltage and fluxes. This chapter summa
rizes recent progress concerning the measurement of Em and Cl conductance, and 
discusses the possible relationship of Em to a set of Ca-induced reactions, which we 
refer to collectively as the "cytotoxic Ca cascade." 

WW781: An Impermeant Potentiometric Indicator 
WW781 tracks the propagation of nerve and cardiac action potentials (Gupta et a!., 
1981; Dillon and Morad, 1981) and also gives signals associated with excitation
contraction coupling in skeletal muscle (Baylor eta!., 1984). With red cell suspensions, 
the fluorescent potentiometric signals of WW781 have proved useful in the study of 
Ca-activated K conductance (Freedman and Novak, 1983) and of Cl conductance 
(Freedman and Novak, 1984, 1987). This divalent, anionic blue oxonol dye is thought 
to be impermeant because it contains a sulfonate group, or "anchor charge," which was 
designed by A. S. Waggoner to keep one end of the dye in the external aqueous 
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medium. A second negative charge is delocalized. Typical kinetic responses to 
hyperpolarization of human red cells by addition of valinomycin or theCa ionophore 
A23187 in the presence of I mM extracellular Ca (Ca0 ) are shown in Fig. 1. Inset A 
shows that WW781 responds within the mixing time of magnetically stirred suspen
sions in cuvettes, -1-2 s. Inset B shows identical null points with valinomycin and with 
Ca plus A23187. WW781 has a sensitivity to voltage of0.13 %D.F /mY between 0 and 
- 120 m V; this calibration is based on simultaneous measurements of extracellular pH 
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Figure 1. Fluorescent potentiometric responses of WW781. The traces above show decreases in 
dye fluorescence after adding valinomycin (upper trace) or A23187 (lower trace) to suspensions 
of human red blood cells. Upward deflections correspond to decreased fluorescence. Inset A, at a 
higher chart speed, shows the response to be complete within 1 s. Inset B shows identical null 
points obtained with valinomycin and with Ca plus A23187. The arrow designating the null 
point is displaced to -0.4%.:lF to correct for the effect of ethanol. (Adapted with permission 
from Freedman and Novak, 1983.) 

(pH
0

) and fluorescence in unbuffered suspensions of DIDS-treated red cells (Freed
man and Novak, 1983, 1984, 1988). Optimal sensitivity depends on the proper choice 
of cell and dye concentrations (Freedman and Novak, 1988). In a series of alcohols of 
progressively lowered dielectric constant, the fluorescence intensity of WW781 
increases by 15 times; it also increases 20 times upon equilibration with red cells 
(Freedman and Novak, 1983). Binding studies with intact red cells by P. R. Pratap 
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(George et al., 1988) indicate that WW781 responds by an on-off mechanism; the 
anionic dye partitions out of the membrane upon hyperpolarization, thus decreasing 
the total fluorescence of the suspension. 

WW781 was chosen over 3,3'-dipropylthiadicarbocyanine [diS-C3(5)] for the 
study of red cell Cl conductance because the range of its linear response to voltage is at 
least twice as great as that of the cyanine dye (Freedman and Novak, 1983). This large 
dynamic range permits measurements of !:..Em of -100 mV, as occurs after adding 
valinomycin to cells whose Cl conductance is inhibited by DIDS. A survey of 20 
structural analogues of WW781 (all generously provided by A. S. Waggoner) 
indicated that WW781 had the best sensitivity of the series and the least interaction 
with valinomycin. Such interfering reagent interactions are detected either by spectral 
shifts in suspensions of white ghost membranes or by an offset of the null point. The 
agreement between the null points determined with WW781 and with diS-C3(5) 
(Freedman and Novak, 1983), and between those determined with valinomycin and 
with Ca plus A23187 (Fig. 1, inset B), indicates an absence of significant interference. 
Despite its relative utility, WW781 does stimulate the DIDS-sensitive Cl conductance 
(but not the DIDS-insensitive Cl conductance), and also gives some signals unrelated 
to Em at high levels of cytosolic Ca (Cac) (Freedman and Novak, 1983). Additional 
studies with other impermeant dyes are needed for further quantitative characteriza
tion of red cell conductive transport systems. 

Current-Voltage Analysis and Cl Conductance 
Studies of net K and Cl fluxes induced either with valinomycin or gramicidin at varied 
outward K gradients suggest that DIDS-insensitive Cl conductance is dependent on 
voltage. This property of Cl conductance was first noted in studies using WW781 
(Freedman and Novak, 1984) (see Fig. 2, left panel, filled squares), and was 
subsequently confirmed in the absence of the dye (Freedman and Novak, 1987). The 
basis for this inference is that maximal inhibition by DIDS or SITS is only 65% at 
hyperpolarizing potentials, but increases and becomes virtually complete as Em 
approaches the normal resting potential of -9 mV. To the extent that DIDS 
specifically reacts with capnophorin, this unexpected result suggests that Cl conduc
tance may be entirely mediated by the anion-exchange protein at normal Em, and that 
a DIDS-insensitive pathway becomes appreciable at hyperpolarizing potentials below 
about -40 mV. 

Changes in WW781 fluorescence induced by valinomycin or gramicidin were 
calibrated to millivolt values in unbuffered, DIDS-treated suspensions by measuring 
changes in pH0 after addition of FCCP (Freedman and Novak, 1983, 1984, 1987, 
1988). This method of dye calibration is based on studies of Em estimated from pH0 by 
Macey et al. (1978) and Wieth et al. (1980). Characteristic plots of Em vs. Ko for 
valinomycin-treated cells obtained with WW781 are well described by the constant
field equation with single values of PK.vAdPCI either in the presence or absence of 
DIDS (Freedman and Novak, 1984; cf. Bennekou, 1984; Bennekou and Christopher
sen, 1986). Valinomycin-treated red cells can be considered to be electrically equiva
lent to two parallel resistors, each in series with a battery representing the concentra
tion gradients (Tosteson et al., 1973). Accordingly, current-voltage plots for Cl and for 
K·valinomycin were constructed from measured net K and Cl effluxes (converted to 
currents by the Faraday) and from calibrated fluorescence measurements of voltages 
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(Fig. 2, left panel). The results indicate that the DIDS-insensitive Cl conductance 
becomes appreciable below -40 mY (filled squares). 

For cells not treated with DIDS, the voltage changes induced by valinomycin at 
varied K,, as obtained by the dye method (calibrated with DIDS-treated cells), are as 
much as 30 m V smaller than the voltage changes measured in the same suspensions, as 
estimated by the pH method of Macey et a!. (I 978). This substantial difference 
indicates a serious problem with at least one of the methods. Despite this quantitative 
discrepancy between the dye method and the pH method in the absence of DIDS, both 
methods indicate the same general pattern for K·valinomycin conductance (Fig. 2, 
open symbols) and for Cl conductance (Fig. 2, filled symbols). To attempt to resolve 
the quantitative discrepancy between the dye and pH methods, studies are in progress 
using the distribution of the radioactively labeled lipophilic cations tetraphenylphos-
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Figure 2. Current-voltage plots for valinomycin-treated human red blood cells both treated 
(squares) and not treated (circles) with DIDS. For each K,, net K and Cl fluxes were measured 
and converted to currents, and were then plotted vs. the driving forces, Em - EK and Em - Ee1• 

Em was determined with WW781 in parallel suspensions of the same cells. The slopes indicate 
the conductances, gK.val (open symbols) and ge1 (filled symbols). The points with error bars 
represent the means ± 1 SD from six experiments in which Em was measured. In four of the 
experiments, net K and Cl fluxes were also determined. For the results in both panels, voltages in 
the presence of DIDS were calibrated by the ..:lpH method. For the left panel, voltages in the 
absence of DIDS were determined from WW781 fluorescence, as calibrated in the presence of 
DIDS. For the right panel, voltages in the absence of DIDS were determined by the ..:lpH method 
(see Freedman and Novak, 1984, 1988). 

phonium (TPP) and triphenylmethylphosphonium (TPMP) as an independent method 
of measuring the diffusion potentials (see Deutsch eta!., 1979; Cheng eta!., 1980). 

Given the tendency of anionic oxonols to interact with valinomycin, it is possible 
that reagent interactions might underlie the 30-m V discrepancy between the dye 
method and the pH method. Such interactions would have to be dependent on voltage 
or K in order to account for the fact that the null point is not displaced with WW781. 
Another possibility is that the pH method might overestimate the voltages in the 
absence of DIDS. After addition of valinomycin, the cells shrink because of KCl efflux. 
As the hemoglobin concentration rises, its increased osmotic coefficient results in 
sufficient water retention to lower the intracellular concentrations of K and Cl 
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(Freedman and Novak, 1987). This effect results in an increased inward Cl gradient. 
By using a pH-stat apparatus, significant valinomycin-induced, DIDS-sensitive proton 
influxes were measured at varied ~ (Freedman and Novak, 1987). Such proton 
fluxes could either be conductive or be mediated as inward HCI cotransport, as first 
postulated for other experimental circumstances by Jennings (1978). Proton influxes 
coupled to the Cl gradient would be in the right direction to cause the pH method to 
overestimate the valinomycin-induced voltages in the absence of DIDS. With three 
methods of measuring Em in red cells-fluorescent dyes, unbuffered pH changes, 
lipophilic ion distribution-at least two must agree before confidence can be placed in 
the quantitative results. 

The Cytotoxic Ca Cascade 
Elevated Cac in human red blood cells, as in many other cells, stimulates a cytotoxic 
cascade of pathophysiological and biochemical changes (Weed et a!., 1969; see Wiley 
and McCulloch, 1982, for review). Some of these events are depicted in Fig. 3. This 
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Figure 3. The cytotoxic Ca cascade of human red blood cells. The scheme illustrates the effects 
of elevated intracellular Ca in human red blood cells. The relationship of the activated 
enzymatic activities to the permeability and morphology changes is not understood. 

scheme proposes that the rise in K permeability, first attributed to Ca by Gardos 
(1959), is an early event in a cytotoxic Ca cascade. KCI loss leads directly to cell 
shrinkage, which in turn leads to the prolytic state and to eventual hemolysis. Elevated 
Cac also stimulates the Ca-ATPase, causing depletion of ATP and inhibition of the 
volume-regulatory function of the Na,K-ATPase. ATP depletion is prevented by 
inhibiting the ATPases with vanadate, but echinocytosis still develops (Bifano et a!., 
1985). 

Elevated Cac induces different cellular reactions with widely varying potencies. 
Addition of A23187 stimulates KCI loss at 0.1 J.LM free external Ca (Car); the 
membrane hyperpolarizes within 2 s, as detected by WW781 (Fig. 1, bottom trace; 
Fig. 4, top; Fig. 5, dotted line). The fluorescence changes of WW781 induced by 
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Figure 4. The dose-response curves for Ca activation of hyperpolarization (top), echinocytosis 
(center), and deformability (bottom). For all experiments, fresh human red blood cells were 
washed as described previously (Bifano et al., 1984) and used for experiments on the same day. 
(Top) Red cells were suspended to 1.2% hematocrit (HCT) in media containing 1 mM KCI, 7 
mM EGTA, 5 mM HEPES (pH 7.4), and (145 - l.5x) NaCI, where x = 0--10 mM CaCI2, and 
3.5 !LM WW781. The fluorescence of the potentiometric oxonol dye WW781 was monitored at 
37°C before and after addition of 1 !LM A23187, as described elsewhere (Freedman and Novak, 
1988). Free Ca0 was measured with a Ca electrode. A representative experiment is shown. 
(Center) Cells were suspended at 2% HCT in media containing 90 mM KCI, 60 mM NaCI, 5 
mM HEPES (pH 7.4), 25 !LM EGTA, 0.01% bovine serum albumin, and 0--1 mM Carat 25°C. 
Photomicrographs were taken 5 min after addition of 4 !LM A23187. The morphologic index, 
MI, was assessed from photomicrographs, where MI is the mean score of at least 200 cells 
(scored 0--5) on the basis of the six stages of disk-sphere transformation according to Bessis 
(1972). The circles and squares are from two experiments. (Bottom) Cells were suspended to 
0.125% HCT in media containing 90 mM KCI, (33.5- l.5x) NaCI, where x = 0--10 mM Ca0 , 

25 !LM EGTA, 6.3 mM Na2HP04, 23% dextran, pH 7.4 at 25°C, with the osmolarity adjusted 
with NaCI to 300 mosmol. 60 min after addition of 2 !LM A23187, the elongation index, or the 
axial ratio of the laser diffraction pattern, was recorded at 256 dynejcm2 shear stress using the 
Ektacytometer (method of Heath et al., 1982). The points represent means ± 1 SD of three 
donors. 

A23187 in the presence of Ca0 are in qualitative accord with many known properties of 
Ca-induced K fluxes in red cells (Freedman and Novak, 1983). The threshold for 
Ca-induced echinocytosis (assessed by the morphologic index) is two orders of 
magnitude greater at 10 !LM Car (Fig. 4, middle). Thus, it is possible to set Cao at a 
level sufficient to induce hyperpolarization, but below the threshold for echinocytosis 
(Fig. 5, half-filled and open symbols; from Bifano et al., 1984). Under similar 
conditions, the Ca-induced decrease in cell deformability, assessed by a decreased 
elongation index during flow at set shear stress (measured by ektacytometry, the 
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method of Health eta!., 1982), occurs at 1 mM Car (Fig. 4, bottom). The separate 
apparent potencies of Ca, spanning five orders of magnitude, for inducing hyperpolari
zation, echinocytosis, and reduced deformability are consistent with the hypothesis of 
independent sites of action for these elements of the cytotoxic Ca cascade. 

In order to link hyperpolarization with subsequent events in the cascade, it is 
desirable to measure Cac in the physiological range. The fluorescent Ca indicator quin2 
was evaluated with intact red cells and resealed ghosts. Absorption by hemoglobin 
interfered with quin2 fluorescence in intact cells, but with resealed ghosts both active 
efllux and passive influx of Ca could be monitored (James-Kracke and Freedman, 
1985). 
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Figure 5. The effect of Ca on the change in diS-C3(5) fluorescence (dotted line, left ordinate) 
and on the shape of human red blood cells (solid lines, right ordinate). Cell suspensions were 
prepared in media containing 0-1.5 mM CaC12, x mM KCl (x ~ 1 or 90), 0.5 mM EGT A, 5 mM 
HEPES (pH 7.35 at 25°C), 0.01% bovine serum albumin, and sufficient NaCl (150 - x - 3/2 
Ca) so that each solution was 300 ideal milliosmolar (imOsm). 15 min after the addition of 0.8 
!lM A23187, at least 200 cells of each suspension were observed, using Nomarski interference 
contrast microscopy, photographed, and counted, and the percentage of nondiscoid cells was 
recorded. The dotted line indicates the percentage changes of fluorescence (%M) of diS-C3(5), 
as determined at 1 mM K. and varied Ca0 under conditions equivalent to those used to observe 
the changes in cell shape. (From Bifano et al., 1984, with permission). 

Upon treatment with A23187, red cells can be hyperpolarized but they remair. 
discoidal (Fig. 5). However, Em, as set by Ko. modulates the threshold for Ca-induced 
echinocytosis (Fig. 5, solid lines). This effect occurs because the altered Em affects the 
influx of Ca and the resultant Cac concentration (Bifano eta!., 1984). If a similar 
effect occurs in the absence of A23187, positive feedback would be present in the 
cytotoxic Ca cascade. 

As illustrated by the scheme drawn in Fig. 3, the relationships of the activation by 
Ca of a transglutaminase (Lorand eta!., 1979), a phospholipase C (Allan eta!., 1976; 
Moore and Appel, 1984), and a protease (Lorand eta!., 1983) to the permeability, cell 
volume, and morphology changes are unknown. While micromolar Ca dramatically 
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affects the viscosity of complexes of spectrin, actin, and band 4.1 (Fowler and Taylor, 
1980), the relative contributions of lipid and cytoskeletal alterations induced by Ca to 
the morphological changes is similarly unclear. With red cells exposed to A23187 and 
either 100 ,uM or 1 mM Ca0 , the morphologic index reaches 4-5 (sphero-echinocytes), 
but thin-layer chromatography of extracted membrane lipids performed by R. E. 
Bailey and R. Walenga (Table I) revealed no increase in lysolecithin. Other lipid 
alterations, including phosphoinositide hydrolysis and phosphatidic acid production, 
occur at 1-10 ,uM Ca (Allan et al., 1976; Moore and Appel, 1983). 

The final consequence of increased Cac in vitro, after prolonged cell shrinkage 
caused by loss of KCl, is the development of prolytic cells leaky to Na, which then 
undergo colloid osmotic hemolysis. Experiments by Crespo et al. (1987) suggest that 
cell shrinkage, rather than Ca itself, results in the gain of Na. The observation that 
comparable Na gains occur in cells simply shrunken by sucrose, as upon exposure to 

TABLE I 
Lack of Lysophosphatidylcboline Accumulation after 
Ca-induced Ecbinocytosis 

Cao Time Lysophosphatidylcholine 

mM min % 
0.0 0 1.2, 1.3 
0.0 60 1.4,1.2 
0.1 60 0.9, 0.8 
1.0 60 0.9,0.9 

Fresh washed human red blood cells were suspended at 10% HCT in media 
containing 60 mM NaCl, 90 mM KCl, 25 1-LM EGTA, 5 mM HEPES (pH 
7.4), and either 0.1 or 1.0 mM CaC12 plus 20 1-LM A23187. Control 
suspensions lacked both Ca and A23187. Portions of the suspensions were 
removed at time zero or 60 min after addition of A23187, and white ghosts 
were prepared (Dodge eta!., 1963). The phospholipids were extracted (Bligh 
and Dyer, 1959), separated by thin-layer chromatography, and identified by 
means of lipid standards. The spots were scraped and phosphorous assays 
were performed (Ames, 1966) to determine lysophosphatidylcholine as a 
percentage of total phospholipid. Data are from two experiments. 

valinomycin or to Ca plus A23187 at low Ka (Fig. 6, left), suggests that Ca is not 
essential in causing elevated Na0 • Other flux studies and assessment of relative cell 
volume distributions (Fig. 6, right) indicate that a subpopulation of cells become 
highly permeable to Na after shrinkage, induced either osmotically or by Ca-induced 
KClloss. An apparent steady state level of elevated Nac is attained because a fraction 
of the cells become prolytic while another fraction hemolyzes. An interesting question 
is what determines which cells enter the prolytic state. The older, denser cells, isolated 
by ultracentrifugation, demonstrated the same Na uptake in response to Ca stress as 
the less dense, younger cells. These results reconciled previous reports by others in that 
where Ca entry had resulted in elevated Na0 , cell shrinkage was also present; in other 
reports where Ca had no effect on cell Na, shrinkage was not present. 

In order to determine the function of the cytotoxic Ca cascade, a potent inhibitor 
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would be helpful. Charybdotoxin (CTX; purified by and obtained from C. Miller; see 
Smith et al., 1986) is just such a potent inhibitor of Ca-activated K conductance in 
human red blood cells (Castle and Strong, 1986; Cecchi et al., 1987). The results in 
Fig. 7 indicate that half-maximal inhibition of Ca-induced 86Rb efflux occurs at 
nanomolar toxin concentrations. The changes of WW781 fluorescence associated with 
Ca-activated K conductance are also inhibited by CTX (not shown). 

Conclusions 
The features of the cytotoxic Ca cascade suggest that it may have a physiological or 
pathophysiological function, as yet unknown. While WW781 has been useful in 
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Figure 6. Prolytic state of human red blood cells is induced by cell shrinkage. The bar graphs 
show the effects of no additions (A), Ca plus 2 ~M A12187 (B), 1 ~M valinomycin (C), and 0.5 
M sucrose (D) on the net gain of cell Na after incubation for 3 h. Cells were incubated as 
described in the presence (filled bars) or absence (open bars) of 50 ~M Ca0 , and with 100 ~M 
ouabain (B-D). Direct evidence for a subpopulation of swollen, prolytic cells after prolonged 
shrinkage is revealed by the bimodal relative cell volume distribution determined in a Coulter 
Channelyzer. (Adapted from Crespo eta!., 1987, with permission.) 

characterizing Ca-activated K conductance and Cl conductance in human red blood 
cells, a nontoxic dye is needed for further quantitative studies. Moreover, quantitative 
agreement between at least two of the three methods for measuring voltages is needed 
before reliable quantitative inferences can be drawn. Despite these problems, recent 
results both in the presence and absence of WW781 suggest that voltage either affects 
DIDS-insensitive Cl conductance or, alternatively, the ability of DIDS to inhibit Cl 
conductance. If hyperpolarization increases Cl conductance in the absence of DIDS, 
then cell shrinkage after initiation of the Gardos effect would be facilitated. 
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Figure 7. Effect of CTX on Ca-induced 86Rb effiux. Fresh washed cells were loaded overnight 
with tracer, washed five times in iceccold tracer-free media containing 1 mM KCl, 149 mM 
NaCl, and 5 mM HEPES buffer (pH 7.4 at 25°C), and then added to flux media containing 1 
mM KCl, 141.5 mM NaCI, 5 mM HEPES buffer, 3 mM H-EDTA, and 1 mM CaC12 (pH 7.2 at 
37°C). After 1 min, CTX was added, and after another 5 min the flux was initiated by adding 2.4 
~o~M A23187. At desired times using longer times for slower fluxes (top panel}, each suspension 
was sampled, and the supernatants and hemolysates were counted to determine the fraction of 
86Rb lost from the cells. The data shown in the bottom panel are from two experiments (circles 
and squares). The effluxes were normalized with respect to the flux in the absence of inhibitor. 
Other methods were as described previously (Freedman and Novak, 1983}. 
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Introduction 
The use of charged fluorescent dyes to monitor membrane potential has become quite 
common over the past ten years. The use of other fluorescent probes monitoring other 
aspects of cell physiology has also become quite widespread, with the fluorescent 
calcium-chelating probes (quin2, fura-2, and indo-1) being perhaps the most 
frequently used. While indirect fluorescent probes clearly offer distinct advantages 
over other methods for measuring membrane potential and intracellular ions and 
permitting new experiments, numerous concerns must be addressed before the results 
can be reliably interpreted. 

The cyanine dyes used to monitor membrane potential have a number of 
recognized attributes that are not generally desirable. For example, there is a 
membrane potential-insensitive component to the total cell fluorescence that can lead 
to artifacts. Also, since the dyes are positively charged, there is a considerable 
accumulation of dye in subcellular organelles such as mitochondria, which have a 
negative potential relative to the cytosol. The total cell fluorescence signal may thus 
contain a greater component owing to the membrane potential of mitochondria than 
from the plasma membrane trans-membrane potential, confusing the interpretation of 
data (Wilson et al., 1985; Chused et al., 1988). The fluorescence of thiol-containing 
cyanine dyes (such as 3,3'-dipentylthiodicarbocyanine [diS-C3(5)]) is destroyed by 
reactive oxygen products. The cyanine dyes that are not sensitive to reactive oxygen 
products include 3,3'-dipentyloxacarbocyanine [di0-C5(3)] and 3,3'-dipentylindocar
bocyanine [ dil-C5(3)] (Seligmann and Gallin, 1983; Whitin et al., 1980, 1981 ). 

The relationship of cyanine fluorescence to membrane potential depends on the 
dye concentration and structure. Cyanine dyes self-aggregate at high concentrations, 
forming nonfluorescent aggregates at a critical concentration that is characteristic of 
each dye structure. The dyes di0-C5(3) and dii-C5(3) are less prone to form aggregates 
than diS-Ci5) (Seligmann and Gallin, 1980, 1983). Since the cyanine dyes are 
positively charged, they reach a higher concentration in the cytosol than in the 
extracellular medium. This results in a quenching of cell fluorescence at high dye 
concentrations, where dye aggregation occurs as it is accumulated by cells, and 
enhancement of fluorescence owing to solvent effects at low dye concentrations, where 
dye aggregation does not occur as dye is accumulated by the cells. 

Alternatives to the cyanine dyes include the negatively charged oxonol dyes. The 
one advantage of oxonol dyes over cyanine dyes is that they are not accumulated in 
negatively charged subcellular organelles (Wilson and Chused, 1985). Thus, oxonol 
dyes are preferred in studies of cells containing a large number of mitochondria. 
Generally, the fluorescence yield and low uptake of oxonol dyes make their use in a 
spectrofluorometer difficult. Oxonol dyes are more suited for instrumentation where 
the measured extracellular volume is reduced (such as in a flow cytometer or 
microscope). However, we have selected one that gives satisfactory results when used 
in a spectrofluorometer assay, his- [ 1,3-diisopropyl-2-barbiturate-( 5)] -trimethin 
oxonol [di-isoC3-BA(3)]. 

Using human neutrophils, we investigated the use of both cyanine and oxonol dyes 
alone and in conjunction with the negatively charged fluorescent probe of intracellular 
calcium, fura-2. The sensitivity of cyanine and oxonol dye fluorescence to membrane 
potential was assayed while both the dye and cell concentrations were varied. We 
observed that dye sensitivity, particularly to elicited changes in membrane potential, 
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changed with the experimental conditions. The conclusion from these studies is that 
both cyanine dyes and oxonol dyes can be used reliably, but great care must be taken to 
use conditions such that fluorescence remains sensitive to membrane potential. 

Materials and Methods 
Preparation of Cells 
Human blood neutrophils were purified by sedimentation in Hespan, followed by a modification 
of the centrifugal elutriation procedure (Berkow et al., 1983). The purified cells were kept on ice 
in 10 mM HEPES-buffered Hanks' solution in the absence of calcium and magnesium. In 
experiments involving fura-2, the cells were incubated at a concentration of 2 x 106/ml for 30 
min at 37°C in Hanks' buffer containing calcium and magnesium and 0.1 ~M of the 
acetoxymethyl ester of fura-2 (fura-2/ AM), centrifuged, resuspended in fresh medium without 
calcium and magnesium, and stored on ice until use. 15 min before assay, the cells were 
suspended in the assay medium and incubated at 37°C to permit equilibration of the cells with 
the dye, calcium, and magnesium. 

Experimental Solutions and Assay 

Assays were conducted in modified Hanks' media at a low potassium concentration, denoted as 5 
K (5 mM KCI, 125 mM NaCI, 1 mM CaCI2, 1 mM MgCI2, 11 mM glucose, l.3 mM NaH2P04, 
10 mM HEPES), or at a high potassium concentration, denoted as either 120 K (120 mM KCI, 
10 mM NaCI, 1 mM CaCI2, 1 mM MgCI2, 11 mM glucose, 1.3 mM NaH2P04, 10 mM HEPES) 
or 110 K ( 110 mM KCI, 20 mM NaCI, 1 mM CaCI2, 1 mM MgCI2, 11 mM glucose, 1.3 mM 
NaH2P04, 10 mM HEPES). The stimulus used was the chemotactic hexapeptide N-formyl
norleucyl-leucyl-phenylalanyl-norleucyl-tyrosyl-lysine (CHP). Assays were conducted at 37°C 
in disposable glass cuvettes with a 1.5-ml assay volume. The cells were maintained in suspension 
using a disposable magnetic stir bar, and the stimulus (15 ~I volume) was injected directly into 
the cuvette through an injection port using a disposable-tip pipetter. Mixing time was <1 s. The 
instrument used was an SLM 8000 fluorometer (SLM-Aminco Urbana, IL). The membrane 
potential probe fluorescence was recorded with an excitation of 480 nm and an emission of 510 
nm. The fura-2 excitation ratio of (343 nm) / (390 nm) was measured at 510 nm emission. 

The cyanine dye di0-C5(3) and oxonol dye di-isoCrBA(3) were obtained from Dr. Alan 
Waggoner (Carnegie-Mellon, Pittsburgh, PA). CHP and fura-2/ AM were purchased from 
Sigma Chemical Co. (St. Louis, MO). All of these reagents were dissolved in dimethylsulfoxide 
(DMSO). Dilute working stock solutions were made in 50% DMSOfbuffer at a 100-fold-higher 
concentration than the final assay concentration. 

Results 
Effect of Cell and Dye Concentration on Oxonol Dye Fluorescence 
Fig. I shows a series of representative experiments using the oxonol dye di-isoCr 
BA(3), in which both the cell concentration and cyanine dye concentration were varied 
while the sensitivity of fluorescence to changes in membrane potential was assessed. 
The cells were suspended in either 5 mM K or I20 mM K buffer and the baseline 
fluorescence was recorded for 40 s before stimulation. Each panel represents a 
different dye concentration: 5, I, and 0.5 ~M. The upper tracings were obtained with 
4 x I06 PMN/ml in either 5 K or I20 K buffer, and the lower tracings were obtained 
at cell concentrations that produced membrane potential-dependent fluorescence 
changes upon stimulation with the chemoattractant peptide CHP (0.1 ~M). Resting 
fluorescence appeared to be dependent upon membrane potential in all cases since the 
baseline was substantially higher in I20 K than in 5 K. At each dye concentration, the 
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increase in baseline fluorescence caused by increasing the concentration of cells 
suspended in 120 K was not linear, but reached a plateau around the 4 x 106 PMNjml 
concentration, which indicates that at this cell concentration most if not all of the 
extracellular oxonol dye had been accumulated by the cells before stimulation. Thus, it 
was surprising that upon stimulation there was such a large increase in fluorescence 
(see particularly panels A and B, 120 K tracing), as though there were accumulation of 
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Figure 1. Effect of varying the dye and cell concentration on the fluorescence sensitivity of 
axonal dye to membrane potential. The fluorescence intensity of cells depolarized by suspension 
in 120 mM K (solid line tracings labeled 120 K) and cells suspended in 5 mM K (dotted line 
tracings labeled 5 K) is shown as a function of time (min). A 40-s baseline of fluorescence was 
recorded before stimulation with 0.1 ~tM CHP. (A) Data obtained using 5 ~tM axonal dye and 
either 4 x 106 PMN/ml or 2 x 106 PMN/ml, as labeled. (B) Data obtained using 1 ~tM axonal 
dye and either 4 x 106 PMN/ml or 1 x 106 PMN/ml. (C) Data obtained using 0.5 ~tM axonal 
dye and either 4 x 106 PMN/ml or 0.5 x 106 PMN/ml. 

more dye after stimulation. The failure of high potassium to ablate the response 
demonstrated that at high cell concentrations the responses were not dependent on 
membrane potential. This is consistent with the observation that there was not 
sufficient dye remaining extracellularly to support such a large change in fluorescence 
owing to influx of additional dye. Only at lower cell concentrations were the responses 
dependent on membrane potential. 
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Effect of Cell and Dye Concentration on Cyanine Dye Fluorescence 
Similar problems were documented using cyanine dyes (Fig. 2). The results obtained 
using two different dye concentrations, 100 nM (A) and 50 nM (B), are shown. The 
top tracings represent the fluorescence using 2 x 106 PMN/ml. The lower tracings 
were obtained using cell concentrations producing membrane potential-dependent 
fluorescence responses to CHP. Note the similarities to the oxonol dye studies. 
Increasing the cell concentration from 1 to 2 x 106 PMN/ml in the presence of 100 nM 
di0-C5(3) did not result in a higher fluorescence signal in the 5 K solution, which 
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Figure 2. Effect of varying the dye 
and cell concentration on the fluores
cence sensitivity of cyanine dye to 
membrane potential. The fluorescence 
intensity of cells depolarized by sus
pension in 120 mM K (solid line 
tracings labeled 120 K) and cells sus
pended in 5 mM K (dotted line trac
ings labeled 5 K) is shown as a func
tion of time (min). A 40-s baseline of 
fluorescence was recorded before 
stimulation with 0.1 ~M CHP. (A) 
Data obtained using 100 nM cyanine 
dye and either 2 x 106 PMN/ml or 
1 x 106 PMNjml, as labeled. (B) 
Data obtained using 50 nM cyanine 
dye and either 2 x 106 PMN/ml or 
0.5 x 106 PMNjml. 

indicates that all of the dye was already cell associated. Similar results are evident with 
50 nM dye comparing the 5 K baseline fluorescence with 0.5 ± 106 PMN /ml to that 
obtained with 2 x 106 PMN/ml. The stimulated responses were sensitive to membrane 
potential only at the lower cell concentrations. 

Interaction of Fura-2 with Cyanine Dye 
Fig. 3 demonstrates the effect on cyanine dye fluorescence of loading cells with the 
negatively charged molecule fura-2. The tracings of cyanine dye fluorescence are 
displayed in A. The intensity of baseline di0-C5(3) fluorescence of fura-2-loaded cells 
in 5 K buffer (labeled 5K + F) was over twice that of cells not loaded with fura-2. The 
response to CHP was comparably greater, but sensitivity to membrane potential was 
maintained. Tracings of the fura-2 fluorescence ratio are displayed in B, which 
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demonstrate that the calcium rise was not substantially affected by the extracellular 
potassium concentration, though the duration of the calcium rise was less in high 
potassium medium, consistent with the report by DiVirgilio eta!. (1987). 

Discussion 
Oxonol Dye Sensitivity to Membrane Potential 

The results presented in Figs. 1 and 2 clearly demonstrate that only with specific dye 
and cell concentrations is cell fluorescence truly sensitive to membrane potential 
changes. The nonideal behavior can be explained by considering the dynamics of dye 
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Figure 3. Effect of loading cells with 
fura-2 on cyanine dye fluorescence 
and sensitivity to membrane potential. 
(A) The fluorescence intensity of cells 
depolarized by suspension in 110 mM 
K (dotted line tracing) and cells sus
pended in 5 mM K (solid line tracing) 
is shown as a function of time (min). A 
1-min baseline of fluorescence was 
recorded before stimulation with 0.1 
~tM CHP. The tracings labeled with a 
K concentration + F were obtained 
from cells loaded with fura-2. (B) the 
fura-2 fluorescence ratio of cells depo
larized by suspension in 110 mM K 
(solid line tracing) and cells suspended 
in 5 mM K (dotted line tracing) is 
shown as a function of time (min). As 
in A, stimulus was added after 1 min. 

equilibration. The driving force of membrane potential in these experiments depends 
only on the extracellular K concentration or cell activation. The driving force for dye 
accumulation was thus fixed at a physiologic potential in 5 K buffer, or at a 
depolarized potential in 120 K buffer, and was independent of the two variables of cell 
concentration and dye concentration. Oxonol dyes are negatively charged, and thus 
under ideal conditions maintain a steady state where the ratio of dye concentration 
outside the cells to the concentration inside cells is proportional to the membrane 
potential. As the cell concentration is increased while keeping the total dye concentra
tion constant, the extracellular dye concentration becomes vanishingly small, an effect 
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that is particularly acute under conditions of depolarization (120 K). Conditions are 
reached where most of the dye is cell associated in the resting state, and insufficient dye 
remains outside the cells to account for the large change in fluorescence observed upon 
stimulation. It is probable that the membrane potential-sensitive component of 
intracellular dye is simply too small to give a measurable signal when the external dye 
concentration is very low. Regardless, the response that is obtained does not result from 
the accumulation of more dye due to depolarization, but instead is an artifact due to a 
change in the fluorescence of dye already accumulated by the cells, possibly reflecting 
intracellular redistribution. 

Cyanine Dye Sensitivity to Membrane Potential 
The results with the cyanine dye are consistent with this line of reasoning. Since this 
positively charged dye is accumulated to a greater extent by cells in the resting, 
hyperpolarized state of 5 mM K, fluorescence in the 5 mM K solutions was higher than 
when cells were depolarized by suspension in 120 mM K (Fig. 2), giving the 
appearance that membrane potential was accurately reflected by the difference in 
fluorescence under all the conditions. However, as shown in Fig. 2, increasing the cell 
concentration from 1 to 2 x 106 PMN/ml in the presence of 100 nM di0-C5(3) did not 
result in a higher fluorescence signal in the 5 mM K solution, which indicates that 
virtually all the dye was cell associated at the lower cell concentration. Similar results 
are evident with 50 nM dye comparing the 5 mM K baseline fluorescence with 0.5 x 
106 PMN/ml to that obtained with 2 x 106 PMN/ml. In fact, even when depolarized 
in 120 mM K the baseline fluorescence with 2 x 106 PMN/ml indicated nearly all the 
dye was cell associated. Under the conditions of high cell concentration and insuffi
cient cyanine dye, the stimulated responses, while suggestive of a depolarization, were 
abrogated. This result was consistent with the expectation that there was insufficient 
dye accumulated in the resting state for there to be a significant membrane 
potential-dependent component lost due to depolarization. 

Interaction of Cyanine Dye with Fura-2 
The effect of a second charged probe on dye fluorescence and sensitivity to membrane 
potential was also assessed. The negatively charged probe fura-2 was chosen because of 
the importance of intracellular Ca. As expected, there was no effect on the negatively 
charged oxonol dye di-isoCrBA(3) fluorescence or responsiveness (results not shown). 
However, there was increased uptake of the positively charged cyanine dye di0-C5(3). 
As shown in Fig. 3, the di0-C5(3) fluorescence remained sensitive to membrane 
potential even in the presence of fura-2. We observed (not shown) that the point at 
which all the extracellular dye was accumulated by cells was reached at a lower cell 
concentration with fura-2-loaded cells than with unloaded cells. This was a conse
quence of the fura-2-loaded cells accumulating more cyanine dye than fura-2-
unloaded cells. The enhancing effect of fura-2 was greater at lower cyanine dye 
concentrations. 

Conclusions 
Taken together, these results demonstrate that great caution must be exercised when 

the assay conditions of the dye concentration, cell concentration, and cell type were 
varied, or when other chemical species that are accumulated by cells were incorpo
rated. However, if the appropriate control experiments are performed to demonstrate 
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the membrane potential dependence of both baseline fluorescence and stimulated 
responses, satisfactory results can be obtained. 
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Introduction 

The molecular basis of transmembrane signaling by B lymphocyte receptors for 
antigen has recently been the subject of intense study. Cross-linking of membrane 
immunoglobulin (mig) causes the rapid hydrolysis (within 30 s) of members of a 
specific class of plasma membrane phospholipids, phosphatidylinositol (Ptdlns), 
phosphatidylinositol 4-phosphate (PtdlnsP), and phosphatidylinositol 4,5-bisphos
phate (PtdlnsP2), by phospholipase C (PLC), generating inositol !-phosphate (lnsP), 
inositoll,4-bisphosphate (lnsP2 ), inositoll,4,5-trisphosphate (lnsP3 ), and diacylglyce
rol (DG) (Coggeshall and Cambier, 1985; Bijsterbosch et al., 1985; Ransom et al., 
1986). In B cells, InsP3 mediates the release (30-60 s) of Ca ++ from the endoplasmic 
reticulum (Ransom et al., 1986). It has been suggested that this release is accompanied 
by an influx of extracellular Ca + + via a non-voltage-activated Ca channel (Bijster
bosch et al., 1986). The elevated intracellular ca++ appears to act in concert with DG 
to mediate the translocation (1-2 min) of protein kinase C to the plasma membrane 
(Chen et al., 1986), where it is bound and activated by a complex of ca++, DG, and 
phosphatidylserine (Hannum et al., 1985). Phosphorylation of a number of substrates 
follows (Coggeshall et al., 1985; Hornbeck and Paul, 1986), and membrane depolari
zation occurs somewhat later (3-90 min; Monroe and Cambier, 1983). Within 15 min 
of stimulation by anti-IgM or anti-lgD, increased transcription of the c-fos oncogene is 
detectable (Snow et al., 1986; Klemsz, M., E. Palmer, and J. C. Cambier, manuscript 
submitted for publication). In the succeeding 2 h, increased transcription of c-myc and 
Ia genes is detectable, as is stabilization of c-myc message (Klemsz, M., E. Palmer, and 
J. C. Cambier, manuscript submitted for publication). The events that intervene in the 
cascade between protein kinase C activation and increased gene transcription and 
stabilization are as yet undefined. 

The occurrence of these events in a cascade is supported by the findings that 
exogenous PLC, phorbol myristate acetate (PMA), DG, and Ca ionophores induce the 
events at and distal to their predicted sites of action, including c-myc, c-fos, and Ia 
expression (Coggeshall and Cambier, 1985; Ransom and Cambier, 1986; Klemsz, M., 
E. Palmer, and J. C. Cambier, manuscript submitted for publication). Recent reports 
indicate that Ca + + ionophore plus PMA provide a complete signal for B cell 
proliferation (Klaus et al., 1986), which indicates that, under appropriate circum
stances, activation of this cascade is sufficient to drive proliferation. The hypothesis 
that this cascade is responsible for the biologic response to anti-lg is supported by 
findings that inhibitors of phosphoinositide hydrolysis in B cells, including TMB8, 
neomycin (Ransom et al., 1988), and dbcAMP (Coggeshall and Cambier, 1985), block 
this cascade as well as hyperexpression of Ia in response to anti-Ig. Finally, recent 
studies have demonstrated that thymus-dependent antigens stimulate isolated, anti
gen-specific, normal B cells to increase inositol lipid metabolism (Grupp et al., 1986) 
and c-myc expression (Snow et al., 1986). Therefore, both antigen and surrogate 
antireceptor antibodies activate this cascade. 

Thus, many of the principal elements of the signaling cascade used by mig have 
been defined. However, the precise relationship between the activation of phosphoino
sitide hydrolysis and Ca + + influx remains an enigma. Here we report recent studies 
that suggest that the occurrence of a K+ efflux appears to be necessary for subsequent 
Ca ++influx, which follows mig cross-linking. 
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Methods 
B Cell Preparation 
Splenic B cells from 6-8-wk-old mice (BDF1) were prepared as previously described 
(Ransom and Cambier, 1986). All cell preparations were suspended (5 x 106 cellsjml) 
in balanced salts solution (BSS) supplemented with 5% fetal calf serum (FCS) until 
use. 

Relative Membrane Potential Measurements 
Flow cytometric measurements of the relative membrane potential were performed 
with the carbocyanine dye Di0-C5(3) as previously described (Ransom and Cambier, 
1986). Separate experiments have shown that anti-Ig-stimulated depolarization 
measured by this technique is partially inhibited by azide ( 1 mM), which suggests 
some contribution of mitochondrial potential to the measurement. Further experi
ments with valinomycin, gramicidin D, and manipulations of the extracellular K+ 
concentration ([K+]a) indicate that the technique accurately assesses the polarity of 
shifts in B cell membrane potential. Fluorimetric analyses of the relative membrane 
potential were performed at 37°C with the oxonol dye bis-(1 ,3-diethylthiobarbiturate )
trimethineoxonol (bis-oxonol; Molecular Probes, Inc., Eugene, OR), as described by 
Rink et a!. (1980), except that the bis-oxonol (final concentration, 150 nM) was 
diluted directly into the cell suspension. A stable baseline fluorescence was determined 
after repeated brief mixings with a magnetic stirrer. Reagents or stimuli were 
subsequently added with a minimum of mixing to avoid artifactual changes in 
fluorescence intensity. Gramicidin D (20 nM; Sigma Chemical Co., St. Louis, MO) 
was added at the end of each recording to verify the potentiometric measurements. 

Flow Cytometric Analyses of Intracellular Ca + + Concentration 
Single cell analyses of intracellular ca++ concentration ([Ca++U were performed 
using indo-1-loaded B cells as described previously by Rabinovitch et a!. (1986). The 
cells were analyzed at a flow rate of -1,000/s at 37°C in the simplified saline described 
by Tsien eta!. ( 1982). Fluorescence histograms were collected every 9 sand displayed 
in a continuous profile over a 4-9-min period. Breaks in the display represent time 
points where the analysis was stopped and then resumed after addition of reagents. 

Analysis of 86Rb + Content 
Determination of the 86Rb+ distribution of anti- Ig-stimulated B cells was performed as 
described elsewhere (Ransom, J. T., and J. C. Cambier, manuscript in preparation). 
Briefly, the technique uses the distribution ratios between the cell pellet and superna
tant samples of [14C]sucrose (r8 , 1 J.LCijml) and 86Rb+ (rRb• 5 J.LCijml), as normalized 
to the total water space of each sample, which is determined using 3H20 (1 J.LCijml). 
This technique permits the total water space, the cellular water space, and the cellular 
86Rb+ content to be determined from one sample. The accumulation factor for 86Rb+ 
(FRb), which indicates the ratio of intracellular to extracellular concentration, was 
calculated from the following relationship: 

FRb = (rRb- rs)/(1 - rs). 
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Immunofluorescence Analysis of Surface I-A Expression 

B cells were cultured for 12 h, harvested, and stained with directly fluoresceinated 
anti-1-Ab,d monoclonal antibody (D3.137) as previously described (Ransom and 
Cambier, 1986). All reagents were mixed into the cultures from stock solutions 
(nifedipine, <0.1% dimethyl sulfoxide) immediately before addition of anti-K stimulus 
(1 ~gjmL). 

Results 
Membrane Depolarization Is Dependent on Ca + + Influx 

Since anti-lg-stimulated membrane depolarization occurs after DG release and ca++ 
mobilization, we sought to determine whether the increase in [Ca++]; was necessary 
for membrane depolarization. Table I shows the percentage of cells that become 
depolarized after stimulation with suboptimal doses of PMA and the electroneutral 

TABLE I 
A23817 and PMA Synergize to Induce Membrane 
Depolarization 

Depolarized cells(%) 

PMA (ngfml) 

A23187 0.4 0.2 0.1 0 

nM 
80 48 41 40 19 
40 38 29 21 8 
20 32 15 3 0 
0 15 4 4 0 

8 cells were cultured in the presence of the indicated concentrations of 
A23187 and PMA for 90 min and the percentage of depolarized cells was 
determined as described using Di0-C5(3). 

ca++ ionophore A23187. Although A23187 and PMA alone caused some cells to 
depolarize, combinations of the two reagents induced the depolarization of a greater 
number of cells than either reagent alone. This suggests that the increased cytosolic 
free Ca + + concentration and the liberated DG act synergistically to mediate plasma 
membrane depolarization. B cell plasma membrane depolarization has been demon
strated to be coupled to the activation of protein kinase C (Monroe et al., 1984). These 
findings are consistent with in vitro evidence that binding of protein kinase C to red cell 
membranes is dependent upon DG and is enhanced by elevated free Ca + + (Wolf et al., 
1985). The role of ca++ is supported by further evidence that anti-lg-stimulated 
depolarization is dependent upon [Ca++] 0 • The data in Fig. 1 show the effect of 
lowering [Ca++]o on the anti-lg-induced changes in membrane potential. At all 
subphysiologic [Ca++] 0 , the control cells become increasingly depolarized. Further
more, increased heterogeneity of dye accumulation by the cells was noted (not shown). 
However, as [Ca++]o was lowered from 1 mM to <100 ~M. the membrane potential 
response shifted from a depolarization to a hyperpolarization. This result correlates 
with observations that the ca++ influx that occurs during anti-Ig stimulation (see 
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below) is minimal at [Ca++] 0 ~ 100 ~M (Bijsterbosch eta!., 1986; Ransom eta!., 
1988). Further, they suggest that, during a response, conductive Ca ++ influx may 
normally be balanced electrically. 

The Ca + + Influx Pathway Is Coupled to K+ Efftux 
Previous experiments using EGTA buffers indicated that Ca++ mobilization was 
dependent upon [Ca ++lo and suggested that Ca ++ influx, as well as a release of 
sequestered Ca++ from the endoplasmic reticulum (ER), may occur (Ransom eta!., 
1988). However, such experiments do not account for the possibility that a reduction of 
[Ca++]o with EGTA may cause redistribution of intracellular ca++ stores and a 
diminution of the releasable store in the ER. If this were to occur, then a reduction of 
theCa++ response using EGT A could reflect a loss of the releasable store from the ER 
and not the elimination of a true Ca ++ influx pathway. To test more rigorously for the 
activation of a ca++ influx pathway, we first determined whether the small but 
significant ca++ response observed when [Ca++]o ~ 10 JLM was due to the release of 
intracellular stores (Ransom et a!., 1986; Ransom eta!., 1988). We determined that 
the response was insensitive to EGTA and competitive cations such as Ba++ and Sr++ 
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Figure 1. Plasma membrane depolarization in anti-Ig
stimulated B cells is dependent on extracellular Ca++. 
Mouse B cells were cultured in simplified saline contain
ing the indicated concentrations of Ca ++ with (e) or 
without (0) anti-K monoclonal antibody 187.1 (1 !Lg/ml). 
The cells were harvested after 60 min, analyzed by flow 
microfluorimetry using the carbocyanine dye di0-C5(3), 
and the mean channel number of the fluorescence histo
gram were determined to assess the relative membrane 
potential of the population. 

(Ransom, J., D. DiGiusto, V. Sandoval, D. Thorpe, J. Pasternak, and J. C. Cambier, 
manuscript in preparation). When [Ca++] 0 was set to <10 JLM, the [Ca++]; of 
stimulated cells was found to rise to ~200 nM and then return to the initial resting level 
(100 nM) within 3 min (Fig. 2 B). If [Ca++lo was elevated to 5 mM 3 min after 
stimulation, [Ca ++];in all cells rapidly but transiently increased to an average value of 
~500 nM or greater. A similar [Ca++]o depletion/repletion protocol was used with 
unstimulated cells, and we found that [Ca ++];increased to only 200 nM after repletion 
(Fig. 2 A). These results indicate that anti-lg stimulation caused the plasma 
membrane to become more permeable to Ca ions than the membranes of resting cells. 

Previous results indicated that isotonic replacement of NaCl with KCl or the 
addition of 50 mM KCl to the cell suspension significantly inhibits the magnitude of 
theCa++ response. Using the [Ca++]o depletion/repletion protocol in the presence of 
50 mM KCl, it can be shown that the elevated [K+L inhibits Ca++ influx while only 
marginally affecting the intracellular release (Fig. 2 C). This suggests that Ca ++ 
influx is dependent either upon a normally hyperpolarized plasma membrane or upon a 
low [K+] 0 • To assess the effect of membrane depolarization or hyperpolarization on 
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Figure 2. Ca + + influx is blocked by increased [K + ]0 • lndo-1-loaded mouse B cells were 
suspended in simplified saline containing I 0 f.LM Ca + +, analyzed briefly by flow microfluorime
try, and then either stimulated with anti-Kat the time indicated by the solid arrow (1 f.Lg/ml; B 
and C) or not stimulated (A) and the analyses were continued. 3 min after stimulation (Band 
C), or after the initial baseline analysis of unstimulated cells (A), [Ca + + lo was increased to 5 
mM (indicated by the open arrow) and the analyses continued further. The results presented in 
Care from cells stimulated in the presence of 50 mM KCI. 

Ca + + influx, electrogenic ion-selective ionophores were used to depolarize (gramici
din) or hyperpolarize (valinomycin) the plasma membrane. Although the valinomycin 
results were difficult to interpret because of an ionophore-induced increase in [Ca + +];, 
even in low-[Ca++]o media, the results with gramicidin indicated that membrane 
depolarization did not inhibit ca++ influx or affect the release of ca++ from the 
endoplasmic reticulum (Ransom, J., D. DiGiusto, V. Sandoval, D. Thorpe, J. 
Pasternak, and J. C. Cambier, manuscript in preparation). Furthermore, isotonic 
replacement of NaCl with choline chloride had no effect on theCa++ response, which 
suggests that Ca++ influx is independent of [Na+] 0 • 

Thus, it was apparent that the inhibition of Ca ++ influx by elevated [K+]o was a 
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Figure 3. Anti-Ig stimulation causes a decrease of B cell 
[
86Rb+]b which is blocked by channel blockers. Mouse B 

cells were pre-equilibrated with 86Rb+ and 3H20 as 
described and then stimulated with anti-K alone (&), 
stimulated in the presence of 10 mM 4-AP (o) or 50 mM 
nifedipine (e), or not stimulated (L>). At the indicated 
times, aliquots were removed, mixed with [l4C]sucrose, 
and transferred to sealed pipette tips and centrifuged to 
pellet the cells. Samples of the supernatant and portions 
of the cell pellet were analyzed by ion-exchange chroma
tography and the relative accumulation of 86Rb+ (correc
ted for the intracellular water space) was calculated as 
described. 
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direct effect of the K ions on the Ca ++ permeability and was not due to the 
depolarization caused by the elevated [K+] 0 • Since it has been shown that K channel 
blockers and extraordinarily high concentrations of voltage-gated Ca channel blockers 
can block the voltage-gated K+ conductance in human T cells (described by Chandy et 
al., 1984) and the voltage-gated Ca + + conductance in murine B cell myelomas 
(Fukushima and Hagiwara, 1983), it seemed possible that similar conductances might 
be present and functionally coupled in the murine B cell. ca++ mobilization measure
ments with quin-2-loaded B cells indicated that Ca++ mobilization is mostly but not 
completely blocked by 50 ~M nifedipine, diltiazem, or verapamil and by 10 mM 
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Figure 4. In the absence of Ca + + influx anti- lg 
stimulation causes B cell hyperpolarization, 
which is blocked by channel blockers. (A) B 
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cuvette for fluorimetric analysis. The bis-oxonol 
dye was added and a baseline fluorescence was 
established. The cells were then stimulated with 
anti-K and gently stirred and the analysis was 
continued. Gramicidin D was added at the time 
points shown to depolarize the cells and confirm 
the shifts in membrane potential indicated by 
the dye. (B) B cells were suspended in 1 ~JM 
[Ca++j 0 , oxonol dye was added, and the base
line fluorescence was established. KCl (50 mM) 
and anti-K were added at the times indicated. 
(C), B cells in 1 ~JM [Ca++Jo were stimulated 
with anti-K after the addition of nifedipine (50 
~JM). The gramicidin controls were eliminated 
from Band C for clarity. 

4-aminopyridine (4-AP; Ransom, J., D. DiGiusto, V. Sandoval, D. Thorpe, J. 
Pasternak, and J. C. Cambier, manuscript in preparation). Further analyses of 
indo-1-loaded B cells by the [Ca++lo depletion/repletion protocol have indicated that 
Ca + + release from the endoplasmic reticulum is not affected by these reagents but that 
the majority ofCa ++influx is blocked by 20-50 ~M of the organic Ca channel blockers 
or by 10 mM 4-AP. These drug concentrations coincide with the concentrations that 
effectively blocked K+ conductance in human T cells (Chandy et al., 1984). A recent 
description of a voltage-gated K+ conductance in mouse splenic B cells is consistent 
with the hypothesis that a K+ permeability is operative in the anti-Ig-stimulated B cell 
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(Choquet et al., 1987). Hence, the inhibition of Ca ++ influx by the channel blockers 
and by [K+]o suggests that Ca++ influx may be coupled to the efflux of K+ from the 
cell. 

Anti-Ig Stimulation Induces a Loss of B Cell K+ 

To establish whether anti-Ig stimulation causes a rapid K+ efflux from the cell, B cells 
were pre-equilibrated with 86Rb+, an isotopic analogue for 42K+ that has been shown to 
be transported by K+ transport mechanisms similar to 42K+. The cells were also 
equilibrated with 3H20 to determine the total water space of each sample and 
[

14C]sucrose was added just before initiation of the experiment to determine the 
extracellular water space. After equilibration, the cells for each experiment were 
aliquoted into single tubes and, before and after addition of anti-lg, samples were 

TABLE II 
Channel Blockers Inhibit Anti-Ig-stimulated Membrane 
Depolarization 

Culture Percentage of 
conditions cells depolarized 

Control 33 
KCI (50 mM) 59 
Anti-K 64 

4-AP 20 
Anti-K + 4-AP 39 
Anti-K, 4-AP:j: 52 

Nifedipine 30 
Anti-K + nifedipine 32 

B cells were cultured with the indicated reagents for 90 min and the number 
of depolarized cells was determined using di0-C5(3). The concentrations of 
4-AP and nifedipine used were 10 mM and 50 ~M, respectively. 
:j:Cells were stimulated with anti-K for 90 min. 4-AP was added at the end of 
the experiment with di0-C5(3). 

withdrawn for each time point. The cellular 86Rb+ accumulation factor (FRb) was 
determined for each time point. As shown in Fig. 3, 2 min after stimulation, the FRb of 
the cells had decreased significantly compared with the control cells. Within 10 min, 
there was no statistically significant difference between the two conditions, which 
suggests that the stimulated cells have begun to restore [86Rb+ ]; toward resting levels. 
Measurement of the intracellular water space in the samples (i.e., relative cell volume) 
also indicate that the cells swell within 2 min and remain enlarged for at least 60 min 
(not shown). When these measurements were made in the presence of either 4-AP ( 10 
mM) or nifedipine (50 ~M), both the decrease of cell [86Rb+]; and cell enlargement 
were blocked, which suggests that these reagents block K+ efflux from anti-lg
stimulated B cells. 

An alternative way to investigate whether anti-lg causes K+ efflux as well as 
Ca ++influx is to monitor the membrane potential of stimulated cells when Ca ++influx 
is minimized. B cells were quickly suspended in simplified saline with 1 ~M or 1 mM 
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[Ca++Jo and the relative membrane potential was monitored in a fluorimeter using an 
anionic oxonol dye (Rink et a!., 1980). When [Ca + + ]0 was 1 mM, addition of anti-K to 
the cell suspension did not induce any significant change in membrane potential for at 
least 6 min (Fig. 4 A). However, in medium where [Ca++Jo was 1 ~M, stimulation 
caused the cells to immediately become hyperpolarized (Fig. 4 A). This hyperpolariza
tion was blocked by 50 mM KCl (Fig. 4 B), which indicates that hyperpolarization is 
mediated by the efflux of K+ from the cell. When the potential was monitored in the 
presence of 50 ~M nifedipine, the anti-Ig-mediated hyperpolarization was also 
blocked, which suggests that this reagent also blocked K+ efflux (Fig. 4 C). It was not 
possible to assess the effect of 4-AP on this response because of the large sample 
dilution required, which significantly alters the oxonol fluorescence intensity. Thus, 
measurements of [86Rb+]; and indirect measurements of K+ efflux by analysis of 
membrane potential indicate that anti-lg stimulation causes a transient efflux of cell 
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Figure 5. Channel blockers inhibit anti-Ig
stimulated increased 1-A expression. B cells 
were cultured for 12 h in the presence of anti-K 
and the indicated concentrations of nifedipine 
(o), quinine (e), 4-AP (,:;), or TEA (A.). The 
cells were then harvested, directly stained with 
fluorescein-conjugated anti-I -A b.d monoclonal 
antibody, and analyzed by flow microfluorime
try for surface 1-A expression. 

K + as well as a transient influx of Ca + +. The evidence that K + channel blockers and 
high concentrations of organic Ca channel blockers as well as an elevated [K+]o can 
block both Ca + + influx and K + efflux suggests that these two events are coupled. More 
specifically, since K+ efflux apparently occurs in the absence of Ca ++ influx (Fig. 
4 A), but Ca++ influx is blocked when K+ efflux is blocked (Fig. 2 C), the results 
suggest that anti-lg-stimulated Ca++ influx is dependent upon K+ efflux. 

Anti-Ig-stimulated Membrane Depolarization and Increased I-A Expression 
Require Ca + + Influx 
The data in Fig. 1 suggested that the membrane depolarization determined 60 min 
after anti- lg stimulation is dependent upon extracellular Ca + +. To more firmly 
demonstrate that this dependence is due to a requirement for Ca + + influx, the relative 
membrane potential of cells stimulated in the presence of nifedipine or 4-AP was 
measured with the carbocyanine dye. Nifedipine (50 ~M) completely blocked anti
lg-stimulated depolarization without affecting the membrane potential of the control 
cells (Table II). When present throughout the assay, 4-AP (10 mM) apparently caused 
a slight hyperpolarization of the resting cells but also almost completely blocked the 
depolarization response. As a control to show that this apparent inhibition was not due 
to the direct hyperpolarization caused by 4-AP alone, the K channel blocker was added 
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at the end of the assay along with the indicator dye. In this case, 4-AP also caused some 
apparent hyperpolarization of the cells but had no effect on the net depolarization 
caused by anti-lg stimulation. Since the channel blockers inhibit ca++ influx but do 
not affect Ca++ release from the ER, these results indicate that anti-lg-stimulated 
membrane depolarization is dependent upon Ca + + influx. 

It has been previously suggested that the anti-lg-stimulated increase in 1-A 
expression is also dependent upon an increase in [Ca ++]i (Klaus et al., 1986). Again, to 
determine whether increased 1-A expression is dependent upon Ca++ influx, the cells 
were cultured with the channel blockers and stimulus for 12 h. As shown in Fig. 5, both 
nifedipine and 4-AP block increased 1-A expression at concentrations that block ca++ 
influx. Quinine, which could not be assayed for its ability to inhibit Ca ++mobilization, 
also inhibited 1-A expression. TEA, which did not block Ca++ mobilization, failed to 
inhibit 1-A expression. Thus, the results indicate that the increased 1-A expression is 
also dependent upon Ca + + influx and that the release of Ca + + from the endoplasmic 
reticulum is insufficient to generate this response. 

Conclusion 
The data presented indicate that anti-lg-induced Ca++ influx in B lymphocytes is 
partially electrically balanced by, and dependent on, K+ efflux from the cell. These 
findings are consistent with the recent report of Choquet et al. (1987) that B cells 
express voltage-dependent K channels after long-term culture with lipopolysacharride. 
Our results with intact, anti-lg-stimulated B cells indicate that a previously unknown 
event may occur during B cell activation. 
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Introduction 
The finding that unmanipulated (resting) lymphocytes maintain a large electrical 
potential difference (Em) across the plasma membrane, and early indications that 
depolarization occurs after exposure to mitogens (reviewed in Freedman and Laris, 
1988) have stimulated interest in the possibility that changes in Em function as signals 
in lymphocyte activation and differentiation pathways. Recent approaches to this 
question have been influenced both by modifications of Em measurement techniques 
and by advances in the understanding of antigen receptor function. Using fluorescent 
potentiometric dyes, Em can be measured in unperturbed single lymphocytes, and it has 
become apparent that the use of anionic probes circumvents certain major difficulties 
associated with the intracellular accumulation of cationic indicators (Wilson and 
Chused, 1985; Wilson et al., 1985). In place of mitogenic lectins, specific reagents 
(antibodies) are now available for stimulation of T and B lymphocyte antigen 
receptors. Cross-linkage of these receptors initiates the degradation of phosphatidyl
inositol-4,5-bisphosphate (PIP2), with the resultant formation of two intracellular 
messengers: diacylglycerol, an activator of protein kinase C (PKC) (Nishizuka, 1984 ), 
and calcium-releasing inositol polyphosphates (IP3 ) (Berridge and Irvine, 1984). 
Because antigen is the driving force in antibody production, the sequences triggered by 
and interactions among PIP2 hydrolysis products are of central interest to lymphocyte 
activation and differentiation. In this chapter, we will focus on experiments that 
characterize antigen-induced membrane potential changes measured by flow cytome
try, and show that quite large changes in the membrane's electric field are effected bv 
both PKC activation and a rise in [Ca2+];. 

Technical Considerations: Dyes, Signal Calibration, 
and Cell Preparations 
A recent symposium in this series (De Weer and Salzberg, 1986) considered the variety 
of techniques available for optical measurement of Em in small cells. To date, only 
"slow-response" indicator dyes have been used in lymphocytes. These are fluorescent 
probes (Waggoner, 1979; Bashford and Smith, 1979; Freedman and Novak, 1987) 
with a single delocalized charge, which confers both membrane permeability and pH 
insensitivity, that redistribute across membranes in response to transmembrane 
voltage changes. Fluorescence efficiency increases in an apolar microenvironment and 
the dyes are lipophilic. At appropriate dye concentrations, changes in cell fluorescence 
register changes in Em. The dyes divide into two major classes, cationic cyanine and 
anionic oxonol dyes. In lymphocytes, as would be expected from prior studies in other 
cell types and organelles, cyanine dyes preferentially accumulate in mitochondria, 
which have a high inside-negative potential. More troublesome, these dyes diminish 
the plasma membrane's K+ selectivity and, even at low nanomolar concentrations, 
depolarize B cells within several minutes. Other perturbations of direct relevance to the 
study of cell activation include inhibition of Na/K ATPase and elevation of [Ca2+]; to 
micromolar levels (Wilson et al., 1985; Wilson and Chused, 1985). Hence, cyanine 
dyes both block and mimic events in the activation cascade. The toxic effects 
attributable to mitochondrial accumulation would appear to be characteristic of all 
cationic probes examined (Azzone et al., 1984). In contrast, oxonol dyes at concentra
tions yielding adequate fluorescence signals exhibit none of these undesirable qualities, 
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and have been preferred to cyanines by several groups of investigators who have 
compared the two dye classes in lymphocytes (Rink et a!., 1980; Tatham and Delves, 
1984). 

The voltage-sensitive fluorescence of diBa-C4(3), the preferred dye for flow 
cytometry measurements using an argon laser, has been compared directly and shown 
to agree with microelectrode measurements (Brauner et a!., 1984). Nonetheless, 
studies continue to appear that report putative Em changes in resting lymphocytes 
measured by uncalibrated cyanine fluorescence signals (Cambier and Ransom, 1987; 
Aldo-Benson, 1986). 

To be reasonably certain that Em is actually being measured, it is necessary to 
calibrate the fluorescence signal (Freedman and Novak, 1987), preferably by two 
independent methods. We have analyzed oxonol and cyanine fluorescence signals in 
lymphocytes in detail elsewhere (Wilson et a!., 1985; Wilson and Chused, 1985). 
Several approaches to calibration and some potential pitfalls are briefly noted. 
DiBa-C4(3)-valinomycin interactions exclude standard fluorescence null point titra
tions accomplished by varying [K+]o in the presence of the K+ ionophore. Somewhat 
more cumbersome methods are therefore required. The fluorescence shifts of oxonol 
(and cationic indicator dyes) occurring with manipulation of medium ions and Na+ 
pump inhibition indicate that the lymphocyte plasma membrane is K+ selective, and at 
[K + lo > 10 mM, Em is very close to EK (Deutsch et a!., 1979; Rink et a!., 1980; 
Grinstein eta!., 1982). Hence, depolarization from resting potentials can be estimated 
by comparison with a series of graded K+ solutions. Below 10 mM [K+] 0 , the ratio 
PK/ PNa decreases in unstimulated cells such that Em remains constant. Substitution of 
choline for N a+ in the lower [K + ]0 range restores a near linear relation between the log 
[K+]o and oxonol fluorescence. The calibration suggested by these manipulations can 
be verified with ionophores. In T cells, elevation of [Ca2+]; by Ca2+ ionophores 
activates a Ca2+ -sensitive K+ conductance (discussed below) such that a linear relation 
exists between the log [K+lo (2.5-120 mM) and fluorescence, which is unaffected by 
ouabain and Na +or Cl replacement. Since this permeability is not dominant in B cells, 
we routinely calibrate by using a variation of the valinomycin null point method: the 
cation ionophore gramicidin D (0.2 Mg/ml) is used to induce K +equilibrium potentials 
in cells suspended in Na +-free media. This procedure yields stable oxonol histograms 
for at least several minutes. However, by defining Em-dependent and Em-insensitive 
mitochondrial cyanine dye accumulation (Wilson et a!., 1985), it can be shown that 
higher (micromolar) gramicidin D permeates cells and discharges mitochondrial dye. 
The resulting decrease in cyanine fluorescence under these conditions has been 
misinterpreted to indicate a large voltage-dependent signal. An alternative calibration 
method, proven useful in other cell types, is the pH null point technique (Akerman and 
Wikstrom, 1976; Bashford and Pasternak, 1984). 

Validation of fluorescence measurements also requires care to exclude possible 
voltage-independent explanations for observed fluorescence shifts. For example, 
changes in pH; occurring with cell activation could alter fluorescence by changing 
proportionality constants for bound to free dye within the cellular compartment. This 
can be shown not to occur with diBa-C4(3): cell fluorescence remains constant under 
zero voltage conditions (140 mM extracellular K+ and gramicidin D) as pH; is 
manipulated between 6.8 and 7.8 by varying pH0 in the presence of FCCP. The distinct 
advantages of oxonol over cyanine dyes for studies of human or murine lymphocytes 
should not be uncritically extended to other cell types. Finding the best available dye 
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for a given cell preparation and experimental protocol may require the consideration of 
several options. 

The variable effects of mitogens on Em as reported in early studies would appear 
largely explicable by problems with the choice of voltage-sensitive probe, the use in 
some instances of nonphysiologic stimulus concentrations, and the necessity of 
inferring single cell responses from bulk suspension measurements. Some additional 
pitfalls in the design and interpretation of experiments have been identified. Prepara
tive techniques, particularly involving exposure of cells to anisotonic solutions (Grin
stein et al., 1984 ), or the use of simple salts solution for cell suspension (Laris et al., 
1978), may alter resting Em and membrane permeability characteristics. Even in 
highly enriched media and with careful control of temperature and C02 tension, a 
time-dependent depolarization occurs (before cell death determined by dye exclusion 
assays), which will bias or invalidate bulk suspension measurements. Finally, while 
clonal cell lines, tumors, and hybridomas have been immensely important in the study 
of lymphocytes, and, for electrophysiological studies, have the ostensible advantages of 
hardiness, size, and uniformity over normal cells, available data suggest that they 
generally do not exhibit the same complement of Em, permeability, and ion channel 
characteristics as do normal resting cells. Whether any of these cells represents, 
electrophysiologically, a stage of normal differentiation is speculative. 

T Cell Receptor Cross-Linkage Induces Hyperpolarization by Two 
Mechanisms 
Using the highly fluorescent Ca2+ indicator dyes indo-1 and fura-2 (Grynkiewicz et al., 
1985), it has been possible to show that antigen or antireceptor antibodies induce a rise 
in [Ca2+]; from resting 100 nM to> 1 ~Min both T (Rabinovitch et al., 1986) and B 
lymphocytes (Wilson et al., 1987a, b). The initial phase of Ca2+ elevation is due to 
Ca2+ release from endoplasmic reticulum (ER). Whether inward Ca2+ transport (Ca2+ 
channels) has a role in sustained Ca2+ elevation, other than preventing intracellular 
Ca2+ depletion, is currently unclear (Wilson et al., 1987b). The elevation of [Ca2+]; is 
one link to observations by a number of investigators that T cell mitogens or Ca2+ 

ionophores induce plasma membrane hyperpolarization in T cells. Using the oxonol 
diSBa-C2(3), Tsien et al. (1982) reported graded membrane hyperpolarizations with 
concanavalin A and Ca2+ ionophore, which correlated with the degree of Ca2+ 

elevation. The hyperpolarization was attributed to Ca2+ activation of a K+ conduc
tance because Ca2+ elevation increased the K+ selectivity of the membrane, and the 
hyperpolarization was blocked by quinine. We subsequently extended these observa
tions in flow cytometry experiments done with diBa-C3( 4) (Wilson and Chused, 1985). 
After excluding depolarized or non-T cells by gating techniques, we observed the 
induction of K+ equilibrium potentials (a shift from -70 to -90 mY in 5 mM K+ 
medium) by Ca2+ ionophores. Cells depolarized by 4-aminopyridine (4-AP), at 
concentrations completely blocking the voltage-sensitive K + conductance identified by 
patch-clamp techniques (DeCoursey et al., 1984; Matteson and Deutsch, 1984 ), were 
repolarized by ionophore-induced Ca2+ elevation. Cells depolarized by quinine did not 
repolarize, which indicates that quinine blocks both conductances in T cells. The utility 
of these compounds in cell culture experiments is more problematic than their use in 
microelectrode recording solutions: 4-AP would be expected to alkalinize cells, and 
quinine is toxic to mitochondria (Wilson and Chused, 1985), but their observed 
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Figure 1. [Ca2+]; elevation increases the K+ 
selectivity of the T cell plasma membrane. 
Data points represent mean diBaC4(3) fluo
rescence values (20,000 cells) for the T cell 
hybridoma 2B4 (provided by L. E. Samel
son). A decrease in cell fluorescence indi
cates increased electrical potential. Curves 
were obtained under the following condi
tions: (o) control; (e), cross-linkage of anti
gen receptors (increasing [Ca2+]; to >1 JLM) 
with antireceptor antibody (the same curve 
is generated by 100 nM ionomycin); {.6.), 
same as (e) plus 20 nM charybdotoxin (pro
vided by C. Miller); (•). substitution of 
choline for Na+ and 0.2 JLg/ml gramacidin 
D. 

inhibition of mitogenesis has been interpreted as demonstrating a requirement forK+ 
channel activation in cell cycle transitions. 

Ca2+ -mediated hyperpolarization to K+ equilibrium potentials is characteristic of 
the majority (>90%) ofT cells from various sources: murine spleen or thymus, human 
peripheral blood, and some T cell tumors. Recordings taken up to 5 min after Ca2+ 
elevation show no evidence of current inactivation. Fig. 1 shows that in even a relatively 
depolarized T cell hybridoma (resting Em of -40 m V), the Ca2+ -activated conduc
tance drives the cells very close to EK. More recent studies with channel blocking 
agents suggest that neither Ca2+ nor voltage-sensitive K+ channels primarily deter
mine resting Em. Charybdotoxin potently blocks the voltage-sensitive channels (Lewis 
and Cahalan, 1987) and the Ca2+ -induced hyperpolarization (Fig. 1 ), but does not 
significantly alter Em in unstimulated cells (the largest effect we have observed is a 
5-mV depolarization of mouse thymocytes). The mitogenic effect of Ca2+ ionophore 
and phorbol myristate acetate (PMA) on thymocytes is only modestly ( -20%) reduced 
by charybdotoxin (H. A. Wilson, unpublished observations). 

A second antigen receptor-linked mechanism for hyperpolarization is mediated 
by PKC, independently of Ca2+ elevation. Fig. 2 shows Em changes induced in 
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Figure 2. PKC activation in
duces T and B lymphocyte 
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Seconds 

unfractionated splenic lymphocytes (T and B cells respond similarly) by 10 ngjml of 
PMA. The hyperpolarization (20 mV) is unaffected by raising [K+]o to 12 mM, 
making EK equivalent to the resting potential, but is abolished either by the PKC 
inhibitor C-1 (Gerard et al., 1986) or by ouabain (Fig. 3). Amiloride (not shown) also 
inhibits the hyperpolarization, which suggests that the step proximal to electrogenic 
Na/K ATPase activation is inward Na+ transport by the Na+jH+ exchanger (cf. 
Besterman et al., 1985). Ca2+ -induced hyperpolarizations are unaffected by C-1 or 
ouabain. Hence, in T cells, both PKC and IP3 mediate early plasma membrane 
hyperpolarization. 

Antigen Receptor-induced Depolarization 
of B Cells Is Cation Independent 
Within a few seconds of antigen receptor cross-linkage by high concentrations (10-30 
JLg/ml) of anti-Fab or anti-o, murine splenic B cells undergo a depolarization from 
- 70 m V resting potential to - 15 ± 5 m V. Typical flow cytometric tracings are shown 
in Fig. 4. Ion replacement studies indicate that the depolarization cannot be attributed 
to a classic cationic current: replacement ofNa +(choline) and/or reduction of [Ca2+] 0 

by EGTA to ~100 nM just before antibody addition (such that Ec. for activated cells 
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Figure 4. Antigen receptor 
cross-linkage depolarizes B lym
phocytes. Small B lymphocytes 
were prepared as described (Wil
son et al., 1987a). DiBa-C.(3) his
tograms for 10,000 cells: (a) con
trol; (b) 30 s after addition of 30 
!Lg/ml of F(abh rabbit anti-mouse 
lgD. 
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initially approximates the resting potential) do not significantly affect the degree of 
depolarization. Evaluation of Cl- by this technique is more equivocal (Ec1 cannot be 
manipulated over a wide range), but cells reach more positive potentials than ECI 
values calculated from estimates of [Cl-]; in lymphocytes, and Cl- replacement by 
gluconate does not appreciably alter the depolarization. In parallel patch-clamp 
studies with these cells (Sheehy, P., D. Greenblatt, and H. A. Wilson, submitted for 
publication), a noninactivating current of similar nonselectivity has been identified. 
This channel does not appear to be present in B cell tumors (Heikkila et al., 1985; 
LaBaer et al., 1986; H. A. Wilson, unpublished observations). 

Membrane depolarization can be specifically linked to antigen receptor function. 
The B cell mitogen lipopolysaccharide (LPS), which bypasses the antigen receptor, 
does not induce PIP2 hydrolysis and does not depolarize cells (this result contrasts with 
experiments done with cationic probes [Kiefer et al., 1980; Monroe and Cambier, 
1983]). Also, the negative-feedback receptor for antigen-driven responses is the 
receptor for the Fe fragment of lgG (Fc-yR). In vivo, when sufficient antibody levels 
are generated in response to a challenge, the antigen is then presented to B cells in the 
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Figure 5. Fe')' receptor cross
linkage to the antigen receptor 
attenuates anti-Ig-induced B 
lymphocyte depolarization. 
Curves represent diBa-Ci3) 
mean fluorescence for re
sponding cells as in Fig. 4: (0) 
F(ab); rabbit anti-mouse lgD 
(30 ~gjml); (e) intact rabbit 
anti-mouse lgD (45 ~g/ml). 

form of antigen-antibody complexes, which bridge antigen and Fe-y receptors. Such 
cross-linkage inhibits IP3 formation and attenuates both [Ca2+]; elevation (Wilson et 
al., 1987a) and membrane depolarization (Fig. 5). 

As shown above, the initial effect of isolated PKC activation on B cells is 
membrane hyperpolarization. Our recent experiments suggest that depolarization 
requires a Ca2+ -dependent (IP3-mediated) step, but is at least not solely explained by a 
Ca2+ -activated conductance. These results can be summarized as follows. If EGTA is 
added simultaneously with the simulating antibody, Em returns within 10 min and 
slightly overshoots the resting level. [Ca2+]; under these conditions returns to baseline 
within 3 min. Buffering intracellular Ca2+ (high-dose indo-1 loading) and EGT A 
addition to the medium slightly hyperpolarizes cells and renders them refractory to 
anit-Ig-induced [Ca2+]; elevation and membrane depolarization (Fig. 6). In experi
ments in which [Ca2+]; and Em are simultaneously measured, certain monoclonal anti-o 
antibodies that induce identical [Ca2+]; responses exhibit differing Em responses. 
Similarly, [Ca2+]; and Em values in antibody-stimulated cells show only a weak 
correlation. Finally, ionomycin (100-200 nM) induces a depolarization, comparable to 
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Figure 6. Effect of [Ca1+]; 
buffering on B lymphocyte 
Em and anti-Ig-induced de
polarization. Em (open sym
bols) and [Ca1+]; (closed 
symbols) were measured si
multaneously with DiSBa
C4(5) and indo-1. Arrow 
indicates F(ab') 1 rabbit 
anti-mouse Fab (30 ,ugfml) 
addition. (o, e) [Ca1+]o 
reduced to :s 100 nM by 
EGT A simultaneously with 
antibody addition; ("', .&) 
cells were loaded with high 
dose ( 10 ,uM) indo-! (see 
Wilson et a!., 1987a) and 
EDT A was added to the 
medium before antibody ad
dition. 

anti-lg, which is also independent of Na +and CI-. In experiments with this ionophore, 
a nonspecific increase in ion permeabilities has not been excluded, but interestingly, 
the ionophore-induced depolarization is preferentially blocked by oligomycin C. 

B cells remain depolarized for at least several hours. The mechanisms of 
protracted depolarization have not been characterized but would appear to differ from 
that described in initially stimulated resting cells. PMA-treated cells, after an initial 
hyperpolarization (Fig. 1 ), gradually depolarize and by 30-60 min reach values (- 15 
mV) similar to anti-Ig-stimulated cells. The ionic basis of this depolarization is under 
investigation. 

Do Changes in Em Matter? 
This remains a somewhat open question, which until recently, has been framed by 
conflicting results and limited experimental approaches. It now appears clear that the 
initial changes in Em in T and B cells induced by antigen receptor cross-linkage are in 
opposite directions and that the induced electrical field changes (2-5 x 104 V fern) are 
impressive. These findings encourage a careful evaluation of the role of voltage
sensitive transport processes in lymphocyte activation, and, given the variety of surface 
receptors and major histocompatibility complex gene products involved in activation, it 
is attractive to speculate that such large electrical forces might reorient membrane 
proteins to facilitate specific cell surface interactions. Values for the steady potentials 
provided by the experiments described in this chapter offer clues for the design of 
experimental approaches to these questions. However, the task of relating Em changes 
to cell function will be simpler and, more importantly, differently perceived, when Em 
perturbations are more precisely defined. For example, the observation, made by 
continuous recordings from stimulated B lymphocytes (Wilson et al., 1987b), that 
[Ca2+]; elevation is resolvable into repetitive transients, provides a new set of potential 
regulatory sites for mediators of lymphocyte activation. Should Em be found to oscillate 
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in a similar way (as is predictable for initial T cell activation by antigen), then the 
utility of one conventional approach to determine the role of Em in activation, fixed 
depolarization effected by manipulating [K+]m ought to be reassessed. Conflicting 
inferences have been made from rather subtle differences in such experimental 
protocols (Deutsch and Price, 1982; Gelfand et al., 1984). These uncertainties suggest 
to us that elucidation of the role of membrane potential in lymphocyte activation may 
await better characterization in single cells of Em changes and the specific underlying 
conductances. 
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Introduction 
Like most mammalian cells investigated to date, platelets exhibit a negative membrane 
potential. Other chapters in this book and elsewhere (Freedman and Laris, 1988; 
Freedman and Novak, 1988) have recently dealt with the overall concept of membrane 
potential measurement in small cells in suspension, as well as with the indirect probes 
used for such measurements and the controls required for data evaluation. We have 
recently reviewed the literature specific to platelets (Simons and Greenberg-Sepersky, 
1987) and will hence summarize it only briefly here before discussing some of the more 
recent findings. The magnitude of the platelet resting potential at physiological pH and 
ion concentrations is in the vicinity of -50 to -60 mY. The measured value is 
independent of the method of determination used, provided the concentrations of probe 
are kept sufficiently low to prevent poisoning of the cells, yet sufficiently high so that 
the potential, and not the quantity of available probe, controls the dye distribution. For 
lipophilic cationic or anionic probes, the appropriate concentration range is usually 
from 10-8 to 2 x 10-6 M, but it must be checked for each cell and probe used 
(Freedman and Hoffman, 1979). When these probe concentration precautions are 
obeyed, the values for the human platelet resting potential in isotonic buffers at pH 7 .4, 
whether obtained by the distribution of isotopically or fluorescently labeled lipophilic 
cations (Horne and Simons, 1978b; Macintyre et al., 1978; Friedhoff and Sonenberg, 
1981, 1983; Horne et al., 1981; Macintyre and Rink, 1982), by that of isotopically 
labeled anions such as C I- (Horne et al., 1981 ), or by the null point of potential change 
upon addition of valinomycin (Horne and Simons, 1978b; Macintyre et al., 1978; 
Friedhoff and Sonenberg, 1981, 1983) have been similar, although the latter technique 
has been reported to yield slightly more negative values (- 72 mY) under different 
buffer conditions. 

Since the initial report by Bramhall and co-workers (1976), stimulus-induced 
changes in platelet membrane potential have been amply documented (Horne and 
Simons, 1978b; Larsen et al., 1979; Friedhoff and Son en berg, 1981, 1983; Horne et al., 
1981; Macintyre and Rink, 1982; Greenberg-Sepersky and Simons, 1984; Pi pili, 
1985); a typical curve is shown in Fig. 1. The change in potential has been observed 
with a-thrombin, ADP, and epinephrin, but appears to be absent when fibrillar 
collagen is the stimulus (Horne and Simons, 1978b; Larsen et al., 1979; Friedhoff and 
Son en berg, 1981, 1983; Horne et al., 1981; Macintyre and Rink, 1982; Pi pili, 1985; 
Banga et al., 1986). It is dose dependent and, for a-thrombin, is maximal at 
concentrations ( ~0.02 U /ml, or 3.6 nM) approaching those in actively coagulating 
blood (Larsen et al., 1979; Horne et al., 1981). We have demonstrated a similar 
a-thrombin dose dependence for Na + influx, for intracellular H+ and Ca + + concentra
tion changes, as well as for serotonin and ~-glucuronidase release (Fig. 2) (Horne and 
Simons, 1978a, b; Larsen et al., 1979; Horne et al., 1981; Greenberg-Sepersky and 
Simons, 1984; Davies et al., 1987a, b). The magnitude of the membrane potential 
change induced by saturating concentrations of thrombin (>0.02 U jml), as monitored 
with isotopically labeled TPP+, is a depolarization of 35 mY which indicates that fully 
thrombin-stimulated platelets retain a potential of -15 mY. 

While changes in membrane potential as well as in intracellular cation concentra
tions are part of the platelets' stimulus response, their role in the activation process is 
not yet completely clear. Since cells can be artificially depolarized without spontaneous 
activation (Feinberg et al., 1977; Macintyre and Rink, 1982; Greenberg-Sepersky and 
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Figure 1. Representative tracings of the 
dose-dependent fluorescence changes in a 
platelet suspension induced by thrombin. 
DiS-C3(5)-equilibrated gel-filtered hu
man platelets were stimulated with vari
ous doses of thrombin and the suspension 
fluorescence changes were monitored 
continuously. As in all of the following 
figures, the conditions and concentrations 
of platelets and of probe used were those 
detailed under Materials and Methods. 
From Greenberg-Sepersky and Simons, 
1984. 

Simons, 1984) by immersion in isotonic buffers depleted in [Na+] and repleted with 
high [K+], the implication is that depolarization is not sufficient for initiation of 
platelet activation. Furthermore, since collagen does not initiate a change in membrane 
potential yet clearly activates platelets when in the fibrillar, albeit not in the 
monomeric form (Horne and Simons, 1978b; Simons, 1978), depolarization is also not 
a necessary component of platelet activation. Therefore, depolarization is neither 
necessary nor sufficient as an initiator-and thus is not, in itself, an indicator--of 
platelet activation. Depolarization does, however, accompany activation by most 
stimuli; its role in the overall process is still being explored. 
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Figure 2. Thrombin-induced dose-response curve. Curve represents similarities among throm
bin-induced dose responses of human platelets as measured by several parameters. Parameters 
evaluated are: slope/Fo measured with di0-C5-3 (*), ~F /Fo measured with diS-C3(5) (e), slope 
measured with diS-C3(5) (o), membrane potential measured with [3H]tetraphenylphosphon
ium bromide (o), pH change measured with 9-aminoacridine (6), pH change measured with 
6-carboxyfluorescein (&), lysosomal granule secretion as {j-glucuronidase ( 0 ), and dense 
granule secretion as serotonin (•). The figure is presented as percent maximal change vs. 
thrombin concentration (0.0025-0.05 U /ml thrombin). Inset shows an expansion of the curve 
above 0.05 U/ml thrombin. 
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Figure 3. (A) Thrombin-induced platelet 
responses. DiS-C3(5)-equilibrated human 
platelets were stimulated with a saturating 
dose of thrombin, and the ensuing changes in 
the suspension fluorescence were monitored 
for 5 min. The membrane potential change 
was complete within 30 s. (-) A tracing of 
the fluorescence changes. Twice-concen
trated gel-filtered human platelets were 
mixed with an equal volume of HEPES 
buffer containing 22Na with (e) or without 
(0) a saturating dose of thrombin. Aliquots 
were taken periodically and counted for the 
22Na+ content of the platelets. From Green
berg-Sepersky and Simons, 1984. (B) Ef
fects of amiloride L591-605 on the throm
bin-induced platelet responses. DiS-C3(5)
equilibrated human platelets were incubated 
with amiloride L591-605 for 1 min before 
stimulation by a saturating dose of thrombin. 
After stimulation, the thrombin-induced flu
orescence changes were monitored for sev
eral minutes, and a typical tracing of the 
fluorescence is shown here (-). Gel
filtered platelets were preincubated with the 
fast acting amiloride analog L591-605 for 1 
min in the presence of 22Na+. Aliquots were 
taken periodically for assay of the 22Na+ 
content of the thrombin-stimulated platelets 
(e) and compared with control platelets 
which had not been stimulated with throm
bin (o). From Greenberg-Sepersky and 
Simons, 1984. (C) Effect of valinomycin on 

the thrombin-induced platelet responses. DiS-C3(5)-equilibrated platelets were treated with 
5~M valinomycin until the probe had reequilibrated. A saturating dose of thrombin was then 
used to stimulate the platelets, and the subsequent membrane potential change was monitored; a 
typical tracing is shown (--). Twice-concentrated gel-filtered platelets were treated with 10 
~M valinomycin (also twice the usual concentration) for 3 min. They were then mixed with an 
equal volume of buffer containing a saturating dose of thrombin at time 0. Aliquots were taken 
periodically and assayed for the 22Na + content. The 22Na + content of the thrombin-stimulated 
valinomycin-pretreated platelets (e) was compared with that of the control valinomycin
pretreated platelets (o). (--) Used to indicate that the apparent increase at I min appeared 
only in this one of six similar experiments and may be attributable to experimental error. From 
Greenberg-Sepersky and Simons, 1984. 

With stimuli such as thrombin, depolarization always accompanies and precedes 
aggregation; it has therefore proven to be not only one of the earliest but also one of the 
best indicators of functional integrity of the platelets, and it has become a convenient 
initial verifying control. Incidentally, such controls have allowed us to monitor and 
detect such problems as endotoxin or trace organic solvent-contaminated buffers in a 
timely fashion. 
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Origin of Stimulus-induced Depolarization 
We, as well as others, have attempted to delineate the origin of the stimulus-induced 
membrane depolarizations that, when induced by a-thrombin, are detectable in stirred 
thermostated samples within <3 s, exhibit maximal rates by that time, and are greatest 
<30 s after thrombin exposure (Horne et al., 1981; Friedhoff and Sonenberg, 1983; 
Greenberg-Sepersky and Simons, 1984). It is important to indicate that this rapid 
response is detectable for bovine thrombin (purified from commercial Parke-Davis 
bovine thrombin by the method of Lundblad et al., 1977) (Horne et al., 1981; 
Greenberg-Sepersky and Simons, 1984) or for human thrombin (prepared by Fenton 
et al., 1977) (Friedhoff and Sonenberg, 1981, 1983; Gear and Burke, 1982) freed of {3-
and ')'-thrombin. A rapid response is not exhibited by ')'-thrombin, which induces a 
much slower and smaller one (McGowan and Detwiler, 1986). 

The origin of the membrane potential change is still the subject of some 
controversy. The maximal rate (as well as the extent) of depolarization can be fully 
correlated not only with the dose of thrombin used, but also with the influx of 22Na+ 
(Feinberg et al., 1977; Greenberg-Sepersky and Simons, 1984). Furthermore, block
age of Na + influx with brief exposure (1 min) to 10-4 M dimethylamiloride abrogates 
not only the thrombin-induced rapid influx of Na + but also the depolarization (Fig. 3 
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A, B) (Horne and Simons, 1978a; Greenberg-Sepersky and Simons, 1984). At this 
high concentration, dimethylamiloride, which has a greater affinity for Na+ jH+ 
antiports than for passive Na+ channels (Cragoe et al., 1967) would nevertheless be 
expected to block both. Both depletion of N a+ in the extracellular milieu and the 
resultant inhibition of Na+ influx therefore reduce the initial rapid membrane 
depolarization induced by exposure to a-thrombin (Fig. 4). Surprisingly, although 
serotonin secretion is somewhat reduced, {3-glucuronidase release is unaffected under 
these conditions, implying that the platelet release reaction, at least as far as the 
lysosomal granules are concerned, is not dependent upon the existence of a Na+ 
gradient across the plasma membrane. Conversely, however, we reported at the same 
time (Greenberg-Sepersky and Simons, 1984) that valinomycin, which causes reduc
tion of the transmembrane K+ gradient by permeabilization of plasma as well as 
organellar membranes, abrogates the release of (3-glucuronidase without inhibiting the 
depolarization or the Na + influx, which remains linked (Fig. 4, Table I). Indeed the 
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apparent depolarization is slightly enhanced, presumably because in the absence of a 
K+ gradient, the Na+ jK+ ATPase makes no attempt to transport Na+ back to the 
external medium once it has passively entered the cytoplasm (Greenberg-Sepersky and 
Simons, 1984). Thus we have reported that thrombin-induced platelet depolarization 
seems to depend exclusively on the Na+ gradient (Fig. 3 C) while degranulation is 
controlled, at least for the lysosomal granules, by the K+ gradient (Feinstein et al., 
1977; Greenberg-Sepersky and Simons, 1984). Thus, as shown in Table I, {3-
glucuronidase secretion is unaffected when extracellular Na+ is replaced by choline 
while the K+ concentration remains equal to the control. Conversely, lowering the K+ 
gradient by increasing extracellular K+ and decreasing extracellular Na+ buffer 
concentrations while maintaining isotonicity does inhibit {3-glucuronidase secretion. 
The reasons for these separate cation controls are, as yet, unclear, particularly in light 
of the fact that other blood cells (granulocytes) that also exhibit stimulus-induced 
membrane depolarization and degranulation, exhibit control by both of these cations of 
both of these disparate functions (Simchowitz et al., 1982; Luscinskas et al., 1988). 

TABLE I 
Summary of Effects of Isotonic Choline and Potassium Buffers on Resting 
and Thrombin-stimulated Platelets 

Buffer Na+ diS-Cr(5) Initial slope [
14C]Serotonin {j-Giucuronidas 

uptake ±SD secretion ± SD secretion ± SD 

mM % t:.Ffmin % % 
Control 145 57.7 31.8 ± 1.1 90.7 ± 2.1 25.6 ± 2.9 
68 mM choline 77 56.7 17.7 ± 0.8 95.6 ± 1.4 25.3 ± 6.9 
1 06 mM choline 39 55.5 13.7 ± 1.0 98.3 ± 1.7 27.7 ± 4.5 
68 mM K+ 77 49.9 13.0 ± 1.0 97.7 ± 4.8 19.7 ± 2.9 
106 mM K+ 39 48.7 13.0 ± 0.5 87.0 ± 9.6 20.7 ± 2.5 

Gel-filtered 14C-Iabeled serotonin-loaded platelets were equilibrated with diS-C3(5) in buffers 
containing various concentrations of choline chloride or potassium chloride substituting for part 
of the extracellular sodium. The platelets were then stimulated with a saturating dose of 
thrombin and then assayed for their ability to respond to stimulation under these conditions. 
(From Greenberg-Sepersky and Simons, 1984.) 

Na/H Exchange 
For platelets, as for other cells, the existence of aNa+ jH+ anti port has been postulated 
(Horne et al., 1981; Grinstein and Rothstein, 1986; Siffert and Akkerman, 1987). We 
showed several years ago that the thrombin-initiated membrane depolarization and 
Na+ influx in platelets (Horne and Simons, 1978b; Horne et al., 1981; Greenberg
Sepersky and Simons, 1984) are temporally and mechanistically linked to the 
concomitant alkalinization of the platelet cytoplasm (Fig. 5) (Horne et al., 1981). 
Dimethylamiloride blocks both events at 10-4 M, as does amiloride itself at the same 
concentration. These results are compatible with the existence of aNa+ /H+ antiport 
(Horne et al., 1981; Siffert and Akkerman, 1987), but give no indication of the 
stoichiometry involved. We have recently reexamined this question by a novel 
approach based upon the large difference in transmembrane diffusion rates between 
H+ and 2H+ (Davies et al., 1987a). By comparing rates of depolarization, alkaliniza
tion, and degranulation of control cells with those equilibrated with 2H20 for 3 min, we 
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Figure S. Typical tracing of change in 
fluorescence of 6-carboxyfluorescein
containing platelets upon addition of a
thrombin. X.m = 518 nm, Xexc = 492 nm. 
Line for Aem = 518, Aexc = 464 nm is 
omitted for simplicity as fluorescence 
change is small upon thrombin addition. 
(-· ·-) 0.005 U/ml, (-·-----:-) 0.01 U/ 
ml, (---) 0.025 Ufml, (-) 0.05 U/ 
mi. From Horne et al., 1981. 

have been able to demonstrate that, while all are altered in the presence of heavy water, 
the extent and the direction of 2H20 effects on these parameters are not comparable 
and therefore allow some distinctions to be made between these parameters (Fig. 6) 
(Davies et al., 1987a). Specifically, we have now been able to demonstrate that the 
substitution of 2H20 for H20-based external buffers leads to decreased rates and 
extents of alkalinization and depolarization in response to a saturating concentration of 
a-thrombin (and increased lysosomal degranulation). 

The observed inhibition of the intracellular pH change caused by 2H2 substitution 
for H20 is larger (Fig. 7) and the rate of alkalinization is more rapid (Fig. 6) than the 
corresponding rate of depolarization. Both depolarization and alkalinization, induced 
by thrombin, remain subject to amiloride or dimethylamiloride inhibition at 10-4 M 
concentrations in 2H20 buffers. We have found that the effect cannot be mimicked by 
artificial cytoplasmic alkalinization (to the same extent) achieved via NH4 +treatment. 
We interpret these results to implicate passive transport of H+, followed by Na + 
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Figure 6. Fluorimetric analysis of platelet 
depolarization by thrombin. Superimposed 
tracings of the response of diS-C3(5)-equili
brated platelets in H20 (--) or D20 
(---.---) HEPES to 0.05 Ufml thrombin. 
From Davies et al., 1987a . 
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(because H+ is faster and the D20 effect greater) through interdependent but neither 
stoichiometric nor electrically neutral channels opened as a consequence of thrombin 
stimulation. We therefore conclude that a classical electrically silent antiport is not 
involved in the initial facets of platelet thrombin response, and that nonequivalent 
transport of Na + into--and H+ out of-the platelets could contribute to the membrane 
potential change observed upon thrombin stimulation of human platelets (Davies et al., 
1987a). 

Flow Cytometry 
There is thus agreement that the three cations discussed above do, as described by the 
Goldman equation (Hoffman and Laris, 1974; Freedman and Hoffman, 1979; 
Freedman and Laris, 1988; Freedman and Novak, 1988), play a role in the membrane 
potential of most mammalian cells, including the platelet. Rapid measurement of these 

a-Thrombin (U/ml) 

Figure 7. Relative effect of DP on the platelet
thrombin response. Relative effect of D20 on the 
initial rate of depolarization (D), the ,8-glucuronidase 
secretion (e), and the serotonin secretion (,;) by 
diS-C3(5)-equilibrated platelets upon thrombin stimu
lation. Relative effect of D20 on 6-carboxyfluorescein
loaded (•) and BCECF-loaded (&) platelets after 
thrombin stimulation. Thrombin doses were 0.005, 
O.Ql, and 0.05 Ujml. From Davies et al., l987a. 

changes has generally been accomplished continuously in cell suspensions with 
fluorescent probes (Hoffman and Laris, 1974; Sims et al., 1974; Waggoner, 1976; 
Waggoner and Grinvald, 1977; Waggoner et al., 1977; Freedman and Hoffman, 1979; 
Freedman and Laris, 1988; Freedman and Novak, 1988) or in aliquots with rapid 
quenching systems (Gear and Burke, 1982). Since the initial measurements of 
individual neutrophil membrane potentials by flow cytometry (Seligmann et al., 1981 ), 
examination of the kinetics of stimulus-induced membrane potential changes by flow 
cytometry in a number of cell systems has been reported (Seligmann et al., 1981; 
Lazzari et al., 1986; Sullivan et al., 1987). The advantage of such measurements by 
flow cytometry rests primarily in the ability to evaluate simultaneously the response 
and the population responding (Fig. 8). This is particularly useful when subsaturating 
concentrations of stimuli demonstrate the existence of a response threshold (in terms of 
receptor occupancy) (Fig. 9), or of a positive cooperativity among receptors leading to 
a separation into responding and nonresponding (or not yet responding) populations. 
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Figure 8. Flow microfluorimetric analysis of RITC
TLCK-thrombin noncovalently bound to platelets. Histo
gram representing log fluorescence vs. cell number of 
control platelets (nonshaded) and platelets noncovalently 
bound to 0.05 U /ml TLCK-RITC-thrombin (shaded). 
The histogram shift to the right indicates a fluorescence 
increase due to binding in a homogeneous population of 
platelets. 

These types of studies can be performed either with one of the positively charged 
cyanine probes, di0-C5(3) (Table I), which does not tend to aggregate and undergo 
fluorescence quenching in the intracellular milieu as does diS-C3(5) (Sims et al., 1974; 
Waggoner et al., 1977), or with one of the oxonol series of negatively charged 
fluorescent anions (Bashford et al., 1985) (Fig. 10). Quenching is highly desirable 
when measurements are being performed on cell suspensions since the external probe 
alone and not a combination of the external and internal probe concentrations gives 
rise to the observed fluorescence. Quenching is clearly not satisfactory when one looks 
at individual cells during their passage in front of a laser beam, since the fluorescence 
in the cell, and not that of the medium, is measured in the flow cytometer. It is 
imperative, of course, that the control experiments already discussed above and 
elsewhere in this volume for optimal probe concentration and for linearity of response 
with log[K+] be performed anew with the specific probe in the system of choice. Such 
experiments were successful in our hands for neutrophils (Lazzari et al., 1986), in 
which comparable results were obtained in suspensions with the cyanines diS-C3(5) 
and di0-C5(3) (Waggoner, 1977) and with bis-oxonol (Bashford et al., 1985) at 
concentrations from 0.2 to 20 x 10-7 M depending on the probejcell ratio, and in flow 
cytometry with di0-C5(3) and bis-oxonol at 0.2 x 10-7 M (Lazzari et al., 1986; 
Sullivan et al., 1987). In all cases, stimulation with subsaturating concentrations of 
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Figure 9. Histograms of platelets before and after thrombin
induced stimulation of human platelets. Histograms illus
trating baseline indo-1 fluorescence on the FACS (non
shaded) and the change in fluorescence after stimulation 
with 0.0025 U/ml (top), 0.005 U/ml (middle), and 0.05 
U/ml a-thrombin (shaded). Plotted is the R (405 nm/485 
nm) ratio of mean channel fluorescence on the FACS vs. 
platelet number. A shift in relative fluorescence is indicated 
as a shift in the histogram to the right. From Davies et al., 
1987b. 
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Cationic carbocyanines: 
3,3 '-dipropylthiadicarbo
cyanine iodide 

3,3'-dipentyloxacarbo
cyanine iodide 

DiOC5-3 

1, I '-dipropyl-3,3,3',3'
tetramethylindocarbocyanine 
iodide 

Anionic bis-oxonols: 

bis-( I ,3 diethylthio
barbiturate) trimethine 
oxonol 
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acid) trimethine oxonol 
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Figure 10. Fluorescent membrane potential probes. Structures of cationic and anionic fluores
cent membrane potential probes. Cationic carbocyanine include 3,3'-dipropylthiadicar
bocyanine iodide [ diS-C3{5)], 3,3' -dipentyloxacarbocyanine iodide [ di0-C5(3)], and 
I, 1 '-dipropyl-3,3,3'3'-tetramethylindocarbocyanine iodide [dii-C3{3)]. Anionic bis-oxonols 
include bis-( 1 ,3-diethylthiobarbuturate) trimethine oxonol [DiBa-C2{3)] and bis-(1 ,3-dibutyl
barbituric acid) trimethine oxonol [DiBa-C4(3)]. 
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soluble stimuli such as the chemotactic peptide f-met-leu-phe or the phorbol ester 
phorbol myristate acetate has given a single population of responding normal human 
neutrophils in our hands (Lazzari eta!., 1986; Sullivan eta!., 1987) as well as those of 
some investigators (Sklar et a!., 1984, 1985) but not of all others (Seligmann et a!., 
1981; Fletcher, 1986). The differences may lie in the cell preparations, but are unlikely 
to be due to the probes themselves. 

In contrast to this easy transferability of the techniques of suspension measure
ments to flow cytometry in neutrophils, we have had a much more difficult time 
adapting the technique to platelets. The problem appears to be intrinsic, lying in the 
existence of a much more extensive organellar system, including an open canalicular 
system and a dense tubular system not found in phagocytes. As a result, while 
stimulation with thrombin leads to a rearrangement of the probe within the cell, 
whether di0-C5(3) or dii-C3(3), and hence to a change in fluorescence, that change is 
complex, as described in the original development of the diO and dii series of cyanine 
(Sims eta!., 1974). This complex change is composed of opposite effects that are probe 
concentration dependent: the fluorescence at low probe concentrations is reduced as 
the cells' interior becomes depolarized; conversely, at high probe concentrations, the 
fluorescence increases as the probe leaves the cells and there is less quenching. Thus, 
while measurements of thrombin-induced platelet depolarization can be made on 
suspensions of platelets with several of the cyanines as well as oxonols (Fig. 9), and can 
be shown to be dose dependent, the signals obtainable from individual platelets on the 
flow cytometer are too low with bis-oxonol, and marginal, albeit detectable, with 
di0-C5(3). It is also likely that stimulus-induced volume changes, which occur in both 
systems (Akkerman and Holmsen, 1981; Grinstein et a!., 1986), may alter the 
distribution in neutrophils less than in platelets whose open canalicular system allows a 
much greater expansion of cytoplasmic volume. 

Role ofCa++ 
Another cation that has been receiving increasing attention, Ca++ (Feinstein eta!., 
1977), plays perhaps an even more pivotal role in the platelet response but probably is 
not directly correlatable with membrane potential changes. While its role will be 
discussed in another chapter in this volume, it should be mentioned here that 
thrombin-elicited platelet cytoplasmic Ca + + concentration changes are detectable 
even more rapidly than those of their membrane potential or intracellular pH (Rink et 
a!., 1982; Davies eta!., 1988). Abrogation of these Ca ++ changes with an intracellular 
nonfluorescent chelating agent (BAPT A) also abolishes the membrane potential and 
pHi changes that normally accompany thrombin treatment of human platelets. Thus, 
the availability of intracellular [Ca++] appears to be a requirement for platelet 
depolarization, cytoplasmic pH changes, and serotonin release (Davies et a!., 1988). 
The source of this ca++, however, remains unknown. In contrast, the presence of 
extracellular Ca + +, while not required for thrombin-initiated platelet activation, does 
enhance the rate and extent of thrombin-induced intracellular [Ca++] rise but does not 
appear to affect the resting concentration of Ca + + in the unstimulated human platelets 
(Davies eta!., 1988). It should be emphasized that these studies were performed under 
conditions of very brief (15-30 s) Ca++ deprivation (EGTA treated). If, on the other 
hand, platelets are depleted of extracellular Ca + + for a long period of time, e.g., by 
exposure to EGT A or EDT A for 5 min or more, their resting state is affected as is their 
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response to stimulation. We believe this is due to the removal of loosely bound ca++ 
that, in nominally Ca++_free media (in our hands, such media have concentrations at 
or below 12 JLM), nevertheless plays a role in the stabilization of the intact resting 
cell. 

Conclusions 
The interrelationships between membrane potential, cytoplasmic calcium and cyto
plasmic pH changes, and eventual degranulation and aggregation in response to 
thrombin mobilization remain unclear. Temporally, attainment of maximal intracellu
lar [Ca ++] (Rink et a!., 1982) precedes that of membrane depolarization and 
alkalinization, but may follow a recently reported very rapid cytoplasmic acidification 
(Zavoico et a!., 1986). Abrogation of the Ca + + change prevents depolarization and 
alkalinization, but not the acidification. Changes in cation concentration gradients and 
therefore in membrane potential are thus involved in the normal overall platelet 
activation process, and can be used as measures of that process. However, while cations 
clearly play a very major role in the process by which platelets undergo activation, the 
details of that role still await definition. 
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Introduction 
Over the past five years, patch-clamp recording has been used to characterize ion 
channels expressed in several types of immune system cells, including T lymphocytes, 
B lymphocytes, and macrophages (see Cahalan eta!., 1987; Gallin and Sheehy, 1987 
for recent reviews). Several of the channels appear closely related to channels in the 
nervous system, based upon properties of gating, ion selectivity, and pharmacological 
sensitivity, but some channels not described elsewhere have been "discovered" in cells 
of the immune system. In the nervous system the functional significance of particular 
ion channels can usually be understood in terms of the concept of threshold for 
generating an action potential. Channels with reversal potentials above threshold are 
generally excitatory, while those with reversal potentials below threshold are generally 
inhibitory for action potential generation. Cells in the immune system carry out 
functions that protect us from a variety of pathogens, and these functions at least do 
not appear to involve rapid electrical signaling. "Activation" in the nervous system 
takes milliseconds, but in the immune system, cell activation events can take minutes, 
hours, or even days. 

The cellular functions and mechanisms involving ion channels in the immune 
system remain largely unresolved. Lymphocytes in vivo mediate cellular and humoral 
immune responses in a complex network involving polypeptide mediators or antigens in 
solution, as well as contact between lymphocytes and foreign, virus-infected, or 
antigen-processing cells. Effector functions carried out by subsets of T lymphocytes 
include killing of virus-infected and foreign cells, secretion of lymphokines, chemo
taxis, and cell proliferation. In each case, quiescent cells can be activated by 
appropriate stimuli, and in vitro assays of activation have been devised using purified 
or clonal cell populations. Several approaches to the problem of identifying a role for 
ion channels in these activation processes are possible. A type of channel might be 
identified through patch-clamp recording and characterized according to a property 
that can be tested in parallel on a functional assay. The channel property might be 
binding affinity for a series of pharmacological blockers, or a sequence of permeability 
ratios for various ions, for example. 

In T lymphocytes the best-characterized ion channel is a potassium (K+) channel 
activated by depolarization of the membrane (DeCoursey et a!., 1984; Fukushima et 
a!., 1984; Matteson and Deutsch, 1984; Cahalan eta!., 1985). Voltage-activated K+ 
channels appear to be required for a variety of effector functions, including mitogene
sis, secretion of lymphokines, and cytolysis of target cells by natural killer and 
cytotoxic T cells (Chandy et a!., 1984; Schlichter et a!., 1986a; Chandy, K.G., T.E. 
DeCoursey, B. Sharma, M.D. Cahalan, and S. Gupta, unpublished observations). A 
series of compounds that block K+ channels inhibits these functions in a parallel 
potency sequence. A mitogen-regulated calcium-permeable channel has also been 
identified in T cell lines (Kuno et a!., 1986) and shown to be sensitive to intracellular 
inositoll,4,5-trisphosphate (IP3) (Kuno and Gardner, 1987). This channel may permit 
Ca ++ entry after mitogen stimulation, but this conclusion must be regarded as 
tentative until pharmacological experiments are completed to facilitate comparison of 
dose-response relations for channel block and Ca ++ entry. Pharmacological evidence 
has previously been presented to invoke the existence of voltage-activated calcium 
channels and calcium-activated potassium channels, and their functional requirement 
in a variety of effector mechanisms in the immune system, but patch-clamp studies 
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have failed to detect these channels in T lymphocytes (Cahalan et al., 19S5; Schlichter 
et al., 19S6b). 

Ion channels have also been implicated in the regulation of cell volume (Grinstein 
et al., 19S2a, b). T cells placed in a hypotonic solution initially swell as water enters, 
but then lose K+, CI-, and water as the cell reassumes its original volume. In this 
chapter we consider the role of ion channels in the regulation of cell volume during 
osmotic challenge, specifically in the regulatory volume decrease (RVD) observed 
after cells are placed in hypotonic solutions. At least two independent ionic transport 
pathways, one forK+ and one for CI-, become activated during RVD (Grinstein et al., 
19S2a, 19S4; Sarkadi et al., 19S4a, b). Here, we review properties of several distinct 
types of K + channels in T lymphocytes, and suggest a mechanism by which one of these 
may mediate K+ effiux during RVD. In addition, we describe a novel type of chloride 
channel that is induced by a transmembrane osmotic gradient. These osmotically 
activated chloride channels have escaped detection until recently, but under optimal 
conditions for induction, can be demonstrated to be widespread and abundant in 
lymphocytes. We present a hypothesis for RVD in which activation of chloride 
channels is the triggering event, resulting in depolarization, activation of K + channels, 
and loss of K +, Cl-, and water as the cell returns to its original volume following 
osmotic swelling. 

Methods 

Cells 

Human T lymphocytes were separated from peripheral blood, as described in detail 
elsewhere (Chandy et al., 19S4). The human T cell line Jurkat E6-1 was maintained in 
culture. Murine T lymphocytes and thymocytes were isolated from BALB/c mice 
following standard procedures described elsewhere (DeCoursey et al., 19S7a; Lewis 
and Cahalan, 19SS). In some experiments, subsets of murine T cells or thymocytes 
were identified just before recording by illumination of prestained cells through a 
fluorescein filter set on a Zeiss IM-35 microscope. Cells were prestained with the 
monoclonal antibodies (Becton Dickinson Immunocytometry Systems, Mountain 
View, CA) anti-Lyt-2 (conjugated with fluorescein) and anti-L3T4 (conjugated with 
phycoerythrin). These antibodies bind to surface glycoproteins CD4 and CDS, which 
are characteristic of helper or cytotoxic/suppressor T cells, respectively. With this 
double staining, CD4+Cos- (helper) cells appear orange, CD4-CDS+ (cytotoxic/ 
suppressor) cells appear green, CD4+cos+ (cortical thymocytes) appear yellow, and 
CD4 -cos- (most primitive thymocytes) appear invisible under epi-illumination with 
a fluorescein filter set. 

Patch Clamp 

The whole-cell variant of the patch-clamp technique was used to control the intracellu
lar milieu and to record ionic currents. Details of the methods have been described 
previously (Hamill et al., 19S1; Cahalan et al., 19S5). Briefly, cells in suspension were 
added to a glass chamber (250 i-Ll volume), which in some cases had been pretreated 
with poly-o-lysine (0.2-2 mgjml) to increase the fraction of cells that adhere to the 
glass. Poly-o-lysine pretreatment appeared to have no effect on ion channel properties. 
Pipettes filled with K+ aspartate internal solution had resistances of 2-6 Mn. No series 
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resistance compensation was used. Junction potentials between pipette and bath 
solutions were corrected by appropriate adjustment of all applied potentials. 

Solutions 

The normal Ringer's solution bathing the cells during whole-cell recording had the 
following composition (concentrations in mM): 160 NaCI, 4.5 KCl, 2 CaC12, 1 MgC12, 

and 5 N-hydroxy-ethylpiperazine-N'-2-ethanesulfonic acid (HEPES), adjusted to pH 
7.4 with NaOH. The osmolarity of Ringer's solution was 300 mosmolfkg. Na+ -free K+ 
and tetramethylammonium (TMA) Ringer's solutions were titrated with KOH or 
TMAOH, respectively. 67% Ringer's was prepared by dilution of the Ringer's with 
distilled water. Hypertonic Ringer's solution (400 mosmolfkg) was made by adding 
114 mM sucrose to the Ringer's solution. For anion substitution experiments, acid 
solutions of bromide, nitrate, aspartate, methanesulfonate, and ascorbate were mixed 
with hydroxides of Na +, K +, Ca + +, and Mg+ + to achieve the same cation concentra
tions as in Ringer's solution, but with complete substitution of Cl- by the test anion. 
The KF pipette solution consisted of (in mM): 140 KF, 1 CaC12, 2 MgC12, 11 EGTA, 
and 5 HEPES, titrated to pH 7.2 with KOH. The free [Ca++] of this solution is <2 
nM, from the stability constant of CaF2 (see Cahalan eta!., 1985). The solution was 
prepared by first dissolving divalent salts, then adding EGTA and correcting the pH to 
buffer theca++ before adding KF. The K+ aspartate pipette solution consisted of (in 
mM): 160 K+ aspartate, 0.1 CaC12, 2 MgC12, 1.1 EGTA, and 10 HEPES, adjusted to 
pH 7.2 with KOH, with free [Ca++] of 10-8 M (315 mosmolfkg). K+ aspartate + 
ATP was prepared by adding 4 mM Na2ATP (grade I; Sigma Chemical Co., St. Louis, 
MO) to the K+ aspartate solution, increasing the osmolarity to 330 mosmolfkg; frozen 
aliquots were thawed for each day's experiments. The KCl + ATP pipette solution was 
identical to K + aspartate + A TP, except with chloride replacing aspartate. Osmolari
ties were measured with a vapor pressure osmometer (Wescor Inc., Logan, UT). 

Results and Discussion 
Voltage-activated K+ Channels in Human T Cells 

Human T lymphocytes isolated from peripheral blood typically express 300--500 
voltage-activated K+ channels per cell (DeCoursey et a!., 1984). In the experiment 
illustrated in Fig. 1, the membrane potential was held at -80 mV, and depolarizing 
voltage steps elicited outward K+ currents. The K+ channels open after a short delay 
and then slowly inactivate if the depolarization is maintained. A quantitative descrip
tion of the channel's gating kinetics, along with the measured single-channel conduc
tance, yielded an estimate of K+ effiux at the normal resting potential in reasonable 
agreement with tracer flux measurements on quiescent human T cells (Cahalan eta!., 
1985). One interesting result of the calculations is that only a few of the cell's ensemble 
of channels are expected to be open at any given time in a cell not under voltage clamp. 
At normal resting potentials of -50 to -70 mV, estimated from a variety of dye 
measurements and from patch-clamp recordings (Deutsch et a!., 1979; Rink et a!., 
1980; Felber and Brand, 1983; Tatham and Delves, 1984), the number of open K+ 
channels will fluctuate from zero to a few channels. Current-clamp recordings not 
shown here reveal membrane potential fluctuations of -10 mV, as individual K+ 
channels open and close. If the membrane potential drifts in a positive direction, 
additional K+ channels will open, resulting in repolarization. Agents such as quinine 
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Figure 1. Voltage-gated K+ currents in a 
human peripheral blood T lymphocyte. (A) 
A family of voltage-clamp currents elicited 
by steps from -50 to +50 mY in 10-mV 
increments, applied from a holding potential 
of -80 mY. External solution: Ringer's. 
Pipette solution: KF. (B) Conductance-volt
age relation for the cell of A. For each 
current record the conductance was com
puted as the peak current divided by the 
difference between the membrane potential 
and the K + equilibrium potential. A Boltz
mann function raised to the third power (see 
Cahalan et al., 1985) was fitted by a least
squares method. The potential, V112 , at 
which the conductance is half-maximal is 
-34 mY. Records were taken after equili
bration of the pipette contents with the cell, 7 
min after establishing the whole-cell record
ing configuration. The maximum conduc
tance of 6.0 nS is somewhat higher than the 
average value for human T cells (Cahalan et 
al., 1985). 

(see below), which block the K+ channels, result in depolarization (Rink et al., 1980; 
Felber and Brand, 1983; Tatham and Delves, 1984). Thus, in these small 6-
~m-diameter cells, a few open K+ channels appear to control the membrane potential. 

The kinetics and voltage dependence of the lymphocyte K+ channel most closely 
resemble those of delayed rectifier K+ channels found in skeletal muscle. The channels 
are opened by depolarization, not by intracellular Ca + +, even though agents believed to 
block Ca ++-activated K + channels also block the lymphocyte K + channel. In the 
records shown in Fig. 1 the pipette solution contained <2 nM free [Ca++], and if the 
intracellular [Ca ++] is deliberately elevated to 10 ~M. the K+ conductance is 
decreased and the channel's inactivation rate is increased (Bregestovsky et al., 1986; 
see also Choquet et al., 1987 for similar results on K+ channels in B lymphocyte cell 
lines). 

The voltage-activated K+ channel can be blocked by several classes of channel 
blockers, as summarized in Table I. The "classical" K+ channel blockers, tetra
ethylammonium (TEA) and 4-aminopyridine, exhibit 50% block of K+ current at 10 
mM and 150 ~M. respectively. Agents such as quinine and cetiedil, which block 
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TABLE I 
Substances that Block T Cell K+ Channels (and RVD) 

Substance 

Classical K + channel blockers 
Tetraethylammonium (TEA)* 
4-Aminopyridine* 

Ca ++-activated K + channel blockers 
Quinine* 
Cetiedil* 
Charybdotoxin (CTX) 

Ca + + channel blockers 
Diltiazem 
Nifedipine 
Verapamil* 
Polyvalent cations: La+++, Zn++, Ni++, Co++, Mn++ 

Calmodulin antagonists 
Trifluoperazine* 
Chlorpromazine* 

*Agents that have also been shown to inhibit RVD (Cheung eta!., 1982a; Grinstein eta!., 
1982b; Sarkadi eta!., 1984a; Deutsch eta!., 1986b). 

Ca++ -activated K+ channels in other cells (Schwarz and Passow, 1983; Berkowitz and 
Orringer, 1981), also block lymphocyte K+ channels. These relatively low affinity 
agents might be expected to lack absolute specificity for a single type of channel; for 
example, quinidine, a stereoisomer of quinine, blocks both N a+ and K + channels in 
squid axon (Yeh and Narahashi, 1976) and in frog node of Ranvier (Revenko et al., 
1982). More surprisingly, charybdotoxin (CTX), a peptide component of Leiurus 
quinquestriatus scorpion venom, which has been shown to block two types of 
Ca++.activated K+ channels (Miller et al., 1985; Smith et al., 1986; Hermann and 
Erxleben, 1987), also potently blocks the lymphocyte K+ channel (discussed below). 
Purified CTX, graciously provided by Dr. Chris Miller (Graduate Dept. of Biochemis
try, Brandeis University, Waltham, MA), blocks 50% of the K+ current at a 
concentration of 550 pM. 

Agents that block voltage-activated calcium channels in cardiac cells also inhibit 
lymphocyte K+ channels, as shown in Table I. Included are organic calcium channel 
antagonists, such as verapamil, nifedipine, and diltiazem, as well as inorganic blockers 
such as Ni++, Co++, and La+++. This lack of specificity has resulted in confusion 
regarding the possible existence of voltage-activated Ca++ channels in T cells. For 
example, the ability of "Ca + + channel antagonists" to inhibit T cell activation has been 
taken as evidence in favor of a requirement for functional Ca + + channels in 
mitogen-stimulated T cell proliferation (Birx et al., 1984). Based upon the ability of a 
series of compounds that block K+ channels to inhibit mitogenesis, an alternative 
interpretation is that the inhibition of mitogenesis by ca++ channel blockers is due 
instead to block of K + channels. 

Diversity of K+ Channels in Murine T Cells 

As in human T cells, K+ channels are the most obvious channel type present in 
whole-cell recordings from murine thymocytes and mature T cells. However, in T 
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lymphocytes from mice there are at least three distinct types of voltage-activated K+ 
channels (DeCoursey et al., 1987a; Lewis and Cahalan, 1988). Fig. 2 illustrates K+ 
currents evoked by membrane depolarization in three different thymocytes. Superfi
cially, these records may appear similar, but a close examination of the voltage 
dependence, kinetics, and pharmacology of K + channels from mouse thymocytes and T 
cells reveals that whole-cell current records can be grouped into three major classes. 
Fig. 2 A illustrates a cell that expressed primarily the same type of K+ channel found 
in human T cells-a channel that we have come to call type n for normal, since it is the 
most commonly found type of channel. Its voltage dependence, gating kinetics, 
single-channel conductance, and pharmacology are similar to human T cell K+ 
channels. The currents in Fig. 2 Bare due to a second type of channel, termed n', that 
is similar in several respects to type n channels, but differs in TEA sensitivity and 
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Figure 2. Three varieties of K + currents in thymocytes. (A, B, and C) Currents were elicited by 
depolarizing pulses from -50 to +50 mV in 20-mV increments. (A) Type n current in a 
CD4+CD8+ thymocyte. (B) Type n' current in a CD4-CD8+ thymocyte. These data were 
recorded with 1 mM TEA externally to block current through type I channels. (C) Type I 
current in a CD4-CD8+ thymocyte. (D) Normalized conductance-voltage curves for the three 
thymocytes in A-C, showing differences in the voltage dependence of activation for the three 
types of K+ channels. The maximum conductances were 9.8, 0.72, and 5.8 nS for A, B, and C, 
respectively. Solutions as in Fig. 1. 
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TABLE II 
Three Types of K+ Channels in Mouse T CeUs 

Typen Type I Typen' 
(normal) (large) (n-ish) 

Conductance 12-18 pS 21-27 pS 18 pS 

Gating 
v.,2 -30mY OmY -lOmY 
Inactivation Fast, use-dependent Slow Slow 

rat40mY 120ms 300 ms >300ms 
Tail current Slow Fast Slow 

rat-80mY 10--20 ms l ms 10--20 ms 

Pharmacology 
TEAK; -lOmM -IOO~M -IOOmM 
CTXK; 550pM Not blocked «5 nM 
Cobalt Blocked by l mM Not blocked Not tested 

Channel conductances were determined from measurements on isolated outside-out patches; all 
other properties were determined from whole-cell currents in which one channel type predomi
nated. V112 refers to the membrane potential at which half of the channels are activated. 
Inactivation time constants represent single-exponential fits to current decay during depolariz
ing pulses to +40 mY. Use dependence refers to a progressive decline in the peak K+ current 
amplitude during repetitive pulses to 30m Y applied once per second. Tail-current time constants 
were determined by fitting single exponential curves to currents measured upon repolarization to 
-80 mY, following a brief depolarization to activate the channels. See DeCoursey et al., l987a, 
and Lewis and Cahalan, 1988, for experimental details. 

inactivation kinetics. The currents illustrated in Fig. 2 C represent the activity of yet a 
third variety of K + channel, which we have named type I for its larger single-channel 
conductance. As seen in Fig. 2 D, the voltage dependence of type I currents differs from 
that of nand n'; stronger depolarizing pulses are required to activate the channels. 

Table II summarizes the properties of these K + channels. Compared with type n 
channels, I channels become activated at more depolarized potentials, have a larger 
single-channel conductance (Fig. 3), close more rapidly during "tail currents" upon 
repolarization, inactivate more slowly, and do not accumulate inactivation with 
repetitive pulsing. Type n' channels are similar to type n in the voltage at which 
channels begin to open (Fig. 2), in single-channel conductance (Fig. 3), and in closing 
kinetics, but do not inactivate with repetitive pulsing. In addition, the three types of 
channels can be distinguished on the basis of their sensitivity to block by TEA and 
charybdotoxin. Compared with type n channels, I channels are much more sensitive to 
block by TEA, whereas n' channels are more resistant (Table II). Type n and n' 
channels are both completely blocked by 8.5 nM CTX, which suggests underlying 
structural similarities, while type I channels are unaffected by much higher toxin 
concentrations (Fig. 4). In practice, the rates of channel closing during tail currents, 
the degree of inactivation by repetitive pulsing, and the sensitivity to block by TEA or 
CTX provide a "fingerprint" for the types of K+ channel expressed by any particular 
cell. Usually one of the three channel types predominates in any particular cell, but 
good evidence for mixtures of channels has also been obtained (Chandy eta!., 1986; 
DeCoursey eta!., 1987a). 
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Figure 3. Unitary conductances of three types of K+ channels. Channel type was determined 
from the voltage dependence of activation, cumulative inactivation, and sensitivity to block by 
TEA. Each of A-C shows multiple openings of a single K+ channel in an excised, outside·out 
patch, stimulated by a voltage ramp from -60 to +80 mV in the absence or presence of 
bath-applied TEA. Pipette solution as in Fig. 1. (A) A type n K+ channel with a slope 
conductance of 18 pS; 10 mM TEA blocks the channel by 56%. (B) Type n' K+ channel with a 
conductance of 17 pS. A subconductance state of 10 pSis also evident. 100 mM TEA blocks the 
channel by 58% (CD4-CD8+ cell). (C) Type I K+ channel with a conductance of 27 pS. The I 
channel is half-blocked by 0.1 mM TEA. The increased noise in the presence of TEA represents 
rapid blocking and unblocking events (CD4-CD8+ cell). From Lewis and Cahalan, 1988. 

The particular ensemble of K+ channels expressed by T lymphocytes and their 
precursors correlates consistently with developmental state, the subset of T cell, and 
the state of T cell activation. In general, the most rapidly proliferating T cells, 
including primitive precursors in the thymus and mitogen-stimulated T cells, express 
hundreds of type n K + channels per cell (McKinnon and Ceredig, 1986; DeCoursey et 
al., 1987b), similar to human T cells from peripheral blood. Mature quiescent cells 
have lower numbers of channels, with helper T cells expressing primarily type n K+ 
channels. Type I and n' channels are normally restricted to the suppressor/ cytotoxic T 
cell lineage (Lewis and Cahalan, 1988). Type I K+ channels are found abundantly in 
functionally aberrant T cells from a strain of mouse, MRL-Iprjlpr, with both 
lymphoproliferative and autoimmune disorders (Chandy et al., 1986). Interestingly, 
after treatment with mitogens, actively dividing cells of either helper or cytotoxic/ 
suppressor variety have large numbers of type n K+ channels. 

Of the three types of K + channels, it is most likely that n channels mediate the loss 
of K+ during RVD. T cells depolarize in hypotonic medium to potentials estimated to 
be between -53 and -33 mV (Grinstein et al., 1982a); this depolarization would not 
be sufficient to increase appreciably the activation of type I K+ channels, but could 
open either type nor n' channels (Fig. 2 D). Moreover, as summarized in Table I, the 
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Figure 4. Charybdotoxin (CTX) blocks type nand 
n' channels, but not type /. K + currents are shown 
for depolarizing pulses to +30 mY. (A) Current in 
a CD4-cns- thymocyte, showing nearly complete 
block of K+ channels by 8.5 nM charybdotoxin. 
The channels were identified as type n by kinetics 
of channel closing and inactivation (see text). The 
effect of the toxin was partially reversible upon 
prolonged washing with Ringer's solution. (B) In a 
CD4-CD8+ cell with predominantly type n' cur
rents, identified on the basis of slow tail currents 
and Jack of cumulative inactivation, 8.5 nM cha
rybdotoxin blocks most of the K + current. (C) In 
another CD4-CD8+ cell, type I channels predomi
nated, and 34 nM charybdotoxin had no effect. 
Type I channels were confirmed in this cell by rapid 
tail-current kinetics, Jack of cumulative inactiva
tion during repetitive pulsing, and sensitivity to I 
mM TEA. Solutions as in Fig. I. 

pharmacology of RVD most closely matches that of type n K+ channels. In human T 
cells, in which most of the research on R VD in lymphocytes has been done, type n K + 

channels predominate; type I and n' channels have not been seen in patch recordings 
from human T cells, although small numbers of these channels per cell or a highly 
restricted subset distribution cannot at present be ruled out. Finally, the ability of 
lymphocytes to volume regulate in hypotonic media correlates with the surface density 
of type n K+ channels. Volume responses by human B lymphocytes are limited by a 
lower K + effiux compared with human T cells (Cheung et a!., 1982b; Grinstein et a!., 
1983), and human B cells also express fewer type n K+ channels than T cells (Chandy 
eta!., 1985; Deutsch eta!., 1986a). Similarly, quiescent murine T cells of the L2 clone 
display low numbers of type n K+ channels and are deficient in volume regulation; 
treatment with interleukin 2 increases n channel expression and the ability to volume 
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regulate in parallel (Lee et al., 1987). Thus several lines of correlative evidence argue 
for a role of type n K+ channels in mediating the K+ effiux during RVD. 

Maxi- and Mini-Chloride Channels 
Although K + channels are the most frequently seen channels in T cells, chloride 
channels can also be induced to open under appropriate conditions. Fig. 5 illustrates a 
large-conductance, voltage-dependent chloride channel (the "maxi-chloride" channel) 
that has been described previously in macrophages (Schwarze and Kolb, 1984 ), as well 
as in B cells (Bosma, 1986), myotubes (Blatz and Magleby, 1983; Schwarze and Kolb, 
1984), and epithelia (Krouse et al., 1986). The channel's conductance is nearly 400 pS, 
possibly the largest value for single-channel conductance of any channel under 
physiological ionic conditions. The channel is weakly anion selective. In T cells and 
thymocytes we found that the maxi-Cl- channel is normally shut, but can be induced to 
open by a prolonged period of depolarization, e.g., to +20 or 40 mY for 2-3 min. With 
this type of stimulus in whole-cell records, the maxi-e!- channel suddenly begins to 
flicker open to a variety of different conductance levels, and then opens fully. The 
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Figure 5. Maxi-CJ- channel 
in a CD4+cos- splenic T 
cell. In this whole-cell re
cording, the voltage was 
ramped from +50 to -50 
mY (right to left on the dis
played axis), following a 
prolonged period of depolar
ization (-2 min at +60 mY) 
to open the channel. The 
triangles indicate two of the 
channel's closing events. 
When open, the channel has 
a conductance of -400 pS 
and a reversal potential of 
-13 mY. Solutions as in 
Fig. I. 

channel can then be closed by hyperpolarizing the membrane, as illustrated in Fig. 5. 
The normal physiological role of the maxi-e!- channel is unknown. Calcium 
ionophores can increase the opening of these channels in macrophages, possibly 
through a rise in intracellular [ Ca + +] initiating intracellular biochemical events, since 
maxi-Cl- channels in excised inside-out patches are not directly opened by elevated 
free [Ca++] (Schwarze and Kolb, 1984). 

T cells also have a very different type of chloride channel with low single-channel 
conductance-a "mini-CI-" channel. The conductance of these channels is too small 
to resolve clearly in whole-cell recording. However, in an osmotic gradient many of 
these channels became activated, resulting in a macroscopic current described more 
fully below. We believe that the properties of these mini-CI- channels make them 
ideally suited to be the initial trigger for R VD in hypotonic medium. 
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Figure 6. Activation of 
mini-chloride channels dur
ing whole-cell recording 
from a murine splenic T cell. 
Currents elicited by voltage
ramp stimuli from - 100 to 
+ 80 m V are shown, begin
ning 20 s after "break-in" to 
obtain the whole-cell record
ing configuration, and at 40-
s intervals thereafter. Bath 
solution: Ringer's. Pipette 
solution: K + aspartate + 
ATP. 

Slow Activation of Mini-Chloride Channels during Whole-Cell Recording 
Chloride conductance in T cells becomes spontaneously activated during whole-cell 
recordings made with a K+ aspartate/ ATP pipette solution that is hypertonic relative 
to Ringer's solution. Absent just after establishing the whole-cell recording configura
tion (hereafter referred to as "break-in"), the conductance slowly develops as the 
pipette solution dialyzes the cytoplasm. Fig. 6 illustrates an example of chloride
channel activation in a splenic T cell during whole-cell recording with a 30 mosmoljkg 
osmotic gradient. (Osmotic gradients are expressed as intra relative to extracellular.) 
The traces show whole-cell currents during four successive voltage-ramp stimuli at 
40-s intervals, beginning 20 s after break-in. The first record illustrates that few 
voltage-dependent channels are present; the cell has an input resistance of -10 GO and 
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Figure 7. Quantifying the increase in chloride conductance. (A) After subtraction of current 
during the initial ramp after break-in, when no chloride conductance had yet activated, a linear 
regression to the points from -60 to -40 m V was fitted to determine the slope conductance. The 
illustrated trace with 1.62 nS conductance was collected 130 s after whole-cell recording began. 
(B) The slope conductances at various times after break-in (time = 0) illustrate the time course 
for induction of the chloride conductance. Same cell as in Fig. 6. 
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a capacitance of 0.9 pF, reflecting the small size of resting splenic T cells. Upon 
subsequent ramp stimuli, the current-voltage relation can be seen to "pivot" about 
-50 mY, as an outwardly rectifying current develops with time. 

To characterize the time course and magnitude of chloride channel activation, the 
slope conductance at the reversal potential of -50 m V was calculated from a series of 
ramp currents recorded at various times after break-in (Fig. 7). In this cell, the 
conductance began to develop after an initial delay of -40 s, reaching a maximum of 
nearly 2 nS within several minutes of whole-cell recording. Although the time course of 
CI- channel activation varied somewhat from cell to cell, the time course pictured here 
is representative of small cells, such as quiescent splenic T lymphocytes. 

The mini-chloride channels are ubiquitous among various types ofT lymphocytes 
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Figure 8. Activation of chloride channels in a human T cell (A and B) and in a Jurkat cell ( C 
and D). (A) Ramp currents recorded 45 s (x), 205 s (&),and 445 s (•) after break-in. Initially, 
the outward rectification seen at -20 mY is due to K+ channels opening. At later times chloride 
channels also contribute, and the currents are seen to cross at about -50 mY, the reversal 
potential for the developing chloride conductance. Cell membrane capacitance is 1.5 pF. (B) 
Time course of chloride channel activation for the cell in A. The symbols indicate measurements 
from the ramp records shown in A. (C) Ramp currents in a Jurkat cell, recorded at 150 s (x), 600 
s (&),and 1,140 s (•) after beginning whole-cell recording. Cell membrane capacitance is 6.0 
pF. (D) The time course for chloride channel activation in the Jurkat cell. Solutions as in 
Fig. 6. 
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and related cells. As in the example shown above, most splenic T cells are quiescent and 
express very few voltage-dependent K+ channels; in these cells, the induced chloride 
conductance predominates and can be studied in relative isolation. In murine thymo
cytes or activated T cells, which often express hundreds of K+ channels per cell, the 
induced CI- conductance is comparable in magnitude to the maximal K+ conductance, 
and current records usually represent the sum of currents through K+ and CI
channels. Similar results are obtained with human T lymphocytes and related cell 
lines. Fig. 8 A illustrates induction of chloride current in a human T lymphocyte. 
Shortly after break-in only voltage-dependent K+ current is apparent, but within 
minutes chloride current also contributes. The time course of chloride channel 
activation for this cell is shown in Fig. 8 B. The human T lymphoma cell line Jurkat 
E6-1 grows continuously in culture, and the cells are larger than resting T cells or 
thymocytes. Fig. 8, C and D, illustrates the induction of Cl- channels in a Jurkat cell. 
Perhaps as a consequence of their larger cell volume, activation of CI- channels begins 
after a longer initial delay after break-in. 

The opening of chloride channels in mouse splenic T cells appears to depend upon 
two main factors. First, an osmotic gradient across the membrane tending to swell the 
cells promotes the activation of Cl- channels; the osmotic dependence is described 
further below. Second, CI- channels are induced only if ATP is included in the pipette 
solution. Without ATP, only voltage-gated K+ channels are normally present, and 
chloride channels fail to open even in an imposed osmotic gradient of up to 100 
mosmol/kg. 

Ion Permeation and Unitary Conductance of Chloride Channels 

The ion selectivity of the induced conductance was investigated by varying the 
concentrations of external ions. In cells bathed in normal Ringer's solution containing 
160 mM Cl-, the current reverses sign near -50 m V and is outwardly rectifying. 
Replacing external N a+ ions with K + or TEA ions had no effect on the current-voltage 
relation, suggesting that the induced conductance is not selective for cations. However, 
when aspartate is substituted for external chloride ions, the current reverses near 0 mV 
and the current-voltage relation becomes nearly linear (Fig. 9). The simplest 
explanation of this result is that the induced conductance is primarily permeable to 
chloride ions, which contribute outward current as they enter the cell. Reversal-
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Figure 9. Effect of anion sub
stitution on the whole-cell chlo
ride current. After chloride 
channels in this mouse splenic T 
cell had reached maximal acti
vation, chloride in the bathing 
solution was replaced by aspar
tate. The ramp currents shown 
have been corrected for the dif
ference in junction potentials 
between the two solutions. Solu
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potential measurements indicate that aspartate is -0.12 times as permeant as chloride 
ions, based on the Goldman-Hodgkin-Katz equation (Hodgkin and Katz, 1949). The 
current-voltage curve rectifies outwardly due to the open channels' permeation 
properties, primarily because aspartate ions from the pipette dialyzing the cytoplasm 
are relatively impermeant. Voltage-dependent gating apparently does not contribute to 
this rectification, as depolarizing steps of membrane potential elicit no significant 
time-dependent current relaxations. Even a reasonably large anion-methanesulfon
ate, often used as an impermeant anion substitute-was significantly permeant. 
Judging from measured reversal potentials, the sequence of permeability among anions 
tested thus far is N03 - > Br-, CI-, F- > methanesulfonate > ascorbate > aspartate. 

Even though the chloride channel is measurably permeable to fairly large anions, 
the size of single-channel events is quite small, making detection of unitary currents 
during whole-cell recording difficult. To obtain a size estimate of the single-channel 
current we have measured whole-cell current fluctuations in a cell dialyzed with a KCI 
pipette solution. Dividing the current variance by the mean current level as the chloride 
conductance develops with time results in an estimated unitary current at -80 m V of 
-0.21 pA. This estimate for the single-channel current corresponds to a chord 
conductance of 2.6 pS. For a typical whole-cell conductance of 2 nS induced by a 30 
mosmoljkg osmotic gradient, as in Figs. 6-8, the single-channel conductance estimate 
implies that on the order of 1,000 chloride channels are activated. The surprising 
conclusion from this analysis is that chloride channels appear to be the most abundant 
channel type in T lymphocytes. 
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Dependence on Osmotic Gradients and Suction 
Figs. 6-8 above demonstrate spontaneous induction of chloride channels after break
in, with a steady osmotic gradient of 30 mosmoljkg, the internal solution being 
hypertonic relative to the external solution. If the osmotic gradient is the stimulus that 
drives CI- channel activation, then dilution of the extracellular Ringer's solution 
should augment CI- conductance. Fig. 10 A illustrates a test of this idea in a splenic T 
cell. In this cell, the chloride conductance increased about threefold after the initial 
dilution to 67% Ringer's solution. The change in chloride conductance was reversible 
and repeatable upon further changes in tonicity. Fig. 10 B illustrates that the chloride 
conductance can be shut off by reversing the osmotic gradient. In this experiment, 
activation of chloride channels in normal Ringer's was arrested by addition of 
hypertonic Ringer's (made 100 mosmoljkg hypertonic by addition of 114 mM 
sucrose). On returning to normal Ringer's solution, chloride channel induction 
progressed, but could be reversed again by hypertonic Ringer's. The process of turning 
the chloride channels on or off is thus reversible, and depends upon the transmembrane 
osmotic gradient, rather than the ionic strength or osmolarity of one compartment 
alone. It should also be noted that the conductance changes induced by varying the 
tonicity are not instantaneous; solution changes are completed within 20 s, while 
conductance changes sometimes take > 100 s to reach a final level. 

What is the mechanism that causes Cl- channels to open? If the signal for 
activating chloride channels were the swelling produced by osmotically driven water 
entry, as suggested previously by Sarkadi and colleagues (1984b), perhaps stretch on 
the membrane is part of the mechanism. Preliminary evidence consistent with this idea 
is illustrated in Fig. 11. In this experiment, suction applied to the pipette interior 
opposed the induction of chloride channels. Induction proceeded further after reequili
bration to atmospheric pressure, but was reversed when suction was reapplied. These 
results imply that the Cl- conductance can be modulated by changing the mechanical 
stress on the membrane. 

A Working Hypothesis for RVD 
Several properties of the mini-Cl- channel, described in Figs. 6-11 above, are 
consistent with a role in mediating CI- efflux during the RVD under hypotonic 
conditions. First, the CI- channels are not gated by membrane potential, but can alter 
it by mediating charge transfer across the membrane, properties that are shared by the 
RVD CI- flux pathway (Grinstein et al., 1982a). In addition, the ability ofN03-, Br-, 
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Figure 12. A diagram for the events of regulatory volume decrease (RVD). 

and CI- to pass through mini-Cl- channels agrees with their ability to support cell 
volume changes in hypotonic solutions (Grinstein et al., 1982a). Most importantly, the 
reversible control of CI- channel activation by the transmembrane osmotic gradient, 
possibly mediated through membrane stretch, is consistent with the anion permeability 
changes induced by osmotic swelling of intact cells (Sarkadi et a!., 1984b). 

The characteristics of CI- and K+ channels in T cells described above prompt a 
hypothesis for the mechanism of R VD, in which activation of chloride channels is the 
triggering event (Fig. 12). RVD is associated with membrane depolarization, hypothe
sized to be the result of increased chloride conductance (Grinstein et al., 1982a; 
Sarkadi et al., 1984b). Intracellular [Cl-] determinations range from 31 to 38 mM for 
human lymphocytes, corresponding to a chloride equilibrium potential of -30 to -40 
mV. Thus, an increase in CI- conductance induced by cell swelling would be expected 
to depolarize the cell from its normal resting (albeit fluctuating) membrane potential 
of -50 to -70 m V. The depolarization in itself would increase the driving force for K + 
effiux through open K+ channels, but, more importantly, would increase activation of 
type n voltage-gated K+ channels, further enhancing K+ effiux. The membrane 
potential would thereby attain a value between the K+ and CI- equilibrium potentials, 
driving effiux of both K+ and CI- ions through their respective channels. As the cell 
loses KCI, water would follow, returning the cell toward its normal volume. Cell 
shrinkage would eventually turn off the CI- channels, causing the membrane to 
hyperpolarize and K+ channels to close, and the cell would reach its steady-state 
volume. Thus, according to this hypothesis, CI- channels act as the sensor for cell 
swelling, and their influence on the membrane potential controls the activation of K+ 
channels and the volume regulation process. 

Although we favor the idea that mini-Cl- channels represent the CI- effiux 
pathway in RVD, we cannot definitely exclude a role for the maxi-Cl- channels. In 
fact, to account for the "aU-or-none" volume regulation of individual T cells in a 
population, Sarkadi et al. (1984b) suggested that a small number of highly conductive 
anion channels might be switched on during RVD. The required number of open 
maxi-CI- channels can be estimated by the following calculation. The loss of CI
during RVD has been estimated as 60 mmoljliter of peripheral blood lymphocytes 
(5 x 1012 cells) in a 2-min period (Sarkadi et al., 1984b). Thus, averaged over this 
period, each cell loses 60 x 106 CI- (and K+) ions per second. Considering the 400 pS 
single-channel conductance of the maxi-Cl- channel, and allowing a 10-20 m V driving 
force (membrane potential minus chloride equilibrium potential) during R VD, one to 
three open maxi-CI- channels would be sufficient to account for the flux. However, 
none of the known stimuli for activating maxi-Cl- channels are likely to be encoun
tered during RVD. For example, the activation of maxi-e!- channels in macrophages 
is enhanced by an increase in intracellular [Ca++] (Schwarze and Kolb, 1984); yet, 
intracellular [Ca++] appears to remain constant during exposure of lymphocytes to 
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hypotonic solutions (Rink et a!., 1983). In addition, we have found that maxi-Cl
channels can be opened in whole-cell recording by prolonged depolarization above 
about +20 mV. However, it is doubtful that these membrane potentials would ever be 
achieved in intact T lymphocytes. Alternatively, the CI- flux calculated above could be 
generated by the opening of 200-600 mini-Cl- channels, a number not inconsistent 
with estimates discussed above that T lymphocytes possess > 1,000 of these mini-Cl
channels. Although large-conductance channels might be one way for a cell to generate 
all-or-none RVD behavior, biochemical switching mechanisms are also possible. 

It has been proposed by others that Ca ++-activated K+ channels mediate the 
cation component of RVD (Grinstein et a!., 1982b; Sarkadi et al., 1984a). This 
conclusion is based largely on observations that quinine, cetiedil, and trifluoperazine, 
among other agents, inhibit RVD and Ca ++-activated K + transport, as typified by the 
"Gardos phenomenon" (Gardos, 1958). However, as these authors also point out, an 
unresolved difficulty with the hypothesis is the apparent constancy of intracellular free 
[Ca++] during RVD (Rink eta!., 1983). The inhibitors mentioned above also block 
voltage-gated K+ channels in T lymphocytes (Table I); hence, the pharmacological 
results are also consistent with the notion that voltage-activated type n K + channels 
mediate the K+ efflux during RVD (DeCoursey eta!., 1985; Deutsch eta!., 1986 a,b). 
We have suggested above that depolarization may link activation of CI- and K+ 
channels, but this cannot explain observations of osmotically activated cation fluxes 
under conditions where Cl- flux is blocked (Grinstein et a!., 1982a; Sarkadi et a!., 
1984a). Several possibilities might explain this discrepancy; for example, the type n K+ 
channel may be subject to biochemical regulation during R VD, or a Ca ++-dependent 
K+ channel may exist in T cells, but escape detection given our whole-cell recording 
procedures. Overall, the correlation between n channel expression in lymphocytes and 
the ability to volume regulate, as well as the parallel pharmacological sensitivities of 
type n K + channels and R VD, make them likely candidates for contributing to cation 
efflux during RVD. 

Conclusions 
The patch-clamp method has provided a means to study ion channels in lymphocytes 
with far better time resolution and sensitivity than tracer flux or microelectrode 
methods used previously. However, it should be kept in mind that in whole-cell or 
isolated-patch recording, the integrity of the cell is disrupted; essential cofactors for 
channels or enzymes might well be lost. An example described above is the osmotically 
activated mini-Cl- channel, which eluded detection until recently, despite being the 
most abundant channel in the cell, in part because it requires the presence of ATP in 
the pipette solution for activation. Despite these caveats, the ability to control solution 
composition on both sides of the lymphocyte membrane with patch-clamp techniques 
will facilitate future studies of the molecular mechanism of Cl- channel activation and 
the role of K + and Cl- channels in controlling cell volume. 
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Introduction 
Neutrophils migrate to sites of infection in response to chemotactic stimuli derived 
from bacteria, complement, and other inflammatory mediators. Their primary func
tion is to ingest, kill, and degrade invading microorganisms. In this capacity, 
neutrophils are exposed to media of widely ranging pH, yet must be able to regulate 
their intracellular pH (pH;) within the physiological range. The problem is 
compounded by the intracellular generation of protons by a variety of metabolic 
pathways, including glycolysis and the hexose monophosphate shunt. Thus, powerful 
and versatile regulatory mechanisms must exist to control pH;. The purpose of this 
chapter is to review the properties of one of these regulatory mechanisms, the Na + /H+ 
exchanger or antiporter. We will first review the evidence for the existence of the 
antiporter in neutrophils and will briefly summarize its properties. Next, its intracellu
lar distribution will be considered. Finally, we will discuss the importance of Na + /H+ 
exchange in particular and of pH; homeostasis in general to neutrophil function. 

Na+ jH+ Exchange in Neutrophils 
The presence of an electroneutral Na+ /H+ antiporter in the plasma membrane of 
neutrophils was first demonstrated by Molski et a!. (1980). The activity of this 
antiporter can be readily demonstrated by monitoring pH; in acid-loaded cells, as 
shown in Fig. 1 for human blood neutrophils. For these experiments, the cells were 
loaded with the pH-sensitive probe 2', 7'-bis(carboxyethyl)-5,6-carboxyfluorescein 
(BCECF) and suspended in Na+ -free, N-methyl-o-glucammonium+ solution. Acid 
loading was accomplished by treatment of the cells with nigericin, an ionophore that 
catalyzes the electroneutral exchange of K+ for H+. Under the conditions of the 
experiment, there is a large, outwardly directed K+ gradient that drives the intracellu
lar accumulation of H+, resulting in acid loading. In cells maintained in Na +-free and 
nominally bicarbonate-free medium, removal of the ionophore by addition of defatted 
serum albumin was followed by only marginal pH; recovery. In contrast, a marked 
alkalinization is recorded upon addition of extracellular N a+, returning pH; towards 
the original level (Fig. 1 A). The rate of Na+ /H+ exchange can be quantified by 
multiplying the rate of change of pH; times the buffering power of the cells, estimated 
to average 28 mM/pH in bicarbonate-free media in the pH range of 6.4 to 7.4 
(Grinstein and Furuya, 1986a). In cells acid loaded to pH; 6.65-6.8, the maximal rate 
of Na + /H+ exchange reached 9.2 mmol/liter cells/min. Such a flux could double the 
intracellular Na+ content within a couple of minutes. Indeed, the fluxes through the 
antiporter can be so large that they are detectable, indirectly, by the changes in cell 
volume that result from the associated water uptake. When cells are acid loaded by 
suspending them in media containing the Na+ salt of weak organic acids such as 
propionate, the activation of the anti porter leads to accumulation of intracellular N a+ 
which, together with the uptake of the anionic form of the weak acid, produces osmotic 
gain, followed by water uptake and cell swelling, which are detectable by electronic cell 
sizing (Grinstein and Furuya, 1984). An alkalinization similar to that induced by Na+ 
in Fig. 1 A can also be obtained by addition of Li+, but not by Rb+ (Fig. 1 C), K+ or 
Cs+ (Grinstein and Furuya, 1986a). Divalent cations and organic monovalent cations 
are similarly not transported, which indicates that the antiporter is very selective. 
Under certain conditions, e.g., when Na +-loaded cells are suspended in Na +-free 
media, the antiporter can operate in reverse, mediating the uptake of external H+ in 
exchange for internal Na +. 
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The rate of Na +-induced alkalinization of acid-loaded neutrophils is a saturable 
function of extracellular Na+ (apparent Km = 73 mM) and is inhibited by extracellu
lar H+. As shown in Fig. I B, the Na+-induced alkalinization is also blocked when the 
K +-sparing diuretic amiloride is present in the medium, but is restored upon addition 
of the exogenous Na + /H+ exchanger monensin, which demonstrates the persistence of 
an inward Na+ gradient. Inhibition by amiloride is competitive with extracellular Na+ 
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Figure 1. Evidence for Na + /H+ exchange in the plasma membrane of human neutrophils. (A) 
BCECF-loaded neutrophils were suspended in Na+-free, N-methyl-o-glucammonium+ 
medium. Where indicated, 1 ~M nigericin (Nig) was added to initiate Kt /H; exchange. Acid 
loading was terminated by scavenging the ionophore with fatty acid-free bovine serum albumin 
(BSA; 5 mgfml final). Finally, NaCl (70 mM) was added. The dotted line and discontinuities in 
the traces indicate intervals when the sample compartment was opened for additions. (B) 
BCECF-loaded cells were acid loaded with nigericinfalbumin as in A. Where indicated, 200 ~M 
amiloride was added, followed by 70 mM NaCI. Finally, 5 ~M monensin (Mon) was added. (C) 
Cells were acid loaded as in A. Where noted, 70 mM RbCl was added. Traces are representative 
of at least three experiments. Temperature, 37°C. From Grinstein and Furuya ( 1986a). 

and has an apparent K; of 24 ~M. Analogues of amiloride with alkyl or alkenyl chains 
attached to the nitrogen on position 5 of the pyrazine ring are up to one 100-fold more 
potent as inhibitors of the exchanger than the parent molecule. 

Net forward exchange (external Na+ for internal H+) is also inhibited by 
elevating the intracellular Na+ concentration, as would be expected for competition 
with intracellular H+ for the inward-facing transport site of the anti porter. In contrast, 
elevating the intracellular H+ concentration produces a marked activation of forward 
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Na+ jH+ exchange (Grinstein and Furuya, 1986a). By analogy with the renal brush 
border system, this is probably a dual effect: more H+ are available to occupy the 
transport site and, more importantly, an allosteric "modifier" site becomes protonated, 
stimulating the turnover of the transport site(s). The existence of a modifier site was 
initially postulated by Aronson eta!. ( 1982) because: (a) the dependence of the rate of 
transport on the intracellular H+ concentration ([H+]J cannot be described by 
Michaelis-Menten type of kinetics, and (b) effiux of internal Na+ can in fact be 
accelerated by elevating [H+];. It is this putative modifier site that confers to the 
anti porter its peculiar pH; dependence: the rate of Na + /H+ exchange is highest when 
the cytoplasm is acidic, with transport declining gradually as pH; approaches the 
physiological level of 7.0-7.2 (the range reported for most mammalian cell types; for 
review see Roos and Boron, 1981). This behavior is consistent with a central role of 
Na+ /H+ exchange in the regulation of pH;, with the effector (the transport site[s]) 
becoming quiescent when the threshold for inactivation or "set point" of the allosteric 
site is attained. 

Though regulated, pH; in neutrophils is not invariant. A number of conditions 
have been reported where transient or sustained pH; changes are reproducibly 
recorded. Some of these changes appear to be mediated by variations in the mode of 
operation of the Na+ jH+ antiporter. Molski eta!. (1980) first reported that stimula
tion of neutrophils with chemotactic peptides induces a biphasic pH change: a transient 
acidification followed by a more sustained alkalinization. A similar pattern was later 
reported for cells treated with phorbol esters, though a third phase of delayed 
acidification was frequently observed (Grinstein and Furuya, 1986b). Two lines of 
evidence suggested that the antiporter mediated the alkalinization. First, pH; failed to 
increase in response to the activators when Na+ was omitted from the medium. Second, 
addition of amiloride or of its analogues similarly blocked the alkalinization. Indeed, in 
both instances, a more pronounced acidification was unmasked (Molski et a!., 1980; 
Grinstein and Furuya, 1986b). 

Stimulation of the antiporter by the activators seems to be twofold. It is partly 
indirect, in response to the initial rapid cytoplasmic acidification. However, other 
mechanisms must exist, since pH; "overshoots" the resting value, i.e., the antiporter 
continues to operate beyond the original pH; set point. Studies where the activity of the 
antiporter was measured with varying degrees of acid loading in untreated and 
stimulated cells revealed an apparent shift in the pH; dependence of transport, as if an 
alkaline shift of the set point had occurred (Grinstein and Furuya, 1984). We 
concluded that a change in the properties of the modifier site had occurred, inasmuch 
as this site largely determines the pH; sensitivity of the rate of transport through the 
exchanger. This change might be mediated by phosphorylation, since protein kinase 
activity is known to be greatly stimulated in activated neutrophils. 

The source of the initial cytoplasmic acidification observed upon stimulation of 
the cells has been investigated in detail. It is not due to transmembrane uptake of 
external H+ (or the equivalent effiux of OH-), since the external medium does not 
alkalinize concomitantly. In fact, an extracellular acidification accompanies the 
internal acidification, which suggests that intracellular protons first accumulate in the 
cytoplasm and eventually are liberated into the medium. The protons that appear in 
the cytoplasm are not released from the acidic secretory granules. This was concluded 
from experiments where pH; was measured in enucleated and degranulated cell 
fragments called cytoplasts (Grinstein eta!., 1985). Stimulation of cytoplasts in media 
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containing amiloride or devoid of Na+ produced an acidification indistinguishable 
from that obtained in intact cells. It was therefore concluded that the acid was 
metabolically generated by the cells during stimulation. 

Three lines of evidence indicate that the protons causing the cytoplasmic 
acidification originate from the stimulation by the activators of the NADPH oxidase 
and/or the hexose monophosphate shunt, two pathways that are virtually quiescent in 
intact cells. First, an excellent correlation exists between the rates of acidification and 
the activity of the oxidase and the shunt. Inhibition of the latter by N-ethylmaleimide, 
2-deoxy-o-glucose, pertussis toxin, or adenosine is accompanied by a commensurate 
reduction in the rate of cytoplasmic acidification (Grinstein and Furuya, 1986b, c). 
Second, the acidification can be mimicked by stimulating the hexose monophosphate 
shunt in cells that have not been activated by ligands. This can be accomplished by 
adding membrane permeable redox agents capable of oxidizing NADPH. The product 
of this oxidation, NADP+, is the rate-limiting substrate for the shunt. Addition of one 
such redox agent, phenazine methosulfate, produced an instantaneous and quite 
pronounced fall in pH; in otherwise unstimulated neutrophils (Grinstein and Furuya, 
1986b). 

The third and perhaps most convincing proof that acid generated during the 
respiratory burst can account for the change in pH; was obtained from studies with 
neutrophils isolated from individuals suffering from chronic granulomatous disease 
(CGD). These patients are afflicted with recurrent infections, due to the inability of 
their phagocytic cells to kill invading microorganisms (Babior, 1978). This deficiency 
is largely due to the inability of the cells to generate bactericidal oxygen metabolites. 
Neutrophils from CGD patients lack one of the components of the NADPH oxidase 
system (X-linked CGD) or have defective stimulus-response coupling (autosomal 
recessive CGD), which results in failure to synthesize superoxide. This enabled us to 
test whether the phorbol ester-induced acidification is indeed associated with the burst 
in oxidative metabolism and stimulation of the hexose monophosphate shunt. We 
found that under conditions where Na+ JH+ exchange is prevented by addition of 
amiloride or omission of Na +, stimulated CGD cells displayed little change in pH; 
(Grinstein et al., 1986), which indicates that oxidative metabolism is the main source 
of proton accumulation in the cytoplasm of activated neutrophils. 

Are the Na+ ;u+ Exchangers Present 
in the Phagosomal Membrane? 
The biogenesis and turnover of the Na+ jH+ antiporters have not been investigated in 
detail. The fate of the antiporters after endocytosis is particularly interesting, since 
internalization of the plasma membrane is followed by marked acidification of the 
endosomal matrix. It is not clear if the exchangers are part of the endosomal 
membrane and, if so, whether they contribute to the observed pH changes. An extreme 
case is presented by cells such as neutrophils, which can rapidly internalize a large 
fraction of the surface membrane during phagocytosis of particles such as bacteria. For 
these reasons we undertook experiments designed to assess the presence of Na+ jH+ 
exchangers in neutrophil phagosomes. The activity of the anti porter in the membranes 
of phagosomes was investigated measuring the intraphagosomal pH in intact cells. 
This was accomplished by inducing neutrophils to phagocytose bacteria (Micrococcus 
lysodeikticus) covalently labeled with a pH-sensitive fluorescent dye. Excess and 
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extracellularly adhering bacteria were then removed by washing and treating the 
suspension with lysozyme, an enzyme that can digest the bacterial wall without 
affecting the neutrophil membrane. The washed cell suspension was then used for 
macroftuorimetric determinations of intraphagosomal pH (Grinstein and Furuya, 
1988). 

When the labeled neutrophils were suspended in media at 37°C, a spontaneous 
acidification of the phagosomes was recorded. This change has generally been 
attributed to activation of a proton-pumping ATPase (Al-Awqati, 1986). It was of 
interest to determine whether the Na+ /H+ antiporters, if present in the phagosomal 
membranes, participated in the generation or maintenance of this pH gradient. Two 
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Figure 2. Na + /H+ exchange in the plasma membrane of neutrophils and its role in phagosomal 
acidification. (A) BCECF-Ioaded neutrophils were suspended in N-methyi-D-glucammo
nium+-rich medium with or without 100 nM methyl-isobutyl-amiloride (MIA) and were used 
for spectroscopic measurement of pH;. Where indicated, the cells were acid loaded by addition of 
O.l ~M nigericin, a K+ /H+ exchanger. Next, NaCI (final 70 mM) was added to initiate 
Na+ /H+ exchange. pH; was calibrated by the nigericin/K+ method. The trace is a composite, 
representative of >10 experiments. (B) Concentration dependence of the inhibitory effect of 
methyl-isobutyl-amiloride. Experiments such as those in A were performed at varying concen
trations of the inhibitor. The inverse of the rate of ~pH;, measured as the maximal rate of 
Na +-induced alkalinization, is plotted against the concentration of the inhibitor (Dixon plot). 
The rate of alkalinization is expressed relative to the untreated control, taken as 100%. The plot 
is representative of three experiments and the line was fitted by least squares. (C) Effect of 
methyl-isobutyl-amiloride on the spontaneous acidification of the phagosomes. Neutrophils 
containing covalently fluoresceinated bacteria were suspended in Na+ medium in the presence 
or absence of l ~M methyl-isobutyl-amiloride. Where indicated, 5 ~M monensin was added to 
both samples. Representative of three experiments. From Grinstein and Furuya (1988). 

possibilities were envisaged: the coupled activity of the Na+ /H+ antiporters and the 
Na+ /K+ pumps could contribute to the acidification by exchanging intraphagosomal 
Na+ for cytoplasmic H+. Conversely, if the combined Na+ and H+ gradient is reversed 
by the large acidification of the phagosome, the exchanger could in fact dissipate 
(uncouple) the pH gradient created by the H+ pump. Several lines of evidence indicate 
that the Na+ /H+ antiporters and/or the Na+ /K+ pumps are not required for 
phagosomal acidification. The rate and extent of the acidification were not affected by: 
(a) addition of methyl-isobutyl-amiloride, a permeable and very potent amiloride 
analogue, at concentrations severalfold higher than required to inhibit the anti porter of 
the surface membrane (Fig. 2; Grinstein and Furuya, 1988); (b) omission ofNa+ from 
the medium in which phagocytosis occurred; (c) trapping of micromolar amiloride 
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inside the phagosome during internalization of the bacteria; (d) addition of concentra
tions of digitoxin, a permeable agent, known to fully inhibit the pump, and (e) 
pretreatment of the cell with subsequent trapping of ouabain in the phagosome. 

We similarly failed to obtain evidence of dissipation of the pH gradient by reverse 
exchange of cytoplasmic Na+ for intraphagosomal H+ through the antiporter. The 
thermodynamic feasibility of this phenomenon is illustrated by the alkalinizing effects 
of monensin, an exogenous Na+ /H+ exchanger (Fig. 2 C). Operation of the endoge
nous Na+ /H+ antiporter in this mode would reduce the rate and/or the extent of 
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Figure 3. Assessment of reverse Na+ /H+ exchange activity in the surface and phagosomal 
membranes. (A) Evidence against reverse exchange in the phagosomal membrane. The 
conditions of the experiment are schematized above the trace: cells were allowed to phagocytose 
fluoresceinated bacteria in N-methyl-o-glucammonium+ solution. The cells were then sus
pended in Na+ medium and phagosomal pH was determined fluorimetrically as in Fig. 2 C. 
After the spontaneous phagosomal acidification reached a steady state, the cytoplasmic Na+ 
concentration was suddenly elevated by treatment of the cells with 50 ~gfml of nystatin. Where 
indicated, 5 ~M monensin was added. The trace is representative of three experiments. (B) 
Evidence for reverse Na+ /H+ exchange in the surface membrane. BCECF-stained neutrophils 
were loaded with Na+ by treatment with nystatin and ouabain in Na+ medium, followed by 
washout of the antibiotic. The traces start upon resuspension of the Na +-loaded cells in 
N-methyl-o-glucammonium+ medium in the presence or absence of 0.5 ~M methyl-isobutyl
amiloride (MIA). The composite is representative of three experiments. From Grinstein and 
Furuya (1988). 

acidification of the phagosome. However, as mentioned above, these parameters were 
unaffected by agents or conditions expected to impair Na+ /H+ exchange. Therefore, 
we concluded that intrinsic Na+ /H+ exchange does not seem to uncouple the pH 
gradient created by the proton pumps. 

In light of our inability to demonstrate effects of Na+ /H+ exchange on the 
spontaneous phagosomal acidification, we questioned whether functional antiporters 
were at all present in the internalized membranes. Three different types of experiments 
failed to demonstrate any detectable exchange activity sensitive to amiloride or 
methyl-isobutyl-amiloride across the phagosomal membrane. First, as illustrated in 
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Fig. 3, a cytoplasm-to-phagosomal matrix Na+ gradient did not induce intraphago
somal alkalinization, which would be expected from the reverse operation of the 
antiporter. In these experiments, the cytoplasmic Na+ concentration was suddenly 
increased by permeabilizing the plasma membrane with nystatin. At the concentra
tions used, this agent was found to increase the permeability of the surface membrane, 
without affecting internal membranes. The latter was confirmed measuring the 
partition of acridine orange into intracellular acidic compartments (Grinstein and 
Furuya, 1988). Nystatin, unlike nigericin or ammonium, failed to release the accumu
lated acridine. Fig. 3 B also shows that, under comparable conditions, the anti porter at 
the surface membrane can operate in the reverse mode. Two other findings argue 
against the presence of functional exchangers in the phagosomal membrane. In the 
presence of phagosomal N a+, a cytoplasmic acidification did not induce a methyl
isobutyl-amiloride-sensitive acidification of the phagosomal matrix. As before, the 
surface membrane antiporter can be shown to be activated under similar conditions. 
Finally, induction of a phagosome-to-cytoplasm Na + gradient did not produce 
acidification of the phagosomal interior. 

Taken together, the results summarized above indicate that the Na+ /H+ 
antiporter is not functional in the phagosomal membrane. Two possible mechanisms 
could account for these observations. A segregation process may exclude the exchang
ers from the areas of the membrane that are being internalized. This could conceivably 
occur through direct or indirect interactions with cytoskeletal components. Alterna
tively, the antiporters may indeed be internalized, but become functionally inactivated. 
This might result from a chemical modification such as dephosphorylation. As 
mentioned above, the activity of the anti porter is known to be regulated by phosphory
lation/dephosphorylation processes. However, other posttranslational modifications 
such as proteolysis or transglutamination could also account for the inactivation of 
transport. 

Importance of pHi Homeostasis to Neutrophil Function 
Regulation of pH; appears to be important to the normal bactericidal and locomotor 
activity of the neutrophil. The activity of the Na+ /H+ antiporter, which is largely 
responsible for pH; homeostasis in neutrophils stimulated in the nominal absence of 
bicarbonate, is essential for the development of a normal bactericidal response. This 
can be inferred from early reports describing reduced superoxide production in cells 
suspended in media devoid of Na+ (Korchak and Weissmann, 1980). These findings 
were initially interpreted as indicative of a role of N a+ in signal transduction, perhaps 
through changes in transmembrane potential. However, more recent experiments 
suggest that inhibition of the NADPH oxidase is secondary to alterations in pH; 
(Nasmith and Grinstein, 1986). As described above, stimulation of cells in Na+ -free 
media induces a marked acidification of the cytoplasm that, in the presence of external 
N a+, is small and transient, and is in fact, superseded by an alkalinization. By 
manipulating pH; with ionophores, we were able to demonstrate that the pH; changes 
that develop in the media with different ionic composition are responsible for the 
varying rates of superoxide production (or oxygen consumption). Cells were suspended 
in K +-rich solutions containing nigericin. Under these conditions [K +]o/ 
[K+]; "" [H+ ]0 /[H+]; and, because the intracellular K+ concentration is similar to that 
of the medium, pH; will be approximately equal to the extracellular pH (pH0 ). 
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Therefore, by varying pH0 we were able to study the intracellular pH dependence of 
phorbol ester-stimulated oxygen consumption. A sharp inhibition of the function of the 
NADPH oxidase was found as pH0 (and therefore pHJ was reduced below 6.8, with 
complete inhibition at pH 6.0. Interpolation in such a pH dependence curve indicated 
that the acidification observed in Na+-free media could account for the observed 
depression in the rate of oxygen consumption (Nasmith and Grinstein, 1986). 

The latter conclusion is also supported by experiments where restoration of 
physiological pH;, even in the absence of external Na+, produced recovery of the rate of 
oxygen consumption. This was achieved stimulating cells inK+ medium, initially in the 
absence of nigericin. As expected for cells suspended in Na +-free media, pH; dropped 
and, concomitantly, the rate of oxidative metabolism was reduced. Upon addition of 
nigericin, the intracellular pH rapidly increased towards that of the medium, as the 
ionophore catalyzed the exchange of external K+ for internal H+. This alkalinization 
was accompanied by the restoration of a high rate of oxygen consumption, as expected 
for a pH-dependent, reversible inhibition. Clearly, normal rates of NADPH-oxidase 
activity can be obtained in media devoid of Na +, ruling out a specific requirement for 
this cation in the activation process (Nasmith and Grinstein, 1986). 

Is pH; regulation essential for neutrophil function in vivo? Recent observations 
suggest that alterations in neutrophil pH; may contribute to the development of 
intra-abdominal abscesses. Anaerobic bacteria, particularly Bacteroides species, are 
frequently encountered in abscesses and contribute to the pathogenicity of mixed 
(polymicrobial) infections (Rotstein et al., 1985). Among the principal by products of 
the metabolism of anaerobic bacteria are short-chain fatty acids, which accumulate in 
the extracellular milieu, lowering its pH. In fact, the pH of human pus has been 
reported to be as low as 5.7 (Bryant et al., 1980). We therefore hypothesized that, in 
the abscess, neutrophil function might be impaired as a result of derangement of pH; 
homeostasis induced by the bacterial products. This was tested experimentally in vitro 
by measuring superoxide production by human neutrophils after incubation in the 
presence or absence of short-chain fatty acids at normal and acidic pH. As shown in 
Fig. 4, neither lowering the external pH to 5.5, nor adding millimolar concentrations of 
the fatty acids while keeping pH at 7.4 was, individually, sufficient to affect the rate of 
superoxide generated in response to opsonized zymosan. However, simultaneous 
acidification and addition of fatty acids drastically reduced the respiratory burst. 
Similar results were obtained with a variety of mono- and di-carboxylic fatty acids, 
which suggests that their weak acid nature, rather than a specific conformation or 
chain length, is essential to their inhibitory effect (Rotstein et al., 1987). 

The above observations can be explained by assuming that only the protonated 
form of the weak acid permeates into the cells, dissociating in the cytoplasm and 
thereby lowering pH;. According to this model, succinate added at normal extracellu
lar pH would enter the cells only in negligible amounts, therefore not affecting pH; 
significantly. These predictions were tested experimentally, measuring pH; in BCECF
loaded cells (Fig. 5). As expected, cells suspended in normal media at physiological pH 
maintained a constant pH; for extended periods. Similarly, pH; was unaffected by 
incubation with 30 mM succinate at pH 7.4. Suspending cells in medium at pH 5.5 
induced a gradual intracellular acidification, with pH; equilibrating at ~6.0 after 
10-15 min. This suggests that the membrane has a finite permeability to H+ (OH-). A 
markedly different result was obtained when cells were suspended in medium at pH 5.5 
containing succinate. The cytoplasmic pH dropped very quickly, equilibrating at -5.5 
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Figure 4. Effect of different short-chain fatty acids on superoxide production by neutrophils 
activated with opsonized zymosan in media of physiological or acidic pH. Cells were incubated 
in 30-mM solutions of various short-chain fatty acids at either pH 5.5 or 7.4 for 20 min at 37°C. 
The cells were then washed twice and suspended in Hank's balanced salt solution, pH 7 .4, for 
testing of superoxide generation. Results are expressed as nanomoles of superoxide per 106 cells 
per 20 min. Data are means ± SE of at least four determinations. Asterisks indicate p < 0.001 
versus sample with the same fatty acid at pH 7 .4. From Rotstein et al. ( 1987). 
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within -3 min (Rotstein et al., 1987). The precise pHi attained under these conditions 
cannot be determined accurately using BCECF, which has a pK. of 6.95, but it was 
clearly much lower than 6.0, the pH required for full inhibition of the NADPH oxidase 
(see above). Under these conditions, Na+ jH+ exchange cannot regulate the internal 
pH, since the high extracellular H+ concentration inhibits the forward operation of the 
anti porter. Taken together, these observations indicate that, in this system, succinate is 
operating as a protonophore, shuttling H+ across the plasma membrane. It is this 
protonophoric activity, together with the lowered extracellular pH, that may account 
for the inhibitory effect of short-chain fatty acids on neutrophil function in vitro, as 
well as in the abscess. 

Several investigators have noted an inhibitory effect of reduced extracellular pH 
on neutrophil migration in vitro (Nahas et al., 1971; Simchowitz and Cragoe, 1986). 
Recent experiments have extended these observations by correlating reduced pHi with 
inhibition of neutrophil chemotactic responses (Simchowitz and Cragoe, 1986). These 
authors postulated that pHi may play an important role in the regulation of neutrophil 
locomotor responses via modulation of actin polymerization that occurs in response to 
chemotactic stimuli in neutrophils (White et al., 1983) and is known to be pH sensitive 
in other systems (Begg and Rebhun, 1979). 

Conclusion 
In summary, we have reviewed evidence demonstrating the presence, properties, and 
distribution of the Na+ jH+ antiporter in neutrophils. The significance of antiporter 
activity to neutrophil functionality was also discussed. It was concluded that pHi 
regulation is essential for the expression of the oxygen-dependent killing mechanisms 
of human neutrophils. Pending an assessment of the role of bicarbonate-dependent 
systems, Na+ jH+ exchange appears to be the primary mechanism regulating pHi in 
these cells. This is particularly evident after activation, when the excess metabolic acid 
generated mainly by the oxidative burst would otherwise accumulate in the cytoplas
mic compartment. Finally, it is conceivable that derangements of pHi homeostasis may 
underlie some pathological conditions of the immune system, such as the formation of 
abscesses. 
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Introduction 
Macrophages are long-lived leukocytes, originating from bone marrow progenitor cells 
that migrate into the bloodstream as monocytes and then into tissues where they 
mature into macrophages (Van Furth, 1985). The macrophage, a phagocytic, motile, 
and secretory cell, plays a pivotal role in the defense against infective agents and 
neoplastic cells as well as in the removal of antigen-antibody complexes and damaged 
cells. They respond to numerous signaling agents that can modify or induce functional 
responses, including lymphokines, complement components, neuropeptides, and bacte
rial products (Van Furth, 1985). In general, the mechanisms involved in signal 
transduction in the macrophage are poorly defined. In many other secretory and motile 
cells, signal transduction is initiated by the opening of ionic channels in the plasma 
membrane (Eckert and Brehm, 1979; Peterson and Maruyama, 1984). There is 
evidence that, at least for one stimulus, this may be the case for macrophages as well 
(Young et al., 1983). With the recent development of the patch-clamp technique, the 
ionic conductances in leukocytes have begun to be characterized and their relationship 
to function has begun to be examined (for a review see Gallin and McKinney, in 
press). 

Patch-clamp studies on macrophages from several sources have shown that 
different ionic conductances are present in cells, depending on the origin of the cell as 
well as the in vitro growth conditions (Ypey and Clapham, 1984; Gallin and Sheehy, 
1985; Randriamampita and Trautmann, 1987; Gallin and McKinney, 1988). They 
include four different K conductances, a large conductance Cl channel (Schwarze and 
Kolb, 1984), and two cation channels, one of which is gated by the binding and 
cross-linking of the Fe receptor (Young et al., 1983), and one that may be gated by 
calcium (Lipton, 1986). No voltage-dependent calcium or sodium channels have been 
described in macrophages. This paper focuses on the four types of K conductances 
present in the macrophage. We will first briefly review early intracellular microelec
trode studies and then describe more recent patch-clamp studies. 

Intracellular Microelectrode Studies 
Early studies using intracellular microelectrodes to record from macrophages demon
strated two types of K conductances: (a) one that could be activated by mechanical 
stimulation, or exposure to the calcium ionophore A23187 or chemotactic factors 
(Gallin et al., 1975; Gallin and Gallin, 1977), and (b) an inwardly rectifying K 
conductance ( Gallin, 1981; Gallin and Livengood, 1981). Both these conductances 
play a role in regulating membrane potential, although it is not yet clear whether 
changes in potential are necessary for signal transduction in the macrophage (Pfeffer
korn, 1984; Gall in and McKinney, in press). 

Spontaneous membrane hyperpolarizations have been observed in cultured mouse 
and guinea pig peritoneal macrophages and in cultured human peripheral blood 
monocytes (Gallin et al., 1975; Dos Reis and Oliviero-Castro, 1977; Gallin and Gallin, 
1977). In all instances, the membrane hyperpolarizations were associated with an 
increase in membrane conductance that was ascribed to the activation of a Ca
activated K conductance since (a) the reversal potential (E.ev) of the hyperpolariza
tions was close to the K equilibrium potential (EK) (Gallin et al., 1975), (b) 
hyperpolarization could be blocked by addition of EGTA (Gallin et al., 1975), and (c) 
the intracellular injection of calcium induced a similar hyperpolarization (Persechini 
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et al., 1981 ). Data from a mouse spleen macrophage exhibiting spontaneous membrane 
hyperpolarizations are shown in Fig. 1. Initially the cell was current clamped. 
Microelectrode penetration (indicated by the first arrow) produced an initial hyperpo
larization to -62 mV, after which the potential slowly changed to -43 mV. Transient 
hyperpolarizations (indicated by e) were superimposed on the resting membrane 
potential (Vm). When the recording mode was switched to voltage clamp (holding 
potential (Vh) = -40 mV), outward currents of 5 nA or less were present. As is evident 
in the bottom current tracing, the transient outward currents decreased in amplitude as 
Vh was changed from -16 mV to -54 mV. 

Seconds 

v 

Figure 1. Chart recorder tracing of an intracellular microelectrode recording obtained using a 
single electrode voltage clamp from a mouse spleen macrophage cultured for 13 d. First arrow 
indicates impalement of the cell. Asterisk depicts initial hyperpolarization after electrode 
penetration. Initial segment of the recording was obtained under current clamp conditions; brief 
hyperpolarizing voltage steps were injected to monitor input resistance. Spontaneous hyperpo
larizations are indicated (e). At the second arrow the recording mode was switched to voltage 
clamp and outward currents (upward deflections) are seen. 

It is not clear whether spontaneous membrane hyperpolarizations occur physio
logically in macrophages or whether they are due to the mechanical stimulation of 
microelectrode penetration and subsequent elevation of intracellular calcium ([Cal). 
Ince et al. ( 1984) examined the rapid hyperpolarization induced immediately after 
electrode penetration, and concluded that it was an artifact of microelectrode damage. 
However, we have noted spontaneous current fluctuations that may correspond to 
membrane hyperpolarization in cell-attached patch recordings from cultured human 
macrophages where electrode-induced leak current was negligible (Gallin, 1988). In 
addition, Kruskal and Maxfeld (1988) have recently demonstrated oscillations in [Ca]; 
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in macrophages immediately after adherence. These occur with a frequency similar to 
that of the spontaneous membrane hyperpolarizations. Taken together, these observa
tions support the view that oscillations in membrane potential induced by the 
activation of a Ca-activated K conductance are not restricted to a microelectrode
induced damage and may occur under physiologically relevant conditions. 

In addition to demonstrating a Ca-activated K conductance, intracellular studies 
in macrophages also revealed a prominent inward-rectifying K conductance in 
cultured mouse macrophages isolated form the peritoneal cavity or the spleen (Gallin, 
1981; Gallin and Livengood, 1981 ). Cells exhibiting this conductance had current
voltage (1-V) relationships that showed inward rectification and often had a region of 
negative slope resistance between -60 and -30 mV. These cells usually had more 
negative resting membrane potentials (ranging from -65 to -95 mV) than did 
macrophages in which inward rectification was absent ( -28 mV). The addition of 
either barium or rubidium to the bath inhibited inward rectification and depolarized 
cells by 20-30 m V (Gallin and Livengood, 1981 ). In some cells that showed prominent 
inward rectification and a region of negative slope resistance, two stable resting 
membrane potentials were present (Gallin, 1981 ). This behavior has been reported in 
cardiac ventricular cells and rat basophilic leukemia cells, which exhibit a similar K 
conductance (Gadsby and Cranefield, 1977; Lindau and Fernandez, 1986). 

Patch-Clamp Studies 
Calcium- and Voltage-activated K Conductance 
Whole-cell current. Whole-cell, patch-clamp recordings of cultured human macro
phages reveal an outward current that activates for voltage steps greater than + 20 m V 
(Gallin and McKinney, 1988). Fig. 2 A shows current tracings from a whole-cell 
recording in which the patch electrode contained KCl Hanks' solution with 10-6 M 
[Ca);. Large outward currents characterized by a noisy baseline were present in 
response to voltage steps of +40 mV or greater, while hyperpolarizing steps produced 
small inward currents. The peak I-V relationship (Fig. 2 B) showed prominent 
outward rectification. The ionic selectivity of the outward current was determined 
from the instantaneous 1-V relationship (data not shown). Cells were stepped to +50 
mV for 200 ms to activate the outward current and then stepped down to various 
potentials. The resulting tail currents reversed at -75 mV, which was near EK for these 
cells. Since no other ion present in the solution had a similar reversal potential, we 
concluded that the outward current was due predominantly to an increase in 
permeability to K. 

Single-channel current. Cell-attached and excised patch recordings from human 
macrophages have demonstrated outward single-channel currents activating at depo
larized potentials (Gallin, 1984). Fig. 3 A shows records from an inside-out excised 
patch illustrating the voltage and calcium sensitivity of these currents. At constant 
[Ca];, channel activity decreased as the voltage across the patch was made less positive; 
at constant Vm, channel activity decreased as [Ca]; was lowered from 3 x 10-6 M to 
5 x 10-7 M. The calcium sensitivity of this channel is relatively low compared with 
similar channels in other secretory cells (Peterson and Maruyama, 1984). The open 
probability (p) of the channel at +80mVin symmetrical KCl with 3 x 10-6 M [Ca]; 
was only 0.22 (mean of eight inside-out excised patches; Gallin and McKinney, 1988). 
Similarly, in cell-attached patches where resting [Ca]; is likely to be 10-7 M or lower, 
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channel activity was present only at very depolarized pipette potentials of +80 mV or 
above (this represents a true membrane potential greater than or equal to +30 mV, 
assuming a resting Vm of -50 m V). Assuming that the calcium sensitivity of the 
channel in situ is similar to that of the excised patch, for channels to be open at negative 
membrane potentials [Ca]; must be >3 x 10-6 M. Thus, it is unlikely that these 
channels are open very often under normal physiological conditions. 

In an excised patch with symmetrical KCl, the I-V relationship of the channel was 
linear (Fig. 3 B); channel conductance determined from the slope of the line was 250 
pS. This value is similar to those reported for the large conductance Ca-activated K 
channel in other cells (Barrett eta!., 1982; Guggino eta!., 1987). The ionic selectivity 
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Figure 2. (A) Digitized whole-cell currents from a human macrophage grown in tissue culture 
for 10 d. Patch electrode contained 3 x 10-6 M Cain KCl Hanks' solution. Cell capacitance was 
83 pF. Holding potential (Vb) =the resting membrane potential (Vm) = -33 mY, defined as the 
zero current potential (ZCP). Voltage steps were to -140, 20, 40, 60, and 80 mY. (B) Peak 1-V 
relation from cell shown in A. Dashed line represents mean single-channel current (p * I) 
obtained from excised inside-out patches with NaCl Hanks' solution in electrode and KCl 
Hanks' (3 x 10-6 M Ca) in bath. NaCl Hanks' solution consisted of 145 mM NaCl, 4.6 mM 
KCI, l.l mM MgCl2, 1.6 mM CaCl2, 10 mM HEPES, pH 7.3. KCl Hanks' solution contained 
145 mM KCI, 10 mM NaCl, l.l mM MgCl2, l.l mM EGTA, 1.07 mM CaCl2, 10 mM HEPES, 
pH 7.3. (Gallin and McKinney, 1988). 

of the channel was determined by changing the ionic constituents of the bath andjor 
electrode, and indicated that the channel was permeable to K and relatively imperme
able to Cl or Na (Gallin, 1984). 

To compare the voltage dependence of the single-channel current with that of the 
whole-cell outward current, the mean single-channel I-V relationship (refer back to 
Fig. 2 B, dashed line) of excised inside-out patches was measured under ionic 
conditions chosen to be similar to those of the whole-cell recording configuration, that 
is, [K]p;peue = 4.6 mM and [K]bath = 148 mM. Mean single-channel current ( p * i) was 
determined by measuring the single-channel open probability ( p) and the single
channel current amplitude (i) at various voltages. If the number of channels (n) is 
constant, the mean single-channel current amplitude will be proportional to the 
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Figure 3. (A) Chart records of single-channel activity at four holding potentials from an excised 
inside-out patch from a human macrophage cultured for 14 d. Patch was exposed to symmetrical 
KCl Hanks' solution. Bath contained varying concentrations of [Ca]h as indicated. Patch 
contained a least six channels. In this and subsequent figures, upward deflections represent 
outward current. Dashed line represents closed current level. (B) 1-V relationship of channels 
shown in A. (Gallin and McKinney, 1988). 
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whole-cell current amplitude (I) since I = n * p * i. It is evident from the two curves in 
Fig. 2 B that the single-channel and whole-cell currents have similar voltage dependen
cies, supporting the view that the single-channel Ca-activated K current fluctuations 
underlie the whole-cell outward current. From the relationship of the whole-cell 
current to the mean single-channel current we estimate the number of channels in the 
cell depicted in Fig. 1 to be 660. 

Pharmacology. To show additional correspondence between single-channel and 
whole-cell Ca-activated K currents, we tested the action of two pharmacological 
agents, tetraethylammonium (TEA) and charybdotoxin, on the outward currents. 
Each is known to block Ca-activated K currents in other cells (Miller et al., 1985; 
Guggino et al., 1987). In the macrophage, addition of charybdotoxin ( -25 nM) to the 
outside of the membrane blocked both whole-cell and single-channel currents (Gallin 
and McKinney, 1988). Addition of charybdotoxin to the inner surface of the 
membrane had no effect. Externally applied TEACl (10--15 mM) also blocked both 
the whole-cell and single-channel Ca-activated K current . 
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Figure 4. Relationship between time in culture and presence 
of large conductance Ca-activated K channels in human 
macrophages. Data are from excised inside-out patches in 
symmetrical KCl with 3 x 10-6 M Cain bath. Number of 
patches in each group was 34, 16, 15, 22, and 49 (left to 
right). (Gallin and McKinney, 1988.) 

Channel expression and functional relevance. Human peripheral blood monocytes 
differentiate into macrophages during the first week in tissue culture. This differen
tiation involves an increase in size, as well as changes in surface antigens (Zwadlo et al., 
1985), enzyme content (Nichols et al., 1971), the extent of the oxidative burst, and 
phagocytosis (Nakagawara et al., 1981). So far, the data we have presented on the 
Ca-activated K conductance in the macrophage have been from cells that were 
cultured for 7 d or longer. To determine whether the expression of theCa-activated K 
conductance changes during differentiation of the monocyte into a macrophage, 
monocytes were cultured for varying periods of time and the percent of patches 
containing Ca-activated K channels was measured. Fig. 4 shows a plot of the 
percentage of patches containing Ca-activated K channels versus time in culture. Only 
1 of 34 patches from cells cultured for ::5:24 h contained Ca-activated K channels, while 
87% of the patches from cells cultured for> 13 d did. Thus, the density of this channel 
in the membrane of monocytes changes in vitro as the cells are maturing. 

Since the expression of other K conductances in the macrophage can be 
influenced by whether cells are grown under suspended or adherent conditions (Gallin 
and Sheehy, 1985), we also did experiments to determine whether the expression of the 
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Ca-activated K channel is affected by adherence. Cells grown in teflon jars (nonadher
ent conditions) for 2 wk and then plated for as little as several minutes had 
Ca-activated K channels, indicating that adherent growth conditions are not required 
for channel expression (Gallin and McKinney, 1988). 

The functional role of theCa-activated K channel is unknown. Freshly isolated 
monocytes have no Ca-activated K channels, yet are capable of both phagocytosis and 
chemotaxis. It is possible that activation of this conductance underlies the spontaneous 
membrane hyperpolarizations previously described. However, several observations 
make this seem unlikely. First, the voltage and calcium sensitivities of this channel 
(assuming that they are similar in situ and in the excised patch) are such that it will be 
closed at negative potentials unless [Ca]i is > 3 x 10-6 M. While large increases in 
[Ca]i may occur during penetration with intracellular microelectrodes, we have no 
evidence that such large increases occur in response to physiological stimuli. Second, 
we have noted oscillations in holding current in cell-attached patches where microelec
trode damage is not present. Bursts of single-channel current were superimposed on 
these oscillations that were not due to the activity of the large conductance Ca
activated K channel, but instead were due to the activity of a distinctly different 
species of K channel (see the section on the bursting inward-rectifying K channel). 
Finally, exposure of cells to the calcium ionophore ionomycin during cell-attached 
patch recordings did not significantly increase the activity of the large conductance K 
channel (Vm = -50 mY), but it did increase the activity of a smaller conductance 
inward-rectifying K channel (see next section). Therefore, although the large conduc
tance Ca-activated K channel will hyperpolarize the macrophage when [Ca]i is 
extremely high, it is not necessarily the primary channel involved in repetitive 
hyperpolarization. 

Inwardly Rectifying K Conductances 
Whole-cell current. An inwardly rectifying potassium current that activates at voltages 
negative to -60 mY was first described in mouse spleen and thioglycolate-induced 
macrophages cultured for several weeks ( Gallin, 1981; Gallin and Livengood, 1981). 
This current is also present in cultured human peripheral blood monocytes (Gallin and 
McKinney, 1988), and in the mouse-derived macrophage-like cell line 1774.1, where it 
has been characterized in some detail (Gallin and Sheehy, 1985; McKinney and 
Gallin, 1988). Fig. 5 shows whole-cell records obtained under three different condi
tions that illustrate the major properties of the inward current. Fig. 5 A shows currents 
recorded from a 1774 cell bathed in normal Hanks' solution. Inward currents activated 
at potentials more negative than -70 mY and exhibited time-dependent inactivation 
for steps more negative than -120 mY. Fig. 5 B shows currents recorded from cells 
bathed in a Hanks' solution where all Na was replaced by K. Currents increased in size 
and showed less time-dependent inactivation. As is true for the inward-rectifying 
conductances of other tissues (Hagiwara and Takahashi, 197 4; Leech and Stanfield, 
1981 ), whole-cell conductance was proportional to the square root of external 
potassium concentration (in 4.5 and 145 mM [K] 0 the average conductance was 3.4 nS 
vs. 24 nS, respectively). Gating was also dependent on [K] 0 • Activation of the current 
shifts to more positive potentials as [K]o increases (Gallin and Sheehy, 1985). Note 
that while time-dependent inactivation was reduced in Na-free media, it was not 
completely eliminated. The same amount of inactivation was observed when Na in the 
bath was replaced by N-methylglucamine (NMG) instead of K (Fig. 5 C), which 
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Figure 5. (A) Digitized whole-cell records 
from a J774 cell bathed in NaCl Hanks' 
solution. Inward currents were recorded in 
response to hyperpolarizing voltage steps to 
the potentials shown in the figure. vb = -70 
mY. (B) Whole-cell records from a cell 
bathed in Hanks' solution with all Na 
replaced by K. Average resting Vm of cells 
bathed in this solution was near 0 mY, so 
Vb = 0 mY. (C) Whole-cell records from a 
cell bathed in Hanks' solution with all Na 
replaced by NMG. Average resting Vm of 
cells in NMG Hanks' solution was -76 mY. 
Vb = -80 mY. Records in A and B have been 
corrected for leak and capacity current. Rec
ords in C were not corrected; leak conduc
tance was -I 0% of total. 

indicates that inactivation was not current dependent. Barium, a classic blocker of 
inward-rectifying K currents (Hagiwara et al., 1978; Standen and Stanfield, 1978) 
produced both concentration- and voltage-dependent inhibition of inward current 
when applied to the bath (data not shown). 

Single-channel current. Inward-rectifying single-channel current fluctuations 
have been recorded in both human macrophages (Gallin and McKinney, 1988) and 
1774 cells (McKinney and Gallin, 1988). Fig. 6 shows single-channel currents 
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recorded in the cell-attached patch mode from a 1774 cell. Single-channel current was 
activated over the same voltage range as the macroscopic inward-rectifying current. 
Inward single-channel currents increased in amplitude as the patch was hyperpolar
ized, and did not reverse above EK. Single-channel conductance in cell-attached 
patches with 145 mM Kin the patch electrode was 30 pS and was proportional to the 
square root of [K]o (see Fig. 7, A, B, and C). Er•• was proportional to the log of [K]o 
with a slope of 63 mV per 10-fold change in [K] 0 (Fig. 7 D). Absolute values of the 
extrapolated Er .. are somewhat below the corresponding values of EK across the patch 
membrane, probably due to the fact that the channel rectifies near EK. More accurate 
Er•• values obtained using ramp stimuli were very close to EK. Inward single-channel 
currents were blocked by the addition of barium to the external surface of the 
membrane (McKinney and Gallin, 1988). Neither macroscopic nor single-channel 
currents were affected by the replacement of external chloride by isethionate. 
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Figure 6. Cell-attached patch recording of 
single-channel currents at various holding 
potentials from a J774 cell bathed in Na 
Hanks' solution. Vm across the patch is given 
as pipette potential (Vp) + resting Vm (ap
proximately -70 mY). Dashed line repre
sents closed current level. Records were fil
tered at 50 Hz (upper two traces) or 200Hz 
and digitized at >2x the filtering frequency. 
Pipette contained K Hanks' solution consist
ing of (in mM) 145 KCl, 10 NaCI, 1 MgC12, 

1.1 EGTA, 0.1 CaC12 , and 10 HEPES, 
pH 7.3. Free ca++ in this solution was 
<10-8 M. 

In Fig. 5, we show that inward-rectifying whole-cell currents inactivate at very 
negative potentials, even in the absence of Na. Fig. 8 shows that inactivation is a 
property of single-channel currents as well. In the cell-attached patch configuration, 
we repetitively applied hyperpolarizing pulses to the membrane, and observed single
channel activity that declined with time during the pulse. These traces were summed 
and averaged, and produced a current record that showed clear evidence of inactiva
tion. 

Consistent with the above finding is the observation that the open state probabil
ity of inward-rectifying channels is voltage dependent. Single-channel open probability 
was measured in eight patches containing only one channel and from two patches 
containing two channels. As the potential across the patch became more negative, 
channel closures were longer (up to tens of seconds). Open probability declined from an 
average of0.87 at -40 mV to 0.43 at -120 mV. 
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Figure 7. (A) Single-channel records from two cell-attached patches with different [K] in the 
pipette. Note subconductance level in the lower record. (B) Single-channel 1-V relationships 
from four cells, each bathed in Na Hanks' solution, but with different [K] in the pipette; 75 (6), 
145 (A-), 200 (e), or 300 (o) mM. [NA] in the pipette was 75, 10, 10, and 10 mM, respectively. 
(C) Log-log plot of single-channel conductance vs. [K]0 • Number of experiments at each [K] is 
given adjacent to each point. Data were fit to the equation 'Y (single-channel conductance) = 

C[K]~. where x was 0.56. Limiting conductance in 4.5 [K] 0 was 4.1 pS. (D) Extrapolated Erev vs. 
log [K] 0 , fitted by a straight line with a slope of 63 mY per 10-fold change in [K] 0 (McKinney 
and Gallin, 1988). 
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Thus far, we have shown that inward-rectifying whole-cell and single-channel 
currents correspond in the following ways: (a) voltage dependence of activation is the 
same, (b) each is K selective, (c) whole-cell and single-channel conductances are 
proportional to the square root of [K] 0 , (d) each is blocked by similar concentrations of 
barium, (e) each shows voltage-dependent inactivation in the absence of sodium. We 
would like to conclude that the current through the 30-pS inward-rectifying channel 
can fully account for the behavior of the macroscopic inward-rectifying current, and in 
1714 cells, this may be the case. However, some recent observations made on human 
macrophages make this conclusion less firm. Another inward-rectifying K current, of 

A B 

~~--~--------~~ 

~25pA 
240 ms 

Figure 8. Single-channel records from a cell-attached patch elicited in response to repetitively 
applied hyperpolarizing steps. Patches were held at -30 m V and stepped to -190 (A) or -150 
mV (B). At the bottom of each group of sweeps is the averaged current record for that voltage, 
comprising 40 or 48 sweeps applied at 5-s intervals. Leak and capacitative currents recorded in 
response to eight equal and opposite sized steps were averaged and subtracted from each record. 
1774 cell was bathed in Na Hanks' solution. Pipette contained Na-free K Hanks' solution to 
eliminate interference from Na (McKinney and Gallin, 1988). 

slightly larger conductance, and possibly Ca activated, is present in human cells (see 
next section on bursting inward-rectifying K channel) and may account for some of the 
macroscopic inward current in these cells. 

Expression and Functional Relevance. The only known function of the voltage
dependent inward-rectifying K conductance in macrophages is to help set the resting 
membrane potential of the cell near EK· The resting membrane potential of adherent 
1774 cells in normal Hanks' solution is approximately -75 mV, a value in the same 
range as that obtained from measurements using the cationic lipophilic probe 
triphenylmethylphosphonium ( -85 mV) (Sung et al., 1985). The dependence of 
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channel gating on [K]o may be significant since the macrophage is present in sites of 
dead and dying tissue, and may well be exposed to elevated [K] 0 • A rise in [K]o will 
increase the conductance, yet preserve a steep I-Y relationship so that the cells remain 
sensitive to small current fluctuations. 

The expression of inward-rectifying channels cells appears to be regulated; it is 
present in only one-third of human macrophages, which consequently have a slightly 
more negative resting membrane potential than cells that do not exhibit this conduc
tance (-56 vs. -42 mY; Gallin and McKinney, 1988). In J774 cells, inward currents 
increase in size with time after adherence (Gallin and Sheehy, 1985), which may 
account for part of the difference between the resting potential in the suspended state 
vs. adherent state ( -14 mY vs. -85 mY; Sung et al., 1985). However, the appearance 
of this conductance has not been correlated with the appearance of any specific 
function in J77 4.1 cells. Its presence is not necessary for J77 4 cells to be able to carry 
out chemotaxis or phagocytosis or to generate an oxidative burst; these functions still 
occur in the presence of 2 mM barium (our unpublished results). The involvement of 
the inward-rectifying channel in other macrophage functions, such as secretion or 
target cell lysis, has not been tested. The inward-rectifying conductance is absent in 
mouse peritoneal macrophages cultured for 4 d (Ypey and Clapham, 1984) but is 
present in peritoneal macrophages cultured for longer periods (Gallin and Livengood, 
1981; Randriamampitaand Trautmann, 1987). 

Bursting Inward K Channel 
Single-channel current. Exposure of human macrophages to the calcium ionophore 
ionomycin activates a second type of inwardly rectifying K channel ( Gallin, 1988). Fig. 
9 A shows current tracings from a cell-attached patch obtained from a human 
macrophage before and after exposing the cell to 10-6 M ionomycin, which was locally 
applied by pressure injection from a patch pipette. In the absence of ionomycin, only 
one type of channel was evident, the -30-pS inwardly rectifying channel described in 
the preceding section. After exposure to ionomycin, a second type of inward current 
appeared that was slightly larger in amplitude and showed bursting behavior. The 
current showed inward rectification; outward currents of similar amplitude were not 
observed when the patch was depolarized. At very positive potentials ( + 130 mY), 
small outward current fluctuations ( -0.5 nAmp) were present which may have been 
due to outward current through this channel. Ionomycin induced this channel in 9 of 10 
cells tested. 

Fig. 9 B shows the I-Y curves of both the larger bursting and the smaller inward
rectifying channels obtained in the presence of ionomycin. Conductances were 28 pS 
and 36 pS, respectively. The reversal potentials of the two channels were similar 
(Vpipette = 49 and 54 mY). Assuming that the resting Vm was 50 mY, the potential 
across the patch was actually near zero, since Vm = Vpipette + resting Vm. Since EK was 
also near 0 mY, these data indicate that this channel is primarily K selective. Removal 
of Cl from that patch pipette had no effect on conductance orE, ••. We conclude that 
the 36-pS inward-rectifying K channel is distinct from the 30-pS inward-rectifying 
channel, since it has a different conductance, shows bursting kinetics and is found in 
patches with or without the 30-pS channel. 

A similar conductance channel recently has been described in human macro
phages (McCann et al., 1987) and mouse peritoneal macrophages (Somogyi et al., in 
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press) in the absence of ionomycin. The channel in mouse peritoneal cells showed 
inward rectification. However, McCann et al. (1987) report that the 36-pS channel in 
human macrophages did not rectify. We occasionally saw activity of the 36-pS channel 
in patches from cells not exposed to ionomycin but in our studies the channel always 
rectified. In these instances, channel activity was present immediately after obtaining a 
tight seal, and then frequently subsided. Unlike the large conductance Ca-activated K 
channel, this channel appears to be present in human monocytes that have been 
cultured for as little as I d. We are currently characterizing its calcium and voltage 
sensitivities and its pharmacology. We speculate that this channel, and not the large 
conductance Ca-activated K channel, is responsible for the repetitive membrane 
hyperpolarizations previously described, since (a) the bursting pattern of this channel 
is similar to the pattern of the spontaneous hyperpolarizations, and (b) ionomycin 
induces both channel activity and membrane hyperpolarizations (Gallin et al., 1975). 
A similar Ca-activated inward-rectifying K channel of slightly larger conductance (50 
pS in 200 mM [K] 0 ) has recently been described in HeLa cells (Sauve et al., 1986). In 
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Figure 9. (A) Single-chan
nel currents recorded from a 
cell-attached patch from a 
human macrophage before 
and after applying 10-6 M 
ionomycin from a second 
electrode. vh = - 1 00 m v. 
Data were filtered at 500Hz 
and digitized at 1 kHz. 
Patch electrode contained 
KCl Hanks' solution; bath 
contained NaCl Hanks' so
lution. (B) 1-V relationship 
of each of the channels pres
ent in the patch following 
exposure to ionomycin. 

these cells the addition of histamine, which increases [CaL initiates oscillatory 
single-channel activity and membrane hyperpolarization (Sauve et al., 1987). 

Outwardly Rectifying K Conductance 
An outwardly rectifying K conductance has been described at the whole-cell current 
level in resident mouse peritoneal macrophages (Ypey and Claphan, 1984), cultured 
human monocytes (Nelson et al., 1986), and two macrophage cell lines, 1774.1 (Gallin 
and Sheehy, 1985) and P388Dl (Sheridan and Bayer, 1986). This conductance 
activates at potentials positive to -50 mY, inactivates over a time course of seconds, 
and is blocked by 4-aminopyridine (Ypey and Clapham, 1984; Gallin and Sheehy, 
1985). As is the case with the smaller inwardly rectifying K conductance, it appears to 
be variably expressed with time in culture. Ypey and Clapham (1984), using resident 
mouse peritoneal macrophages, reported that this conductance was absent during the 
first day after isolation but was present in 96% of the cells cultured for 1-4 d. It was not 
found in long-term (2-6 wk) cultured mouse peritoneal (Gallin and Livengood, 198 I) 
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and spleen macrophages (Gallin, 1981). These findings have recently been confirmed 
by Randriamampita and Trautmann ( 1987) who report that in mouse peritoneal 
macrophages this conductance decreases with time in culture. In J774 cells, outward 
current is present 1-8 h after adherence, and is not present in long-term adherent 
cultures where the inward-rectifying K current is predominant (Gallin and Sheehy, 
1985). The current appears to be continuously present in the mouse-derived cell line 
P388D 1 (Sheridan and Bayer, 1986). An example of outward currents recorded from 
J774 cells is shown in Fig. 10. 

The functional relevance of the outwardly rectifying K channel in the macro
phage has not yet been determined. Similar currents have been described in detail in T 
lymphocytes (Cahalan et al., 1985). In T lymphocytes and natural killer cells, agents 
that block this current inhibit mitogenesis and cytotoxicity, respectively, which implies 
that it plays at least a permissive role in these processes (Chandy et al., 1984; Deutsch 
et al., 1986). Nelson et al. (1986) have reported that this conductance is inhibited by 
phorbol myristate acetate (PMA) in cultured human monocytes. 

Conclusion 

~125pA 
290 ms Figure 10. Digitized whole-cell records from a 

1774 cell plated for -6 h and bathed in Na 
Hanks' solution. Vb = resting Vm = -66 mY. 
Depolarizing steps were applied in 10-mY incre
ments from -60 to 0 mY. 

To date, four different K conductances have been described in macrophages. They 
include a Ca-activated K conductance described at both the whole-cell and single
channel level in human macrophages that is not present in freshly isolated monocytes 
but is expressed during the first week in tissue culture. The absence of this conductance 
in monocytes implies that it is not required for phagocytosis, chemotaxis, or other 
functions of the immature macrophage. A second K conductance, described at both the 
whole-cell and single-channel level, is a voltage-dependent inward-rectifying K 
conductance that is present in a variety of macrophages, including cultured human 
peripheral blood monocytes, cultured mouse spleen and peritoneal macrophages, and 
J77 4 cells. It is important in setting the resting membrane potential of the cell, and in 
1774 cells is not necessary for chemotaxis or phagocytosis to occur. In addition to these 
two well-characterized K conductances, there are two other K conductances that have 
only been partially characterized. These are a second inward-rectifying K channel that 
may be activated by internal calcium, and an inactivating outward K current similar to 
that described in the T cell. 
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Exocytosis, Endocytosis, and Membrane Capacitance 
Exocytosis and endocytosis are crucial for the action of blood cells such as 
macrophages, neutrophils, basophils, and lymphocytes; however, these membrane 
recycling phenomena have resisted mechanistic explanations and their description has 
remained largely in the domain of electron microscopy. 

Electron micrographs have shown that during exocytosis, secretory granules fuse 
with the plasma membrane, which causes an increase in the cell surface area. Since 
biological membranes have a fairly constant membrane capacitance of 1 11-F jcm2

, 

measurements of the cell membrane capacitance have been used to study exocytosis 
(Cole, 1968; Jaffe eta!., 1978; Gillespie, 1979; Neher and Marty, 1982; Fernandez et 
a!. 1984; Peres and Bernardini, 1985; Breckenridge and Almers, 1987a, b; Zimmer
berget a!., 1987). The most sensitive method uses a patch clamp amplifier (Hamill et 
a!., 1981) in conjunction with a phase-sensitive detector (Neher and Marty, 1982; 
Joshi and Fernandez, 1988). This combination makes it possible to study the changes 
in the membrane area of a single cell, due to the fusion of individual secretory 
granules. 

Fusion of individual secretory granules with the plasma membrane has been 
observed in chromaffin cells (Neher and Marty, 1982), rat peritoneal mast cells 
(Fernandez eta!., 1984), and more recently in mast cells of mutant mice (Breckenridge 
and Almers, 1987a, b; Zimmerberg eta!., 1987). These measurements have already 
provided a wealth of new information that questions widely accepted ideas such as the 
universal role of calcium in exocytosis (Fernandez eta!., 1984) and the role of osmotic 
pressure and swelling (Breckenridge and Almers, 1987a; Zimmerberg et a!., 1987). 
Capacitance measurements also revealed that secretory granules could fuse transiently 
with the plasma membrane ("flicker;" Fernandez et a!., 1984; Breckenridge and 
Almers, 1987a, b) several times before undergoing complete exocytosis. 

In this paper we use mouse peritoneal mast cells as a model secretory cell to 
explore in detail the mechanisms responsible for the "flicker" phenomenon, and the 
implications of these phenomena in defining the steps involved in the fusion of 
secretory granules with the plasma membrane. 

Methods 
Mast cells were obtained from the peritoneal cavity of adult beige mice or normal mice 
(Jackson Laboratories, Bar Harbor, ME) following a procedure similar to that used by 
Lindau and Fernandez (1986). In all the experiments shown here we used mast cells 
from beige mice, except in the experiments shown in Fig. 6, where we used normal 
mice. The cells were plated on glass coverslips and incubated at 37°C in a medium 
containing our standard extracellular saline plus 45 mM NaHC03 in a 5% C02 

atmosphere for at least a half-hour before use. 
All experiments were done using the whole cell mode of the patch clamp 

technique (Hamill eta!., 1981). The extracellular saline contained 150 mM NaCI, 10 
mM HEPES, 2.8 mM KOH, 1.5 mM NaOH, 1 mM MgC12, and 2 mM CaC12• The 
pipette solution contained: 140 mM K-glutamate, 10 mM KCl, 10 mM HEPES, 3.5 
mM NaOH, 200 11-M EGTA, 200 11-M ATP, 7 mM MgC12, and typically, 20 11-M 
GTP,..S (Sigma Chemical Co., St. Louis, MO) to stimulate exocytosis (Fernandez et 
a!., 1984). The patch clamp amplifier (EPC-7, List Electronics) was controlled by a 
PDP11 /73 digital computer. 
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Detection of capacitive currents was done with a software-based phase detector 
operating at a frequency off = 833 Hz. The phase detector has been described 
elsewhere (Joshi and Fernandez, 1988). After breaking into a cell (whole cell mode), 
the phase detector was adjusted such that one output reflected the real part of the 
changes in the input admittance of the cell, Re(~Y), and the second output reflected 
the imaginary part of the change in admittance, Im(~Y), only. 

Frequently, the Im(~Y) trace will be called the capacitance trace, because this 
output was proportional to the cell capacitance and thus measured the cell membrane 
area. The calibration of the software based phase detector, as well as its theory of 
operation, has been described in detail by Joshi and Fernandez (1988). 

Secretory Granule Fusion and the "Flicker" Phenomenon 
Initial capacitance experiments produced an unexpected result. While stepwise 
increases in capacitance were observed as secretory granules fused with the plasma 
membrane, granule fusion measured this way did not appear to be irreversible, as 
sometimes we observed flicker: the transient formation of a water-filled channel 
between the plasma membrane and the secretory granule. A representation of a fusion 
event that accounts for the flicker phenomenon is shown in Fig. l a. We identify at 
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Figure 1. Fusion of secretory granules 
with the plasma membrane is de
scribed in three steps as shown in a: 
the unfused granule (U), the granule 
in the flicker state (F), and the irre
versible secretory mode (S). (b) 
Recording of Im(.:lY) showing the 
various stages during the fusion of a 
single secretory granule. 

least three stages: the unfused granule (U), the granule in the flicker mode (F), and 
irreversibly fused granule associated with release of the granule content which we call 
call the secretory mode (S). 

Normally the transition between U and S states is fast; however, in some cases the 
secretory granules remain for a relatively long time in the F state. The residence in the 
F state is evidenced by transient capacitance increases of an amplitude similar to that 
measured when the granule reaches the S state. A typical experiment displaying all 
three states is shown in Fig. l b where several transitions between the U and F states 
are observed before the final S state is reached. 

These experiments define exocytosis as a two step process: the reversible 
formation of a water-filled pore between the plasma membrane and the secretory 
granule and a fimtl, irreversible expansion of the pore causing complete fusion and 
secretion. Several questions arise: what are the molecular structures responsible for the 
formation of this pore (U to F transition)? What type of mechanism allows for a 
reversible pore (F to U and back)? And finally, what is the driving force for the final 
expansion of this pore (F to S state)? The molecular steps leading to the formation of 
this pore are likely to be electrically silent and we can only hypothesize their nature. 
Once the pore is formed, however, a measurable current will cross the secretory 
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granule membrane and this can be followed with the phase-detector technique 
(Fernandez eta!., 1984; Breckenridge and Almers, 1987a, b). 

Phase-detector measurements typically monitor current at two phase angles rjJ and 
¢-90°. When the detector has been properly adjusted, current measured at ¢-90° 
reflects the imaginary component of the change in the cell's input admittance, 
Im(A.Y). The current measured at rjJ corresponds to the real part of the change in 
admittance, Re(A.Y), only. Mast cells can be approximated by a simple RC equivalent 
circuit (Joshi and Fernandez, 1988); in this case, Im(A.Y) measures changes in 
membrane capacitance only, and Re(A.Y) measures resistive changes. 

A striking feature of flicker is that the transient capacitance increases are always 
accompanied by transient changes in the resistive component of the current (see Fig. 
2). Initially we thought that this indicated the transient opening of an ionic conduc
tance; however, simultaneous measurements! of steady-state current showed that 
during flicker no change in the DC current could be detected. Therefore, the transient 
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Figure 2. During flicker in the Im(AY) 
(capacitance) trace, transient increases in 
Re(AY) can also be observed, which sug
gests that, at least during flicker, the 
secretory granules cannot be approximated 
by a pure capacitance. 

changes in conductance could not be due to the opening of ionic channels. Fig. 2 shows 
two typical examples of flicker in the Im(A.Y) trace. Transient changes in Re(A.Y) can 
be simultaneously observed. 

The Equivalent Circuit for Granule Fusion 
If the membrane capacitance was the only electrical parameter that changed during 
granule fusion (Fig. 3 a), then fusion of the granules with the plasma membrane would 
produce a change in the Im(A.Y) component only. In contrast to this expectation, the 
results of Fig. 2 show that at least during flicker, secretory granules do not behave as 
pure capacitors, which indicates the need for a more complete equivalent circuit of 
granule fusion. Cole ( 1968) anticipated a more realistic equivalent circuit by assuming 
that secretory granules fuse by forming a connecting bridge that can be expected to 
have a resistance RP. Accordingly, a modified equivalent circuit for secretory granule 
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fusion is shown in Fig. 3 b. The boxed elements (Rp and C8) correspond to the 
parameters associated with granule fusion. 

As suggested by the equivalent circuit enclosed by the box in Fig 3 b, the voltage 
drop across the resistor and across the capacitor will depend on their relative values. If 
the impedance of the resistor is much higher than that of the capacitor (RP » 1 I wC8 ), 

most of the voltage drop will occur across the pore resistance, and then the granule will 
appear to behave as a pure resistive element. Eventually, when RP drops to zero due to 
the expansion of the pore (complete fusion), RP « 1 I wCP, and then most of the voltage 
drop will occur across the capacitor; only then will the fusing granule appear as a pure 
capacitive element. The phase detector separates both elements by measuring the 
purely resistive [in Re(D.Y) axis] or the purely capacitive [in the Im(D.Y) axis] 
contributions. Since the value of C8 is fixed and is determined only by the granule 
membrane area, any changes in both the Re(D.Y) and Im(D.Y) projections are due 
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Figure 3. Simplified electrical equivalent circuit diagrams of the fusion of a secretory granule 
with the plasma membrane. G, represents the access conductance into the cell through the patch 
pipette, Cm is the cell membrane capacitance and C8 is the granule membrane capacitance. The 
membrane conductance is assumed to be negligible. (a) Fusion is represented by the action of 
connecting the switch, which generates an instantaneous step increase in membrane capacitance; 
(b) shows a more realistic description where RP represents the resistance of the pore connecting 
the secretory granule with the plasma membrane. Fusion is represented by a change in Rp, from 
infinity to zero. (c) Vector diagram showing that the projection of the granule admittance on the 
lm(~Y) andRe(~ Y) axes depends on RP. Only when RP = 0 is the projection on the Im(~Y) 
axis only, and the granule behaves as a pure capacitance. 

entirely to changes in RP. Phase detector measurements like these are therefore able to 
follow the time course of the pore access resistance to the secretory granule during the 
various stages of fusion. 

Quantitatively, the contributions of RP and C
8 

can be determined by separating 
the real [Re(D.Y)] and imaginary [/m(D.Y)] parts of the admittance contributed by 
the secretory granule. During fusion the change in the cell's input admittance due to 
the equivalent circuit elements (RP and C

8
) representing granule fusion (Fig. 3 b) is 

w2c2R 
Re(D.Y) = s2 j 2 

1 + w c8RP 
(Ia) 

(1 b) 
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with 

w = 27rf 

Simple inspection of these equations shows that for the unfused granule (Rp = oo) 
Re(LlY) and Im(LlY) are both zero. When the pore forms and oo > RP » 1 j wC

8
, then 

only Re(LlY) will have an observable value. Finally, when the granule is completely 
fused (Rp = 0), then Re(LlY) = 0 and Im(LlY) = wC

8
• The contribution of the 

secretory granule admittance, as RP progresses from infinity to zero, is thus measured 
as a change in the total admittance of the cell reflected in the Re(LlY) and Im(LlY) 
projections, and can be represented vectorially as shown in Fig. 3 c. 

These considerations provide an immediate explanation for the observed changes 
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Figure 4. Reconstruction of the time course of RP during secretory granule fusion events. RP is 
calculated as (ljwC8)Re(LlY)/lm(LlY). (A) A calibration pulse (arrow) gives the scale (100 
fF) for the Im(LlY) axis. TheRe (LlY) axis has the same arbitrary scale. As shown, RP fluctuates 
widely until its value drops to zero (F-to-S transition). (B) Rp calculated for another fusion event 
under similar conditions. 
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in Re(AY) that are always associated with flicker. The flicker state (F) corresponds to 
a granule that has a connecting pore with a finite resistance RP, whose value can 
fluctuate widely. The pore sometimes fails to expand and collapses, at which time RP 
returns back to infinity. This process can occur several times before a complete fusion 
is observed (Fig. I b). 

The Time Course of Fusion 
Secretory granules can remain in the flicker state (F) for long periods of time before 
complete fusion (S state, Fig. I a). In this case a measurement of the time course of RP 
can be obtained by analyzing both Re(AY) and Im(AY) components of the phase
detector output. 

Fig. 4 shows two granule fusion events where the granules remained in the F state 
for a long time before completely fusing with the membrane. The upper and middle 
records in each part of the figure correspond to the two outputs of the phase detector 
measuring the imaginary [/m(AY)] and real [Re(AY)] components of the current. 
The lower trace corresponds to RP calculated as RP = (IjwC8)Re(AY)/lm(AY) (see 
Eq. Ia, b). As can be seen in Fig. 4 A, a long capacitance flicker (1.47 s) developed and 
finally produced a 270-fF step. During this time the conductance changed to a 
different value and fluctuated within a small range compared with the fluctuations in 
the capacitance record. RP for this granule fusion event fluctuated from 280 to I ,276 
MQ and developed unpredictably until it decreased to zero. This erratic pattern was 
observed in several fusion events. Fig. 4 B illustrates a faster granule fusion where 
capacitance flicker was not as evident as in the previous example. In this case, the 
calculated time course for RP followed a decreasing pattern (from 900 to 0 MQ), 
although erratic oscillations were also observed. In most cases however, the transition 
through the F state is too fast to be recorded with our present time resolution (33 Hz). 
An example of this is shown in the second fusion event of Fig. 4 A. 

A Model for the Flicker State 
Chandler and Heuser ( 1980), using quick-freezing and freeze-fracture techniques to 
study exocytosis in mast cells, showed that the fusion of a secretory granule began with 
the formation of a pore between the granule and the plasma membrane. They also 
showed that fusion pores could be formed even as the rest of the plasma membrane and 
granule membrane remained separated by as much as 0.1 ~m. 

Our measurements extend these observations as they are able to follow the pore 
resistance as a function of time. As proposed above, it is likely that the flicker state 
corresponds to the step where the granules are linked by this pore to the extracellular 
medium but have not yet undergone complete fusion. If this view is correct, it means 
that the pore structures observed by Chandler and Heuser are sometimes reversible 
and long lived. The question then is what are the mechanisms that allow the pore to 
change its resistivity over such wide ranges and what causes its final expansion? 

Breckenridge and Almers (I 987b), interpreting experiments similar to those 
presented here, proposed that the pore was formed by an aggregation of protein 
subunits in a ring-like structure enclosing a water-filled channel that, like the gap 
junction channel, bridges two membranes: the granule and plasma membranes (Fig. 
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5 A). Furthermore, they proposed that the addition of subunits would cause the pore to 
dilate while the kinetics of the aggregation/removal reaction for the subunits would 
cause the pore to fluctuate in diameter, causing RP to fluctuate (Fig. 5 A). Presum
ably, the transition from the F to the S state would be caused by the addition of a large 
number of subunits, enlarging the pore dimensions. 

If the pore was formed by a ring of protein subunits, it might be observable as an 
increased density of proteins or intramembranous particles (IMP) near the mouth of 
the pore. Satir eta!. (1973) reported such ring-like formation of proteins near the 
mouth of fusing mucocysts in Tetrahymena. However, the experiments of Chandler 

Figure 5. Two different ex
planations of the fluctuating 
values of RP during the 
flicker state. (A) The pore is 
lined by protein subunits in a 
way similar to ionic chan
nels. In the flicker state, the 
addition or removal of sub
units causes the pore to 
change its size, changing the 
pore resistance. A final en
largement of the pore causes 
the transition from the fluc
tuating flicker state to the 
secretory state. (B) The pore 
is simply membrane lined. 
The surface tension driving 
its expansion is countered by 
a mesh of cytoskeletal ele
ments. The balance between 
these forces will be asso
ciated with fluctuations in 
pore dimensions causing RP 
to fluctuate. In this case, 
swelling of the granule core 
will cause the irreversible 
expansion of the pore, which 
will drive the granule to the 
secretory state. 

and Heuser ( 1980) in mast cells demonstrated that the density of IMPs was not 
different in the mouth of the pore than in the rest of the plasma membrane. 

Alternatively, after formation of the pore by an unknown structure the pore could 
then develop as a purely membrane-lined pore (Fig. 5 B). We picture such pores as 
having a structure similar to that of the sarcolemmal bridges that form between a cell 
and a patch-pipette when, after formation of a gigaseal, the patch pipette is withdrawn 
from the cell surface (i.e., see Fig. 10 din Hamill eta!., 1981 ). Upon formation of the 
water-filled pore, a large surface tension will be generated and will tend to rapidly 
expand the pore. Its expansion could be resisted by the mesh of cytoskeletal elements 
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that underly the plasma membrane (marked as X in Fig. 5 B). This equilibrium of 
forces, slightly unbalanced by the thermal motion of the granule (or perhaps other 
forces), could cause the long-lived, fluctuating pores that are described in Figs. 1 b, 2, 
and 4. In contrast to the subunit aggregation model (see above) the final expansion of 
the pore (F-to-S transition) would be driven by the swelling of the granule core (see 
below). 

What Is the Driving Force of Fusion? 
It has been long recognized that secretory materials are stored in the granules in a 
highly condensed form. Upon fusion of the granule, extensive swelling of the granule 
content takes place in a manner not unlike that of ion exchange resins (Tam and 
Verdugo, 1981; Verdugo, 1984). A good example is the secretion of mucus by goblet 
cells. Highly condensed mucins undergo a large post-exocytotic volume expansion that 
is regulated by a Donnan exchange of water and ions between the mucin network and 
the extracellular medium and perhaps involving a polymer gel phase transition of the 
secretory product (Verdugo, 1986; Verdugo et al., 1987). Similarly, in mast cells a 
condensed network of heparin and histamine undergoes a volumetric expansion after 
exocytosis (Breckenridge and Almers, 1987a; Zimmerberg et al., 1987). These 
observations may provide an explanation for the transition between the F state and the 
S state. If the granule remains in the F state long enough, a limited exchange of water 
and ions will take place between the granule core and the extracellular medium, which 
causes a localized swelling of the granule near the pore. The localized swelling that 
begins after the fusion pore is formed (Chandler and Heuser, 1980) may be the force 
that will expand the pore (Zimmerberg et al., 1987) against the cytoskeletal elements 
that constrain it, causing the irreversible transition from the F to the S state. In other 
words, the cause of irreversible fusion would not simply be the formation of a 
water-filled pore between the extracellular medium and the granule, but rather the 
swelling of the granule core after enough water and ions have entered through the 
fusion pore. 

In the protein subunit model (Satir et al, 1973; Breckenridge and Almers, 
1987a,b) it is difficult to see how the force generated by the swelling of the granule core 
could participate in the expansion of a pore, driven only by the aggregation of protein 
subunits. 

Membrane "Pinch-Off" Events 
Several types of membrane retrieval mechanisms have been described, such as coated 
pit endocytosis and pinocytosis. Other phenomena, such as bleb formation and 
extrusion, also result in a net loss of plasma membrane. All of these events share in 
common a step in which a fraction of the plasma membrane "pinches off" and becomes 
separated. The final stages of these processes typically involve a narrowing of the 
connection between the membrane being separated and the plasma membrane. This 
narrow connection appears similar to the fusion pore discussed in this work. It is 
interesting to ask then how different is this narrowing pore from an expanding 
exocytotic pore. 

In normal nondegranulating mast cells, spontaneous decreases of the surface 
membrane area can sometimes be observed (Fernandez et al., 1984 ). This phenomenon 
can be monitored by following the cell membrane capacitance. These experiments 
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show that during a membrane pinch-off event, the capacitance [Im(~Y)], instead of 
decreasing instantaneously, often decreases slowly. Simultaneously, a large increase in 
the Re(~Y) component can be observed (Fig. 6). By analogy with exocytosis, the data 
of Fig. 6 can be interpreted by an equivalent circuit similar to that of Fig. 3 b; however, 
unlike exocytosis, RP goes from zero to infinity for the fully separated membrane. This 
can be appreciated in Fig. 6 (bottom trace). The range of values of RP is similar to that 
observed during exocytosis (compare with Fig. 4 B), but with its time course reversed. 
These observations suggest that the initial stages of exocytosis and the final stages of 
membrane pinch-off have in common the formation of a high resistance, water-filled 
pore of similar characteristics. It is tempting to speculate that the structures that 
initiate and stabilize these pores are similar. 
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Figure 6. Formation of a narrowing pore 
during the final stages of membrane "pinch 
off." RP is calculated as in Fig. 4. In contrast 
to exocytosis, RP progresses from zero to 
infinity for the fully separated membrane. 

In a remarkable sequence of photographs, Chandler and Heuser (1980, Figs. 4-7) 
showed the possible sequence of events that lead to the fusion of secretory granules 
with the plasma membrane of mast cells. The phase-detector measurements discussed 
here confirm and extend many of their views. In particular, they provide a detailed 
account of the time evolution of the fusion pore. Although the nature of the pore and 
the forces controlling its expansion remain controversial, the various models make 
predictions that can be tested with the methods presented. An intriguing result is the 
possible similarity between exocytotic fusion pores and the collapsing pores observed 
during membrane pinch-off events. 

A major question still remains unexplored: How are the fusion pores formed? 
Perhaps the small network of fibrils that contact the granule membrane, observed in 
the early stages of granule fusion (Chandler and Heuser, 1980), relates to this 
question. 
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Introduction 
In recent years we have seen acceptance of the idea that the hydrolysis of phosphatidyl
inositol 4,5-bisphosphate [Ptdlns (4, 5)P2 ] by phosphoinositidase C (PIC) is a major 
and widespread receptor-coupled transmembrane signaling mechanism (Michell et a!., 
1981; Berridge, 1987). The basic mechanisms involved in the generation and cellular 
actions of two second messengers, Ins (1, 4, 5)P3 and 1,2-diacylglycerol, from Ptdlns 
( 4, 5)P2 are summarized in Fig. 1, together with the pathways of further metabolism of 
these messenger molecules. Much of the extensive recent work in this field is discussed 
in four recently published or forthcoming multiauthor collections (Michell and Putney, 
1987; Putney, 1987; Berridge and Michell, 1988; Michell eta!., 1988). 

EXTRACELLULAR SIGNALS 
(Hormones nnd Neurotransmitters) 

Ins1.3.4(4 I;U"'.4.5P4 ~/ P 
Ins 1.3.4P3 p 

+ INOSITOL 
Ins 3P Ins 3.4 P, 1.4.5 -TRISPHOSPHATE 
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CELLULAR 
RESPONSES 

Figure 1. A summary ot the basic mechanism thought to be involved in the widespread signaling 
mechanism that uses PIC-catalyzed hydrolysis of Ptdins (4, 5)P2 as its central reaction. Ins 
(I, 4, 5 )P3, one of the two second messengers formed from Ptdins ( 4, 5)P2, causes the release of 
Ca2+ from an intracellular membrane-enclosed pool, while the other (I, 2-diacylglycerol) 
activates one or more of the isoforms of protein kinase C. Also shown on this scheme is the 
relatively complex pattern of pathways for the metabolism of Ins (1, 4, 5)P3 that has recently 
been described. 

In this paper we will discuss briefly two important biochemical problems that 
have recently been highlighted by studies of inositol lipid and inositol phosphate 
meta holism in a variety of cells, including those of hemopoietic lineages. The first is the 
fact that cells contain two or more metabolic pools of inositol phospholipids that do not 
freely interchange over periods of a few hours. Moreover, when receptors cause the 
activation of PIC within intact cells there is selective hydrolysis of an inositol 
phospholipid pool that is, at least sometimes, only a small fraction of the total inositol 
lipid in the cells. Notable samples of this pooling occur (a) in blowfly salivary glands, 
where 5-hydroxytryptamine initiates hydrolysis of only a small inositol lipid pool that 
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has a very rapid basal metabolic turnover even in the unstimulated gland (Fain and 
Berridge, 1979); and (b) in WRK1 mammary tumor cells, where a rapidly metabo
lized lipid pool consisting of metabolically interconvertible Ptdins and Ptdins ( 4, 5)P2 

has its turnover accelerated by vasopressin acting through V 1 receptors (Monaco, 
1982; Monaco and Woods, 1983; Koreh and Monaco, 1986; Monaco, 1987). To this 
previously described metabolic compartmentation can now be added the surprising 
observation that metabolically distinct pools of phosphatidylinositol 4-phosphate 
(Ptins4P), of Ptdins (4, 5)P2, and of phosphatidate (PtdOH) coexist in the plasma 
membrane of mammalian erythrocytes, the simplest of all eukaryote cells (see 
below). 

The second topic we shall discuss is the recent discovery of numerous inositol 
polyphosphates in mammalian cells. Analysis of this area started as an exploration of 
the metabolism of the novel second messenger Ins ( 1, 4, 5)P3, but has quickly expanded 
to encompass inositol polyphosphates synthesized by other metabolic pathways. Below 
we describe preliminary studies of the composition and metabolism of the complex 
mixture of inositol polyphosphates present in the human promyeloid cell line HL60, 
whose most notable features are the very substantial intracellular concentrations of 
some of these compounds. 

Inositol Phospholipid Pools in Intact Human Erythrocytes 
Erythrocytes are structurally the simplest of mammalian cells; they consist of a 
biconcave discoid envelope of plasma membrane that encloses a soluble cytoplasmic 
protein solution that is largely hemoglobin. This shape is maintained by a complex 
membrane-associated cytoskeletal web at the inner surface. As is described elsewhere 
in this book, anionic phospholipids, including the phosphoinositides, may exist not only 
as constituents of the lipid bilayer of the membrane but also as mediators of dynamic 
molecular associations between cytoskeletal proteins and between the cytoskeleton and 
the cytoplasmic leaflet of the lipid bilayer. Intracellular organelles are absent, except 
in sickle cells or drug-induced stomatocytes, which invaginate a small proportion of 
their plasma membrane to form endocytic vesicles. Lipid metabolism is therefore very 
limited, comprising a modest repertoire of reactions involving deacylationjreacylation 
of preexisting lipids, and the removal and replacement of the monoester phosphate 
groups of PtdOH, Ptdins4P, and Ptdins ( 4, 5)P2• 

Given the simple structure of human erythrocytes, we initiated studies to follow 
labeling with 32P under steady-state conditions of the monoester phosphate groups of 
PtdOH, Ptdins4P, and Ptdins (4, 5)P2, and of the '"Y phosphate of ATP, their 
immediate metabolic precursor. We expected that the results would show a steady 
progression of each of the lipid phosphate groups to isotopic equilibrium with the '"Y 
phosphate of ATP. To facilitate this kinetic analysis, we developed a novel incubation 
medium for red cells in which 32Pi enters the cells and equilibrates with A TP very 
quickly; this was achieved by essentially eliminating from the extracellular medium 
the many anions that compete with Pi for entry on the nonspecific anion transporter 
that is the major entry route of this ion. Using this method, cells achieved steady-state 
labeling of the {3 and '"Y phosphates of ATP, and also of 2,3-bisphosphoglycerate, their 
most abundant intracellular phosphate, in approximately 3 h. Thereafter, cells 
remained metabolically stable for 4 h; inositol lipid and PtdOH levels were constant 
throughout these incubations (King eta!., 1987). 
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The final steady state-specific radioactivities achieved by the monoester phos
phate groups of PtdOH, Ptdins4P, and Ptdins (4, 5)P2 in these experiments were 
consistently only one-quarter to one-third of the steady-state-specific radioactivity of 
the 'Y phosphate of ATP in the same cells (Fig. 2; taken from King et al., 1987). Thus 
the majority of the molecules of these three lipids in red cell suspensions were 
metabolically inert over the 7-h incubation period. One possible explanation of this 
observation was a loss of lipid-metabolizing ability as erythrocytes aged in the 
circulation, but this was eliminated by demonstrating that density-separated young 
and old cells metabolized these lipids in an identical manner (King et al., 1987). 
Another possibility is that the metabolically active and inert lipid pools are in the inner 
leaflet and the outer leaflet of the lipid bilayer, respectively. We tested this idea by 
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Figure 2. Incorporation of 32Pi into the phospholipids of human erythrocytes. Experimental 
details are given in King et al. (I 987). Briefly, cells were equilibrated in a HEPES-rich 
incubation medium designed to allow rapid phosphate entry, and a tracer quantity of 32Pi was 
then added at either time 0 or 5 h later. Rapid and similar incorporation at either time indicated 
that lipid turnover was sustained at an undiminished rate during the entire incubation period. 
The concentrations and total specific radioactivities of Ptdlns4P, Ptdlns ( 4, 5)P2, and ATP, and 
also the specific radioactivities of the monoester phosphate of the lipids and the 'Y phosphate of 
A TP, were then determined. 

specifically activating the endogenous PIC of erythrocytes. This enzyme is at the 
cytoplasmic surface of the membrane and can be activated if intracellular [Ca2+] is 
greatly elevated by the use of an ionophore such as A23187. Under conditions in which 
approximately half of the Ptdins ( 4, 5)P2 of the cells was degraded by this PIC, there 
was equal attack upon each of the metabolic pools. We therefore tentatively conclude 
that: (a) the metabolically active and inert pools of PtdOH, Ptdins4P, and Ptdins 
( 4, 5)P2 exist throughout the erythrocyte population; and (b) both of these pools are 
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located at the cytoplasmic surface of the membrane where they are partially accessible 
to the membrane PIC. 

In 1986, Muller et a!. had also concluded that the inositol lipids of erythrocytes 
are not metabolically homogeneous. They analyzed the initial rates of labeling of the 'Y 
phosphate of A TP and of the monoester phosphates of Ptdins4P and Ptdins ( 4, 5)P2 

after the addition of a trace of 32Pi to human erythrocytes incubated at steady state in a 
"traditional" CI--based medium. In this medium, Pi enters much more slowly than in 
the new medium devoid of competing anions. Muller eta!. modeled their data in terms 
of the following metabolic sequence consisting of the two kinase/phosphatase cycles: 

Ptdins ~ Ptdins4P ~ Ptdins (4, 5)P2• 

(Cycle I) (Cycle 2) 

They found that the closest fit between their experimental data and the kinetic 
model was obtained when only a small fraction of the total Ptdins (4, 5)P2 and about 
one-half of the Ptdins4P were admitted to the calculations; when all of the lipids 
present in the cells were included in the calculations, the predicted kinetic behavior of 
lipid labeling was outside the statistical limits set by their data. 

The slow entry of Pi into cells in the medium used by Muller eta!. (1986) limited 
the temporal separation between ATP and lipid labeling. This separation was greatly 
increased when initial rate kinetic experiments of a similar type were undertaken using 
the new medium designed to facilitate rapid Pi entry (King, C. E., P. T. Hawkins, L. R. 
Stephens, and R. H. Michell, unpublished results). Kinetic modeling of the data 
obtained in these experiments was then undertaken, with the fraction of the total 
cellular Ptdins4P and Ptdins (4, 5)P2 participating in metabolic turnover set at a 
range of values from 5 to 100%. Models were also considered in which the metaboli
cally active fractions of Ptdins4P and of Ptdins (4, 5)P2 were varied independently. 
The best fit between the experimental and modeled data was obtained by assuming 
that one-quarter of the Ptdins4P and one-quarter of the Ptdins (4, 5)P2 were in the 
metabolically active pool. The active fraction of Ptdins (4, 5)P2 could be varied 
between 20 and 30% of the total without any appreciable loss of fit. Good fit was 
rapidly lost if the active fraction of Ptdins4P was set at any value appreciably different 
from 25%. The flux rates through cycles 1 and 2 of the above pathway in healthy 
human red cells could then be calculated, assuming that one-quarter of the Ptdins4P 
and one-quarter of the Ptdins ( 4, 5)P2 undergo rapid metabolic turnover of their 
monoester phosphate groups. The values obtained were 2.1 nmoljml packed cells per h 
for the interconversion of Ptdins and Ptdins4P and 5. 7 nmoljml packed cells per h for 
the Ptdins4P /Ptdins ( 4, 5)P2 cycle. An expenditure of< 10 nmol ATP 'Y phosphate per 
milliliter packed cells per hour for "maintenance" turnover of Ptdins4P and Ptdins 
( 4, 5)P2 and probably of a similar amount for the turnover of PtdOH, represents only a 
very small fraction of the total A TP consumption for maintenance purposes in the 
healthy erythrocyte, the majority of which is used for maintenance of ion gradients. 

To summarize, the first evidence for metabolic heterogeneity of inositol phospho
lipids in human erythrocytes came from Muller eta!. (1986), but with estimates of the 
fractions of cellular Ptdins4P and Ptdins ( 4, 5)P2 that were in the metabolically active 
lipid pools that were of only modest precision. We have now obtained two further 
estimates, one by a comparison of the specific activities of A TP and these two lipids 
when steady-state labeling had been achieved and the other by modeling the early 
kinetics of ATP and lipid labeling into the kinase/phosphatase cycles that interconvert 
Ptdins, Ptdins4P, and Ptdins (4, 5)P2• These methods have given estimates that are 
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more precise and also concordant. They indicate that approximately one-quarter of 
erythrocyte Ptdins4P and Ptdins (4, 5)P2 molecules are metabolically active, with 
half-times for turnover of -40 and 80 min, respectively. The remaining three-quarters 
show no significant metabolic turnover during a 7-h incubation period. 

The physical nature of this metabolic pooling within a single leaflet of a 
continuous lipid envelope remains unknown. The most reasonable speculations are 
probably those that envisage long-lived noncovalent interactions with specific proteins, 
possibly those of the cytoskeleton. However, none of the interactions reported thus far 
would be expected to show long-term stability. In recent experiments, we searched for 
such stable interactions by analyzing the Ptdins (4, 5)P2 that can be extracted from 
labeled erythrocyte ghosts by graded treatment with Triton X-100. However, we 
obtained no evidence for selective extraction of either the metabolically active or inert 
lipid pool under conditions that achieved only partial extraction of Ptdins ( 4, 5)P2• We 
will next investigate whether we can reproduce the pooling seen in intact cells by using 
labeled ATP as a phosphate donor for Ptdins4P and Ptdins (4, 5)P2 synthesis in 
permea bilized erythrocyte preparations. 

Inositol Polyphosphates in HL60 Cells 
One of the first receptors that was shown to cause Ptdins ( 4, 5)P2 hydrolysis, with 
intracellular accumulation of InsP3, was the fmet-leu-phe receptor of neutrophils and 
DMSO-differentiated HL60 cells (reviewed by Cockcroft, 1986). Initially it was 
assumed that the Ins (1, 4, 5)P3 formed in these and other stimulated cells had only one 
fate, namely stepwise hydrolysis, via InsP2 and InsP, to free inositol (Storey et a!., 
1984). More recently, however, it has become clear that Ins (1, 4, 5)P3 is also 
metabolized by an alternative set of pathways that start with its phosphorylation to Ins 
(1, 3, 4, 5)P4 (summarized in Fig I; see Irvine eta!., 1986; Shears eta!., 1987 a, b, c). 
In addition, the observation of substantial quantities of highly phosphorylated deriva
tives of inositol in the GH4 pituitary cell line by Heslop et a!. (1985) has led to the 
discovery of these compounds in a variety of mammalian cells. 

The HL60 cell line can be used to study changes in inositol phospholipid and 
inositol phosphate levels and metabolism that may occur during both differentiation 
and responses to receptor activation. In preliminary experiments these cells were 
labeled to equilibrium with [lH]inositol in order to identify and quantitate their 
various inositol-containing constituents, with particular emphasis on the inositol 
polyphosphates. HL60 cells were grown in RPMI 1640 medium containing 20% fetal 
calf serum and [3H]inositol for 9 d, during which time they grew exponentially with a 
doubling time of -19 h. Dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO) (1.25% voljvol) was added to 
some cells after 4 d in order to stimulate their differentiation towards neutrophils, a 
transition that includes the expression of fmet-leu-phe receptors. Cell division halted 
during the first 3 d, and 83% of the previously nonphagocytic cells had acquired the 
ability to phagocytize complement-coated yeast cells by day 5. At this stage, some of 
the cells were stimulated with fmet-leu-phe for 35 s. Cell samples were killed with 
perchloric acid, and the acid extracts were neutralized and used for analysis of inositol 
phosphates by HPLC on a Partisil SAX anion-exchange column. The precipitates were 
treated with acid chloroform-methanol to extract labeled inositol lipids. 

Analysis of the specific radioactivity of the inositol in the spent growth medium 
and of phosphatidylinositol, the predominant inositol phospholipid, showed that 
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equilibrium labeling of the lipids was attained within -3 d of the addition of 
[

3H]inositol to the medium of the exponentially growing cells. Regular dilution during 
cell growth with identical radioactive medium ensured equilibrium labeling even of cell 
constituents that turn over slowly. Cell volumes were assessed by rounding up the cells 
by incubation in RPMI medium containing 10% FCS and 10% human AB serum for 
30 min at 37°C, and measuring their diameters using a light microscope fitted with a 
reticle. Exponentially growing cells had a volume of slightly < 1 pi, which approxi
mately halved during differentiation in DMSO for 5 d (Table I). Since the cells had 
been equilibrium-labeled with [3H]inositol of known specific radioactivity, we were 
able to calculate the absolute concentrations of the various inositol phosphates present 
in these cells (Table I). These values are averaged over the entire cell volume, and 
much higher concentrations will occur at certain intracellular sites if there is 
appreciable intracellular compartmentation of inositol phosphates. 

TABLE I 
Cell Volumes and Inositol Phosphate Concentrations in HL60 Cells 

Approximate concentrations of inositol phosphates in cells 

Inositol 
phosphate 

Exponentially 
growing 

(0.97 pi)* 

DMSO 
differentiated 

(0.53 pi) 

J.LM 

DMSO 
differentiated 

+ fmet-leu-phe (0.53 pi) 

InsP 19 22 35 
InsP2 23 10 14 
InsP3 (und.) 2.1 0.8 0.7 
Ins(1,3,4)P3 1.4 1.1 3.6 
Ins( 1,4,5)P3 0.4 0.4 1.6 
InsP4 4.1 1.6 4.6 
InsP5 26 25 29 
InsP6 42 12 21 

HL60 cells were labeled to equilibrium with [lH]inositol both during exponential growth and 
during growth followed by 5 d of differentiation towards neutrophils in 1.25% (volfvol) DMSO. 
Some of the DMSO-differentiated cells were then stimulated for 35 s withfmet-leu-phe. 
*Cell volume shown in parentheses. 

The most striking characteristics of the inositol phosphate patterns revealed by 
HPLC of the acid extracts of HL60 cells were the great variety of compounds present 
and the substantial concentrations of some of these compounds. The sample HPLC 
chromatogram shown in Fig. 3 is of an extract from cells that had been induced to 
differentiate and then stimulated with fmet-leu-phe, since cells treated in this way 
most clearly showed the presence oflns (1, 4, 5)P3 and Ins (1, 3, 4)P3• Table I lists the 
approximate concentrations of the individual inositol phosphate species present in 
HL60 cells under three sets of conditions. 

Ins (1, 4, 5)P3 and other inositol trisphosphates, the molecules whose function and 
metabolism have been most thoroughly investigated in the past, were among the least 
abundant of the inositol phosphates detected in these cells (Table I). Three isomeric 
inositol trisphosphates were present. The first to elute has not been identified, and the 
second and third were tentatively identified as Ins (1, 3, 4)P3 and Ins (1, 4, 5)P3, 
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respectively, since they coeluted with authentic samples of these two InsP3s and the 
concentrations of both increased after stimulation with fmet-leu-phe (Table I). 
Assuming that all of the material eluting in the final peak was Ins ( 1, 4, 5)P3, then the 
concentration of this key Ca2+ -mobilizing intracellular second messenger in control 
DMSO-differentiated cells rose about fourfold during 35 s of stimulation. 

Less highly phosphorylated inositol phosphates, possible metabolites of the highly 
phosphorylated species, were more abundant, with major peaks in the InsP2 and InsP 
regions of the chromatogram. One major peak corresponded to Ins1P or Ins3P (these 
are enantiomers), and the second, more slowly eluting InsP peak has not been 
identified but may have been Ins4P. Although it is not clear from the low resolution 
HPLC run shown in Fig. 3, the main InsP2 peak eluted slightly later than a standard 
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sample of Ins ( 1, 4 )P2; this separation is shown in greater detail in Fig. 4 A. The major 
InsP2 isomer present in these cells is yet to be definitively identified, but its elution 
position would be consistent with Ins (3, 4)P2, the major InsP2 product of Ins 
(1, 3, 4)P3 metabolism (Shears eta!., 1987a, b). 

Three InsP4 isomers are well established either as intracellular components 
present in mammalian cells or as metabolites of Ins (1, 4, 5)P3, or as both. Ins 
(I, 3, 4, 5)P4 is formed directly from Ins (1, 4, 5)P3; Ins (1, 3, 4, 6)P4 is formed by the 
phosphorylation of the Ins (1, 3, 4)P3 derived from Ins (1, 3, 4, 5)P4; and Ins 
(3, 4, 5, 6)P4 is of unknown origin. The major InsP4 present in unstimulated HL60 
cells cochromatographed with Ins (3, 4, 5, 6)P4 rather than Ins (1, 3, 4, 5)P4 (Fig. 4, B 
and C). The isomeric form that contributes most to the rise in total InsP4 on brief 
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stimulation (Table I) has not been identified, but is most likely to be Ins 
(1, 3, 4, 5)P4. 

InsP5 and InsP6 were particularly abundant (Fig. 3 and Table I) and took several 
days to come close to metabolic equilibrium with the added [lH]inositol even in 
exponentially growing cells (data not shown). The concentrations of these compounds 
were such that they must constitute an appreciable, and very metabolically stable 
fraction of the total organic phosphate pool in HL60 cells. If they are free in the 
cytosol, they might be expected to exert important effects, for example on the 
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Figure 4. Partial HPLC chromatograms to illustrate the detailed elution characteristics of the 
major InsP2 and InsP4 species present in labeled HL60 extracts. (A) The separation of the major 
InsP2 of HL60 cells from a standard sample of Ins (I, 4)P2• The major InsP4 species in extracts 
of unstimulated HL60 cells was clearly separable from Ins ( 1, 3, 4, 5)P4 (B) but ran in a position 
coincident with Ins (3, 4, 5, 6)P4 [=L-Ins (1, 4, 5, 6)P4] (C). 

intracellular buffering of bivalent cations. The major InsP5 species present co
chromatographed with Ins (1, 3, 4, 5, 6)P5 (data not shown), which was recently 
discovered as a major inositol polyphosphate of other mammalian cells (Stephens et al., 
1987). In the absence of standard samples of other InsP5 isomers, this identification 
must remain tentative. 

Not only were there rapid changes in the concentrations of Ins ( 1, 4, 5)P3 and its 
metabolites in differentiated HL60 cells upon stimulation, but also there were slower 
changes in the concentrations of some inositol phosphates during differentiation. In 
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particular, there was a large decrease in the concentration of InsP6 from its initially 
high value (Table 1). Other compounds that decreased their concentrations, but from 
initially lower starting values, were InsP4 and InsP2 (isomers unidentified), and 
possibly also the unidentified isomer of InsP3• The mechanism underlying these 
changes are yet to be investigated. However, given the slow turnover of InsP6, as 
indicated by its slow approach to equilibrium labeling during cell growth, the decline in 
its concentration during differentiation must imply either a marked decrease in the 
rate of synthesis or a substantial stimulation of degradation. 

Conclusion 
In conclusion, the preliminary results shown here indicate that HL60 cells grown in a 
culture medium of relatively high inositol content and in the presence of fetal calf 
serum contain a great variety of inositol phosphates, including large concentrations of 
metabolically stable InsP5 and InsP6• However, these growth conditions pose two 
disadvantages for any detailed analysis of the changes that may accompany differen
tiation or follow receptor stimulation. First, the serum may contain growth factors or 
other components that themselves regulate the metabolism of inositol lipids and/or 
inositol phosphates. Secondly, it is extremely expensive to use such a medium to 
achieve a high enough specific radioactivity in the [3H]inositol to allow adequate 
labeling of the minor inositol phosphate constituents of cells. To circumvent these 
problems, we have now adapted HL60 cells to grow in a serum-free RMPI medium 
containing I mg inositol/liter supplemented only with insulin, transferrin, and 
selenium dioxide. The doubling time for the cells is slightly longer under these 
conditions (28 h), but they still differentiate satisfactorily in response to DMSO 
(French, P. J., J. A. Creba, and C. M. Bruce, unpublished data). 
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Introduction 
The responses of many cells to extracellular signals are media ted by a variety of second 
messengers, several of which interact with protein phosphorylation systems. The 
classic example of such a system is the hormone-sensitive adenylate cyclase (cAMP)
dependent protein kinase (cAMP-PK) cascade. More recently, the second messenger 
roles of Ca2+ and certain products of lipid hydrolysis have come into focus. Elevations 
in cellular free Ca2+ can activate a number of enzyme systems by binding to the small 
intracellular Ca receptor protein calmodulin (CaM; for review see Manalan and Klee, 
1984). CafCaM-regulated enzymes include at least five distinct protein kinases and a 
protein phosphatase. Diacyglycerols (DAGs) that are produced by hydrolysis of 
phospholipids by receptor-activated phospholipase C-type enzymes (Michell et a!., 
1988) are the putative activators of another set of protein kinases, collectively termed 
protein kinase C (PK-C). This enzyme appears to be important in the regulation of 
numerous processes in diverse tissues (for reviews see Nishizuka, 1986; Neidel and 
Blackshear, 1986; Hannun and Bell, 1986). The enzyme, which is widespread in 
animal tissues, also has an absolute requirement for phospholipid and Ca2+ for activity. 
Because phospholipids and diacylglycerols are found primarily in membranes, it is 
widely assumed that physiological activation of PK-C only occurs in an appropriate 
membrane environment (Hannun and Bell, 1986). 

As in the case of the cAMP and CafCaM systems, it is thought that the ultimate 
effects of extracellular stimuli that act via diacylglycerol production and PK-C 
activation are mediated by multiple tissue-specific substrates for PK-C (Nishizuka, 
1986). Although much is known about PK-C itself, its target substrates are only 
beginning to be characterized in depth. As PK-C becomes membrane bound when 
activated it seems likely that many of its important substrates will turn out to be 
membrane-associated proteins. These may include integral membrane proteins such as 
receptors or transporters as well as peripheral proteins such as components of the 
membrane skeleton. Examples of receptors that are phosphorylated by PK-C include 
those for epidermal growth factor (e.g., Hunter eta!., 1984) and transferrin (May et 
a!., 1985). Many instances of alterations in neuronal excitability caused by PK-C 
activators have come to light recently (e.g., DeRiemer eta!., 1985), and it is probable 
that many of these effects will eventually turn out to be due to phosphorylation of 
specific channel proteins. In the cytoskeleton, proteins such as myosin light chains 
(Nishikawa eta!., 1983) and vinculin (Werth eta!., 1983) have been shown to be 
substrates for PK-C. The human erythrocyte has a well-defined membrane skeleton; 
thus it became of interest to assess the possible consequences of PK-C activation on the 
phosphorylation of skeletal components in these cells. 

Erythrocyte Protein Kinase C 
Several studies have established the presence of PK-C in red cells (e.g., Palfrey and 
Waseem, 1985; Faquin eta!., 1986; Cohen and Foley, 1986). A histone kinase activity 
that is stimulated by phosphatidylserine and high micromolar Ca2+ is found in human 
erythrocyte cytosol (Palfrey and Waseem, 1985). The [Ca2+] requirement for this 
activity is considerably reduced in the presence of active phorbol esters or diacylglyc
erol, a characteristic of PK-C from other sources. Phorbol esters bind tightly at the 
diacylglycerol site on the enzyme and influence the affinity of the Ca2+ and 
phosphatidylserine binding site(s) (Hannun and Bell, 1986). Several investigators 
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have shown that multiple genes for PK-C exist in mammalian cells (e.g., Coussens et 
al., 1986; Knopf et al., 1986; Kikkawa et al., 1987) and that this diversity is reflected in 
chromatographically distinct species of the enzyme. In particular, hydroxyapatite 
chromatography is able to distinguish at least three forms of the kinase from brain 
(Huang et al., 1986; Kikkawa et al., 1987; Jaken and Kiley, 1987) that may have 
different Ca2 + requirements (Jaken and Kiley, 1987). When a partially purified 
human erythrocyte PK-C preparation is applied to hydroxyapatite, its elution pattern 
suggests that it is largely a type II enzyme (Fig. 1; nomenclature from Kikkawa et al., 
1987). Other cell types may also contain predominantly a single form of the enzyme 
(e.g., murine fibroblasts contain only type III; McCaffrey et al., 1987). 

We have used phorbol esters to probe the activity of PK-C in the intact red cell. 
These compounds rapidly penetrate the cell membrane and preferentially bind to and 
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Figure 1. Hydroxyapatite chro
matography of erythrocyte PK-C. 
The cytoplasmic fraction from 2 U 
of red cells was chromatographed 
on DEAE-cellulose and the peak 
PK-C-containing fractions were 
pooled and adsorbed to a 10-m1 
column of hydroxyapatite-Ultrogel 
(IBF Biotechnics, Savage, MD). 
Kinase activity (---D-) was eluted 
with a linear gradient from 0 to 0.3 
M ammonium phosphate (-----) 
and 10-~-Ll aliquots were assayed by 
conventional methods. For com
parison, rat brain type II kinase 
elutes at -0.1 M phosphate from a 
hydroxyapatite HPLC column 
(Kikkawa eta!., 1987). 

activate PK-C in many cells (for review see Neidel and Blackshear, 1986). Incubation 
of red cells in 12-0-tetradecanoyl phorbol 13-acetate (TPA) or phorbol dibutyrate 
causes a rapid and complete translocation of PK-C from the cytoplasm to a 
membrane-bound form (Palfrey and Waseem, 1985; and Fig. 2). This process is 
complete in 5 min at 37°C but can be considerably slowed in the cold. After brief TPA 
treatment ghosts are prepared by conventional hypotonic lysis; PK-C remains mem
brane bound, even in the continued presence of EGT A, provided that ghosts are 
maintained at 4°C. At 37°C the enzyme rapidly dissociates from the membrane, but 
can be prevented from doing so by addition of further TPA. At 4°C, membrane 
associated PK-C can only be dissociated by treatment with nonionic detergent but not 
by high or low ionic strength buffers or by manipulations of [Ca2+]. This suggests that 
the enzyme is bound primarily to bilayer components, presumably phosphatidylserine, 
which in erythrocytes is preferentially located at the inner face of the bilayer. The 
enzyme is active in the membrane-associated form at very low [Ca2+], i.e., in the 
presence of 1-5 mM EGTA. Both Ca2+ and phospholipid dependence of enzyme 
activity is restored when a nonionic detergent soluble fraction is prepared from ghosts 
that contain PK-C. 
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Longer term treatment of intact red cells with active phorbol esters results in a 
gradual disappearance of PK-C activity from the membrane (Fig. 2). This is 
accompanied by a reduction in the phosphorylation of endogenous PK-C substrates in 
isolated membranes. Enzyme activity does not reappear in the cytosol and a phospho
lipid- and Ca2+ -independent form of PK-C (that can be derived in vitro by Ca2+

dependent proteolysis of PK-C, and is termed PK-M [Kishimoto et al., 1983]) is not 
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Figure 2. Translocation and 
downregulation of PK-C in eryth
rocytes. (Top) Red cells were 
treated with TPA (1 ~otM) at time 0 
and, at various times thereafter, 
ghost and cytoplasmic fractions 
were prepared and assayed for the 
presence of PK-C (abscissa: ex
pressed as percent maximal activ
ity in cytosol or membrane frac
tion). (Bottom) Autoradiogram 
showing phosphorylation of mem
brane proteins at different times 
after TP A treatment of cells. Sam
ples of ghosts were taken at the 
same times as those in the top panel 
and phosphorylated in vitro by the 
addition of "Y-P2P]ATP (Palfrey 
and Waseem, 1985). Five major 
membrane skeletal substrates for 
PK-C are apparent in the 1-h sam
ple and gradually disappear on pro
longed TPA treatment as PK-C 
activity declines. 

found in the erythrocyte under these conditions. The downregulation phenomenon has 
been noted in many cell types and results from proteolysis of the membrane-associated 
species of the enzyme (Ballester and Rosen, 1985; Young et al., 1987; Woodgett and 
Hunter, 1987). The nature of the protease activity responsible for this breakdown has 
not been identified. Preincubation of red cells with a number of protease inhibitors 
(e.g., leupeptin, phenylmethylsulfonyl fluoride, iodoacetate) has no effect on the 
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phorbol ester-induced loss of PK-C activity. The ability to produce cells devoid of 
PK-C has been useful in several instances to define the role of this enzyme in responses 
to extracellular hormones that may activate more than one second messenger system 
(e.g., Muldoon eta!., 1987); it should be noted however that a form of PK-C that is 
"resistant" to downregulation may occur in some cell types (Kariya and Takai, 1987). 
It may be possible to use PK-C-deficient red cells to define the role of this enzyme in 
complex phenomena such as shape change. 

Membrane Skeletal Substrates for PK-C in the Erythrocyte 
The ability to prepare ghosts with endogenous PK-C still attached enabled us to 
investigate the membrane substrates for this kinase in vitro. Previously, Witters eta!. 

Figure 3. PK-C substrates in the erythro
cyte membrane. Cells were left untreated 
(con) or were pretreated for 1 h with 0.25 
mgjml a-chymotrypsin at 37°C (proteo). 
Both sets were subsequently subdivided into 
a control sample or a TPA-treated sample 
(0.1 JLM, 10 min, 37°C), after which ghosts 
were prepared as usual and phosphorylated 
as described (Palfrey and Waseem, 1985). 
Membrane protein stain (PS) profile at left 
confirms that Band 3 was cleaved to a M, 
55,000 band (Ch55) by a-chymotrypsin, 
revealing the two subunits of adducin at M, 
120,000 (a) and 110,000 ({j). Autoradio
gram (AR) at right indicates substrates for 
PK-C revealed by in vitro phosphorylation of 
membranes with ')'-[l2P]ATP. Note that 
cleavage of Band 3 has no effect on the 
subsequent phosphorylation of the mem
brane by PK-C. Other major phosphopro
teins are S: ,6-spectrin, Bands 4.1 and 4.9. 

(1985) showed that the erythrocyte glucose transporter is a substrate for PK-C (the 
functional consequences of this phosphorylation are still apparently unknown). How
ever, it became apparent to us that the major substrates for this kinase in red cells were 
membrane skeletal proteins (Palfrey and Waseem, 1985; see also Cohen and Foley, 
1986; Horne eta!., 1985; Faquin eta!., 1986). An experiment of this type is shown in 
Fig. 3. Ghosts are prepared from control cells or from cells exposed to TPA for 10 min 
and their endogenous phosphorylation is then studied in vitro by the addition of 
'Y-[32P]ATP. As indicated above, addition of Ca2+ to isolated membranes containing 
PK-C is not essential for the full expression of enzyme activity, and even inhibits 
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overall membrane phosphorylation at concentrations> 10 JA.M. Increased phosphoryla
tion of five major proteins occurs, two of which correspond to the Band 4.1 doublet and 
a third to Band 4.9 (cf., Horne et al., 1985). We confirmed this identity by isolation of 
these species and recombination with purified PK-C (Palfrey and Waseem, 1985). 
While proteins 4.1 and 4.9 are relatively well studied proteins whose functions are 
partially understood (for review see Marchesi, 1985), the two other substrates for 
PK-C (proteins of M, 120,000 and 110,000) have been largely ignored. This is because 
they are minor proteins and are not readily visible in stained gels of whole ghosts, 
where they migrate just above the trailing edge of Band 3. Cleavage of the 
extracellular region of Band 3 by treatment of intact red cells with chymotrypsin, 
which yields a membrane-associated fragment of M, 55,000, allows the two high Mr 
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Figure 4. Hydrodynamic behavior of adducin. (A) Sephacryl S400 chromatography of addu
cin. 2 mg of adducin was applied to a 2.5 x 98 em column equilibrated and run in 10 mM sodium 
phosphate (pH 7.5), 100 mM NaCI, 1 mM dithiothreitol, 1 mM sodium azide. Calibration 
proteins (with Stokes radius in nm) are: I, ovalbumin (3.05); 2, BSA (3.55); e, glyceraldehyde 
3-phosphate dehydrogenase (3.99); 4, aldolase (4.8); 5, catalase (5.2); 6, ferritin (6.1); 7, 
thyroglobulin (8.5); 8, spectrin dimer (12.3). Arrow indicates position of adducin. (B) 
Sucrose-gradient centrifugation of adducin: 1 mg adducin was applied to a 5-20% sucrose 
gradient that was centrifuged for 21 hat 270,000 g (SW 41 rotor). Calibration proteins (s20,w) I, 
cytochrome c (1.75); 2, BSA ( 4.6); 3, aldolase (7.4); 4, catalase (11.3) were localized in parallel 
runs. 

PK-C substrates to be visualized more clearly (Fig. 3). This doublet was initially of 
interest because it evidently incorporates much more phosphate per mole than either 
Band 4.1 and Band 4.9. We have gone on to characterize this pair of proteins in more 
detail. 

Early experiments suggested that the M, 120,000 and 110,000 species could be 
largely stripped from the membrane by dilute alkali treatment, but were not 
substantially solubilized by nonionic detergents (Palfrey and Waseem, 1985), proper
ties diagnostic of membrane skeleton proteins in the erythrocyte membrane (Yu et al., 
1973). Starting with a membrane skeleton preparation we purified these two proteins 
as a complex (Waseem and Palfrey, 1988). Hydrodynamic analysis suggested that the 
complex exists as a highly asymmetric heterodimer. For example, gel filtration yields 
an apparent M, of 670,000, whereas that calculated from sedimentation analysis was 
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Mr 253,000 (Fig. 4). While these studies were in progress, Gardner and Bennett (1986) 
purified a protein complex from the same source on the basis of its ability to bind CaM. 
We confirmed that the protein we had isolated could bind CaM by the criterion of 
CaM affinity chromatography (Waseem and Palfrey, 1988). Electron microscopy of 
the purified protein suggests that it has a flattened disc shape that is compatible with 
the available hydrodynamic data (Gardner and Bennett, 1986). Later, Gardner and 
Bennett (1987; see Bennett et a!., 1988) named this protein "adducin" (from the 
Greek, meaning "to gather together"). They showed that adducin could form a high 
affinity complex with spectrin and actin, but not with either protein alone, and that 
once formed this complex could recruit further spectrin molecules. This model has 
been disputed by Mische eta!. (1987), who claim that adducin alone can bundle actin 
filaments and that the composition of the final complex between adducin, actin, and 
spectrin is independent of the pathway used to assemble the complex. We are currently 

Figure 5. Proteins serologically re
lated to a- and {j-adducin are found in 
other cell types. Affinity-purified rab
bit anti-human red cell a- and {j
adducin antibodies were used to probe 
nitrocellulose blots of proteins from 
lanes 1; human erythrocyte ghosts (5 
1-Lg); lanes 2, platelets (50 /-Lg); lanes 3, 
lymphocytes (50 /-Lg); lanes 4, rat brain 
synaptosomal cytosol (60 1-Lg); and 
lanes 5, rat brain synaptic membrane 
(25 /-Lg). Immunologically reactive 
proteins were localized by the 1251-
protein A technique. Note the poor 
reactivity of {j-adducin antibodies 
with platelet and lymphocyte material 
and the existence of immunoreactive 
breakdown products of both adducin 
subunits. 

assessing these competing claims and are also investigating the possibility that in other 
cell types adducin may bind to other cytoskeletal elements. 

We have investigated the relationship between the a (Mr 120,000) and {1 (Mr 
11 0,000) subunits of adducin in some detail. A limited degree of homology is seen in 
peptide maps of the iodinated subunits (Gardner and Bennett, 1986, Waseem and 
Palfrey, 1988), but polyclonal antibodies to the individual subunits do not cross-react 
with the other, which indicates divergent regions within the two proteins. Homologues 
of both a-adducin and {j-adducin are found in other tissues, including red cells from 
other species (Waseem and Palfrey, 1988) and other blood cell types (Fig. 5). In both 
human platelets and lymphocytes, however, only very weak cross-reactivity with a 
{1-adducin-like protein is found. In rat brain synaptic material (synaptic membranes 
and synaptosomal cytosol) a-adducin and {j-adducin cross-reacting polypetides appear 
to comigrate, which may represent overlapping or identical proteins in this tissue. We 
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have also found an a-adducin, but not a !3-adducin-like protein in cultured human 
fibroblasts (Waseem et a!., 1988). The finding that adducin may have a widespread 
distribution is of interest in the context of previous studies that have documented the 
existence of other erythrocyte membrane skeletal proteins in various tissues (for review 
see Bennett, 1985). Whether the structural interrelationships and functioning of these 
proteins in different cells resemble those in the erythrocyte membrane skeleton 
remains to be determined. 

The existence of antibodies to adducin allowed us to reinvestigate the extraction 
behavior of the two proteins from ghost membranes by immunoblotting. In contrast to 
our previous assumption, a significant amount ( 15-40%) of adducin is solubilized from 

Figure 6. Phosphorylation of adducin in 
ghost membranes and in solution by PK-C
and cAMP-dependent protein kinase. Nor
mal ghosts were prepared and incubated 
with ')'-[l2P]ATP in the presence of I mM 
EGTA (left lane) or with added PK-C (5 
~g/ml bovine brain enzyme with 0.2 mM Ca 
and 50 nM TPA present) or cAMP-PK 
catalytic subunit (2 ~g/ml with EGTA pres
ent). Adducin was purified from membrane 
skeletons as described (Waseem and Palfrey, 
1987), and 8 ~g was incubated either with 
PK-C (as above but with 50 ~gfml phospha
tidylserine also present) or cAMP-PK cata
lytic subunit (as above). Phosphoproteins 
were separated by SDS-7.5% PAGE and 
identified by autoradiography. 

the membrane by nonionic detergent (Waseem and Palfrey, 1988). This suggests that 
adducin may interact with nonskeleton elements in the membrane. The fraction of 
material released by nonionic detergent appears to increase after treatment of red cells 
with phorbol esters, suggesting that PK-C-mediated phosphorylation of adducin 
modulates this interaction. Blotting of [1251]adducin to whole ghost membranes in an 
attempt to find adducin-binding proteins, did not reveal any significant interactions, 
and we have no direct evidence at present what the nature of the nonskeletal 
association might be. It is interesting to note, however, that Wolf and Sahyoun (1986) 
have shown that a protein of Mr 115,000 present in both erythrocyte and synaptic 
membranes can bind phosphatidylserine as assayed by a blotting procedure. If this 
protein is one of the adducin subunits then it could indicate that adducin binds directly 
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to the inner face of the bilayer. In a similar context, there are indications that Band 4.1 
is also a phosphatidylserine-binding protein (Rybicki et al., 1987). 

The phosphorylation of adducin can be stimulated by both phorbol esters and 
cAMP analogues in intact cells (Ling et al., 1986; Waseem and Palfrey, 1988). 
Correspondingly, addition of either PK-C or cAMP-dependent protein kinase to both 
red cell ghosts and purified adducin results in the phosphorylation of a- and {j-adducin 
subunits (Fig. 6). Both are phosphorylated equally in response to PK-C, but {j-adducin 
is preferred by cAMP-dependent protein kinase. Peptide maps of [32P]a- and 
{j-adducin show multiple phosphorylated peptides (Fig. 7). The major stimulated 
phosphorylation sites on both subunits have identical mobilities after either TPA 
treatment of intact cells or PK-C catalyzed phosphorylation of the isolated protein 
(Fig. 7). These results indicate that the adducin subunits probably exhibit considerable 
homology around their sites of phosphorylation. 

Perspective 
The human erythrocyte contains several identified protein kinases and many of the 
targets for these enzymes are membrane skeletal proteins (Table I). Of these, PK-C 

TABLE I 
Protein Kinases of the Human Erythrocyte: 

Kinase 

cAMP-PK 

Casein kinase 

Tyrosine kinase 

PK-C 

Location 

Membrane/cytosol (type I) 
Cytosol (type II) 

Membrane/cytosol (type I) 
Cytosol (type II) 

Membrane 

Cytosol/ membrane 

Membrane substrates 

Ankyrin, adducin, bands 4.1, 
4.9, 7 

Spectrin, ankyrin, glycopho
rin, bands 3, 4.1 

band 3 

Adducin, bands 4.1, 4.9, glu
cose transporter 

appears to be the only enzyme that is activated by Ca2+. Our attempts to find a 
CaM-dependent kinase in human erythrocytes have been negative, despite claims to 
the contrary (e.g., Cohen and Foley, 1986). The effects of phosphorylation on the 
function of erythrocyte membrane skeleton proteins are only now beginning to come to 
light. For example, Eder et al. (1986), have shown that phosphorylation of Band 4.1 by 
casein kinase leads to a reduced interaction of the protein with spectrin. In this regard 
the functional consequences of adducin phosphorylation, particularly with respect to 
its interaction with spectrin, actin, and other nonskeleton components, are clearly of 
interest. The multiplicity of interactions that have already been demonstrated for 
adducin suggest that it may have an important regulatory role in the control of 
membrane and cytoskeletal behavior in many cell types. As yet, no first messenger has 
been conclusively shown to be coupled to a second messenger and its dependent protein 
kinase in the human red cell. Attempts to find hormones that may activate the PI cycle 
in human red cells have been unsuccessful (e.g., Chandra Sekar and Hokin, 1986); 
thus, a physiological stimulus that could lead to DAG formation and PK-C activation 
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has not been found. However, there is a possibility that pathological rises in 
intracellular Ca2

+, perhaps brought on by shear stress or membrane leakiness, could 
lead to DAG formation, as red cells possess a Ca2+ -sensitive phospholipase C that 
cleaves phosphoinositides (Downes and Michell, 1981). Despite this disadvantage the 
red cell remains a most amenable system to assess the effects of phosphorylation on 
membrane skeleton behavior. 
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Introduction 
The proliferation and differentiation of hematopoietic cells of both lymphoid and 
myeloid lineages are governed by various polypeptide growth factors known as 
lymphokines. Binding of a given lymphokine by its specific high affinity cell surface 
receptor initiates a signal transduction system that traverses the cell membrane, 
eliciting a variety of cytosolic and nuclear changes related to growth or differentia
tion. 

For a cell to grow and divide into identical daughter cells, a number of events must 
take place. Obviously there must be an increase in cellular components, DNA must be 
duplicated, organelles must be constructed, new genes specifically related to growth 
are activated, and cellular protein must be roughly doubled. These events take place in 
a spacial and temporal pattern that is precisely organized. 

First, a complementary identification between the secondary structures of the 
external ligand, informational substance, and its molecular "antennae" (receptors) 
must occur in a way that allows specific recognition. Several obligatory requirements 
are necessary before a membrane protein can be seriously classified as a receptor. The 
membrane binding protein must exhibit saturable and displaceable binding of the 
ligand within physiological concentrations. The interactions between ligand and 
receptor must be transformed into another chemical form, second messengers, which 
now gives "new" biochemical instructions to the cell. Finally, a ligand receptor 
interaction must modify the biological response of the organism that expresses the 
particular receptor. 

The hematopoietic growth factors multi-colony-stimulating factor (multi-CSF or 
IL-3), granulocyte/macrophage colony-stimulating factor (GM-CSF), granulocyte 
colony-stimulating factor (G-CSF), and interleukin 2 (IL-2) specifically control the 
production and proliferation of distinct leukocyte series. Each growth factor is 
structurally unique and acts on respective cell surface receptors. The biochemical 
mechanisms by which lymphokine receptors affect growth or differentiation has only 
recently been addressed. Here, we will summarize data from experiments that have 
studied lymphokine-initiated signal transduction and effects on gene expression. These 
studies focus on lymphokine activation of kinase systems, identification of substrates, 
and the consensus expression of nuclear protooncogenes common to all the major blood 
cell types. Furthermore, we provide evidence that part of the biochemical response to 
lymphokines involves an extraordinarily ancient set of genes, collectively referred to as 
heat shock genes. This suggests that the cellular response to growth factors incorpo
rates elements evolved from primitive stress-response stimuli. 

Results and Discussion 
Alterations in the phosphorylation state of both membrane and cytosolic proteins are 
among the earliest changes that can be measured after growth factor binding in a 
variety of mammalian cell types (Hunter and Cooper, 1985). Modification in amounts 
of covalently bound phosphate may alter the conformation, intracellular location, or 
enzymatic activity of a protein. In fact, there are few if any major cellular activities 
that are not regulated at some level by reversible phosphorylation of structural proteins 
or enzymes. Several growth factor receptors possess intrinsic protein kinase activity 
and many hormones and growth factors rapidly activate membrane and/or cytosolic 
protein kinase activities (Kalata, 1983; Hunter, 1984). For these reasons, reversible 
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Figure 1. Phosphorylation of p68 in CSF-stimulated cells. Cells were deprived of growth factor 
and preequilibrated with [32P]P;. P;-Ioaded cells were stimulated for 10 min with 1,000 U of 
IL-2/ml, 105 ofmulti-CSF, GM-CSF, or G-CSF fm1 or 1 ~g ofOAG/ml, and then phosphopro
teins were separated by two-dimensional electrophoresis (nonequilibrated pH gel electrophoresis 
and SDS-PAGE). The resolved phosphoproteins were revealed by autoradiography. 
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phosphorylation is thought to be one of the principal mechanisms by which external 
signals are transduced to the nucleus. 

p68 Phosphorylation 
While cells of different mammalian species, or even cells from different tissues in a 
single species, may synthesize a few unique proteins, by far the majority of proteins 
found in any particular cell are present in most cells of the organism and homologous 
proteins are found throughout the animal phyla. Thus, in examining the protein 
phosphorylation changes that are observed after growth factor stimulation of cells, 
attention is usually focused on those that are common in several cell types in the belief 
that these may be of more fundamental importance. 

Previous work in our laboratory has shown that a 68-kD protein (p68) is rapidly 
phosphorylated in two myeloid and two lymphoid cell lines after stimulation with 
appropriate growth factors, interleukin 2 (IL-2), multi-CSF or IL-3, and G-CSF 
(Evans and Farrar, 1987a; Evans et al., 1987). Phosphorylation of p68 was also 
induced in all four cell lines by synthetic diacylglycerol, a direct activator of protein 
kinase C (PK-C). In all cases, p68 was only phosphorylated on threonine residues and 

TABLE I 
Comparison of the Effects of Physiological Growth Factors and 
Pharmacological Kinase Activators on Nuclear Protooncogene Expression 
in Lymphoid and Myeloid Cells 

GF+ GF+ 
Oncogene GF PK-C PK-A PK-C PK-A 

c-fos + + + + ++ 
c-myc ++++ ++ ++++ +I-
c-myb +++ ND ++ +++ ++ 
ODC ++ + ++ 

PK-C+ 
PK-A 

++++ 

ND 
ND 

GF, growth factor; PK-C, activation of protein kinase C by PMA; PK-A, activation of protein 
kinase A by 8-bromo-cAMP. The number of + 's indicates the level of mature message detected 
on a Northern blot, performed using standard procedures. 

tryptic peptide analysis indicated that the same residues were phosphorylated in 
response to growth factors and diacylglycerol. Fig. 1 shows a two-dimensional analysis 
of phosphoproteins stimulated by CSFs in two separate CSF-dependent cell lines, 
NSF60 (multi-CSF-dependent) and NSF60.8 (GM-CSF- or G-CSF-dependent). 
Treatment of NSF60 with either multi-CSF or the diacylglycerol analogue 1-
oleoyl-2-acetylglycerol (OAG) stimulated phosphorylation of a 68-kD substrate 
(center). G-CSF also stimulated p68 phosphorylation and GM-CSF or IL-2 did not. 
IL-2 or GM-CSF do not provoke a biological response with this particular cell line. The 
NSF60.8 cell line proliferates in response to multi-CSF, GM-CSF, or G-CSF. With 
this cell line only multi-CSF and G-CSF induced phosphorylation of p68. IL-2 only 
induced phosphorylation in lymphoid cell lines that possess high affinity receptors 
(Evans and Farrar, 1987a). It therefore appears that phosphorylation of p68 is a 
common consequence of growth stimulation by IL-2, multi-CSF, and G-CSF. Interest
ingly, one of the cell lines (NSF60.8) can grow in response to either G-CSF or 
GM-CSF, yet p68 phosphorylation was only induced by G-CSF. This indicates the 
presence, within a single cell type, of two alternate signal transduction pathways 
leading to growth. 
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S6 Phosphorylation 
The proliferation of cells requires the synthesis of a large amount of protein. Most of 
the newly synthesized protein in actively growing cells represents increased synthesis of 
proteins that are also expressed in cells arrested in G1 by growth factor deprivation 
while a few proteins, such as histone Hl and some protooncogenes, are only 
synthesized in growing cells at specific stages of the cell cycle. The increase in protein 
synthesis following serum or growth factor stimulation of quiescent cells is primarily 
due to an increased rate of translation initiation. Work in our laboratory and others has 
shown that shortly after growth factor stimulation, the S6 protein of the 40S ribosomal 

Figure 2. Peptide maps of S6 proteins phosphorylated in situ and in vitro. S6 protein was 
purified from intact cells or in vitro kinase reactions and subjected to complete tryptic digestion. 
The resultant peptides were separated by two-dimensional thin-layer electrophoresis and 
analyzed by autoradiography. (A) S6 peptides from IL-2-stimulated cells; (B) S6 peptides from 
GAG-stimulated cells; (C) S6 peptides after cell-free S6 kinase phosphorylation; (D) S6 
peptides after cell-free protein kinase C phosphorylation. 

subunit is phosphorylated at multiple sites (Thomas et al., 1982; Evans and Farrar, 
l987b). Thomas and co-workers have shown that the phosphorylation of S6 is 
correlated with, and precedes, the formation of polysomes and initiation of protein 
synthesis. We found that both IL-2 and OAG, a synthetic direct activator of PK-C, 
induced phosphorylation of S6 with similar kinetics, and resulted in identical tryptic 
phosphopeptide patterns. Phosphorylation of purified S6 protein by purified PK-C in 
vitro, however, resulted in a quite different phosphopeptide map. In fact, we and others 
found that a distinct S6 protein kinase activity was present in extracts of growth 
factor-stimulated cells. While examining lymphocyte cytosol for PK-C activity, 
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another kinase that was phospholipid- and Ca ++-independent was discovered. This 
kinase could equally phosphorylate the S6 protein and was clearly biochemically 
distinct from PK-C. 

Fig. 2 shows the results of a comparative study between PK-C and the S6 kinase 
obtained from the IL-2-dependent CT6 cell line. Fig. 2 A shows the phosphopeptide 
map of S6 obtained from CT6 cells stimulated in situ with IL-2. Opposite (panel B) is 
a very similar digest pattern seen when intact cells are treated with OAG. However, 
when S6 protein was phosphorylated in vitro with either purified PK-C (panel D) or S6 
kinase (panel C), only S6 kinase phosphorylated the ribosomal protein in a manner 
analogous to the physiological stimulant, IL-2. Our results indicated that while IL-2 or 
OAG stimulation caused rapid activation of PK-C, the protein kinase directly 
responsible for S6 phosphorylation was separate from, and possibly regulated by, 
PK-C. 

Heat Shock Proteins and Lymphocyte Growth 
Since heat shock proteins (HSPs) were first reported in fruit flies there has been a 
slowly growing interest in these ubiquitous, highly conserved proteins. It is now widely 
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Figure 3. Mitogen stimulation of heat shock 
protein synthesis in human T lymphocytes. 
Resting human T lymphocytes were stimu
lated with PHA for the indicated times and 
then pulse labeled with P5S]methionine. The 
labeled proteins were separated on a 10% 
SDS gel, transferred to nitrocellulose, immu
nostained, and autoradiographed. Data are 
expressed as percent increase in HSP70 and 
HSP90 synthesis rates and protein accumu
lation at 0-4 h after PHA stimulation. 

believed that in addition to providing protection from thermal and other stresses, these 
proteins are also involved in cell growth and differentiation. This belief arises from the 
observations that: (a) expression of several heat shock proteins is tightly coupled to 
development in fruit flies (Craig eta!., 1983), in amphibian oocytes (Bienz, 1984a,b), 
and in mammals (Barnier et a!., 1987); (b) in mammals, HSP70 (which is 50% 
homologous to the Escherichia coli dnaK gene product [Bardwell and Craig, 1984]) 
translocates to the nucleus during S phase (Milarski and Morimoto, 1986) and has 
been found in association with p53 (Pinhasi-Kimhi et a!., 1986), a nuclear proto
oncogene; (c) HSP90 has been found in association with steroid receptors and with 
pp60 src (Schuh eta!., 1985). 

We have examined the synthesis of HSP70 and HSP90 during the growth of 
human T lymphocytes. Proliferation ofT lymphocytes requires at least two sequential 
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extracellular signals, first an activation signal by antigen (which can be mimicked in 
situ by nonspecific polyclonal activators such as phytohemagglutinin [PHA]), and 
secondly, stimulation by IL-2, which allows the activated cells to proceed through the 
cell cycle. Fig. 3 shows a graphic representation of the patterns of HSP90 protein 
synthesis and HSP70 protein synthesis and accumulation. We found that HSP90 
protein synthesis was rapidly and transiently increased in response to PHA, while 
HSP70 protein synthesis did not rise until later and appeared to be part of a 
generalized increase in protein biosynthesis. We also found that HSP70 steady-state 
mRNA was not increased by PHA. 

After IL-2 stimulation of IL-2-dependent cells that had been deprived of the 
growth factor, HSP70 steady-state mRNA and protein synthesis were specifically 
increased, while HSP90 protein synthesis was delayed. These observations indicated 
that synthesis of HSP70 and HSP90 is correlated with growth in human T lympho
cytes and that both transcriptional and posttranscriptional regulation of HSP70 
occurs. The rapid increase in HSP90 protein synthesis after PHA may indicate an 
important role for this protein in the activation and differentiation of lymphocytes, 
while specific stimulation of HSP70 mRNA and protein synthesis by IL-2 favors a role 
in IL-2-directed growth (Ferris eta!., 1988). 

Gene Activation by Lymphokines 

Since growth lymphokines stimulate cell cycle progression, it is obvious that the signal 
transduced from the membrane must alter or induce the expression of genes that 
biochemically promote cell cycle or differentiative function. Some of the transcrip
tional activation by IL-2 or CSFs have been recently identified. Most notable are the 
members of the nuclear protooncogene family, c-fos, c-myc, and c-myb. All the 
lymphokine growth factors tested thus far (IL-2, multi-CSF, G-CSF, GM-CSF) 
stimulate the sequential transcription of these genes in their respective cell lines 
(Cleveland et a!., 1987; Harel-Bellan and Farrar, 1987). Moreover, the sequential 
expression of c-fos followed by c-myc is clearly a consensus nuclear event shared by 
fibroblastic cell lines responding to serum-derived growth factors (Greenberg and Ziff, 
1984). Other gene transcripts, such as HSP70 or ornithine decarboxylase (Farrar et 
a!., 1988), are also "consensus genes" activated in diverse tissues responding to 
proliferative signals. 

Effects of Pharmacological Agonists of Protein Kinases 
on Activation Gene Expression 

The two unique protein kinases involved in signal transduction by several hormones, 
theCa++ /lipid-dependent PK-C and the cAMP-dependent protein kinase A, are also 
connected with the consensus genes induced by lymphokines. The tumor promoter 
phorbol myristate acetate (PMA), a pharmacological activator ofPK-C, induces c-fos 
and c-myc expression and ODC mRNA in growth-arrested lymphoid and myeloid cells 
(Farrar et a!., 1986; Harel-Bellan and Farrar, 1987). Direct activation of protein 
kinase A by analogues of cAMP such as 8-Br-cAMP, which strongly inhibit the 
proliferation of lymphoid and myeloid cells, have differential effects on the consensus 
gene family. It results in superinduction of c-fos mRNA, whereas most of the other 
genes are suppressed by addition of protein kinase A agonists. For example, IL-
2-induced c-myc and ODC gene expression in T cell lines is inhibited by 8-Br-cAMP 
(Farrar eta!., 1987; Harel-Bellan and Farrar, 1987). 
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It is clear from a number of studies that activators of PK-C generally mimick 
growth factor modulation of gene transcription. This does not exclude that growth 
factors activate discrete pathways unrelated to PK-C or unaccessible to pharmacolog
ical activation. In all probability, other pathways remain to be discovered. The ability 
of cAMP analogues to suppress growth and inhibit the expression of c-myc mRNA 
accumulation may be one mechanism by which this pathway affects the proliferative 
response to growth factors. Inhibition of c-myc expression by interferon or complemen
tary antisense oligonucleotides (Harel-Bellan et al., 1988) also reduces the prolifera
tive response to hematopoietic growth factors. Given the universal association of c-myc 
mRNA expression with the proliferative action of growth factors, the negative control 
of c-myc by cAMP-dependent intracellular pathways or others may provide clues to 
the function of the c-myc protein. 

The complex mechanisms by which extracellular signals control the function of 
the cell still remain largely unknown. We have identified a small number of the 
biochemical and molecular changes observed when either myeloid or lymphoid growth 
factors stimulate their target cells. All the growth factors apparently regulate the 
phosphorylation of cytosolic proteins. One of these, 40S ribosomal S6 protein, is in fact 
phosphorylated by a kinase that is distinct from the one initially stimulated by 
diacylglycerol. This suggests a concept long sought, namely, that intrakinase cascades 
are activated in a manner whereby the activation of one system affects others 
"downstream." We can envision a wave of kinase activities occurring to control the 
large number of proteins whose biochemical actions are regulated by apparent 
phosphorylation. As described here and elsewhere (Evans and Farrar, 1987b), the 
phosphorylation status of the S6 protein was proportional to the protein chain 
elongation of the polysomes. 

Among the consensus nuclear events described for all the lymphokine growth 
factors and serum-related proteins (PDGF, etc.) is the regulation of the expression of 
the nuclear protooncogene family. Their conservation between tissue types and 
transcriptional responsiveness to a broad spectrum of growth stimulants heavily 
indicates a critical role in the control of growth or differentiation. Phorbol esters, which 
promote tumor development and growth in normal cells, also stimulate c-myc 
expression. cAMP analogues, which in many instances reverse transformation and 
inhibit normal cell growth, inhibit stable steady-state c-myc mRNA accumulation. 
More recently, we have shown that inhibition of c-myc biosynthesis with antisense 
oligonucleotides suppresses the proliferative response of lymphocytes to IL-2 (Harel
Bellan eta!., 1988). Whether the inhibition of c-myc biosynthesis effects subsequential 
gene expression or DNA polymerase activity is currently under investigation. The 
development of oligomer antisense technology, however, will provide a useful tool to 
delete certain inducible proteins from the intracellular response and allow the 
determination of their role in the complex coordination of intracellular events 
associated with growth factor initiation of cell cycle progression. 

Summary 
The polypeptide hormones that govern the proliferation and differentiation of the 
mature immune system and hematopoiesis are collectively referred to as lymphokines. 
We have examined a number of biochemical and molecular events stimulated by 
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several unique lymphokines that exhibit proliferative activity on lymphoid and myeloid 
cell lines. IL-2 and several members of the colony-stimulating factors (multi-CSF, 
G-CSF, and GM-CSF) stimulate a similar pattern of cellular phosphorylation, 
including the prominent phosphorylation of a 68-kD substrate present in numerous 
distinct lineage cell lines. The 68-kD substrate is phosphorylated by protein kinase C 
on threonine residues and is primarily cytosolic. Another kinase system activated by 
either physiological ligand or synthetic diacylglycerol phosphorylated the 40S riboso
mal S6 protein in a dose-dependent manner. The increased phosphorylation of S6 
protein was associated with enhanced chain elongation in vitro. The kinase responsible 
for the in situ phosphorylation, however, was not protein kinase C but another 
physicochemically distinct Mg++ -dependent enzyme (termed S6 kinase). These stud
ies suggested that although protein kinase C was activated by diacylglycerol, another 
kinase, S6 kinase, was the effector enzyme involved in the phosphorylation of the 40S 
protein. IL-2 and all other lymphokines tested stimulated the transcription of the 
nuclear protooncogenes c-fos, c-myc, and c-myb, as well as a member of the heat shock 
family of proteins, HSP 70. Phorbol esters also stimulated similar gene expression; 
however, cAMP analogue inhibited phorbol ester- or ligand-induced c-myc expression. 
cAMP agonists are antiprolifeative to all the growth factors tested. 
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Introduction 
Despite the discovery of increasing numbers of intracellular messengers over the past 
decade, Ca2+ ions still hold a central place in the activation cascade in many cell types, 
and probably play a key regulating role in all eukaryotic cells. Indeed some of the other 
known, putative, cytosolic messenger substances act partly or mainly by influencing 
Ca2+ entry into or exit from the cytosol, e.g., cyclic AMP (cAMP), inositol tris, and 
tetrakis phosphates. 

Among the most important questions in cell activation, therefore, are: how are 
cytosolic Ca2+ signals set up, and how are they ended? In many cells in which rapid 
intracellular [Ca2+] ( [Ca2+];) transients are the critical trigger, the most important 
mechanism is rapid Ca2+ entry through voltage-gated Ca2+ channels. Even in these 
cells, as with smooth and cardiac muscle, there is also an important component of Ca2+ 

discharge from internal stores. In many nonexcitable cells-i.e., those in which action 
potentials are not a feature of activation-there can also be rapid Ca2+ entry and 
discharge from internal stores. In the first two sections of this chapter we outline the 
current state of understanding of these processes and some recent data from our 
laboratory, considering these processes in human platelets. In the third section we 
discuss the ways in which elevated [Ca2+l is restored to resting levels, with a particular 
focus on Ca2+ extrusion across the plasma membrane, including some of our own 
recent work and that of others. 

Receptor-Mediated Discharge of Ca2
+ 

Evidence for Internal Release 
The idea that stimulation, chemical or electrical, at the cell surface could activate cells 
by causing the discharge of internal stores of Ca2+ was originally based on two 
considerations. First, A. V. Hill (1948) demonstrated that diffusion of Ca2

+ from the 
surface to the interior could not be fast enough to account for the speed of activation of 
skeletal muscle. Second, various cells, including platelets, could respond to stimuli 
assumed to act at the plasma membrane, with changes supposedly triggered by Ca2

+, 

even in the absence of external Ca2+. More convincing evidence came from finding that 
the Ca ionophore A23187 could evoke shape change and secretion in the complete 
absence of external Ca2+ (e.g., Feinstein and Fraser, 1975). Since the primary effect of 
the ionophore is to translate Ca2+ across cell membranes this observation suggests the 
presence of an internal dischargeable store sequestered in an organelle. It was also 
found that, like most cells, platelets contain intracellular membrane systems analogous 
to sarcoplasmic reticulum that are capable of accumulating Ca2+ in an ATP
dependent manner, even at Ca2+ concentrations in the range expected in cytosol (e.g., 
O'Rourke, 1985). The chief Ca2+ -sequestering organelle in platelets is thought to be 
the "dense tubular system" described by electron microscopists. 

The ability of cell stimulation to increase efllux of preloaded 45Ca (e.g., Rink and 
Sage, 1987) is also consistent with an internal discharge elevating [Ca2+];, followed by 
increased Ca2+ extrusion; however, one should also consider the possibility that an 
observed increased efllux may result from stimulation of a Ca2+ pump with consequent 
lowering [Ca2+];. 

With the invention of fluorescent Ca2+ indicators and a way to load them into 
small intact cells (Tsien et al., 1982) it became possible to analyze stimulus-evoked 
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elevation of [Ca2+L in many cell types, including platelets. We soon found that 
stimulation by a range of surface ligands leads to an abrupt rise in [Ca2+]; when 
extracellular [Ca2+] ([Ca2+] 0) was reduced to <10 nM (Rink eta!., 1982), and even 
when the cells were depolarized in high K+ (Sage and Rink, 1986a), thus ensuring an 
outward electrochemical gradient on Ca2+ and precluding the possibility that Ca2+ 
entry contributed to this signal. Incidently, this observation and the finding that 
stimulus-evoked elevation of [Ca2+]; in the absence of external calcium is not 
diminished when external N a+ is replaced by a large cation such as choline or 
N-methyl-o-glucamine (Sage and Rink, 1986a ), provides evidence that changes of the 
membrane potential are not important in triggering the discharge of internal Ca2+. 

We can calculate the minimum amount of Ca2+ dischargeable by receptor
mediated processes from the increase in the Ca2+ saturation of intracellular quin2, as 
-200 Jl.molfliter of cell water (Rink eta!., 1982). The maximum discharge of [Ca2+]; 
evoked by thrombin, which is one of the most effective platelets stimuli, is close to that 
which can be discharged by maximally effective concentrations of Ca2+ ionophores. 

This finding implies that the bulk of the Ca2+ available for discharge in 
Ca2+ -sequestering organelles is available to receptor-mediated signaling. In platelets 
containing millimolar amounts of quin2 the extent of the [Ca2+]; rise seen in Ca2+ -free 
medium is naturally curbed by the excess of Ca2+ buffering contained in the cytosol. 
With the more highly fluorescent indicator fura-2, signals can be obtained with dye 
loadings down to 20 JLM, and one now finds that discharge of intracellular Ca2+ by 
thrombin or the Ca2+ ionophore ionomycin can raise [Ca2 +L towards or beyond 1 JA.M 
(Pollock and Rink, 1986). 

Linking the Receptor to Cal+ Discharge 
The mechanism by which an action potential causes Ca2+ release from the sarcoplas
mic reticulum in striated muscle has long been and still remains a highly controversial 
and intruiging matter. No less mysterious was the linking between surface receptors 
and internal Ca2+ discharge in nonexcitable cells, but, as other accounts in this volume 
will testify, it is now generally believed that the missing message is inositol 1,4,5-
triphosphate (InsP3). In platelets, several pieces of the evidence required to sustain this 
view are available: (a) InsP3 is formed within a few seconds of stimulation by many 
agonists, which include thrombin, platelet-activating factor, vasopressin, and throm
boxin mimetics, via stimulated hydrolysis of phosphatidylinositol bisphosphate (e.g., 
Agranoff eta!., 1983; Siess eta!., 1984). (b) Microsomal subfractions from disrupted 
platelets that can accumulate 45Ca in an ATP-dependent manner release part of the 
45Ca on exposure to InsP 3 in the micromolar range, i.e., in the range likely in stimulated 
cells (e.g., O'Rourke eta!., 1985). (c) A similar effect of InsP3 is seen with the 45Ca 
taken up by platelets whose plasma membrane is permeabilized by saponin (Authi et 
a!., 1987). 

This evidence strongly implies that InsP3 can liberate internal Ca2+ in platelets 
and is made available during platelet activation in many instances. Of course the 
evidence does not rule out the existence of additional or alternative mechanisms. For 
example, another important platelet agonist, adenosine disphosphate (ADP), is 
markedly less effective than thrombin in inducing the breakdown of phosphatidylinosi
tol bisphosphate and the production of InsP3 (Fisher et a!., 1985), but is nevertheless 
effective at discharging internal Ca2+ (Sage and Rink, 1986b). This result might, 
however, be seen if ADP produced only a modest and very brief elevation of InsP3 (see 
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e.g., Daniel et al., 1986). Another important piece of evidence, which is presently 
lacking, is a kinetic analysis showing that the elevation of InsP3 is fast enough to 
account for the observed rise in [Ca2+L in intact platelets. It would also add strength to 
the hypothesis to find specific blockers of the production and the effects of InsP3 and 
demonstrate that they indeed block the stimulated discharge of Ca2+ in intact platelets. 
One way of generally inhibiting platelet function is to elevate cAMP; this has an array 
of actions, including a reduction in the production of InsP3 and of the discharge of 
internal Ca2+ (e.g., Sage and Rink, 1985), although naturally this does not by itself 
demonstrate a causal link. The development of monoclonal antibodies that can 
interfere with the ability of InsP3 to release Ca2+ from sequestering organelles offers an 
elegant way of further testing the hypothesis, although this will require the incorpora
tion of large molecules into a resealed cell. 
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Figure 1. Kinetics of changes in 
[Ca2+]; evoked by thrombin and ADP. 
Fura-2-loaded platelets were mixed 
with (A) ADP at a final concentration 
of 40 j.LM and (B) thrombin at a final 
concentration of 4 U/ml in a Hi-Tech 
Scientific SFA-11 Rapid Kinetic Ac
cessory mounted in a Perkin-Elmer 
MPF-44A spectrophotometer. Excita
tion was at 340 nm, emission at 500 
nm. Traces are the average of 10--12 
scans recorded on an Acorn BBC 
microcomputer. The medium con
tained I mM CaCI2 (Ca2+) or 1 mM 
EGTA (0-Ca2+) as indicated. 

We have begun to examine the question of the kinetics of the Ca2+ discharge by using 
stopped-flow fluorescence measurements of fura-2-loaded human platelets (Sage and 
Rink, 1986a, b; 1987). Typical responses to thrombin and ADP are shown in Fig. 1. In 
Ca2+ -free medium containing 1 mM EGT A, even with supramaximally effective 
concentrations of agonists there is an irreducible delay of -200 ms before there is a 
discernible rise in signal. Thereafter the signal rises almost immediately at maximum 
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rate and peaks within the first second. We suppose that the delay represents time for 
the many processes that have to occur between the rapid ( -10-20 ms) mixing of ligand 
and platelets and the actual release of Ca2

+ from the dense tubular system and its 
binding to the fura-2. The effective response time of fura-2 under these conditions is 
-10 ms, so instrumental and indicator lag are not responsible for the bulk of the 
observed delay. Presumably during this lag phase the following sequence of events 
takes place: ligand binding to the receptor; conformational changes in the receptor and 
the associated G proteins, the activation of phospholipase C; the hydrolysis of 
phosphatidyl inositol biphosphate (PIP2 ) and production of InsP3; the diffusion of this 
soluble message to the dense tubular system; the binding of InsP3 to its receptor; 
conformational changes on that receptor, its coupling mechanisms to calcium chan
nels; and finally the discharge of Ca2+. Clearly, these observations require that the 
putative messenger InsP3 reaches adequate concentrations within the first 200 ms after 
stimulation. 

The second half of the analysis thus requires an accurate subsecond kinetic 
analysis of the hydrolysis of PIP2• So far, to our knowledge, this has not been achieved 
for any cell type; however, a recent report shows an elevation of platelet InsP3 1 s after 
thrombin stimulation (Daniel et al., 1987). 

The mechanism of Ca2+ release from the tubular system is not known. In the one 
study of this point on rough endoplasmic reticulum from rat liver, Muallem et al. 
( 1985) found evidence that InsP3-induced 45Ca release was electrogenic. 

Termination of the Calcium Signal 
Termination of a Ca2+ signal will normally require two events: ending the processes 
generating the Ca2+ flux into the cytosol, and subsequent removal of Ca2+ to restore 
basal [Ca2+];. Physiologically, removal of a stimulus will often result in shutting off the 
supply of Ca2

+, and the Ca2+ pumps in the plasma membrane and sequestering 
organelles will remove the excess until the normal pumpjleak balance at resting 
[Ca2+]; is restored. Two additional processes can help terminate the Ca2+ signal, even 
in the continued presence of a stimulus. Various kinds of inactivation or desensitization 
may occur at the level of the receptor or at subsequent transduction steps; and the 
various cellular messengers may stimulate Ca2+ removal. 

In platelets, many agonists, including thromboxane mimetics and platelet
activating factor, show rapid desensitization so that both Ca2+ entry and internal 
release last only a few seconds. Part of this effect may be a direct consequence of 
receptor occupancy, but may in part be due to effects of protein kinase C. 

Stimulation of protein kinase C using phorbol esters inhibits both agonist-evoked 
(Ptdlns (4, 5)P2 hydrolysis (e.g., Rittenhouse and Sasson, 1985) and rises in [Ca2+]; in 
platelets (Macintyre et al., 1985; Zavioco et al., 1985). Therefore, it has been 
suggested that the accumulation of diacylglycerol can help terminate the generation of 
Ca2+ fluxes by negative feedback on phospholipase C. A fall in the production of Ins 
(1, 4, 5)P3 after activation of protein kinase C would be expected to result in the 
cessation of Ca2+ release from the internal stores. The influx of Ca2+ across the plasma 
membrane would similarly cease if inositol phosphates also mediate this response. The 
ability of diacylglycerol to inhibit Ca2+ flux generation may not be limited to the 
suppression of intermediate formation; ADP-evoked elevation of [Ca2+];, whose influx 
component is probably independent of inositol phosphate formation, is also reduced 
(Drummond and Macintyre, 1987). The Ca2+ channels in both the plasma and 
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internal store membranes may thus be modulated by protein kinase C--dependent 
phosphorylation. 

Once Ca2+ fluxes into the cytosol have been terminated, the restoration of [Ca2+]; 
to basal levels can result from sequestering of Ca2+ into the internal stores and/or 
extrusion of Ca2+ across the plasma membrane. The sequestering of Ca2+ by the dense 
tubular system has been recognized for some time, since vesicles believed to be derived 
from this membrane system accumulate Ca2+ in vitro in an ATP-dependent manner 
(Robblee et al., 1973; Kaser-Glanzmann et al., 1977; Menashi et al., 1982). 

Ca2+ Extrusion 

The nature and regulation of systems capable of extruding Ca2+ across the plasma 
membrane of platelets is more controversial. Some authors have found no evidence for 
a transport Ca2+ -ATPase in purified plasma membrane preparations (e.g., Menashi et. 
al., 1984), but two recent papers report finding transport Ca2+ -ATPase in platelet 
surface membranes (Enyedi et al., 1986; Enouf, 1987). 

We have examined the ways in which elevated [Ca2+]; is restored to resting levels 
in human platelets loaded with fura-2 and 45Ca. To avoid complications of changing 
Ca2+ influx, experiments were done with low external [Ca2+], <20 nM (Pollock et al., 
1987) or 200 nM (Rink and Sage, 1987). After stimulation by thrombin in these 
conditions, [Ca2+]; falls from its early peak towards basal value with half-time 
measured in seconds. Part of this fall is due to Ca2+ extrusion, evidenced by 45Ca loss, 
and partly reflects resequestration by internal stores, which could be shown to be 
partially refilled from the size of the subsequent discharge produced by optimal 
concentration of Ca2+ ionophore (Pollock et al., 1987). 

When [Ca2+]; is initially elevated by Ca2+ ionophore, the subsequent fall must be 
due very largely to Ca2+ extrusion since the Ca2+ -sequestoring organelles are contin
ually open "short-circuited" by the continued presence of the ionophore that translo
cates re-accumulated Ca2+ back into the cytosol. (Extruded Ca2+ is of course captured 
by the external EGTA and is not available for re-entry.) 

The observed decline in [Ca2+]; was surprisingly slow, having an initial drop to 
-500 nM in an few tens of seconds and then having a slow phase lasting many minutes, 
so that [Ca2+]; was still >400 nM 6 min after application of the ionophore (see Fig. 
2 C). The measured loss of 45Ca from the cells was similar to that seen with thrombin, 
but of course with ionophore present this loss reflects extrusion, as little could be 
resequestered into internal stores (as was shown by the lack of any elevation of [Ca2+]; 
after subsequent application of thrombin (Pollock et al., 1987)). Indeed, application of 
thrombin after ionophore stimulated recovery towards basal [Ca2+];, as seen in Fig. 
2 B, and this reflected an enhanced extrusion, evidenced by a stimulated loss of 45Ca as 
shown in Fig. 2 C. 

The main established mechanisms for extrusion of calcium across the plasma 
membrane are Ca2+-ATPases and Na+ jCa2+ exchange carriers. We have shown that 
the replacement of external Na + with N-methyl-o-glucamine has no effect on the time 
course of the return of [Ca2+]; to basal levels (Rink and Sage, 1987) and does not 
significantly affect 45Ca efflux from resting platelets, or platelets stimulated with 
thrombin, ionomycin, or both agonists (Fig. 2 C). It therefore appears that Na+ ;ca+ 
exchange does not play an important role in mediating Ca2+ extrusion in resting or 
stimulated platelets. 

As mentioned above there have been reports that the platelet plasma membrane 
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does not possess a Ca2+ -ATPase (Cutler et a!., 1978) and that vesicles derived from 
platelet outer membranes do not accumulate Ca2+ (Menashi et a!., 1982; Menashi et 
a!., 1984). 

More recently, however, there have been reports of two different Ca2+-ATPase 
activities in platelet membrane fractions; one of these enzymes showed structural and 
kinetic similarities to the Ca2+ -ATPase of the endoplasmic reticulum, which suggests 
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Figure 2. Stimulated Ca2+ effiux from fura-2-loaded platelets. Changes in fura-2 fluorescence 
recorded from a stirred platelet suspension containing 1 mM EGT A. (A) lonomycin (I ~M) 
evokes a rise in [Ca2+]i with an elevated plateau. (B) The addition of thrombin ( 4 U jml) after 1 
~M ionomycin restores [Ca2+]i toward basal. The subsequent addition of 20 ngjml PAF evokes 
no rise in [Ca2+]i, indicating that the internal Ca2+ stores have not refilled in the presence of the 
ionophore. (C) Effects of Na + replacement on 45Ca2+ effiux from cells co-loaded with fura-2 and 
45Ca2+. Bars show the fraction of initial 45Ca2+ activity remaining inside cells after 10 min under 
control conditions, and after the addition of 1 U/ml thrombin, 1 ~M ionomycin, or 1 ~M 
ionomycin with 4 Ujml thrombin. Filled bars show responses in control medium and open bars 
parallel responses in medium in which all Na+ was replaced by N-methyl-o-glucamine. All 
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that it was derived from internal membranes, and the other showed similarities to the 
Ca2+ -ATPase of the erythrocyte plasma membrane, which suggests that it was of 
surface origin (Enyedi et al., 1986; Enouf et al., 1987). Our results support the 
existence of a Ca2+ -ATPase in the platelet plasma membrane. 

Ca2+ pumping may be stimulated by Ca2+ -calmodulin, cAMP-dependent protein 
kinases and protein kinase C. Since [Ca2+L does not return to basal levels after 
stimulation by ionomycin, but reaches a plateau at -500 nM, Ca2+ -calmodulin does 
not seem to be the stimulus to Ca2+ extrusion in platelets, at least not at [Ca2+]i below 
-500 nM. cAMP-dependent protein kinases do not appear to promote Ca2+ extrusion 
either, since we found that elevation of cAMP by using forskolin did not stimulate a 
fall in [Ca2+]i (Rink and Sage, 1987). However, we found that phorbol myristate 
acetate mimicked the ability of thrombin to promote a fall in [Ca2+L in the presence of 
ionomycin (Pollock et al., 1987) and to stimulate 45Ca2+ efflux (Rink and Sage, 
1987). 

It therefore appears that protein kinase C stimulates a Ca2+ -ATPase in the 
platelet plasma membrane, as has been reported in other cell types (e.g., Lagast et al., 
1984). Hence, diacylglycerol appears to be a bidirectional regula tor of pia telet activity, 
acting synergistically with Ca2+ to evoke aggregation and secretion (Nishizuka, 1984; 
Rink et al., 1983) and helping to terminate the Ca2+ signal in platelets in at least two 
ways: by stimulating Ca2+ efflux, as well as by reducing agonist-evoked Ca2+ flux into 
the cytosol. 

Receptor-mediated Ca2+ Entry 
There are several lines of evidence pointing to the existence of receptor-mediated Ca2+ 
entry in human platelets. (a) 45Ca uptake is rapidly increased on application of agonists 
such as thrombin or platelet-activating factor (Massini and Luscher, 1976; Lee et al., 
1981 ). (b) The fluorescent signal from platelets loaded with millimolar levels of quin2 
is substantially larger when they are stimulated in the presence of external Ca than in 
its absence (Rink et al., 1982). The simplest interpretation is that a stimulated Ca2+ 
entry adds to the Ca2+ entering the cytosol from internal stores. An alternative 
explanation could be that external Ca2+ is needed for efficient coupling of the receptor 
to internal release. This is unlikely for two reasons: the increase in [Ca2+L in platelets 
loaded with millimolar quin2 evoked by saturating amounts of Ca ionophore in 
Ca2+-free medium, which presumably discharges virtually all mobilizable Ca2+, is 
considerably smaller than that evoked by thrombin in the presence of external Ca2+; 
and also, application of divalent cations such as Nf+ or Cd2+, which blocks Ca2+ entry 
through voltage-gated channels, can reduce the evoked increase in [Ca2+L in the 
presence of external Ca2+ to the level seen in Ca2+ -free medium (e.g., Hallam and 
Rink, 1985a). (c) We can exploit the fact that Mn2+ binds more avidly than does Ca2+ 
to quin2 or fura-2 and quenches the fluorescence, to show that thrombin, platelet
activating factor, or ADP can promote Mn2+ entry into human platelets (Hallam and 
Rink 1985a). 

It seems most likely that Mn2+ enters via the route normally used by Ca2+. Mn2+ 
entry is blocked by Ni2+, as is the putative Ca2+ entry. So far there is no direct 
electrophysiological evidence for receptor-mediated Ca2+ currents in platelets, 
although patch clamp techniques can now be applied to very small cells or cell 
fragments. (Of course the absence of a measurable ligand-stimulated Ca current will 
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not exclude a physiologically relevant receptor-mediated Ca entry in intact platelets, 
and finding some form of Ca2+ current in patch clamp experiments does not itself 
define physiological relevance for that Ca2+ entry.) 

The Role of Membrane Potential 
We do not think that changes in membrane potential play an important part in 
initiating Ca2+ entry in platelets. Imposed depolarization with high K+ or with 
gramicidin does not elevate [Ca2+]; (e.g., Sage and Rink, 1986a; Sage and Rink, 
unpublished observations). In normal Na+ medium, thrombin, platelet-activating 
factor, or ADP do produce a small depolarization as indicated by potential-sensing 
fluorescent probes (Pipili, 1985), but only by some 5-10 mV, i.e., less than that usually 
needed to promote voltage-gated Ca2+ entry. More important, replacement of Na by 
large organic cations such as choline converts the small depolarization into a small 
hyperpolarization with minimal effects on the extent of [Ca2+]; elevation observed in 
quin-2-loaded platelets in the presence of external Ca2+ (Sage and Rink, 1986a). 
Organic Ca2+ antagonists such as nifedipine and D600 have little effect on [Ca2 +]; 
signals over the concentration range in which they block voltage-gated channels in 
cardiac and smooth muscle (e.g., Hallam and Rink, 1985b). Human platelets lack 
nitrendipine binding sites (Motulski et al., 1983). However, K+ depolarization 
substantially reduces the component of agonist-evoked [Ca2+]; rise attributable to 
Ca2+ entry (Sage and Rink, l986a). 

We cannot yet fully interpret this finding, but it might reflect one of a number of 
mechanisms: K + j Ca 2+ competition at an external site; a reduced driving force for Ca 2+ 
entry; an inactivation of Ca2+ entry that is dependent on depolarization (even though 
activation does not require depolarization); an effect of K+ or membrane depolariza
tion on the coupling of the receptor to Ca2+ entry. K+ depolarization does not have a 
general effect in reducing signal transduction since the internal discharge of Ca2+ is 
barely affected. The finding that gramicidin, which depolarizes platelets, also reduces 
the [Ca2+]; signal attributable to Ca2+ entry (Sage, S. 0., and T. J. Rink, unpublished 
observations) may indicate that it is membrane depolarization rather than elevated 
external K+ per se that is responsible for the effect. However, gramicidin will rapidly 
exchange internal potassium for sodium and so there will be a major change in the ionic 
gradients across the membrane. We need a sodium-specific ionophore that can cause a 
substantial depolarization of a membrane without significant alterations of the ionic 
environment, to isolate the effect membrane potential. 

Mechanisms for Receptor-mediated Ca1+ Entry 
We believe that the evidence outlined above strongly suggests that there is a significant 
component of stimulated Ca2+ entry in activated platelets which results from receptor 
occupation, not from changes in voltage. There are many possible mechanisms by 
which this entry could be triggered and several modes of Ca2+ entry to consider. 
Perhaps the most likely entry mechanism is the opening of some aqueous pore in the 
membrane, a channel, that is at least somewhat selective for Ca2+ .and might well 
permit the transfer of other cations as well. 

Another possibility is an exchanger mechanism whereby Ca2+ may be exchanged 
for the exit of another cation or combined with the entry of an anion. An exchanger 
might be capable of carrying electric current if the charges do not balance, or could be 
electroneutral. At present we do not have the evidence to separate these possibilities. 
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Among the mechanisms that can be proposed for triggering the Ca entry are the 
following: (a) A direct effect of ligand binding on a Ca2+ -passing channel, analogous to 
the influence of ACh on the nicotinic receptor; (b) receptors may be coupled to ionic 
channels via GTP-binding proteins in or attached to the inner face of the membrane; 
(c) A diffusable second messenger produced by receptor occupation may serve to 
promote Ca2+ entry. Irvine and Moor (1986) have suggested that inositol tetrakis 
phosphate might serve this role; (d) a subset of the mechanism inc is for Ca2+ released 
from the internal store to trigger Ca2+ entry, as has been suggested for neutrophils 
(Von-Tscharner et al., 1986); (e) yet another is one in which Ca2+ entry occurs direct 
from the external medium through some form of coupling device, possibly analogous to 
a gap junction, into theCa-sequestering organelles of the dischargeable internal store. 
In this class of models some consequence of the depletion of the internal store by InsP3 

results in direct filling of the store from the external medium which, in the continued 
open state of the InsP3-dependent channels of the internal membrane, can lead to Ca 
entry into the cytosol. (Putney, 1986; Merritt and Rink, 1987). Of course, these 
mechanisms need not be mutually exclusive and more than one may be operating 
simultaneously or sequentially during stimulation by any given ligand. There is 
relatively little direct evidence for or against these mechanisms in human platelets, but 
there are some clues. Application of large concentrations of fluoride, in the presence 
AlH ions, does evoke an increase in [Ca2+];, part of which is attributable to Ca2+ 
entry. 

Since AlF4 -is thought to directly activate GTP-binding proteins that couple 
receptors to transduction processes this may constitute evidence that a G protein is 
involved in some form of Ca2+ entry (e.g., Brass et al., 1986). It has recently been 
shown that inositol tetrakis phosphate is rapidly formed in thrombin-stimulated human 
platelets (Daniel et al., 1987), so a role for this putative mediator of Ca2+ entry is not 
excluded. 

Subsecond Kinetics 
We have sought to examine the processes of Ca2+ entry, and to see whether certain 
models could be eliminated or rendered unlikely, by examining the rapid kinetics of 
[Ca2+]; elevation in the presence of external Ca2+ compared with those in the absence 
of Ca2+. Typical results for thrombin and ADP, two agonists that we expected to act 
through different mechanisms (Rink and Hallam, 1984), are shown in Fig. 1. With 
thrombin, the signal in the presence of external Ca2+ occurs slightly, but reproducibly, 
earlier than that seen in the absence of external Ca2

+, and is slightly larger. The 
simplest interpretation of this finding is that a component of the elevation of [Ca2+]; is 
attributable to an early Ca2+ entry that precedes the internal discharge. It may be 
argued that the presence of EGTA to chelate residual Ca2+ may interfere with the 
coupling mechanisms and thereby produce the observed lag in the elevation of [Ca2+]; 
seen in Ca2+ -free medium. Arguing against this idea, although not completely 
excluding it, is. our recent finding that external Ni2+ produces very similar changes in 
the time course to those seen with EGTA (Sage and Rink, 1987). 

If our interpretation is correct, this experimental observation appears to exclude 
mechanisms in which the entry of Ca2+ is consequent upon internal discharge; i.e., 
mechanisms that depend on Ca2+ activation or Ca2+ entry, or depend on depletion of 
Ca2+ from the internal store. 

A much more striking difference in the signal with and without external Ca2+ is 
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seen with ADP. The elevation of [Cal+]i produced in the presence of external Cal+ 
occurs with no measurable lag (i.e., no more than the dead-time of -20 ms). As with 
thrombin, the longer lag seen in Cal+-free medium containing EGT A is also produced 
by application of Nil+ (Sage and Rink, 1987). The rapidity of the [Cal+]i increase seen 
with ADP in the presence of external Cal+ initially suggested to us that ADP might be 
working by a direct effect of ligand binding on a Cal+ channel, whereas other ligands, 
such as thrombin, might act through a diffusable second messenger. However, a 
further examination of responses to ADP showed that a lag phase did appear with 
suboptimal concentrations of this agonist, which indicates some slower step in the 
activation cascade. However, for any given extent of elevation of [Cal+]i in the 
presence of external Cal+ the lag is much less with ADP than with thrombin, 
suggesting a different coupling mechanism. Possibly the ADP receptor is coupled to 
the Cal+ entry mechanism via a GTP-binding coupling protein, while thrombin acts 
more slowly via production of a diffusable second messenger. 

Conclusions 
In human platelets there is good evidence for receptor-mediated Cal+ entry. With most 
stimuli this happens with an irreducible lag of -200 ms, earlier than the discharge of 
internal stores. With one agonist, ADP, the entry of Cal+ appears to start with no 
measurable delay ( <20 ms). This observation suggests that there are two distinct 
coupling mechanisms. Little is known of the actual entry mechanism, save that it 
appears not to be voltage gated and may be electrogenic (i.e., driven by an electric field 
as well as by a concentration gradient). We have no good experimental evidence to 
support or refute the idea that InsP4 may mediate Cal+ entry. 

As in many cells, there is now good evidence to support the hypothesis that the 
main trigger for discharge of internal Cal+ stores is mediated by rapid formation of 
InsP3• However, it has not yet been shown that this messenger is formed fast enough to 
account for speed of the [Cal+]i response-rising maximally within 300 ms in our 
stopped-flow experiments. 

Termination of a Cal+ signal has many components, including: shutting off the 
extra supply of Cal+ to the cytosol-entry and internal release; resequesterisation into 
internal stores; and extrusion of Cal+ to the external medium. Recent evidence from 
our own laboratory and others suggests that despite previous reports to the contrary, 
platelets do have a plasma membrane transport Ca-ATPase that is regulated by 
protein kinase C. We find no evidence for an important contribution of Na:Ca 
exchange. 
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